
 SALE 14 PART 1 - 2.00pm SATURDAY 2nd NOVEMBER 2013 

  BOX LOTS 

 1 Pandora’s Box or rather suitcase in this instance! A very mixed bag with Seven Seas albums 1966-2000, 
hingeless from 1979 with patchy MLH to 1972, World in childhood albums, in stockbooks, on Hagners & in 
packets. Noted Fiji MUH, Queensland 1950's Revenues on receipts etc, Victorian Railway stamps used to $5 
(block of 4 & 6), China on leaves, 1946 Coronation omnibus issues MUH/MLH & the pre-requisite 1981 Royal 
Wedding MUH omnibus. Sighted a St Helena 1973 Tercentenary coin in case. Useful pickings throughout with 
interesting pieces on stockcards & in glassines. Very disorganised but as received, so potential. (1000s) $80 

2 World with most countries represented in glassines, stockcards, tins & bags of mainly used. Worth allowing more 
time to view than we could to describe, as there are likely to be "finds" with much of what we inspected being 
better than "common". A staggering amount to sort & should repay the effort. Weeks of fun..........or work! (1000s) $70 

3 Nauru, Christmas Is, Tokelau to c1983 (largely MUH fairly complete), Cocos in stockbook to 2000 with 
duplication, NZPO 1987 & 1990 Year Albums (latter with tape stains on edges of some stamps), small open box 
with Nauru 1979 Hill M/S's with plate numbers, various World in envs, Norfolk Island PSE's & another open box 
with world covers plus Aust PSE's & GB PHQ cards. Pickings in covers noting 1953 Coronation Day Flight Br. 
Solomons to GB bearing KGVI 2/6d & QEII Coronation, NZ 1936 Chamber of Commerce 4d block with clear 16 
OC 36 cds, Jersey FDC's to £1 & Guernsey to £3. Mostly fine except a batch of Fiji covers with foxing. $100 

4 Australia pre-decimal & decimal used accumulation in large quantities to $10 in 10 stockbooks & Hagners. Odd 
kangaroo, KGV & KGVI vals to 10/- & £1 Arms noted plus States perfined OS. Also Cocos & AAT Defin sets to $1 
CTO. Also all world used in additional 4 stockbooks with quantities of PNG, US & Philippines. FDC album of 
random covers & further Australia pickings in springback. (1000s) $50 

5 World covers in PO Box with mostly Australia PSE's, PS postcards & special cachets but also noted USA & 
Denmark commercial mail, Channel Islands FDC's, 1934 New Guinea "Faith in Australia" airmail cover & few 
other pre-1950. Mostly fine. (100s) $100 

6 Great Britain used Machins, commems & general from QV to QEII sorted by type plus Australia 1979-1990 PSE's 
lightly duplicated all with FDI cancels. (1000s) $20 

7 World retired circuit sheet accumulation. Noted MUH Taiwan, Jersey, Hong Kong 1997 onwards & various 
countries 1980's-1990's with thematic appeal. Used with recent Aust, GB, Canada, Switzerland, Sweden, other 
Europe, Japan & general Br. Commonwealth. Not much pre-1950 but cond. generally fine although much of the 
used is non-cds. Most of the hundreds of pages in this lot have many stamps remaining so quantity is well into 
the thousands. PTSA at approx. $2000. $300 

8 GB commercial mail & front with KGV 1/- x 2 tied by PAQUEBOT cancel & few Mauritius OHMS stampless 
covers plus boxes & glassines containing cheap mixture worldwide. Plenty to sort! $30 

9 Stockbooks with duplicated cheap NZ, USA, Greece, NZ 1985 PO Year Albums x 2, wallet of Princess Diana 
Phone Cards & 2 boxes of loose in packets. Lots of stamps for the time rich! (1000s) $40 

10 Well used suitcase containing collector's cleanout of largely Australia decimal used in stockbooks & on covers in 
boxes (machine-cancelled mail). Other countries on/off paper in boxes & glassines with odd better incl 
Netherlands Postage Dues 6½¢ on 20¢, 3¢ on 1g etc. "Seek & ye shall find..." (1000s) $40 

11 French new issues 2000-2005 MUH in stockbook plus oddments incl revenues & railway stamps of France. Also 
album of Australian decimal covers with pictorial cachets, Bali Yacht Race, various exhibitions, balloon mail etc & 
peg fitting album with haphazard stamps, cards & covers from various countries, noting 1829 & 1836 pre-stamp 
letters Vienna to other destinations, Danzig 1939 card bearing Loch & Rontgen stamps tied by violet cachet "Der 
Fuhrer hat uns befreit 1 Sept 1939", Egypt 1887 & 1890 pre-stamped covers (the former to Melbourne). Also 
British silks, a Hutt River Visa of 1978 signed by Prince Leonard, 1903 (2), 1904 & 1906 Neth Indies lettercards 
locally used plus items from S./SW Africa, Sweden, Bulgaria & France. Just a smorgasbord of what the collector 
couldn't find a home for elsewhere in his collections! (100s) $100 

12 Stamps & covers containing c150 covers noting Tonga "Tin Can Mail" cover with 1938 set of 3, Fiji 1950 1/6d 
FDC x 2, other Pacifics, Canada plus 2 smaller boxes with many 100s loose in packets & envs noting 
Czechoslovakia 1962 PRAGA M/S (gutter block) F/U. The character of "floor sweepings" however pervades lot. $30 

13 Accumulation of Great Britain in old suitcase. Noted QEII pre-decimal commems range MLH/used in Senator 
binder, various covers same period, SG 2001 "Concise" cat., various bags with on/off paper, bundleware, empty 
"Silver Arrow" & "Royal Mail" cover albums, large Chinese stockbook & illustrated album with decimal QEII mainly 
used. Also Australasian Stamp Cat. & other GB odds in boxes & tins. Nothing pre-WWII sighted. Jam packed! $50 

14 Thirteen stockbooks, two with large quantities of loose between the pages (please take care when viewing) with 
Bavaria & ovpts on Germanic heads & few locals, dupl Sweden used to 1970's & common Australia to 1980. 
Another album with odd better incl Morocco Agencies KGV low value blocks MUH plus line of 1981/82 Greenland 
MUH. Lots of stamps to sort looking for the proverbial! (1000s) $80 

15 Collector's "Sunday Stamp Den" clean-up remnants in plastic crate with Australia PO postcard wallets/boxes, 
1980's FDCs, heavily duplicated off paper early decimals, stockbooks, tins, ring binders, etc. Enormous quantity, 
but room bidders only! (1000s) $30 

16 WA Postmarks on envelopes as received from Red Cross Charity. Majority on 60c from the last couple of years. 
Ideal opportunity to get the latest cancels. This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Red 
Cross, so please bid generously. (500+) $30 

17 European collector's "I'll just put it here, for now" accumulation in 7 quality stockbooks with main value in 1990's-
2008 MUH & used of Faroes, Aland, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Greece, Austria & Cyprus. NZ & oddments 
from other countries in one of the volumes. Very haphazard, with Netherlands incl page of early railway parcel 
stamps, various fiscals, postal stationery cut-outs & occasional better item e.g. Italian Occ of Cephalonia & Ithaca 
8d pair MUH (Cat. £200). Also small stockbook with few French 1870's. Patient sorting should reward. (100s) $200 

18 World covers organised by country. Noted "useful Austria" (c30), Denmark & Greenland unaddressed FDC's & 
some commercial, Russia 1980 Olympics sets & M/S's incl "Golden Ring" high vals all unaddressed. Also 
Uganda, Channel Islands & others in small quantity. About 10% are stained with viewing suggested to separate 
the milk from the cream. (c450) $50 



19 Australia 1970's addressed FDC's (WCS to 1975, then APO) in large album & packet of MUH same period plus 
another with GB 1966-1976 covers & a few USA, Denmark & couple of Greenland 1967. Main value, however, is 
in one of three "childhood" albums with Australia noting KGV 4d orange MLH, 1931 Kingsford Smith 6d brown air 
MLH & used, 1/- Lyrebird "OS" used, kangaroos to 5/- incl 5d, GB QV incl 1840 1d black & 2d blue (latter no 
margins) together with other imperf/perf 1d & 2d plus range of surface printed in mixed cond. to 5/- (1867 pl.2 
stained, 1883 good with Manchester Telegraphs cds) & later to KGVI. Some other items incl nearly empty 1894 
Imperial Album with odd GB, France pre-1900, Princess Diana 1981 Wedding & 1982 21st b’day covers & sets, 
1953 Coronation special album plus odd little env with MUH/used. Must be viewed as contents & cond. is mixed. $150 

20 Stockbooks of Machins duplicated used sorted in Cat. order x 2 plus loose in a box, GB PHQ cards (36 sets Cat. 
£92 + 23 odd cards), long box with envelopes of British Common (more common than wealth!), 4 small boxes of 
various cheapies. Definitely not worth posting, but plenty to sort. $30 

21 World & Australia cheaper oddments used in 11 large Chinese stockbooks. Considerable duplication of Australia 
1960's-1990's, but nothing of much value. Odd pickings with care. (1000s) $40 

22 Australian & Territories packs, blocks & AP products,. Also noted flash magnifier, PS postcard wallets/boxes, 
glassines & stockcards incl few KGV, modern overseas (Niger, USA, GB) & earlier oddments incl Iran 1935 90d 
pre-stamped p/c used. Other interesting items in France, Argentina, Russia & Tunisia. Sighted San Marino 1894 
p/c unused, large envelope of covers from South Africa & homelands, Canada & smaller envelope of commercial 
DDR covers. Much sorting required! $50 

23 World postcards in 5 small boxes, 2 with Australia sorted by State, a third on "World Churches" theme, another 
with various subjects & the last with unused & sorted by country in alpha order of mainly scenic types with over 
20 countries represented. Also a large quantity of Central & South America stamps off paper. Noted Agra ppc set 
of 20 in booklet form, Russian "Architectural Landmarks", "Gold & Silverwork in Old Russia" folders, Seoul folder, 
Japan "Views of New Tokyo" & "Greetings from Vancouver B.C." booklet. Good lot. Room bidders only. (100s) $50 

24 Seven Seas album with 1913-1968 common used with kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d, another with 1966-1982 
approx. 80% complete good to F/U bar M/S's & 1971 Christmas block. Also World  incl odd PNG pack & used 
vals to 1K, US Colorano 1980's silk covers (25), GB Machins & album of US common used earlies. (1000s) $40 

25 Australia 1960-1980's with odd later off paper used accumulation. Overwhelmingly letter rate, commercially used 
but great for packets. (1000s) $20 

26 Untidy accumulation of mainly World used cheapies from Spain, GB, British Commonwealth & others but incls 
one stockbook with Norfolk Is MUH duplicates to 1980's MUH & another with Animal Thematics plus pages of 
mounted British Commonwealth oddments. One to keep you going until Auction No. 15! $40 

27 Australia FDC's & PSE's to 2000 $10 Int Post & better early ASPC Maxicards in 11 binders. Apart from the 
predictable 1970's & 1980's, there are 68 large "Sigma" FDC's of the 1960's. Odd pre-1950 incl 1909 Kalgoorlie 
postcard with pair of ½d swans plus other WA postcards (faults). Also volume of Pacific addressed & Seychelles 
unaddressed & volume of USA 1984-1992 commemorative panels etc. Odd unusual item & 1954 Bahamas set of 
16 on 2 FDC's. Viewing suggested. (100s) $60 

28 Potpourri of retired circuit sheets, loose stamps & "floor sweepings" in box. Happy prospecting! (1000s) $30 
29 World pickings on 18cm high pile of retired club circuit sheets. A few at top show insect damage while lower down 

incl MUH in glassines taped to pages, noting Denmark, Suriname, Norway, Netherlands & Antilles with odd better 
MLH set incl Neth Indies 1930 Youth Fund, but largely used to 1990s. Most sheets were mounted in 1970s & 
later. Condition suggests they have been left undisturbed over the years they were accumulated. A few FDC's & 
1930 Aust airmail cover (15/7/30) Wyndham to Albany, 1959 BOAC FFC London-Johannesburg add interest to 
this lot. (1000s plus dozens of covers) $150 

30 Australia & Great Britain 1970's-1980's addressed FDC's (Wesley & PO) in carton filled to the brim. Some 
duplication especially in 1986/87 plus glassines with MUH blocks & strips (FV $100+ ). Odd item stained plus 
items from USA, Zambia & PNG sighted. Must be over 500 covers plus the face value MUH. $150 

31 Greenland & Faroes 1999-2004 MUH sets & M/S's in glassines, battered stockbook with pre-WWII France (noted 
30¢ Ceres "Bordeaux" print & 1f forgery), binder with paintings thematics common French defins in Kek 
stockbooks, collectors unsold club auction lots of Netherlands, Jersey, France etc, folder with French 1850s/1900 
stamped & stampless letters plus odd later item incl 1937 Australia 2d & 3d Sesqui FDC & other Aust KGV/QEII 
pre-decimal postal stationery in mixed cond. USA, Neth Indies with/out Rep Indonesia ovpts & 4 pre-stamped 
postcards of Jap Occ period plus 4 BOAC FFCs. Retired circuit sheets with reasonable world range MLH/used, 
NZ 2003 & 2005 MUH ex Year albums, France 1922 La Boule Aviation Meet semi-officials (40 marginal MUH 
various colours/coloured papers) plus other oddments. This will give the buyer a lot of fun to sort over Christmas 
with many good items. $200 

32 Neatly stacked foam carton of common world low val stamps, CTO aerogrammes, on paper "kiloware" & others in 
boxes, bags & two stockbooks housing "A" countries in one world in the other. An "occupational therapy" lot! $30 

33 World accumulation of retired circuit sheets stacked 17cm high in carton. Most sheets are well populated & 
modest pickings will be found throughout. There are many hundreds of sheets & therefore many thousands of 
stamps & it would have taken hours to just calculate the "PTSA" total remaining, so estimate is conservative & 
viewing is likely to impress. Much 1970's-1980's MUH in full sets with better oddments in MLH & used. (1000s) $250 

34 A mixed bag or box on this occasion with used post-war PPC's from around the world, Kiribati mid 1980's PO 
packs with duplication, NZ commercial & FDC's incl 1957 Ross Dep (11/1/57) to Australia, 1969 Cook M/S 
unaddressed FDC, many regd from diff PO's using 1/6d Tiki, special cancels incl THAMES TRADE FAIR (1961) 
(2) & various 1970's unaddressed. Also unused postal stationery items incl KEVII ½d wrapper, KGV 2d lettercard 
(ditto surcharged 1½d), ½d green Inland Postcard & 1d Admiral card H/S "HALFPENNY" & some with "HALF 
PENNY" & blocked out original value. 1906 Muir & Moodie "Zieker" type cards with embossed stamp designs 
surrounding b/w subject (2 diff), 1931 Regd 4d letter Gisborne-Dunedin, 1958 USA long airmail cover with New 
York machine cancel tying 15¢ airmail addressed to San Francisco on "First Jet Clipper Airmail" plus few other 
covers mostly overseas. The registered cover & NZ postal stationery alone are worth the est. $80 

35 New Zealand off paper used accumulation sorted into date order in envelopes housed in shoe boxes & carton. 
Nothing of value sighted. Tens of thousands, conservatively! $20 

36 Covers & picture postcards from various countries. Noted USA PSE's, NZ scenic postcards unused, bundle of 
ships/boats postcards, Cowboy paintings by Larson, GB Benham silks, stockbook of Pope John Paul II covers, 
"Bridges" (72), Adelaide GP covers, tin of Asian & Pacific stamps, box of GB commems used off paper, NZ 
1935/6 2½d & 8d officials used, Slovakia 1944 sheetlet & others incl NZ $10 Arms strip 4 F/U. Worth a good look. $50 



37 All world range in 11 volumes A to Z. Majority used & common with no real highlights noted in brief viewing. Very 
mixed cond in places. One for the optimist! (1000s) $30 

38 Described by vendor as "Lucy in the Sky" so your mission is to find the diamonds! Contains lots of common 
Australia in plastic bags, glassines & range of commercial mail plus album pages of various countries. Bundle of 
AP mail sorting tags noted. Room bidders only. $30 

39 Covers & PSE's with majority Australia 1980's plus few GB 1960's-1970's commercially used in plastic crate. 
Overwhelmingly common Aust unaddressed commems on AP covers. (100s) $20 

40 Australia decimal MUH face value $150+ incl 2011 Royal Wedding sheetlet of 10 x 2, FDC's to recent, GB MUH 
sets & M/S's to recent, glassines with pre-decimal Aust incl 7/6d Cook block, 2/3d ICY x 8, 2/3d Cable x 6 plus 
Princess Diana 1981 Wedding, 1982 21st birthday oddments, few used & Denmark covers. Also noted 5 Challis 
FDC's & "Globe" album with reasonable MLH & used to 1950 incl KGVI MLH short sets. Compact random lot 
ideal for the annual Christmas sort! $180 

41 Omnibus 1981 Royal Wedding album with few covers, sets & mounts, "Birds of the World" cover collection (from 
International Council for Bird Preservation), "Senator" binder with useful Australia incl 1937 Coronation (2 thick 
paper sets F/U), 1946 BCOF set to 5/- thick paper MLH & various 1946-1954 imprint blocks MUH/MLH. Also NZ 
1874-1955 range incl 1898 to 2/- used, KEVII/KGV mixed cond, KGVI & QEII fine MUH/MLH blocks & odds used, 
GB 1953 Coronation sets MUH/MLH & KGVI range incl £1 RSW plus small stockbook of duplicates & China 
(c1930) presentation folder with 2 stuck down sets. Pickings with care. $100 

42 World "M-P" cover & PO pack accumulation with Netherlands best represented. Few Malayan States with 
registered labels on front & stamps on back, odd Philippines, Macao etc plus c45 packs of Nauru & Norfolk 
Island. Over 200 covers & 45 packs, some duplication to x 8. $30 

43 New Zealand 1990's into 2000's defins & commems on paper charity mix with expected duplication of 40c & 45c 
but still pickings & high vals sighted. 14kg+ so room bidders only please. $40 

44 Japan (circa 1980's, odd earlier) in stockbook, USA pre-stamped postcards (45), Australia "Legends of Australian 
Horseracing" book with stamps, bundle of advertising postcards, 1972 Primary Ind PO pack & 5 others, small 
stock of "Space" thematics, box of odds incl registration labels, foreign in glassines etc. Sorters Paradise! (1000s) $50 

45 Australia with FDC album incl 1972 Xmas & 1974-1983 range (96) plus a few packs (16 incl AAT) & APO 
products c1990, e.g. "Links", "Colonial Australia", "Australian Impressionists" with stamps. Also 6 small Chinese 
stockbooks of cheap used from NZ, GB, USA, Canada, South Africa & few others. $40 

46 Off paper world used in small box, Harris "Citation" album with picked over but extensive pictorials, Grenada 
"cheap & cheerful" 1970's plus CUPPEX 87 covers. Good fun lot for general collector on a tight budget. (1000s) $30 

47 Australia with heavily duplicated 1934 2d Vic & Macarthur in bags with mixture of slogan & WA cds's on a bed of 
other bags of loose world. (1000s) $20 

48 Tins, bags of sorted & unsorted World plus odd Australia pack & PSE. Also junior albums of world, GB Machins, 
covers & lots more. Time for the time rich! Room bidders only. (1000s) $30 

49 Australian decimals on paper in box with some Christmas & Cocos Island plus Netherlands booklet & other 
oddments. Mostly non-letter rate 1980s-2000s & worth checking. Conservative estimate. (1000s) $20 

50 1918-1990 Czechoslovakia duplicated CTO/used in catalogue order. (Nothing scarce), smaller box with clean off 
paper accumulation of British Commonwealth with minor pickings (1000s) & box of Australian scenic postcard 
folders arranged by State & Territory - extensive. Diverse lot which will provide entertainment for the purchaser. $40 

51 World mixture nearly all used with lots of Australia 1930's-1940's defins, Italy 1950's plus many other countries. 
All off paper in envelopes, glassines & small boxes. (1000s) $30 

52 Australia neatly sorted into boxes, tin & bundles, comprising used off paper duplicated selection 1960-2000+ in 
various boxes, stockbook with Territories duplicated used, maxicards (36 sets 1980-1991 plus 50 cards not full 
sets), aerogrammes (all decimal mixed FDI/mint) incl odd overseas, Aust & GB perfins, 16 diff airmail covers 
(post-war), various countries & bundle of PSE's all with diff FDI cancels. Nothing scarce sighted & carton is large, 
so room bidders only please. $50 

53 New Zealand 1980's-2003 accumulation of commercial airmail covers to same addressee in NSW. Mainly defin 
adhesives to $2, some stained. Heavy duplication, mixed cds & machine cancels. (100s) $20 

54 Europe loose (1000s) plus Germany, USA & Hungary all with common material sorted into envelopes & nearly all 
used. Colossal quantity, but expect no "gems"! (10,000+) $30 

55 World in quality plastic crate containing stockbook, many glassines with cheap stamps, Australia used blocks in 
containers plus a few covers. Noted some QV Commonwealth Revenues, $20+ in Aust FV, a $10 mag glass & 
GB KGVI in used multiple. Certain pickings with a low starting estimate (1000s) $20 

56 America's cup gift pack, large bags of World on paper, other packets, sorted in envelopes, single country lots, 
catalogues & covers. One collectors junk is another mans………………..?  Room bidders only please. $20 

57 Retired circuit sheets. Mainly 1950's-1990's MUH, MLH & used with sets & odd values covering all corners of the 
world. Whilst the majority of the used are common & Aust Territories & Pacific 1970's MUH are more than most 
collectors would like, the thematic appeal of the MUH is considerable & there are pickings in pre-1960, although 
cond not always fine. The many hundreds of pages in ring binders fill an archive box so inspection a "must". 
Good lot for circuit sheet maker. (1000s) $300 

58 Mainly Australia FDI cancelled aerogrammes (Derby CTO) with vals from 9¢ to 60¢ with much duplication of 40¢, 
50¢, 53¢ & 60¢. Also a few aerogrammes of Nauru & Norfolk Is, latter unused. (100s) $20 

59 Packets of World stamps, some sets plus various postcards & covers etc. May suit thematic collector as 
envelopes sorted by theme. Small club auction potential also. (100s) $20 

60 World accumulation, largely 1980's, on paper in box with pieces torn from parcels of Australian & European origin 
(mainly GB & Netherlands) plus circuit pages & album pages in large ring binder. Vast quantity. $30 

61 Australia 1966-1996 used accumulation with post-1987 mainly CTO in 4 stockbooks incl M/S's, strips, full sets 
plus 4 more stockbooks of cheap USA, GB & general World. (1000s) $50 

62 Old stockbook of used GB 1980's-1990's incl £10 x 10 & Castles duplicated to £5 & another with KGVI-QEII 
MUH/MLH GB pre-decimal incl large blocks. Also zip-up briefcase with few Romania c1940 M/S's plus bundles of 
Sweden & South Africa covers & album pages with Michelangelo theme. Circular stamps of NZ, 2 large 
stockbooks of Spain & Colonies MUH/MLH plus two others of mainly used common from various countries. $50 

63 All world accumulation in 16 vols, mainly ring binders of leaves & Hagners, plus odd stockbook. Quick overview 
indicated strength in common Australian & possible "finds" in the foreign. If you like lots of cheap "oddments" & 
hours of sorting, then this is the lot for you! (1000s) $30 



64 Stamps, magazines, Auction catalogues, Chinese stockbooks, food containers of stamps & other stuff that the 
vendor understandably wanted to be rid of - hence low reserve! Quantity so room bidders only. $20 

65 World off paper in plastic tub. Huge accumulation of post-1950 material of packet quality with obvious duplication, 
but could break down well into club auction lots after purchaser has extracted pickings. (1000s) $30 

66 Austria & others in 7 stockbooks of which 3 are specifically Austria & incl 1940's MUH/MLH in quantity, others 
1900-1980's used with heavy duplication. Also USA, Germany & Luxembourg, mainly used. (1000s) $50 

67 Collector's duplication from many countries sorted in tins & small boxes. Quick review indicated that this lot is 
"quantity, not quality". Clean, but common, (1000s) $20 

68 1966-1982 range of covers, aerogrammes, packs etc from Australia, GB & few others incl Lesotho 1966 & 1967 
defins on covers, latter signed by King Moshoeshoe II, ditto 1966 Independence set plus another signed by Chief 
Leabua Jonathan. Interesting cross section of material. Good cond. $50 

69 Old catalogues, new 16pp stockbooks (white pages), random MUH & used world, GB 1937 covers (5 diff incl one 
with KGV/KEVII/KGVI tied by machine cancel) plus few late pre-decimal special cachets. Other countries incl 
Monaco, USA, NZ, Jamaica & more, springback album with untidy used GB from KEVII to c2000; junior-type 
collections mainly Australia & British Commonwealth in mixed cond., USA 1982 Birds & Flowers sheet of 50 & 
pres. pack & Australia 1988 issues MUH. $60 

70 Stockbook of duplicated used GB incl Castles to £1 (c50 of latter), Bulgaria, Fiji, NZ, ring binder with cheap 
Canada used, small stockbook of Sweden MUH 1970's-1990's & open box with FDI & other covers of Norfolk 
Island 1947, 1958 & 1960 surcharges, 1963 Fish, 1970 Birds & range to 1999 with some duplication & various 
PSE's mint & FDI. Also assorted loose covers/postcards of various countries incl GB, India, Indonesia, Ireland & 
more. Inspection advised as this lot is very diverse. (1000s stamps, 100s covers/cards) $50 

71 World cheapies in glassines plus Australia 1980's covers & FDI cancelled PSE's. Other loose incl NZ "Pete's 
Post" private issues on paper. (1000s) $20 

72 Australia & Territories lot in travelling case. Large quantity 1970 to 1985 MUH in glassines & envs with FV $400+, 
PSE's/FDC's, pre-decimal in album with 1949/50 Arms £2 MUH (others MLH), 1963/64 Navigators MLH & some 
other British C’wealth incl Malta 1938/43 to 10/-, Fiji 1954 £1 MLH & set to 5/-, N.Borneo 1961 to $10 MLH, 
Singapore 1955 to $5 MLH, on paper remnants of 1970's/80's etc. Mixed but FV $400 gives you a starting point. $250 

73 Packets, albums & boxes of all world plus some on Hagners. Diverse range needing a collector new to the hobby 
to benefit from the thousands of common. Lots to investigate. Room bidders only. $20 

74 World accumulation in 11 sparsely filled stockbooks & odd retired circuit sheets. Basic used with some MUH 
Australia. Noted £1 Arms used, Cook M/S MUH, QEII Coronation album complete MLH, Aust pre-decimal 
common duplicated used, Samoa modern MUH & a quality stockbook in "as new" cond with few used. Pickings. $40 

75 Covers, retired circuit sheets & stamps from all world. Noted Australia PSE's, Pacific FDC's incl Samoa 1969 $4 
Bird, Christmas Is packs, small box of stamps in glassines, Australia/AAT 1980's to 2002 mixed FDC's/PSE's, 
commercial mail incl large covers. Plenty to sort, possible pickings in the covers. (100s of covers, 1000s stamps) $70 

76 On/off paper foreign in bags, Australian Bicentenary collection (x 3 complete with stamps), Aust 1980's 
commercial covers, "The Observer's Book of Postage Stamps", odd GB pack & few commercial covers plus late 
1990's Aust FDCs, USA 1982 Birds & Flowers separated set of 50 MUH in P.O. album. $40 

77 Postcards of the world from early to mid-1900. Mixed B&W with colour & mixed mint & used. Useful pickings with 
Australia & WA noted in the mix incl US Fleet visit to Sydney, 1909 "Duke of Connaught leaving the Landing Pier 
- Aden No. 1", P&O shipping liners & "The Esplanade, Perth, WA" used in 1910. Others from the US & UK. Some 
later 1970's-1980's & small pack of cigarette cards. Mixed cond throughout but potential. (100s) $50 

78 Australia with off paper decimal in smaller boxes plus smattering of pre-decimal & on-paper in bags & tin. 
Appears all common with value in sheer quantity. (1000s & 1000s) $30 

79 Massive World & Eastern European accumulation in 19 large stockbooks in quality tub with much NZ, lesser 
quantity of Germany, USA, Australia, Hungary, Greece & Austria. Cond. varies with nothing more recent than 
1980. Majority common although did note NZ 10/- QEII on horse. Room bidders only please. (1000s) $50 

80 Hong Kong 1980's defins on paper, envelope of Australia 10¢ to "POSTPAID" aerogrammes unused, small 
envelopes & glassines of common world, good stockbook of USA, Israel & others. (1000s) $30 

81 Australian FDC’s 1985-1996 plus special event pmks on cover, packs & 37¢-41¢ booklet panes of 10 in 4 
binders. Also small selection from other countries in 5th binder noting 1973 Spain Picasso M/S, Hong Kong 1985 
Dragon Boat Festival M/S MUH & set on FDC. Covers are all unaddressed, apart from a few USA commercial 
airmail Olympics covers. Clean lot with Australia total face value of $370+ (5 vols, 350 covers + packs) $150 

82 On/off paper world mix in small box with plastic sleeve of low value MUH British Commonwealth on top. Some 
nicely used recent on paper, so viewing is recommended. (1000s) $20 

83 Australia, NZ & GB MUH & used with duplication. Pre-1950 low value Australia in glassines. The MUH are late 
1970's to mid 1980's with M/S's & odd pack. Some Cocos & Christmas Is early 1980's unaddressed FDC's add 
small value to the lot. Should be viewed - very diverse. $40 

84 Commemorative collections in albums for 1981 Royal Wedding (plus one for FDC's), 1983 Commonwealth Day, 
1984 Los Angeles Olympics, few commercial covers of 1980's, 2004 FDC's of Australia & GB (the latter 
addressed) & stockbook with mainly MUH sets from various countries. Also 2004 Royal Mail folder with stamps, 
NZPO 1984 Year Album & an old Strand album well filled with world stamps from QV period to c1990, nearly all 
used & free of rust. Nothing scarce, but 1000s of stamps. $70 

85 1980's Australia on paper in quality plastic tub that may be worth more than the contents! (100s) $20 
86 Cover accum of largely 1980’s/90's commercial airmail to Aust from NZ, HK & Taiwan with majority NZ. (100s) $20 
87 New Zealand with Seven Seas binder containing 1953-1970 & 1984-1990 hingeless leaves plus 8 year packs, 

stocksheet with stamps incl 1931 Airs x 2 sets used, 5d on 3d surcharge & others in mixed cond. Over 200 1960'-
1980's covers incl 1982 Health signed by designer R.M.Conly & various covers with M/S's. Most to 1975 addr 
with later unaddressed. Also Ross Dep 1957 set on FDC plus 1958 "Antarctic Meeting" cds tying set to illust 
cover & Hagner with 1935 Niue Silver Jubilee varieties on 1d & 6d in positional multiples. Useful lot. (c300 items) $60 

88 Australia Eucalypt Booklets x3, $1 Cockatoo booklet all CTO, pre-stamped postcard boxes (brown x 2 & black) 
plus "The Australian Philatelist Yearbook 1991" edited by Richard Breckon & Dr Geoff Kellow, "Australian 
Permanent Pictorial Postmarks to 1987" by A.E.Orchard & an illustrated listing in Australian alpha order of P.O's. $20 

89 World Stamps off paper sorted in small boxes & envelopes, sheets of low val NZ commems plus S/A 40c Kiwi roll 
of 26, 1979-1989 NZ Yearpacks with stamps, Zeapex '80 cover collection & teaspoon! Range of literature 
pertaining to NZ mainly & some accessories. Very mixed. $50 



90 Stockbooks, on leaves, on/off paper of world incl PNG, India, GB, Poland, Egypt, etc. Some Australian pre-
decimal off paper & postmarks. Room bidders only. (1000's) $20 

91 Great Britain 1967-1981 & Jersey 1969-1981 MUH ranges on leaves, in glassines & collector packs. Also cards 
with cancelled stamps of period entitled "receipt for handling charge" on standing orders. Dozens of packs & 
approx. 200 stamps. $25 

92 Australian Territories 1978-1982 period plus Malaysia, Singapore, Fiji & Samoa in 26 x Boga sheet files. Well 
filled, but no high values. The collector must have been planning research or just liked a lot of stamps as majority 
are in complete sheets. Also a couple of stockbooks with similar plus a used range & MUH India & Ceylon. There 
are also some 1980-1985 Aust FDC's & 1992 Aust Day & WA State series of Telecom Phone Cards in original 
pres packs (2). Estimate takes into account the cost of 26 Mint Sheet folders. Majority fine. (1000s) $250 

93 Collector's Spring Clean-out with club auction lots as purchased, odd KGV on stockcards, Aust used off paper, 
school boy albums with world incl in tins & packets. Aust pre-decimal FDC's plus the common 1980's in quantity. 
Also noted odd Aust pre-decimal banknotes. Potential with care in viewing. (1000s) $50 

94 New Zealand 1990's & 2000's charity mix on paper. Typical domestic use range with odd high vals covering 
numerous issues. Weighs 9.5kgs so room bidders only please. $30 

95 World covers, some pre-1950 incl 1948 Russian 20k PSC uprated by 10k posted to Germany. Also Barbados 
1939 set of 5 on handwritten FDC to local addressee, Samoa 1935 2d pictorial FDC & other vals to 1/- plus 1953 
Netherlands-NZ Christchurch Air Race KLM cover. Interesting more recent items incl 1994 Kuwait-Switzerland 
regd cover, GB 1980's FDCs addressed (over 150), Aust PSE's with FDI cancels. Cond. varies. (c400) $40 

96 Australia & world charity mix in archive box. Majority useful 2000's with most Australia & NZ. Noted vals to $10 
Gardens & block of 4 $10 Kakadu, GB to £10, Hong Kong to $50 & PNG to K5. Plenty of commems especially in 
New Zealand & a range of cds's on Aust high val multiples. Quality 4.5kg mix. (1000s) $40 

97 World collector’s cleanout in albums, packets & boxes. Plenty of cheap Australia, some world on old album 
leaves. Possible pickings with time in European countries. Room bidders only. $20 

98 World off paper sorted into bags. Lots of Australia & GB decimal plus USA, Spain, South Africa, Austria, Sweden 
& others. All "packet" material. (1000s) $20 

99 Off paper World & Australia common filling large AP shipping box complete with range of F/U to kick you off!" 
Brace yourself for hours of sorting. 5Kg+ (1000s) $30 

100 20 Stockbooks, many quality brands plus Hagners in binders with Australian pre-decimal & decimal ranges incl 
kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d with odd States & OS noted. Some sparse, others packed with various world incl 
Malaysian States, Fiji, PNG MUH, GB, NZ used plus a binder of "as new" Hagners & an almost new SG Favourite 
spring back album in green. Useful for circuit sheets or club auctions after buyer has had their fill! (1000s)_ $60 

101 Australia & Territories MUH & used in stockbook & Hagners (FV $350+) which incls 2000's issues with commem 
gutter blocks of 10, bundle of pre-decimal FDC's but very mixed cond, 1980's FDC's & Pres packs (FV $35+), 
some basic pre-decimal used & early decimals also used on pages & more later issues on approx. 150 "as new" 
Hagners. Also a sparsely filled quality binder with approx. 100 interleaved black pages. Useful "postage" & 
"accessories" lot. Total MUH FV $470+ (1000s) $220 

 WORLD - COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS & SELECTIONS 

 102 Aland 1984-2005 MUH incomplete on album leaves (c140 stamps + 15 M/S & booklet panes) plus 6 items of 

unused Finland postal stationery of similar period. $30 
103 Austria 1850-1970 MLH & used comprehensive collection in binder starting with 1831 pre-stamp entire Trieste 

(then in Austro-Hungarian Empire) to Grosio (Italy) then stamps from 1850 imperf set of 5 (margins close on 1k, 
2k) & 1858 set good To F/U (minor perf fault 3k). Simplified to 1908 with 1867 50k MLH, others all used incl 1883 
50k, 1908 set to 10k used, 1910 80th Birthday to 5k MLH (5h used) & then virtually complete pre-1940 mixed 
MLH/used noting 1918 Airs, 1922 Musicians' Fund, Airs, 1924 Charity, (these all MLH), 1925 Airs MLH/used to 
10s, 1929 Views MLH (incl 10g used), 1932 reduced size comp MLH, 1930 Miklas, Rotary 1931 Writers, 1933 
Catholics Day, 1932 Painters, 1933 Ski Champ's, 1934 Architects, 1933 50g WIPA on granite paper single MLH 
(+M/S, a reprint) & 1935 Heroes. Missing Hitler ovpt (1st set) & 1950 Birds airs (see separate lots).  No PD's or 
newspaper stamps. Odd fault (e.g. 2nd Hitler high values with redistributed gum, 1950 Plebiscite, one stamp 
creased) but overwhelmingly fine. Superb lot, cat. approx. £3500 $900 

104 Austria 1850-1984 MLH & used range noting 1850 3, 6, 9k, few embossed & 1867 types to 10k used, 1890 

varnish bars MLH to 60k, Newspaper imperf set of 4 with & without varnish bars, 1908 to 5k used & common later 
with few 1960's-1984 commems MUH & used. Also odd blocks & M/S's noting 1949 UPU reproduced design on 
aero mail wrapper gummed brownish paper. Whilst this is a most unattractively presented lot, there are sufficient 
pickings to interest collectors of this country. (100s) $60 

105 Austria 1948 1sch green pictorial correspondence cards mint duplication "Know Your Austria" scenic series 

complete with dupl. Good to fine throughout. 700+ $70 
106 Austria 1949-1986 covers & postal stationery noting some unused 1950's-1960's correspondence cards, various 

FDC's to 1982 incl 1970 regd to Australia & boxed "D.L.O. on being unable to find addressee" plus useful 1950's 
adhesives on commercial airmail covers to England & Sydney NSW incl 1954 with Stamp Day & other adhesive 
various event cachets with some on railway theme. Cond. mainly good to fine incl 1905, 1906 & 1931 items. 
Worth close examination. (c250) $60 

107 Austria 1967-2001 selection commems x 20 diff issues x 100 of each MUH plus 100 x 1991 Mozart M/S's (Cat. 

£350). Noted 1997 6s Train (Cat. £140), 1997 6s Vineyards (Cat. £130), 1991 4s50 Grein (Cat. £130) & 2001 19s 
Cat (Cat. £600). Many useful for reseller with huge cat. val. (2000 stamps, 100 M/S's) $150 

108 Austria 1971-1994 MUH & MLH range which is complete MUH from 1972 to 1994 plus 1995 Stamp Day 

sheetlets of 8 & 12 issues of 1996. "Back of the book" journal, newspaper & PD's noted & the Danube Steam 
Navigation Co. is (MLH)/MUH & a mixture of perf 10 & 11 reprints/forgeries. Finishes with 1950 Salzburg Festival 
special cachets tying Floral set of 10, Reconstruction set of 10 & Abbeys set of 8 to pres cards. Good lot. (100s) $150 

109 Austria 1990-2001 (excl 1993) Year packs of MUH issues. Exc cond. Cat. €580+ ($830)(11) $220 
110 Austria Accumulation in large stockbook noting 1950 Birds 2sch x 9, 5sch (light envelope stain), 10sch x 18, 

20sch x 13 + extra 5s (creased) & 20s on circuit page. 1946-1986 heavily duplication in defins, less so in 
commems. Few MLH & used PD's at back. Noted 60g + 20g horse in sheet of 50 MUH folded once. Odd better 
mid 1950's incl 1s45 "Tenth Anniversary" x 6, 2s40 x 8. Untidy, but pickings. (1000s) $50 

111 Burma-Japanese Occupation 1942 Peacock ovpts selection on stockleaves with description "flags" for each. 

Many obvious forgeries & bogus surcharges but total cat. is £4000+. Sold "as is". (45) $200 



112 Canada 1859-1983 with earlies used mixed but the following are good to F/U, 1868 15¢ reddish purple, 1893 20¢ 

& 50¢ & 1898 20¢ olive. Mint incl 1908 Quebec (messy backs), 1927 Confederation first issue, 1932 Conference 
air & nearly all after 1967. A few "back of the book" complete the collection. (100s) $150 

113 Canada 1859-2010 used duplicated in 2 binders. Noted 1859 12½¢ x6, 1893 20¢ & 50¢, 1897 20¢, 50¢, 1898 

20¢, KEVII 50¢, $1 Mt Edith Cavell x3 with later $1 vals to x8. Also 1942 6¢ Air x 11, coils & booklet stamps plus 
some se-tenants, M/S's & "back of book" incl few perf "OHMS". Much commercially used but still clean. (1000s) $150 

114 Canada Used to 1976 in Warwick album. Incls most $1 values & is neatly laid out, but most items are in only poor 

to average cond. Possible as a "starter" lot. (400+) $20 
115 Canada 1977, 1978, 1979 & 1981 Year packs plus glassines of MUH loose from same period with duplication 

e.g. 1979 Provincial flags M/S's x8. Offered at approx. half face value. $30 
116 Canada-Nova Scotia 1857-1872 selection of early covers, entires & correspondence. Incls 1857 "Liverpool & 

London Fire & Life Insurance Co." printed letterhead with New Brunswick 5d orange, 1862 letter with NS 3d blue 
with neat oval barred cancel (filing folds through stamps on these two), 1872 env with Prince Edward Island 1c    
& 3c QV with Beaver Philip arrival plus 6 others. Mixed cond but a conservative est. next to a Unitrade cat.    
value of C$2000+ (9) $100 

117 Cyprus 1962-1987 with 1962 defins to £1 MLH, 1966 to £1 MUH (ex 25m), 1971 to £1 MUH with later defins to 

£5. Range of commem sets plus registered covers to Australia (3) & 40¢ on 40¢ registered envelope unused, 
1987 Troodes Churches sheetlet MUH & CTO + pack, Turkish Cyprus from SG 2 patchy to 1996 (Olympics M/S), 
2000 (Olympics pair) & 2004 Mammals set of 6 all MUH. Approx. 330 (+ 144 Turkish Cyprus) $60 

118 Cyprus (c900) & Egypt (c800) plus Cyrenaica (4) & Dominica (c70) duplicated used range in Simplex album. 

Best is Cyprus with QV ½d on 1d (two diff), 1p CC wmk, later QV to 18pi (SG 48 Cat. £55), KEVII duplication to 
9pi, KGV to 9pi & (script) to 45pi (heavy) & pictorials to 9pi plus Silver Jubilee set. Also KGVI defins to £1, QEII 
ditto + ovpts to 500m & later oddments to 2006. Dominica KGVI to 2/-, 48¢ single & QEII to 24¢. Egypt with heavy 
duplication but incls 1933 Railway Congress set. Generally good to fine & worth close viewing. (c1800) $120 

119 Czechoslovakia 1918-1997 collection on c120 Hagners. Noted Castles to 1000h, 1926 defins to 5k (3 to 5k 

MLH), 1930 Airs MLH, 1936 defins MUH, 1955 costumes used, 1956 Mozart set MLH & Trams used. Solid later 
range with many MUH Art & Castle sets. Arranged in chronological order & appears about 80% complete (1000s) $100 

120 Denmark 1851-2000 used accumulation. "Budget" range missing high cat. items (or faulty, if present) & with 

heavy dupl of defins. Still quite a few cat. £2 & above, so worth checking for possible gap filling/upgrades. (1000s) $40 
121 Falklands (345) & Dependencies (125), Fiji (c450) to 2000 plus Gambia (69) used range in Simplex binder. 

Noted Falklands QV 9d, KEVII 6d, Silver Jubilee set, KGVI 1938 to £1, later odds to 2/-, Ships to £3 & commem 
sets. Dependencies incl ovpts set of 32, Ships to 2/6d, South Georgia to 1/- & scenic decimal defins to £3. Fiji QV 
range in mixed cond. incl "CR" 1d (unused), "VR" ovpts (4), 5/- (2), KEVII to 1/-, KGV to 2/6-, KGVI defins to £1 
incl perfs & dies plus later to 2000 incl commem sets. Worth a look with cond above average. (c1000) $160 

122 Fiji 1878-1974 MUH/MLH/used on Hagner & stockcards. Much duplication of low vals noting 1878 6d (3), lower 

vals various perfs & shades to 1/-, KGV range to 1/- plus few KGVI blocks. QEII odds incl 1959/62 10/- x 2 F/U & 
later "Birds & Flowers" defins to $2 MUH. Cond. mostly good to fine. (c140) $30 

123 Fiji 1970's-1980's MUH sets & oddments to $5 plus Ireland MLH/used with some 1950's 1/3d commems, then 

random cheapies from several countries all housed on 33 Hagners in binder. (100s) $40 
124 Finland 1856-1999 collection in peg-fitting album. 1856/60 "spacefillers", then 1866 serpentine roulettes 

comprise superb 5p (all teeth but no gum!), 8p (couple of rounded corners, F/U), 10p black on yellow (light pen 
cancel), 20p (one short corner perf), 40p rose (light cds & only a couple of short perfs), 1mk (cds but 3 pulled 
perfs), 1875 simplified to 1mk incl 8p green, 10p brown, 32p rose, 1mk mauve & 1mk grey & rose. 1889 to 10mk 
MLH/used (mark values used), 1891 Russian types to 1mk (latter & 4k used, others MLH), 1901 10mk used, 
1918 set of 8 MUH & 1928 Philatelic Exhibition MLH. Missing 1930 Zeppelin (see separate lot) but appears 
complete MUH/MLH/used thereafter with some booklets/panes, 1960 Stamp Exhibition block of 4, coils, self-
adhesives, 1952-1981 Parcel Post sets, Karelia ovpts, Military Field Post & Aunus ovpts to 1mk incl forged 
double ovpt on 20p. Mixed MLH/used to 1963, all MLH to 1970, & MUH after that. Solid collection with very few 
faults after 1875. Cat. £1300 post-1900 alone. (1500 approx.) $600 

125 France 1839-1878 range of pre-stamp, taxed & franked covers. Starts with 1839 local letter with boxed "P.P" 

cachet in red, 1851 Rouen to Paris unstamped taxed cover with "25" h/s over address, 1858 Lyon-Marseille entire 
franked with imperf 20¢ Napoleon III' 1852 taxed cover Arc-de-Barrois via Langres to Grancey, also with "25" tax 
marking, 1877 folded invoice bearing 25¢ P&C tied by Lyon cds, 1856 (2) & 1858 invoices to same addressee, 
each franked with 20¢ Napoleon III imperf. Also 1864 Etretat-Bordeaux with similar but perfd adhesive, 1878 
notice of Society Reunion folded & posted with 15¢ P&C tied by MARSEILLE COURS-DU-CHAPITRE" cds, 1872 
Paris-Amsterdam franked with 5¢ Ceres pair & 30¢ "large figures" tied by "22" etoile strikes & 1870 part-cover 
"Ballon Monte" flown by "Newton" 31/12/70 & B/S Is soirée 3/1/1871. Nice group for study. (12) $200 

126 France 1849-1959 MLH/used collection on typewritten leaves in binder. Incls 1849 to 1f (latter with thin spots) 

with 15¢ green (3½ margins), 1852 10¢ & 25¢ Louis Napoleon (25¢ pen cancel), 1853 to 80¢, 1862 to 80¢ & 
"laureate" to 80¢ & 5f x2 (both faulty), 1870 Bordeaux (ex 40¢) to 80¢, Ceres 1¢ to 40¢ & 1872 large figures, P&C 
type I to 1f (1¢ to 4¢ scarce & fine) & type II to 5f (2 shades). Mint creeping in around 1900 with 1903 "Sower" 
lined background 10¢-30¢ (15 with one stained perf), solid background 1906-1920 MLH to 2f, few "millesime" 
pairs & Mersons to 20f (latter MLH but corner crease). 1922 War Orphans Fund surcharges MLH (top value 
creased), 1923 Pasteur MLH, 1925 Paris Exhib 5f MUH (thin spot) & cut-down M/S (stained). 1926 War Orphans 
Fund MLH (Cat. £200), 1927/28 Sinking Fund ovpts MLH & 1f50 + 8f50 blue (MLH), 1929/30 Sinking Fund ovpts 
& pictorial charity. Also 1931 ovpts MLH, 1932 "Peace" defins MUH/MLH (45¢ used), 1935/36 Normandy incl 
greenish blue x 2 MLH, Unemployed Intellectuals 50¢ + 2f MLH (Cat. £70), 1937 PEXIP M/S (faulty), 1938 50f 
Ader MUH (minor dents) & ditto thick paper MLH (& 20f on 50f surcharge). 1943 Petain strips with all National 
Relief Fund sets of 1943-1959 & all 1952-1959 Red Cross booklets. 1930-1957 Airs (ex 50f 1936 x 2). 
Comprehensive PD's incl 1859 imperfs simplified MLH, 1871 25¢, 30¢, 60¢ used, 1882 to 60¢ mainly used, 
1893/1941 (ex 1f rose on straw & 2f brown) MLH/used & later complete MLH/used incl 1964 & 1982/83 sets 
MUH. Also Anti-Bolshevik Legion official airs with & without ovpt, 1943 Polar Bears M/S MUH (no certificate), 
Newspaper Stamps 2¢ lilac, 2¢ blue imperfs, lilac (used) & rose MLH perfd, telephone stamps (12) used, Vichy 
essays plus 1945 M/S commemorating 75th Anniv of Paris Siege (not postally valid). Rouen Air Meeting semi-
officials, 20¢ Napoleon on piece with Susse perf 7, 1918/26 range of Parcel Posts & Railway Parcel stamps incl 
surcharges. Magnified! Cat. £8000++ (1000s) $2,000 



127 France 1919/20 Postcards, all b/w in folder with written messages on address side. Mostly stampless & 

uncancelled but with "on active service" at top. Writer was convalescing after WWI prior to heading home. Noted 
one card showing the hall & table at Versailles where the 1919 peace treaty was signed. Other scenes incl 
Rouen, Boulogne, Marseilles & (with stamp) Sousse, Tunisia. (80+) $30 

128 France 1960-1979 comprehensive collection on typewritten leaves in binder with all Red Cross booklets for 

period plus several definitive booklets, imperfs & M/S's etc all MUH/MLH but mainly MUH. Some extras incl 1964 
Philatelic block (i.e. half sheetlet) CTO & FDC with tab single, 1958 15f Senlis Cathedral imperf, 1970 de Gaulle 
sheet & 1980/87 cars. Cat. £1300+ (c300) $400 

129 France 1980-1996 comprehensive MUH collection on typewritten pages in binder. Near complete incl Red Cross 

& Stamp Day booklets, coils, pre-cancels, M/S's & odd extras e.g. Philex France '82 2f Curer sheet of 25 (folded 
once), 1989 "Official Document" re the title of "citizen" & couple of defin booklets. An impressive & clean 
collection. Cat. £1800+ (1000+) $450 

130 France 1996-2003 close to complete MUH incl Red Cross & Stamp Day booklets plus comprehensive pre-cancel 

collection incl 45¢ Merson & Sower types, UNESCO & range of postal worker training "sans valeur" stamps all on 
typewritten leaves. Some pre-cancels (incl 55¢ on 60¢ violet) are without gum. Exc lot. Cat. £1500+ (c800) $450 

131 France Range of postal stationery & covers noting 1894 5¢ commerce pre-stamped mourning card showing 

Pres. Sadi Carnot, assassinated in 1894, 1935 Normandie Maiden Voyage cover addressed to England (Le 
Havre a New York 29 MAI 35 machine cachet) plus various 1955-1997 FDCs & maxicards incl special "thankyou" 
cards from P.O. 1894 bank cheques to English accounts with "FOREIGN BILL" stamps affixed (9d on one, 3/- the 
other) & useful cinderellas incl 1913 International Philatelic Exhibition set of 4 imperfs in blocks + single set. 1950 
Paris Bimillenary scenic set, & few pre-stamped cards "epreuves" & silk covers (noted 1982 PhilexFrance M/S on 
FDC). Needs inspection to fully appreciate. (100s) $200 

132 French Southern Antarctic Territory 1955-1973 collection on Hagners. SG 1/18, 23, 25 & 34 all fresh MVLH 

with others MUH incl 1962/72 20f albatross. Missing 1962/72 15f whale, 1966 Satellite, 1967 Space Probe, 1969 
100f & 500f airs, ILO, 1970 UPU HQ, 2 of 1972 insects & 1973 Gallieni. Otherwise complete & with extra gutter 
pair of 1971 Port aux Francais plus 1974 Crozet strip (one set). Total Cat. £2450+ (79) $800 

133 Germany 1897-1989 range of postcards in FDC sleeves in Prinz binder. Main value in 1930's incl pre-stamped 

P/C Winter Olympics; Hitler/Hindenburg 6pf of 1933 (with letter on back ending "Heil Hitler"); 6pf olive Ebert with 
pictorial yachting cancel of 23.2.33; 1942 6pf Hitler tied to PPC by "DIENSTPOST OSTLAND" cds & others with 
points of interest. (16) $40 

134 Germany 1930 IPOSTA M/S fine mint, 1937 Hitler perf & imperf M/S's CTO (MS635/36), range of Hindenburg, 

Hitler & Relief Fund booklet panes (17) & Croatia 1944 Red Cross set of 4 in MUH sheets of 16. Fine cond. Total 
Michel Cat. C€2000 $550 

135 Germany 1930's-1980's with Berlin 1949 1mk surcharge used (rounded corner), 1926 1mk air MLH plus 4 used, 

1933 25pf Reichstag Opening (20), 1934 Airs to 3RM used & other useful 1930's incl 1937 first Hitler M/S MUH. 
Later in random order with some Allied Zone & West Germany to 1980's. Careful viewing will reveal value. (100s) $60 

136 Germany 1932-1998 ex-dealers stock set out in 4 large "as new" Lindner stockbooks. Vol 1 with Germany 1932-

1945, mainly MUH & F/U. Vols 2 to 4 contain 1949-1998 West Germany. Hundreds of sets arranged in SG order. 
Massive cat. value combined with a very low est. set by vendor make this a useful lot for re-seller. We 
recommended a reserve of $200! (1000s) $100 

137 Germany-Third Reich 1933 OSTROPA M/S (mint), 1937 Hitler M/S perf & imperf CTO (MS635/636), range of 

"numeral", "swastika" & "edge" officials in MUH blocks & strips. 10 covers/cards from 1943 "Day of the Stamp" 
incl Registered, blocks, special cachets & various WWII charity issues in MUH multiples on plus 1944 Croatia 
Red Cross set in sheets of 16 MUH. A worthwhile lot with a conservative estimate. Total Michel Cat. €2460 $550 

138 Germany-Third Reich B&W propaganda PPCs (10), Avis de Reception (3) franked with Hitler stamps plus other 

cards/letters (3) & thirteen WWII Fieldpost letters. A useful group with low est. (29 items) $90 
139 Germany-Third Reich & later to 1999 semi-organised collection/accumulation (no DDR or Berlin) on Lindner 

stockleaves & stockbook pages. Noted 1942 no wmk officials MUH, 1949 Goethe Allied Zone set of 3 MUH, West 
Germany 1949 Charity & most later sets MLH incl 1950 Bach & 1951 Runtgen with later well covered to 1999 
MUH/MLH. High cat. value in 1949-1955 issues. (100s) $250 

140 Germany 1940-1944 range of Feldpost covers (10, 3 with letters enclosed incl 2 in English to Vienna) & cards (2) 

all stampless, two bearing "Feldpost" etiquettes in red. Some fine,some with small tears from opening by censors. $75 
141 Germany 1940-1944 range of Fieldpost receipts, cards, picture postcards, covers stamped & unstamped. 

Adhesives incl Germany, General Government, Bohemia & Moravia, Slovakia, Greece (censored cover to 
Vienna, 1940 under German Occ.) & Croatia (uprated 1k50 used p/card to Vienna). Impossible to do this lot 
justice in description. View & be impressed. (40 items) $180 

142 Germany 1940-1945 Fieldpost cards & covers neatly organised in display sleeves. Most stampless, but some 

official Ukraine mail bearing ovpts on Hitler Heads, much P.O.W. camp mail onwards & outwards (mostly to 
Vienna) with Waffen SS cachets, Feldpost cachets, regimental mail, 18 SS Division (Horst Wessel) & others incl 
"via Austrian Red Cross" (translation). Specialist in this area will appreciate! Conservative est. (220 items) $400 

143 Germany 1991-2000 complete CTO/used in Hingeless Lighthouse album plus 1991-1995 complete MUH on 

separate set of pages in same album. Nearly 1000 stamps & M/S's incl Framas & booklets. Fine throughout. $180 
144 Germany Inflation Period sheets of 100 with & without selvedges in Lighthouse Boga 1 Mint Sheet file. Fine but 

with some perf separation. Also large blocks of KGVI Fiji low values (much stained). Possible research interest, 
but the 3d Fiji blocks do not have any re-entries! (5 diff Fiji, 22 German diff issues, plus 1942 Bank certificate re 
deposit of 1000 Reichsmark @ 4%) $30 

145 Germany Post-war dealer stock of definitives from mainly Berlin to 5DM in glassines. Also booklets of West 

(Heuss 1DM booklets x 25 complete) & DDR (Roses, Dancers, etc) plus various se-tenant arrangements from 
Five Year Plan booklet panes/sheets, ditto West German plus Houss defins ex booklets. Careful viewing will 
impress. Glassines & small boxes housed in long index card box. ((100s)) $50 

146 Germany-Berlin 1948-1990 collection in 2 boxed Lindner hingeless albums. Incls 1948 ovpts in black MUH/MLH 

to 5DM (most with Schlegel handstamps), few ovpts in red to 60pf MLH, 1949 Goethe used, defins to 2DM MLH, 
3DM & 5DM used, Bells MUH/MLH, 1950 Orchestra MLH, 1952 Famous Berliners MLH, 1953 Bombed Churches 
MUH, Uprising MLH & later nearly all MUH (70pf Hunting Lodge & 1954 Borsig used). Missing only a couple of 
minor items after 1980 with "Famous Women & Tourism sets" complete. Apart from missing items & a couple with 
faults in early 1950's, a fine collection. Cat. £2000 (counting MLH at 50%) (800+) $400 



147 Germany-Berlin 1949-1969 MUH & F/U dealers stock duplicated in glassines. Needs reorganising & missing 

"big ticket" items but a worthwhile lot with good quantities of 1950's commems & large quantities of later 
commems & defins. Noted 1953 Uprising x 5 used, Stamp Day 1950's MUH/used, 40pf Strauss MUH (2) & c10 
used plus ovptd Bells etc. (100s) $40 

148 Germany-Berlin MUH collection in boxed Schaubek hingeless album. Only pre-1954 item is a 10pf Bell! Fair 

coverage later but missing high cat. items, booklets, 1987 Famous Women & Scenic defins. A clean lot, which will 
require compilation of an extensive wants list if contemplating completion! (627, 9 M/S's, 1 booklet) $90 

149 Germany-Danzig 1937 "Daposta" M/S MUH plus 1938 set on Registered cover, a 1934 20pf postcard used, 

1928 10pf & 40pf airs on registered cover, 1927 "Port G Dansk" 10gr pair & 20g single on Romanian Consulate 
env to Warsaw & 1940 reg cover to Berlin bearing "Deutsches Reich" ovptd set of 14. All fine. Cat. €650 (7 items) $180 

150 Germany-East 1948-1959 MUH/CTO dealers duplicated stock in glassines. Noted 1950 Bach set of 4 x 10 plus 

extras all used & many corner blocks of other issues incl "blocked" values MUH. 1955 Schiller M/S's x 2 without 
gum & 5 Year Plan booklet issues. Quantities vary from 1 to c20 of each but some scarcer issues e.g.: China 
Friendship are missing. Remains a good spread & cheap at reserve. (1000s) $80 

151 Germany-East Comprehensive MLH & CTO collection to 1965 in binder. The MLH (some are lightly stuck) are 

on leaves, whilst the used are on the tissue interleaving! 1953 Marx M/S all present, the perfd CTO pair stained, 
others appear clean but hinged. Other highlights (MLH & CTO unless otherwise stated) incl 1950 DEBRIA M/S, 
1951 Friendship with China (surface thins on 12pf), 1954 Stamp Day & 1955 Memorial M/S, 1955 Schiller & 
Engels M/S, 1958 40th Anniversary "Soldier" cover (stained) & used single, 1964 15th Anniv. M/S unused, range 
of officials & courier stamps. Odd fault or heavy hinge, but mainly fine & of enormous catalogue value. (1000s) $320 

152 Germany-French Zone 1945-1949 collection on leaves with Baden 1947 & 1948 defins complete both MLH & 

used, 1949 Currency Reform MLH (Cat. €100), 1949 perfd Freiburg & Red Cross sets MLH, Freiburg M/S perf & 
imperf MLH, Engineers Congress (type 1), Goethe, Rastatt & all other commems MLH. Rheinland Pfalz 1947 & 
48 defins complete both MLH & used, commems complete MLH, 1949 Currency Reform set & used (ex 8pf 
used), odd plate flaw in 1st defins, Wurttenburg 1947 & 48 defins complete both MLH & used, commems 1948/49 
complete MLH (Stamp Cent MUH), Currency Reform set MLH (Cat. €90). Clean lot with the used hinged on the 
tissue interleaving. Mi. Cat. €800+ (100s) $150 

153 Germany-General Gouvernement 1941/43 Hitler defins in MUH corner imperforate blocks of 4 (14 values to 

1m60) + 1m block of 6. Incls Mi. 83/86 & 88 imperf blocks Cat. approx. €2000 $180 
154 Germany-General Gouvernement 2z, 4z, 6z landmark designs of 1943/45 in MUH imperforate sheets of 25 plus 

1940 Registered cover bearing complete set of 26 ovpts on Poland with stamps all tied by fine Krakau cds. Cat. 
(for cover) €260 & (for sheets) €900 $680 

155 Germany-Saarland 1947-1959 MLH with many items also used on facing tissue interleaving incl 1947 

surcharges (ex 4f). Other used of note incl 1948 to 200f (Cat. €65), 1949 defins, 1952 Stamp Day & 1952 defins 
to 500f. Later Art sets & Stamp Days, Heuss defins to 200 (no "f") & 300f. Mint commems near complete from 
1948 Flood Relief incl 1949 Art, 1950 Stamp Day, Relief & all later. Also incls 1949 officials 1f to 50f used. Fine. 
Mi. €800+ (100s) $150 

156 Germany-West 1949-1955. High catalogued mint without gum selection incl 1949 Parliament, Stamp Cent, 20pf 

& 30pf, Relief set, 1951 Wuppertal etc. Cat. £900 as mint & £700 as used (44) $60 
157 Germany-West 1949-1990 & unified to 2001 F/U collection in 2 boxed Schaubek standard printed albums. 

Patchy early but incls 1949 30pf UPU, 1951 30pf Rontgen, 1952 Otto, Reis & 1955 Lufthansa. Missing all charity 
issues to 1957. Over 90% complete in 1960-1990 period with more gaps later but cond. fine throughout. Good lot 
to build on. (1000+) $150 

158 Germany-West 1951-1970 dealers stock of MUH & used in glassines. Noted 1951 Rontgen, 1952 Otto, Reis, 

1953 Liegib, 30pf Transport Exhibition, 1954 Relief Fund & 1955 Lufthansa all used with duplication. MUH incls 
1954 Centenaries, St Boniface, 1955 Schiller, Cosmic Research, Lechfeld, Postal Motor Transport, 1956 
Luneburg & most later issues. Fine throughout (100s, if not 1000+) $120 

159 German States & PO's Abroad MLH & used comprehensive collection neatly laid out in Lighthouse stockbook 

with stamps in Hawid mounts accompanied by "flags" showing Michel Cat. numbers & prices. The States in 
alphabetical & catalogue order. As usual with this area of issues, cond. varies considerably & lot should be 
viewed. The following items are good to fine; Brunswick 3sgr orange used (Cat. €320), Breman 1866/67 3gr mint 

without gum (Cat. €4000) & 10gr, Hannover ⅒Thaler used, Prussia 1850/56 4gr green mint without gum plus 

many others. Cat. to €80 each with a conservative est. (c700) $350 
160 Gibraltar Used collection in SG Simplex Medium binder from modest QV range through KEVII to 1/- with KGV 

incl 5/- & Silver Jubilee set & KGVI to 1/- QEII pre-decimal to 2/- (Ships to £1 ex 10/-). Decimal defins to £5, 
commems incl M/S's & much CTO from 1988. Strong thereafter to Xmas 2002. Clean lot, though pre-decimal only 
average in coverage & cond. (100s) $75 

161 Gold Coast 1876-1960 & later Ghana to 1995 surcharges on 28 Hagners in binder. Many sets "flagged" with cat. 

numbers, but still needs reorganisation. Main value in pre-WWII with QV "CC" 1d blue, 2d blue green used, 1884 
"CA" to 1/- MLH/used, 1898 10/- with "CAPE COAST CANCELLED GOLD COAST" obliterator, 1928 to 1/- MLH, 
2/- used, earlier KGV to 2/6d, 1938 to 10/-, 1948 to 5/-, 1946 Victory perf. 13½ x 14 registered blocks (Cat. £26), 
1952 & ovpts to 10/-. Ghana incl 1959 to £1, PD's & patchy commercially used. Some duplication. Generally good 
to fine with cat. over £250 to 1952 alone. (100s) $50 

162 Gold Coast (c160), Ghana (c280), Jamaica (c500), Gilbert & Ellice (80), Grenada & Grenadines (c390) & Hong 

Kong Red Cross pair duplicated used in Simplex binder. Mixed cond. but better noted incl Gold Coast QEII to 10/, 
Gilbert & Ellice 1911 Palms, KGVI to 5/-, Jamaica Silver Jubilee set, KGVI to 5/-, QEII to 10/- ovpts & later 
pictorials to £1. (c1400) $60 

163 Great Britain 1840-1970 extensive collection in Lighthouse album with used to KEVII. Mixed MUH, MUH & used 

thereafter. Incls 1840 1d black (faults), 1841 1d & 2d imperfs range with cancellation interest, 2d perf. 14 & 16 
small & large crown wmks (ditto 1d), 1858/79 plates (ex 77, 98, 223/5) with mostly good to F/U examples. 1870 
½d plates (pl. 9 doubtful), QV surface printed range with good plate coverage, 1867/78 5/- Maltese Cross wmk 
good to F/U, Anchor wmk faulty, 1883/4 5/- with octagonal London strike, KEVII average to F/U range incl 2/6d 
(3), 5/-, 10/- & perf 15x14 (ex ½d) to 4d. KGV Seahorses & re-engraved to 10/-, 1929 PUC "K29" control singles 
to 2½d MLH, 1940 Stamp Cent FDC (Cat. £55), 1948 £1 RSW MUH plus QEII mixed MUH/MLH & used incl 
phosphors & various sideways & inverted wmk varieties. Few PD's & officials plus pre-dec regionals complete. 
Some mixed cond. & (in QV) few on "added" pages are a bit stuck down but huge cat. value in QV. (1000s) $600 



164 Great Britain 1840-1970 used collection in SG Windsor album. Starts with 2 x 1840 1d black (one heavily 

creased, other 2 margins), 1858/79 plate numbers (116) in mixed cond., few surface printed with 1865/67 9d the 
best, but reasonable other pickings too incl 1883 2/6d. 5/-, "lilac & greens" (ex 9d), KEVII range to 5/-, KGV 
sparse with later fairly well covered but FV in the minority. Not many early phosphors. Few PD's & useful officials 
incl QV 9d Govt Parcels & I.R. Official 6d grey. Worth a good look. (100s) $180 

165 Great Britain 1840-1984 used collection written up on leaves in 2 albums with blocks, odd mint, machine & 

postal stationery cut outs etc. Noted 1840 1d black 4 margins (black M/C), sparse later QV in mixed cond. & 
KEVII to 2/6d reddish purple. Average later with £1 RSW hit with watery parcel cancel. The penny black is worth 
over half the value of the lot. (100s) $150 

166 Great Britain 1840-1985 in Davo album. Simplified used QV incl 1840 1d black, 4 margin, 2d blue (1½ margins), 

1847, 6d purple cut square, 10d & 1/- cut to shape plus good range of surface printed to 10/-. 1883 4d & 6d green 
true colour but others faded/washed. KEVII to 10/- (latter thinned), KGV to 10/- (ACSC 1919) & KGVI mixed 
MLH/used. Missing £1 RSW. QEII mixed MLH & used comprehensive to 1970, then MUH to 1981. Odd later incl 
£1.30 & £1.41. Good PD's to £5 used & range of 1974-1984 Regionals MUH. 1½d QV Govt Parcels MLH (Cat. 
£140) plus Wilding P.O. training stamps. Viewing advised as cond varies in QV. (500 pre-decimal + 550 later) $500 

167 Great Britain 1840-2002 used collection in 3 quality binders plus a Cumberland album with blocks & some 

Australia (largely 1970s-1980s). Starts with 4 margin 1d black (tiny nick at left), another with 2½ close margins, 
2d blue with 3 clear margins (red M/C) & another with ½ margin only (black M/C), 1d red brown imperfs (7) incl 
black M/C showing "8" (Cat. £120), 2d blue imperf with lines added (6, incl 3 with 4 margins), range 1854/57 perf. 
14 & perf. 16 blued/not blued with shades & cancellation interest. 1858/79 plates 71-225 (latter o/c but good, Cat. 
£700), missing only pl.77 (of course). 2d blue (all plates), 1870 ½d duplicated plates (ex "9"), 1847 1/- cut square, 
6d cut to shape, 1855/7 4d on blued paper, pair & 3 singles white paper. Excellent later QV with 9d straw & bistre 
"small letters", 4 "large uncoloured letters" (sound but heavy), 10d (3, ditto), 2/- blue (6, one with torn perfs), 1867 
5/- plate 1 & 2 (latter with registered crayon "cross"), 1873/80 4d sage green (3), 8d orange, 1883/84 2/6d, 5/- (3 
each), 10/- (corner crease) & "lilac & green" set (average). Heavily duplicated 1887/1902, 1902/10 to 1/-, 1902/11 
2/6d (4), 5/- (2), 10/- sound used, 1911/12 half face ½d (14) & 1d (18) various dies & wmks. Later KGV shades all 
vals but no 6d perf. 14, Seahorses incl DLR 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- deep blue (latter blunt corner), B.W.  2/6d to 10/- & re-
engraved (1934), 1924/5 B.E.E., 1929 PUC to 2½d & comprehensive later with wmk varieties annotated. Extras 
noted incl 1957 graphite line set in F/Us blocks. Missing 1/3d Red Cross phosphor but 1964 Botanical Congress 
set phosphor blocks (Cat. £96) with not much missing after that. 6 prestige booklet panes, decimal commems incl 
panes of 10, strips, M/S's & Regionals (not complete). No officials or PD's. Exc collection with cond. good to fine 
with only a few faulty in pre-1930 issues. Huge cat. val. (1000s) $1,000 

168 Great Britain 1841-1996  used stock in large Prinz & Lighthouse stockbooks. Heavy duplication of defins from 

KGV to QEII, sparse range earlier. Largely poor to average cond. Catalogue numbers & price stickers show it 
was meant to be trading stock. Odd pickings but value in quantity. (1000s) $50 

169 Great Britain 1841-2000's used accumulation in black paged stockbook & Royal Mail/ Davo hingeless album 

1971-1995. Very patchy in pre-QEII in very mixed cond but pickings in QEII incl 1993 £10 Britannia & 1995 £5 
Castle MUH & range of Machins & Regionals also MUH. Viewing suggested to access potential. (100s) $50 

170 Great Britain 1841-QEII in quality large Lighthouse stockbook with duplicated pre-decimal used starting with 

1841 1d red-brown F/U pair, then 1858/79 1d reds x 55 diff plates, surface printed incl 8d & 2/6d. KEVII to 5/- incl 
good range of shades to 1/-, KGV incl Seahorses to 10/- (SG 412) with later in mixed cond. KGVI 10/- dark blue 
cds, £1 RSW plus few Regionals, PD's, common decimal Machins & a £10 Britannia. Useful lot. (1000s) $70 

171 Great Britain 1854-1883 QV used selection incl 2d blue letters lower corners (2) & all corners (3), 1873/80 6d 

grey, plate 14, 1880/83 3d & 6d surcharges (latter x 2), 1883/84 1½d (3), 2½d, 3d (5 incl one perfin "W.W./UP") & 
6d (2). Cond. varies fair to fine. Also a NSW 1888 2d emu pair with double strike of "Loose Letter" in black. (22) $70 

172 Great Britain 1870's-1890's postcards with 4 used & 3 unused, the latter showing staining/ageing. The used 

include 1871 ½d violet "LONDON-N" cancel, 1872 ½d  lilac "LONDON-E-C" & 1877 similar shade "SW 
EDINBURGH AP14 77" duplex, the 1890 1d brown with squared circle obliterator LONDON. (7) $15 

173 Great Britain 1924-1970 MUH/MLH in stockbook. Noted 1924/25 B.E.E. sets MVLH, 1934 defins to 1/- MUH, 

1935 Silver Jubilee, KGVI to 1/- & all commems MUH. QEII 1952 Tudor wmk, 1955/58 St Edward wmk sets MUH, 
1958/61 graphites & 1959/68 to £1. All ordinary commems MUH plus range early 1960s phosphors & others 
MLH. Clean lot. Cat. £700+ (100s) $200 

174 Great Britain 1935-1984 MLH in 2 Warwick albums. Patchy coverage in pre-decimals but better noted incl QEII 

phosphor graphite Wildings. Quite close to complete for decimals plus page of B.A.T. with traces of toning. (100s) $40 
175 Great Britain 1946-1970 MUH in 2 black paged stockbooks. Lots of broken sets & missing early phosphor 

commems (& some basic sets), but a clean lot. incl Castles & pre-decimal Machins to £1. Useful pickings. (300+) $40 
176 Great Britain 1946-2004 FDC's (485 addressed), packs (36) & 1979-2004 Year Packs plus few MUH/MLH 

stamps to 1978. Noted Castles to £5 in pack (2 diff), various prestige booklet panes, Framas, Greetings booklets 
(c10) & all commems. Conservative est. $450 

177 Great Britain 1948-1994 MUH in 2 SG one country albums. Sparse pre QEII but does incl 1948 £1 RSW. 

Commems complete simplified (no early phosphors or dec defins). Later incl Greetings panes & M/S's. Exc cond. $80 
178 Great Britain 1952-1992 MUH range in quality Schaubek hingeless album. Patchy until decimalisation when 

most commems, Regionals & Machins present with vals to £5. FV £180+ ($310+) (100s) $180 
179 Great Britain 1953-1984 Dealers retired stockbooks with QEII Machins incl considerable MUH & F/U material 

plus booklet panes, cachets on piece, Postage Dues & Regionals. Additional stock in Hagners priced to sell at 
over $700 just for this album alone. High cat. val. Perfect for Ebayer or reseller. Reserve should be twice opening 
price of $100 however vendor wants it sold! (1000s) $100 

180 Great Britain 1964-1981 FDC's & official covers with special cachets, the pre-decimal addressed with decimal 

unaddressed. Good variety of mainly commems. Odd earlier incl 1953 Coronation unaddressed. (approx. 200) $30 
181 Great Britain 1966-1970 GPO Philatelic Bureau specimen pages with stuck down phosphor Wildings, Machins, 

Regionals, Castles & commemoratives of the period on 6 pages plus pre-decimal Jersey 3d, 4d, 5d in singles, 
strips & blocks of up to 12 on 9 pages. Unusual to see the Specimen pages. $30 

182 Great Britain 1966-1997 addressed FDC's lightly duplicated plus 30 1980's PO packs & c130 PNG MUH sets in 

issue order in envelopes. Clean lot. (285 FDC's, 30 packs, PNG) $50 
183 Great Britain 1968-1990 MUH definitives range on pages incl Machins to £1 plus ½d left band (SG X842 MLH), 

coil strips & 1989 & 1990 Greetings booklet panes. FV £35+ $50 



184 Great Britain 1970-1986 addressed FDC's mostly fine. Also noted a few non-FDC items with instructional 

markings or special event cachets. Eg 1981 BA Concorde First Flight London to Lisbon with pictorial pmk. (100s) $50 
185 Great Britain 1970-1990 FDC’s in 3 binders. Nearly all commem sets, hand addressed & in good cond. (150) $50 
186 Great Britain 1970-1990 used collection incl regionals & M/S's close to complete in SG one country album. 

Mixture of commercial & FDI cancels. (100s) $30 
187 Great Britain 1970-1992 MUH in SG album with extras on Hagners plus 1979 Collector Pack x 2 & 1984 Royal 

Mail Yearbook. Noted Castles to £5, M/S's, exhibition cinderellas & good range of Machin small types to 29p & 
large to £5 (incl £1.30). 1970-1980 issues in the album, later on Vario sheets closely filled & Hagners with light 
duplication. Estimated at under half FV. (100s) $80 

188 Great Britain 1970's-1990's MUH sets on Hagners, some in gutter pairs plus some packs. Exc cond. FV £60+ $40 
189 Great Britain 1971-1992 RAF Flight Covers in 2 vols from the various series incl fighter pilots, aircraft, Escaping 

Society, Air Shows, etc. Noted Concorde flown (9) & some signed covers. Numerous flights in different aircraft 
from various destinations. Majority in exc. cond. (150) $100 

  190 Great Britain 1971-1995 complete commems, high val Castles & PD's all MUH in Lighthouse hingeless album 

with slipcase. Superb lot incl M/S's, se-tenants & "Greetings" panes of 10. (1000+) $250 
191 Great Britain 1972-2002 First Day Covers, addressed Royal Mail covers with last 20 years very comprehensive 

incl both £10 FDC pmks, Greetings panes of 10, strips, M/S's, high value castles (1988, both pmks) & near-
complete commem range housed in 3 Cumberland FDC albums. No Machin defins, except in 2 prestige booklet 
panes of 2002. Clean lot. (241) $120 

192 Great Britain 1977-1999 commem FDC's all on hand addressed RM covers, majority with cds pmks allowing 

useful F/U sets if soaked. High cat. value especially in Greetings panes etc. (230+) $70 
193 Great Britain 1980's packs (7) incl Castles to £5 plus 1978-1995 addressed FDC's x 60 all being commemorative 

sets with 2 Benham silk in quality Royal Mail cover album. $50 
194 Great Britain 1990-1998 Flight covers commemorating Air Shows, Aircraft, Battles & RAF personnel. Some 

signed & with cinderellas & all flown. Duplication of some. Exc cond. (50) $50 
195 Great Britain 1990-2008 Royal Mail Yearbooks complete. Exc cond. FV £450+ (A$780) SG Cat. £1600+ (19) $400 
196 Great Britain 1991-2009 MUH & used commems plus 6 x 2009/10 M/S's MUH & range of Machins incl regionals. 

Earlier regionals all used with few PD's incl 1959/63 to £1 MLH, 1968/69 set MUH & later to £5 MUH. odd official 
incl 1882/1901 6d grey "I.R." & 1887/90 6d Govt Parcels. Good clean lot. (100s) $150 

197 Great Britain 1995-2001 covers all addressed incl "Timekeeper", Queen Mother & "The Queens Stamps" M/S. 

Commems only presented in FDC sleeves. (66) $40 
198 Great Britain 1996-2010 MUH near complete in Lighthouse stockbook. Incls Machins to £5, regionals, few 

booklet panes & M/S's. Over 150 different sets & 10  M/S's. Reserve well below face value with Machins alone 
having total face value over £40. (c700) $300 

199 Great Britain 2000-2004 commem FDC's incl M/S's & Greetings all with Philatelic Bureau/Tallents House, 

Edinburgh pmks. Exc typed addressed cond. Cat. £500+ (57) $120 
200 Great Britain 2008 Olympic Games Benham souvenir covers for "Hand over of the Flag from Beijing to London" 

x 2 diff with Games M/S's pmkd London & Stratford each with China stamp cancelled Beijing, matching cover with 
Tower of London stamps,  "Victory Parade", "Closing Ceremony pmkd Buckingham Palace Road. Attractive. (7)  $20 

201 Great Britain QV-QEII used stock in 2 volumes priced for sale. Average cond. with heavy duplication in places, 

but worth a look. Potential for circuit sheets/re-sale. (1000s) $50 
202 Great Britain QEII decimal used accumulation with values to £10 on c50 Hagners in Seven Seas binder. 

Pickings plus value in Hagners. (1000+) $30 
203 Great Britain Mainly used collection in chronological order in Lindner stockbook. Incls a few Channel Islands, 

Regionals & £1 Machin (slotted type) x 51. Nothing scarce, but reasonable cond & a good "starter lot". (c600) $25 
204 Great Britain- Regionals, Channel Island & I.O.M. with MLH/used (or both for many issues) to 1980. 

Uninspiring, but clean. Many of the used have commercial/machine cancels. (c550) $20 
205 Great Britain, Channel Islands & I.O.M. covers from a few pre-decimal in mixed cond. to 2006 though patchy 

post-2000. All addressed but some better noted incl Machin ½p sideband from Wedgewood Pane on cover, 2000 
Stamp Show M/S & Millennium sets. Light dupl. (c400) $100 

206 Great Britain-Alderney 1983-2002 collection CTO/used collection missing only 2002 Lighthouse Electrification 

but incls all prestige booklet panes (Garrison & Community Services issues) & M/S's. Seldom seen thus. (200+) $60 
207 Great Britain-Alderney 1983 defins in single & gutter pairs MUH & complete on FDCs in Alderney embossed 

album. Each cover has boxed cachet "The First Stamps of Alderney carried by Isle of Sark Shipping Co." & "… by 
Aurigny Air Service" (one set with blue, one with green, one with black cachet, whilst the Sark Shipping Co. set 
has red cachet). Attractive. (set of 12 stamps, ditto gutter pairs & 8 covers) $20 

208 Great Britain-Channel Islands & I.O.M. collections in hingeless Davo album. All areas virtually complete to  

1988 incl M/S's, with pre-decimal incl PD's MLH & post-1970 mainly MUH. Values to £5 & many sets, rich in 
thematic appeal. (100s) $200 

209 Great Britain-Guernsey 1941-2002 CTO/used collection in SG Senator binder complete except first PD's. Incls 

shades of 1941/44 plus blued banknote paper, 1968/69 both perfs of 10/-, all M/S's, defins & prestige booklet 
panes plus a few extras in strips & blocks. Clean throughout & highly recommended. (100s) $150 

210 Great Britain-Guernsey 1969-1980 MUH/CTO collection. Incls some PD's & CTO M/S's. Cat. £100+ $30 
211 Great Britain-Guernsey Range to 2009 on 25 Hagners with MUH, MLH & used. Patchy coverage, but some 

better incl 1969 PD's MLH, 1992 defins to £3 MUH plus many 1990's commems MUH incl M/S's. Scattered used 
values to £1 & 2001/04 NVI scenic types, flora & fauna P&S. Not much MUH after 1996. (100s) $20 

212 Great Britain-Isle of Man 1973-1980 MUH/CTO in springback binder. Incls useful thematic sets. Cat. £80+ $20 
213 Great Britain-Isle of Man 1973-2002 CTO/used complete (excl PD's) incl M/S's & booklet panes in Senator 

binder. Odd duplication in pre-decimal regionals. Noted I.O.M. cancels on British stamps (few only). Fine lot with 
many CTO having selvedge attached. (100s) $120 

214 Great Britain-Jersey 1941-2002 CTO/used collection in SG Senator binder complete (PD's first decimal set only) 

incl booklet panes, M/S's, S/A's (CTO on backing) with many marginal examples. Fine & fresh throughout. (100s) $150 
215 Great Britain-Jersey 1969-1980 MUH/CTO collection in springback binder. Incls booklet panes & high values    

to £2. Cat. £100+ $30 
216 Great Britain-Jersey Collection to 2009 MUH, MLH & used on 25 Hagners. Light duplicated with many used in 

addition to MUH/MLH. Strong in 1990's noting 1996 £5 QEII MUH. After that, mainly used oddments only. (100s) $20 



217 Greece 1861-2002 extensive & valuable collection on typewritten leaves in 2 binders. Mixed mint & used to 

1960's then nearly all MUH. Starts with 1861 large Hermes (24 vals to 80l incl faulty 60l green), 1886 small heads 
to 1d perf & imperf, 1896 Olympics to 2d (latter re-perfed at top), 1900 provisionals large head imperf 30, 40, 50 
(latter plus broad "O" variety in ovpt) used, small head 1d on 40l MLH, perfd large head 30l used, 40l MLH & 5d 
MLH (Cat. £160) ovpts, small head 20l & 1d MLH & 2d used ovpts. "AM" 50l on 2d Olympics used (Cat. £75), 
1901 Hermes to 5d MLH/used, 1902 set used, 1911 roulettes to 25d MLH/used (25d both sizes), 1912 Greek 
Admin ovpts mainly MLH to 3d with some varieties, 1913 Victory MLH/used to 2d, 1916 Venezelist MLH set (Cat. 
£130) & "E.T." ovpts MLH/used incl 10d MLH, 1922 Revolution ovpts on Victory & Venezelist sets MLH, also on 
Cretan 1900 set to 50l in 1d MLH (excl scarce 10l in 25l) & on 1905 set to 5d MLH (incl 10l on 20l blue-green, 
Cat. £250) & on Postage Dues (set of 8 MLH). Further ovptd "Hellas" in Greek (set of 6 MLH) plus small ovpt set 
of 3 (10l on 20l, Cat. £100), 1926 Airs used, 1927/35 defins simplified to 25d used & 1933 Zeppelins used. Noted 
Aeroespresse MLH (Cat. £190), Govt Issue mixed MLH/used, 1935 airs MLH/used simplified Restoration 15d on 
75d MLH, 1946/47 surcharges MLH/used, 1946/47 First Victory Issue MLH, 1947/51 Dodecanese mainly used, 
1951 St Paul used (Cat. £90), 1952 Anti-Communist MUH (Cat. £80), 1954 Enosis used, 1955 Pythagorean 
Congress MUH (Cat. £130), 1960 Olympics & 1961 Minoan Art MLH. Comprehensive later incl 7 booklets & all 
M/S's. Good "back of the book" incl Social Welfare 1917 ovpt types, 1918 "P.I.P." ovpt MLH, Red Cross, Anti-TB, 
comprehensive PD's from 1876 to 2d MLH/used, 1902 mainly MLH to 5d, 1912 Admin ovpts in black to 50l, in red 
to 2d MLH plus various varieties & couple of stationery items incl 1942 30d provisional ovpt on PSE unused. 
Marvellous collection, the missing items to be found as separate lots hereafter. Cond. mixed in early imperfs, fine 
thereafter. Cat. £3000+ (1000+) $800 

218 Greece-Occupation Issues A MLH/used good representation from Albania, Crete, Epirus, Samos, Western 

Thrace, Ionian Islands (incl QV set of 3), Limnos, Corfu, German Occ of Ionian Islands & others. Very high cat. 
value,  but Epirus Provisional Govt imperf set of 4 are forgeries & Samos mint 1913 set is dubious. Nevertheless 
cond is fine & many of the items present are seldom seen with careful viewing recommended. Estimate is 
conservative & ignores the forgeries. (388 + 2 covers) $250 

219 Greenland 1938-2002 comprising 1938 set to 1k MLH (20Ö used), 1950 to 5k used & 1956/60 issues MLH    

then close to complete MUH incl M/S’s & booklets/panes. Also 1995 QEII 50th Anniversary P.O. pack & 1940 
cover to Kalamunda WA bearing 48Ö franking & (on flap) cancelled charity label. See separate lot for Parcel  
Post items. Cat. £700 (400+) $250 

220 Hong Kong 1996-2004 FDC's. Incls defins, commems, M/S & joint issues & seems complete for period. (131) $80 
221 Iceland 1873-2002 Starts with faulty 2, 3, 8 & 16sk (latter only a couple of short perfs, otherwise good used Cat. 

£450). Later posthoras simplified to 100a (ex 20a blue) used (20a mauve mint), ditto 1902 "1- GILDI" ovpts (16 & 
100a used, others MLH, gum varies), King Christian IX mixed MLH & used to 2k, 1907 "Two Kings" MLH & used 
to 5k (50a to 5k MLH Cat. £220), 1911 Sigurdsson MLH, 1912 Frederik VII 5k MLH with lower values used. 1921 
surcharges (14) to 10k (ex 10k on 1k) mixed MLH, mint & used. 1920 to 10k (latter & 5k MLH Cat. £440), 1928 
Airs MLH, 1930 Millenary to 10k MLH (missing 2k & 1k & 5k are used), second issue MLH, 1933 Balbo Flight 1k 
MLH (toned) & 1931 Zeppelins MLH (30a grease spot). Simplified later & very close to complete thus incl "1940" 
ovpts MLH 1944 Proclamation MLH, 1950 25k used, booklets, M/S's & comprehensive officials 1876-1936 (1930 
Millenary to 40a MLH only). Odd gum or perf fault pre 1920 then fine (ex 1933 1k Hoplug) with nearly all MUH 
after 1960. Cat. (excl "skilling" values) well over £3000. (1000+) $500 

222 India 1854-2009 used on leaves in Senator binder. Starts with 1854 1a blue (huge margins), 1855 blued paper 

4a, 8a, 1866 "POSTAGE" ovpt (type 15) on 6a fiscal (Cat. £150), 1866 6a 8p MLH (blunt corners), 1882/90 1r 
wmk inverted (blunt corner but Cat. £225), KEVII 10R, 15R, KGV to 25R, single wmk, 15R mult wmk (2) plus 
many annotated inverted wmk varieties in KGV. Also KGVI 15R (machine cancel) with average later range incl 
KGV "I.E.F." ovpts to 1R. See separate lot for officials & States. (c1400) $100 

223 India Officials plus range of Convention & Native States used with duplication in SG binder. Noted 1866 1a blue 

small "Service" ovpt then general range to 1967 missing high cat. items. (approx. 240 India & 500 States) $20 
224 Indonesia 1943-1945 in Davo album plus 1977 625r booklets (2) & various MUH to 2008 in separate "Invicta" 

album. Comprehensive with 1943 Jap Occ (Java) 1st Anniv & defin sets MLH, (Sunamtra) pictorials MLH/used, 
Naval Control Area set of 11 MUH (Cat. £80), Occ of Malaya set (also used in Riau) MLH, ditto ploughman & 
1945 republic ovpt range incl 3½¢ grey (Cat. £50) & 5¢ blue (Cat. £65). 1946 pictorials to 500s perfd (MLH), 
imperf (MLH)/used to 1000s (ex10s, 80s), 3rd Anniv pair imperf, "prangko N.R.I." ovpts (3) on Japanese 
Occupation fiscals, Freedom Fund (ex 40s red, brown) plus 1947 ovpts on 40s red & others incl "Pos Uddara" 
ovpts (these two used). Also 1948 Queen Wilhelmina ovpts to 1g MLH (+ 1g used), 1949 new currency pictorials 
MLH (2r, 5r, 10r used), 1950 "RIS" ovpts MLH/used (no 2r), 1951 U.N. Day MLH, 1954 Mt Merapi MUH, 1961 
Tourist Publicity M/S set of 4 (odd tone spot, one M/S creased), 1967 Nat Disaster Fund M/S MUH, 1968 
Borobudur M/S MUH, 1970 Int Education Year & Insects sets MUH. 1971 "Visit ASEAN" M/S MUH (Cat. £55), 
Djakarta M/S (Cat. £26) & all later MUH sets & M/S complete to 1995 (incl Amphilex 100r M/S imperf 1989 Orang 
Utans M/S pair), (bar 1989 Tourism, 1990 World Cup & Nat Stamp Exhibition, 1992 Trad Dances & Bangkok 
1993 M/S's). Good "back of the book" coverage of PD's, 1954 "RIAU" ovpts MLH complete incl 50s, "Irian Barat" 
ovpts & 1970 pictorials complete plus 1949 "Vienna Printing" UPU sets, M/S, pictorials etc. Great collection, close 
to complete with mixed MUH/MLH/used to 1960, then MUH/MLH with post-1970 all MUH. Odd stain in 1943-1950 
period, otherwise fine throughout except 1961 creased M/S noted above. Cat. £2600+ (2000+) $650 

225 Ireland 1922-2007 duplicated used in Simplex Medium album with ovpts to 1/-, no "Se" wmk St Patricks but 

otherwise comprehensive. Missing 4 or 5 high val commems. Defins to three diff £5 & many commem sets but no 
M/S & only 1p, 2p PD's. Good clean lot to build on. (800+) $70 

226 Israel 1948-1964 MLH collection in binder.  No tabs, but still useful as contains 1948 Doar Ivri perf 11 set to 

1000pr (latter with nibbled perf at left) & set ovptd (Postage Dues, light corner cancels); "Flying Scrolls", 1949 & 
1950/54 Ancient Jewish Coins with tete-beche ordinary & gutter pairs, 1949 TABUL M/S & UPU tete-beche  
gutter pairs, 1950 Airs & 500pr Camel; 1952 1000pr & solid later range. SG MLH Cat. price for no tabs is £1300+ 
for just those listed here. (340 & 4 M/S’s) $75 

227 Israel 1948-2008 A patchy collection on 50 Hagners in binder. No early "Tabs" or high cat. items but a clean 

basic lot with light duplication arranged in cat. order with numbers "flagged". Mainly used. (100s) $30 
228 Italy 1949 World Health Congress block 4 with 2 units MUH, 1950 Radio Conference pair, Tobacco Conference 

set of 3 & 1949 Recovery Plan set of 3. SG 727/29, 749/50 & 757/59 Cat. £900+ (12) $200 



229 Japan Range on leaves in Japanese printed album. Has been picked over but good items remain incl 1921 

Crown Prince MLH (3s, 4s couple of tone spots), 1948 Stamp Week 5y used, 1949 Postal Week "Geese" MLH 
(stain spot top right), 1950/52 24y defin MLH plus few National Parks sets MLH (odd toned) & useful RYUKYU 
Island with 1950 & 1952 defins MLH. Also commercially used 1880's-1970's on leaves in separate album & a 
third volume containing duplicated South Korea 1960's M/S (18, faults) MUH & defins used plus few North Korea 
1950's-1960's at back. Good value at reserve with mostly good to fine. (100s) $200 

230 Luxembourg 1852-1997 collection in Davo album. Starts with 10¢ grey black & 1sgr rose (latter with large 

margins Cat. £130), 1859 imperfs (excl 4¢ orange & 10¢ deep blue), used (1¢, 4¢ mint), 1872 1f surcharge used 
& 1865/75 coloured roulettes (16) to 40¢. 1874/80 range to 1f surcharge MLH/used, 1882 to 30¢ used, 50¢ to 5f 
MLH, 1891 to 5f used & 1906/19 to 5f MLH (Cat.£200). All charity sets MLH (1935 Intellectuals 20f fine, others 
mixed mint/MLH with 70¢ used. Also 1939 M/S MLH, German Occ camp MLH, 1944 "In Aid of Refugees" folder 
with 12 surcharged stamps of 1944/6 type tied by 6.11.44 FD cancels, 1946 Resistance M/S MUH, 1949 30th 
Year M/S MUH (marginal stains), 1950 Orphans (odd stain), 1951 United Europe MLH, 1952 Centilux pair MUH 
(Cat. £150), 1956 & 1957 Europa MLH with mainly MUH after that with all spaces covered incl M/S & 1991 60f 
booklet. Airs camp MLH incl 1952 Centilux & an excellent range of officials MLH/used with odd forgery spotted. 
Noted perf "OFFICIAL" 1899 set (not listed by SG) to 5f MLH, 1903/19 script ovpts to 5f MLH & later ovpts 
complete. Postage Dues mixed MLH or used complete & 1883 Telegraph sets perf. 11x11½ & p14 complete MLH 
(1f used in each set). Small range of covers (incl 1947 Patton FDC, Michel Cat. €360) complete a fine collection. 
Possibly a dozen stamps with stains, otherwise fine throughout & as close to complete as we have seen from this 
country. Cat. €3000 for post-1900 alone (c1400) simplified. $750 

231 Malayan States Duplicated used range in SG Simplex Medium binder. Johore incls 1884 sans-serif ovpt (SG 9 

Cat. £20, later with much duplication, 1949/55 to $5 plus others to 1971 (ditto for other states). Kedah vals to $1, 
incl 1937 (ex 25¢), 1959 $5, Kelantan, Malacca, Negri Sembilan, Pahang incl 1898 25¢ ovpt on Perak (SG 20 
Cat. £170), Penang $5 RSW, QEII to $5, Perak & Sarawak incl 1941 blocks of 4 & KGVI defins to $5. Also 
Selangor & Trengganu incl 1921/41 $3 (Cat. £170). Good range missing most high vals (except mentioned 
above) & mainly good to fine, with no staining. (100s) $150 

232 Malaysia (incl F.M.S. & Straits) Duplicated used in two Simplex Medium albums. Starts with general Straits range 

missing high cat. surcharges but incls heavily used $5, KEVII to $5 (fiscals), KGV to $5 (fiscals + one postally 
used) & $25 (heavy). KGVI to $5, average FMS "Tigers", Federation of Malaya, BMA ovpts (missing expensive 
$5) & Malaysia with solid range with many CTO 1988-2006 incl M/S's plus page of Jap. Occ issues at back. Cond 
varies as to be expected from this area in pre-1950, but still a useful lot. (100s) $100 

233 Malaya-Japanese Occupation MLH & used range with main value in Postage Dues of Johore (SG JD6/10 Cat. 

£45 plus JD1 & 4 Cat. £100), MPU (SG JD28, 30, 32/33 Cat. £30), 1943 Pictorials to 50c MLH & North Borneo 
1943 pairs (4c faded), 1944 ovpts to 25c Cat. £100+) & Sarawak seal ovpts on 2c, 4c, 6c & 8c PD's & $2, $4, $5 
& $10 defins. Also noted N. Borneo ovpt on Jap defins (SG J35/37, 39/43 & 47 with latter cat. £80 but no gum) 
plus Brunei ovpts on 1c black, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c (3 incl 1 used) & 6c. (all except 4c without gum). Odd "DAINIPPON 
2606" types & straight line characters. Usual tropicalisation on many but otherwise fine appearance. (c200) $180 

234 Malta (c850) & Mauritius (400+) duplicated used range in Simplex binder. Malta incls QV ½d buff (2 average 

used), KGV pictorials to 3/-, Silver Jubilee set, KGVI to 10/- + ovptd, £1 RSW, QEII 1956 to £1 & later to 2000 incl 
various commem sets. Mauritius QV-KEVII period vals to 1/- & 18¢. KGV poor, KGVI to 10R incl RSW, QEII to 
10R (1953) & range later. Some mixed cond. to 1930's then mainly fine. (c1250) $100 

235 Mauritius used range on 11 Hagners in binder. Approx. 25 oddments pre-KGVI, 20 KGVI to 50¢, rest QEII with 

strength in post-1970 values to 25R. Clean lot. (c270) $20 
236 Montenegro 1874-1916 comprehensive collection neatly laid out in chronological order in stockbook, with stamps 

all in individual mounts & SG Cat. Numbers identified. King Peter types sorted by perfs with used all fine & MLH & 
frontally attractive but a few with foxing/stains allowed for in reserve. Incls MUH/MLH blocks perf. 10½ (6), perf. 
11 (1), Perf. 11½ (7) & 1894 new values (5). Odd variety e.g.: SG 47 30n imperf, 1893 ovpts SG 88a "9 in wrong 
font", SG 34a "first two letters omitted in bottom line of overprint" plus few others with positions noted. Later incl 
1896 "Monastery" types with imperfs of 4 values, incl 25n with frame double, King 5s green imperf block, 5k 
brown imperf printed double (printer's waste), 1905 ovpts incl offset & 5 vals grossly misplaced ovpt, ditto PD’s. 
Also a few on piece & 1910 1 lev imperf MLH (SG 150 variety) plus 1917 Govt in Exile (11 postage, 2 "A.R." & 5 
Postage Dues). A pleasure to view & well worth close examination. Cat. £3100+ plus unpriced varieties (100s) $650 

237 Morocco Agencies (c120), Montserrat  (c75), Natal (110), Newfoundland (240), NSW (80+), Nauru (11), Nevis 

(7), Nigeria (450), Northern Nigeria (12, incl KWVII 5/-), Southern Nigeria/Niger Coast (28), Niue (37), North 
Borneo (c300, incl Sabah $5), Northern Rhodesia (85), Nyasaland (c90 incl KGVI £1) & O.F.S. (37) housed in 
Simplex binder. Mixed cond. with duplication heavy in places, especially Newfoundland low vals & Nigeria. 
Definite pickings amongst the chaff. (1400+) $100 

238 Netherlands 1852-1993 (plus few later) MUH/MLH & used comprehensive collection in bulging Davo album. "Big 

ticket" items have been extracted & are offered as separate lots, but what remains is a valuable collection incl 
1846 & 1869 stampless letters, 1852 imperfs, 1864 perfd set of 3 + 15¢ yellow shade, 1867 simplified set of 6, 
1869/71 Arms, 1872/88 to 2g50, 1891/94 to 25¢, 1893/98 50¢ & 1g plus two shades of 2g50 (rose-carmine is 
fine, rosine damaged). 1899/1905 to 10g (latter with surface thins & smudgy cancel), 1913 Centenary (good to 
F/U to 5g with 10g a "space-filler"), 1923 Silver Jubilee to 1g incl some perf varieties, 1924 Philatelic Exhibition 
MVLH, 1926 defin types with & without wmk complete & with syncopated  1932 Tourist Propaganda used. Also 
1933 Seamen's Fund used, all Child Welfare sets MLH or used & with syncopated perfs where issued thus, 1940 
ovpts to 500¢ MLH, 1942 Legion M/S pair CTO (toning), 1946 high values & all later defins (1949/51 incl both 5g 
types). 1950 Bombed Churches MLH, 1952 ITEP MLH & complete commems from 1923 onwards plus M/S's, 
booklet panes & 1967 AMPHILEX sheetlets of 10. "Back of the book" incl 1870-1958 PD's complete simplified 
mainly used (1906/10 3¢ & 50¢ surcharges MLH), 1907 deRuyter mixed MLH/used, 1913 Poor Law (Armenwet) 
MLH incl ovpt forged on wrong 10¢, International Court of Justice 1934-2004 complete simplified. Noted 1924 
tete-beche pairs (+ 7½¢ gutter pair with tone spots, basic T-B pair cat. £100), se-tenants 1940/41, 1877-1903 
telegram stamps complete to 2g MLH/used (8 of 12 stamps with punched holes), booklets panes from 1964 & 10 
defin booklets of Queen Beatrix period. Some staining on odd pre-1960 item but generally good to fine & of 
enormous cat. value. (1000s) $1,200 

239 Netherlands Dealers duplicated MUH stock in catalogue order in large stockbook. Strong 1960's-1980's with 

some earlier. Fine throughout. (100s) $80 



240 Netherlands FDC's & First Flight covers arranged by airline after NVPH 190-218 complete unaddressed plus 

duplicated run 198-215. Also 6 Neth New Guinea FDC's. Noted SABENA covers Elisabethville & Stanleyville to 
Beirut with adhesives of Ruanda-Urundi, SWISSAIR 1957 FFC Zurich-Geneva-Tokyo, SAS 1957/59 covers (12 
diff), QANTAS 1959 Sydney-San Francisco & return (2). Jamaica 1939 cover to England bearing KGVI 2/- & 
cachet "FIRST TRANSATLANTIC AIR MAIL JAMAICA TO EUROPE JUNE 1, 1939" KLM covers with typed 
address & "Reteur a l'Expediteur" handstamps 1951 Amsterdam-Sydney (with Bombed Churches set, some 
foxing), 1952 to Philadelphia, another to Mexico, another to Chile with I.T.E.P. set & boxed "Non reclame/ Reteur 
a l'origino" in violet, 1952 FFC Buenos Aires-Santiago, 1953 Christchurch-Amsterdam, 1954 Amsterdam-Sydney, 
1955 Amsterdam-Kabul, 1956 Amsterdam-Ankara & return (both signed by pilot), 1956 Amsterdam-Palma 
Majorca (signed), to Kartoem (Khartoum), to Sofia (signed), to Budapest, 1957 to Houston & return (2), to 
Moscow, 1958 to Tripoli (Libya), to Tokyo & return (2). The return by First Polar Flight, to Biak (Neth. New 
Guinea), Tokyo-Biak & return (2), Biak-Amsterdam, 1959 Amsterdam-Saijondt (2), to Tunis & r (2) to Istanbul & 
return (1 cover), F/C Neth. Antilles 25th Anniv. KLM set, 1960 Amsterdam-New York (First DC8 flight), to Jeddah, 
to Amman, Amsterdam-London 40th Anniversary Flight cover, Amsterdam to Casablanca, to Conakry, to 
Monrovia, to Accra, to Las Palmas, 1961 to Lagos & return (2), Farst DC8 Paramaribo-Amsterdam, Curacao-
Amsterdam, Accra-Monrovia, DC8 Amsterdam-Tokyo Polar Route, 1962 to Johannesburg, Groningen-Hilvesum 
First Blimp (airship) Flight, 1963 Amsterdam to Abidjan, to Kuwait, 1964 to Constanta (foxing), to Varna (ditto). A 
fine assembly with many difficult & scarce covers. Mostly fine & consecutive reserve to attract bidding. (76 flight 
covers, 6 Neth. New Guinea FDCs, 57 NVPH 1981/4 FDCs) $120 

241 Netherlands Sparse early range in mixed cond on circuit sheets. Best items are 1867 50¢ gold (Cat. £225 plus 

another defective) & 1872/91 2g50 ultramarine & rose (Cat. £150) with rounded top left corner. Pickings. (c160) $60 
242 Netherlands & South Africa & Finland MLH & used plus odd cover. Main value in Netherlands from 1907 with 

1913 Centenary to 5g used (ex 50¢), jump to late 1930s with some charities MLH/used, "numeral" ovpts to "100" 
CTO/used, Legion pair, registered covers incl 1946 Child Welfare FDC & other 1953-1955 FDC's (6 Registered, 2 
ordinary). Some better items stained in post-war part e.g. Bombed Churches. South Africa pre-war bilingual pairs 
& 1927 Airs used plus Finland 1875/1945 small MLH/used range complete the lot. Should be viewed to properly 
assess cond. (Netherland 376 + 9 covers, South Africa 64 incl 16 pairs & Finland 197) $75 

243 Netherlands & Colonies airmail covers & cards. Starts with 1954 Plesman maxicard (commemorating 

Plesman's role in the 1919 air show & subsequent formation of K.L.M) & 1959 FDC for 40th Anniv of KLM 
followed by valuable range incl 1952 Netherlands/South Africa Riebeeck sets on long cover with The Hague & 
Johannesburg addresses, 1934 London-Melbourne Air Race with Netherlands adhesives tied by Rotterdam cds, 
1949 FFC Suriname-Netherlands, 1932 Tourism set + 4¢, 75¢ on regd Zeppelin cover (Friedrichshafen cds) 
stamps tied by Rotterdam cds, 1938 FFC Amsterdam-Sydney via Batavia (2), 1951 Amsterdam-Perth bearing 
charity set of 5 & airmail label with Philips logo & Eindhoven registered label tied by special cachet "Philips 60 
Years of Progress". Also 1952 special PTT cachet on cover to USA & "Retour a l'Expediteur" in violet, NZ 1953 
Christchurch Air Race KLM cover to Netherlands & various other FFCs with instructional & other markings (e.g.: 
"not called for"). 1933 Special Christmas Flight Amsterdam-Batavia & 31/12/33 Neth Indies airletter to 
Netherlands plus a couple of 1890, 1895 12½¢ PSEs (one rusty) used to Cologne & Paris, 1907 UPU P/C with 
Amsterdam view, 1971 Apeldoorn private mail covers featuring Europa Cup players, 1924 customs declaration 
with perfins (2g 40 total), addressed to Burns Philip Fremantle & various 1870's-1890's used lettercards (+ few 
unused). 1980s' pre-stamped cards incl Netherlands Indies postal stationery used/unused, Curacao 6¢ PSE ovpt 
"NEDERLAND 10 CENT", FDI sheets of 1949 Court of Justice & Round Table Conference, Windmill maxicard 
set, Leeuwarden local post (1969) covers, Curacao FDC with 1949 commem set, addressed to Seychelles plus 
many other items of interest. Will delight the airmail or postal stationery collector. (136 items) $250 

244 Netherlands Colonies on Davo leaves incl 1873/98 set mint/used to 2g50 incl unissued 60¢ yellow olive (set of 

12 simplified), 1889/91 numerals, 1891 25¢ on 30¢ mint & used, 1892/6 to 30¢ mint with 25¢ used, 1895 
surcharges (2½¢ on 10¢ mint & used, 2½¢ on 30¢ used), 1901/2 surcharges MLH, 1903/08 MLH 50¢ (22½ used) 
& 1906 1½g & 2½g used. 1915-1933 complete MLH/used plus bisects on piece of 2¢ & 2½¢, 1918 provisionals 
(in 5¢ two types in used vertical pair), 1923 Silver Jubilee MLH (7½¢ used), 1927 Marine Insurance issue 
surcharged set of 7 (no gum & toned), 1928/32 set of 11 MLH, 1934 Centenary set heavily toned/tropicalised, 
1941/42 to 2½g MLH (27½¢ used), 1946/47 "type B" to 2½g MLH & 1948 defins MLH to 20¢ with 50¢ & 1½g 
used. Also Child Welfare used, Airs complete incl 1929 "Luchpost" set of 3, 1931/38 "Mercury" MLH/used, 1941 
Prince Bernhard Fund used (Cat. £300), 1942 to 10g (Cat. £225), 1943 Prisoners of War MLH, 1944 Red Cross 
used, 1946 "Map" relief fund sets MUH, 1947 to 25g MLH/used (all used from 2g50 to 25g) & PD's incl 1915 to 
50¢, 1945 perf. 11½ set of 3 in yellow green MLH. The most comprehensive collection of Curacao we have seen. 
Cond varies but mostly fine. Cat. c£3000 (315) $500 

245 Netherlands Colonies on leaves, Hagners & in stockbook with all areas represented. Value in MUH & MH 

Suriname & Neth. Antilles post-war incl M/S's. Some used oddments of Neth. Indies in mixed cond plus Aruba & 
Curacao. Patchy but worth inspection. (c1100 + 16 M/S) $80 

246 Netherlands Colonies-Neth. Antilles 1950-1987 comprehensive with a few later to 2004. MUH, MLH & used 

collection on Davo leaves noting 1950 to 10g MLH, 1951 Child Welfare used, 1952 Seamen's Welfare MLH, 1958 
to 5g MUH/MLH & 1973 defins MUH to 10g. All M/S's, booklets/panes complete to 1985 & near complete to 
1988. Then odd 1989, 1995 & 2004 issues MUH plus 1986-1989 Aurba complete MUH. Fine lot. Cat. £1500+ $400 

247 Netherlands Colonies-Netherlands Indies 1864-1949 near complete collection on Davo leaves. Earlies mainly 

used incl 1864 10¢ imperf, 1868 10¢ perf. 12½x12, 1870/88 to 2g50 incl both settings of 1¢ & 25¢ with boxed 
SPECIMEN diagonal handstamp, 1874 5c Postage Due (MLH thinned), 15¢ used, 20¢ (MLH), 1882 PD's (ex 
30¢) MLH/used & 1892/1909 PD's used. 1900 surcharges MLH (10¢ used plus another MLH with missing dots 
over "E"), 1912 1g & 2½g on blue paper used, 1908 "JAVA" ovpts to 2½g MLH/used incl 11 diff inverted ovpts, 
"BUITEN BEZIT" ovpts to 2½g MLH/used incl 4 with ovpt reading down, 1922 Fair ovpts MLH/used (set of 11) & 
1923 Silver Jubilee set used. Also 1930/31 charity sets MLH, 1932 used, 1933 MLH, 1933/37 no wmk set to 2g50 
MLH/used, 1938/40 wmkd set to 5g MLH/used (ex 50¢, 80¢), 1941 to 25g (creased) ex 25¢, 35¢, 1946 PD's 
(ovpts, top val used), "1947" ovpt set of 7 MLH, 1948 Wilhelmina to 25g (latter & 25¢ used, others MLH) & 
1948/49 Indonesia ovpts to 25g (10g MLH). Airmails from 1928 set of 5 MLH, 1928 new design MLH (1g50 used) 
& 1931 First Java-Australia airmail MLH set of 3 (30¢ MLH, 4½, 7½g used). Collection finishes with 1911 officials 
"D" ovpts used to 25¢; 50¢ & 2g50 MLH, "DIENST" MLH/used to 2g50 with a few minor ovpt & design flaws also 
incl in main body of collection. Worthwhile lot, very close to complete simplified. Mainly fine. Cat. £2000+ (517) $450 



248 Netherlands Indies - Japanese Occ plus 1949 Vienna printings for Indonesian Republic. Noted ovpts for 

Sumatra on 1941 types to 1g MLH ( 80¢ used) duplicated & singles of 40¢ MLH (Cat. £75) & 2g used (Cat. £30), 
"ORI" ovpts on Japan or Sumatra to 50¢, range of Naval Control Area "anchor" ovpts to 2g (latter used Cat. £90) 
& later Per Indonesia ovpts & others requiring a specialist catalogue. There are 70 diff 1947 Vienna prints incl airs 
& PD's plus a 2008 "Visit Indonesia" se-tenant block MUH. Diverse lot requiring study. (100s) $80 

249 Netherlands New Guinea 1950-1962 mainly MLH complete collection on Davo leaves from numerals MLH, 

Queen Wilhelmina used, 1953 Flood Relief MUH & 1954-1960 mixed MLH/used. Later MLH (1958 Red Cross 
CTO corner cancels), 1962 UNTEA type II ovpt set of 19 & 1957 PD's. Cat. £220 as MUH (106) $40 

250 New Caledonia MUH/MLH & used duplicated earlies in small stockbook. Starts with used "Tablet" key type to 

30¢ then 1892 diagonal ovpts on 5¢ strip, 15¢ block of 8 & pair plus damaged 1f (2), 25¢ block & pair. Also few 
general "Colonies" with New Caledonia cancels, 1905/07 pictorial types used,0 then remarkable MUH ovptd 
multiples incl 1892/93 10 on 1f strips of 5 (2 black, 1 blue ovpt, 1899/1901 15 on 1f pair (SG 54). 1832/33 5 on 
75¢ (ovpt in black) strips of 4 (2) & 5 (3), the latter all with gutter pairs. Low value 1892 "tablet" key type low 
values in large blocks with few Reunion & imperf French Colonies PD's at back. A few damaged but those 
mentioned above are fine. Enormous catalogue value even before premium for MUH multiple is applied. 
Duplication is heavy in places but over 550 stamps & nothing past 1907. $180 

251 New Zealand 1855-1992 used collection written up on leaves in two Ring-22 type albums. QV issues sparse & 

generally poor to average with 1898 pictorials incl 6d green lightly used but off-centre, others to 5/- (latter fiscal & 
damaged), few notes on ½d Mt Cook & 1d Universal, 1907/08 "small type" 3d, 6d, 1/- & usual range later, missing 
most high cat. items but with Admirals, 1931/34 Airs, 1935/36 to 3/- incl some perf & wmk varieties, 1953/54 to 
10/-, 1958 error of surcharge & 1960 to £1. Later close to complete with second album of Health's incl Smiling 
Boys, M/S's from 1977, Ross Dependency sets 1957-1992, Officials & Govt Life Insurance. Many gaps. 3rd 
album has clean lot of 1980-1992 commems & defins. (100s) $200 

252 New Zealand 1855-1994 collection on typewritten leaves. Collection is MLH/used simplified with many "budget" 

quality examples in earlies. Starts with 6 imperf Chalons (3d sound, 1d x2, 2d, 6d, 1/- faulty), perfd (11) to 1/- incl 
better than average 4d yellow & 4d rose, others presentable but off-centre &/or heavily cancelled. 1st & 2nd 
sideface to 1/-, 1882 "Long Tom" revenues (6 vals to 10/- plus £2, all fiscally used), 1898 to 5/- MLH/used (latter 
fiscally used), 1906 Christchurch Exhib MLH (6d thin/repaired tear at top), 1913 Auckland Exhib MLH heavily 
hinged, feint toning on 1d & 6d, 1931 Health's MLH, Arms to 10/-, 15/- fiscally used, £1 cds, 30/- & £2 machine 
cancels. Health M/S's MLH, defins & commems mainly MLH (missing QEII 2d error of surcharge). MUH from 
1972 incl booklet panes. Good range Life Insurance incl 1891 to 1/- (6d toned), 1905 range to 6d MLH/used, 
1947/81 types complete MLH/MUH, Officials incl 1907 to 2/- (ex 1/-), 1913 QV 2/- (grease spot), KGV MLH to 1/- 
incl 8d, KGV to 2/- used, Centennial MLH/used to 1/-, 1954 3/- MUH plus a few PD's. Penny Universal black proof 
pairs imperf & perf (gummed, light toning) & odd extra e.g. 1973 Trains in part imprint blocks of 4. Good lot for 
someone who doesn't want to go into wmk & perf varieties. Cond varies in pre WWII so should be viewed.(1000s) $900 

253 New Zealand 1862-2002 used range with duplication in 2 SG Simplex Medium green binders with 7 perfd 

Chalons & later QV in very mixed cond. Incls pictorials to 2/- with better later incl 1931 3d & 7d airs, 1953 QEII to 
10/-, 1960 to £1 & a good decimal range commercially used with a few M/S's. No Health M/S's. Various "back of 
the book", odd Ross Dependency, revenues ,etc. (c2000) $60 

254 New Zealand 1873-1977 MLH mounted in Warwick ring 22 album. Earlies sparse & pre-1898 stained, then some 

pickings incl 1898 p12-16 2½d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 8d (latter no gum), perf. 11 2½d, 6d (both colours), 9d, 1/- average 
MLH & 1906 3d Exhib (hinge sweated off). KEVII to 8d (ex 6d), KGV recess values to 1/- (no 3d), surface printed 
to 3d, 1920 Victory (1/- faulty) & 1924 Dunedin. Average later but incls 1935 SJ, 1940 Centennial, 1953/58 to 10/, 
1960 to £1, 1967/69 to $2 (both) & later commems (ex 1969 Cook M/S). Modest lot, but clean. (550) $100 

255 New Zealand 1901-1963 addressed FDC's in large cover album which has not been aired for some time, 

resulting in many covers bearing stained perfs around the stamp. Incls the 1/1/1901 1d Universal with "N-Z 
WOODVILLE 1 JA 01" cds to local addressee. Next item is 1935 6d Silver Jubilee regd illustrated cover with rust, 
then 1936 ANZAC (clean), Chamber of Commerce (4d damaged) set (good), Health (minor spots), 1937 6d 
Coronation on illust cover (foxing) & set in pairs on plain FDC, "Hiker" Health Stamp FDC with additional 1d 
Coronation (airmailed Palmerston North to New Plymouth), KGVI defins incl 1938 1d red with & without official 
ovpt & another illust FDC with 1d official pair airmailed Palmerston North - Heretaunya. 1½d purple brown 
(stained), 1938 Health (fine), 1940 Centennial Exhib registered label (ditto on cachet tying 4 lowest values to illust 
Centennial cover) soiled with rest of set on individual covers (except 1½d + 2½d, 4d + 6d) most foxed. 1941 
Health ovpts (fine) plus later Health's mixed illust/plain (some fine), 1946 Victory set (most good), 1947 Govt Life 
Insurance set of 7 (fine), 1949 Health pair (2, one showing "no dot" variety, foxed), 1951 Health's have imprint 
block on each cover, 1953 Coronation, 1954 officials to 1/- (minor toning), 1955 Stamps Exhibition cover with 
Exhib registered label, 1957 Ross Dependency set (fine), Lamb Export (+ aerogramme FDI), 1961 2½d 
surcharge (+ plain FDC with 2½d official pair in addition), 1963 2½d & 3/- official (2 covers fine, with both values), 
Govt Life 2½d & all commems to 8d Cable (2 diff of latter). Extensive spotting, so reserve conservative. (112) $200 

256 New Zealand 1906-1987 used range incl 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1954 10/- QEII, 1960 to £1 (latter stained) & a good 

F/U decimal range plus sparse collection used to 1974 in Warwick binder with a few PNG, Canada & Channel 
Islands. Also 1980 Christchurch Pigeon Flight blocks, aerogrammes (stains), commercial cut outs & airmail 
etiquettes mounted in album. A mixed group.(100s) $40 

257 New Zealand 1920's-1990's MUH & used starting 1926 & going from some QEII in large blocks to humdrum used 

& then few Health M/S's. Life Insurance range MUH with 1969 surcharges, later blocks of 4, 10 & sets in singles. 
Ditto Ross Dep from second decimals to Wildlife. Take the rough with the smooth, as there's value here. (100s) $60 

258 New Zealand 1929-1991 MUH/MLH Health's & other M/S's plus 1931 Smiling Boys in fine cond. Others mixed 

with some toning. Noted Govt Life incl small types to 6d, 1947/61 set, Ross Dependency 1957-1992 complete 
MLH, Christmas stamps complete to 1990, a few Officials incl 2/- Cook, KGVI to 2/- & Centennial (missing 8d) in 
mixed cond. 1953-1963 to 3/- Health M/S's complete MUH incl both 1957 wmk positions. Face value of all 
decimals $NZ135. Apart from few pre-1950 with toning, a clean lot. (100s) $300 

259 New Zealand 1930's onwards mint accumulation of stamps plus M/S's from 1957 to c1990 in 6 envelopes. One 

envelope is for Health's from early 1940's-1980's, another for Xmas issues, a third for Govt Life, Officials, Arms, 
Ross Dependency & express. A larger envelope has blocks of 4 or more, another large for M/S's & another large 
entitled "rest" which incls many 100’s of MUH/MLH with 1960 10/-, £1 MLH & others incl pre-war stained. Main 
value is in M/S env of MUH/MLH which also contains some Health's CTO. Cond. varies but pickings. (1000s) $100 



260 New Zealand 1934-1995 Airmail covers incl 1934 "Faith in Australia" illust cover addressed to Sydney with 

STIRLING, NZ cds tying 7d orange brown, 1940 Inaugural NZ-Australia-England addressed to Sydney with rusty 
5d Centennial tied by 27/4/40 Auckland machine cancel & a similar but differently illust cover to Melbourne, 24 
Apr 1947 plain cover to British Colombia with 2/- Cook tied by machine cancel (stained) plus various later FFC's 
(Qantas, Solent Flying Boat, local carriers) & interesting diversions such as 1955 "Operation Deep Freeze" 
bearing NZ Health's & 3 USA adhesives tied by LITTLE AMERICA machine cancel & 1957 BRIT. STATION 
ANTACTICA U.S.N machine cancel on combination cover (damaged NZ stamps at top, US below), 1959 40th 
Anniv of First Official NZ Airmail (3 with similar cachet types), 1965 Balloon Post with "FLIGHT CANCELLED 
BALLOON BURST" on 16/10/65 special cover plus two 23/10/65 covers with "MANNED BALLOON FLIGHT" 
cancels. 1966 & later Air New Zealand FFCs to Brisbane, Tahiti (4 diff - incl 2 return with French Polynesia 
adhesives), 1978 North Island Circumnavigation Aero Club cover (seriously rusted), postcards & aerogrammes. 
Large 1988 cinderella covers (3) with Airmail Society of NZ sheetlets tied by exhibition cancels, 1991 First 
Concorde Flight Christchurch-Sydney signed by pilot, 1985 Thames-Hastings cover with s/l "INLAND AIRMAIL" 
cachets, 1989 "Forces Concession" airmail covers with 29/9/89 cds (last day of operation of NZFPO 5, 
Singapore) & other items chock full of interest. Inspection recommended. (88) $250 

261 New Zealand 1940's-1970's with low value blocks, Health M/S's incl 1973 MUH & CTO, 1974 & 1975 CTO & few 

commems. Also Australia decimal used & few B.A.T. & B.W.I. M/S's MUH/CTO with rust on many. Inspection is 
advised, as toning is present. (100s + 23 Health M/S's & 37 others) $50 

262 New Zealand 1948-1958 range of Social Security revenues with majority used with manuscript cancels incl     

10/- brown x 17. Noted a 10/- brown MUH & 5/- red used. Good cond. (45) $30 
263 New Zealand 1950's-1990's range noting 1953 QEII to 10/- used, 1969 Cook M/S's MUH & CTO, National Parks 

sets, etc. Pages at back with 1d Universals showing plate flaws which may be worth investigation. (100s) $40 
264 New Zealand 1960's-1980's Christmas & Health issues duplicated MUH & used on Hagners plus c90 different 

Swaziland. Mixed cond. (100s) $20 
265 New Zealand 1964-1976 addressed FDC's with a comprehensive range incl duplication in first 2 or 3 years 

where diff illust covers were issued for some stamps. Noted Ross Dep 1967 & 1972 sets, Govt Life issues, 1st 
decimal set on large cover, 1969 Cook M/S (2, one stained), Health issues with Health Camp cds & 1975 Health 
sheet on FDC. Unfortunately many foxed around perforations but still worth inspection & cheap at reserve. (150) $50 

266 New Zealand 1970's Armed Forces special commem covers, some signed, in two cover albums. Incls Naval 

themes (36) & Army (46) with various Camp cancels & special cachets. All are illust covers, mostly 
commemorating anniversaries - some a bit obscure e.g.: "65th Anniversary of the Royal New Zealand Dental 
Corps". Cond. generally fine with most covers accompanied by information inserts. (82) $60 

267 New Zealand 1977-2000 addressed/unaddressed FDC collection in 6 large cover albums with foxing on many 

pre-1985, allowed for in low reserve. Inspection recommended as coverage incls M/S's, Ross, Govt Life, high 
vals, Framas, booklet panes plus extra album with Exhib cards, special cachets etc. Last album with Canada, GB, 
Tokelau, Malaysia & NZ covers of little value. (600+ items) $200 

268 New Zealand 1980-1991 MLH sets on leaves in "Ring-22" album. Vals to $5. A clean MLH lot with FV of $NZ245. $60 
269 New Zealand 1980-1998 decimal booklet range with lightly duplication. Incls Scenic Cover $4.40 Totaranui (2), 

$4.40 Katiki Point, $4 Wellington Harbour, $4 Mt Cook from Hocker Valley (3) + 2 more with Stamp World London 
90 logo plus various Christmas booklets of 1990's. Also self-adhesive Rugby (5 diff), International Air $5.50, Lord 
of the Rings $9 & earlier $1 to $3 booklets. Total face value NZ$350+ (102) $180 

270 New Zealand 1980's MUH "postage" accumulation with most items in imprint blocks of 6 to 10. FV of $NZ850+ $280 
271 New Zealand 1984-1988 NZPO Year albums with face value $NZ125+. Musty outer covers. (5) $40 
272 New Zealand 1988-1995 MUH in stockbook with mainly imprint blocks of 6 (incl $10 Kiwi) with full range of defins 

& commems for the period. Total face value $NZ800+ $220 
273 New Zealand 1988-2005 MUH collection in quality peg-fitting album. Over 80 sets & 45 M/S's plus 2003 Military 

Uniforms sheetlet & booklet. Clean lot with high FV. $120 
274 New Zealand 1994-2006 Colour Separation sets from the issues 1994 $1.80 Cricket, 1995 $5 Butterfly, 1998 

$1.80 Painting, 1999 $1.80 Flowering Trees, 1999 $1.80 Yacht, 2000 $1.80 Kiwi, 2000 $1.80 Dragon, 2001 $2 
QEII, 2002 $1.50 Crafts, 2002 $2 Fungi, 2002 $2 Yacht, 2004 $2 Monkey & 2006 $2 Dog. MUH Retail $300+ $90 

275 New Zealand QV-1990 retired dealers stock set out in catalogue order in 3 quality stockbooks. Good to fine used 

with majority fine & selected copies. Useful lot for the aspiring stamp dealer with a very high cat. value/retail. 
Viewing suggested for Ebay or resale potential. Our reserve was $300 before vendors instruction to open at only 
$100. (1000s) $100 

276 New Zealand Pre-decimal MUH/MLH dealers stock in cat. order in large Lindner stockbook. Sparse to KGV    

with latter incl recess printed vals to 1/- incl both perfs of 2d yellow, 1920 Victory 6d & 1/-, 1925 Dunedin,  
1931/34 Airs (incl Trans Tasman x 2 MUH), 1935/36 defins to 3/- incl 9d ovptd official, KGVI incl 1½d purple 
brown block MUH (one light disturbance) & others to 3/-. Also Officials to 2/-, 1940 Centennial to 1/- (ex 7d), 
officials 2½d (4), 8d (3), 9d (2) plus usual later range incl some high vals (1960 £1 x5) & separate Health's 
section missing 1931   & "Pathway" otherwise complete with extras of most items incl 1957-1966 M/S's MUH      
(2 of each). Govt Life  range incl decimal surcharges x2 sets + extras & a few Ross Dep. Worthwhile lot, 
especially the Health's. (100s + 40 M/S's) $180 

277 New Zealand Post-1970 Forces Mail addressed to NZ from Vietnam. 6 x "UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES - 

VIETNAM" airmail envelopes with boxed "NZ ARMY FORCE VIETNAM" or "Tiki" "NEW ZEALAND FORCE 
VIETNAM" strikes, 2 x "AUSTRALIAN FORCE VIETNAM" envelope, one of each of above strike types plus         
2 plain covers (1970, 1971 use) with "Tiki" cachet used in Vietnam & various outwards from NZ "Forces 
Concession" covers with range of cancels incl "AUCKLAND N.Z. F.M.B." "N.Z. F.P.O.5" (Singapore) 
"WOODBURN  AIR FORCE" incl 1969 Malacca to N.Z cover with handstamped "Forces Concession".                 
A useful group. (31) $60 

278 New Zealand Armed forces mail with variety of cachets & much OHMS from Ministry of Defence to commanders, 

recruiting centres, etc. Also incoming "Forces Concession" mail from "N.Z.F.P.O.5" (Singapore) incl one cover 
with 17c, 19c & 24c N.Z. Framas. Also page with specimen impressions of all rubber stamps held at that P.O. on 
its closure in 1989. Interesting lot. (c90 items) $50 

279 New Zealand Cinderella/Bird theme issues with BIRDPEX '90 M/S (7 MUH, 6 CTO) & Penguin blocks of 4 

MUH/CTO, Christchurch Pigeon Flight covers (2) with 75¢ (2 diff) carried by pigeon 17/9/88 from Philatelic 
Centre, 12 other BIRDPEX '90 covers (5 with diff 75¢ x 4, 4 with diff $1 x 4 M/S). Attractive thematic. $30 



280 New Zealand Cinderellas & revenues plus postage stamps with minor varieties or marginal markings. Main value 

in QV revenue types incl 1867/68 & 1888 "Fine Paid" stamp duty, "Counterpart" 2/6d & 3/- (2), "Not Liable" 
(1881), 1867 Stamp Duty imperfs (25 vals to £10), perfd first type (22 to £30 in very mixed cond.), 1880 type 30/- 
& £2/10/- fine fiscally used & 4 others pen cancelled or punched. Arms with 18 vals to £10, mostly punched &/or 
fiscal cds incl £9, few postage stamp varieties MLH/used & then good range Social Security types from 1939 (2d 
to £1 ex 8d, 9d) to 1957/58 (total of 110), cinderellas incl Araiteuru Marae Building Fund M/S, Tarapex 86 CTO 
M/S (& MUH), 1986 Nga Pune Waihanga M/S (2), few Anti-TB labels, St John, Stirling & Co Indemnity Fund 
yellow & blacks + Golden Jubilee 1980 set of 4 MLH & used (& ovptd on the yellows), 1949 Air Mail Society 
Pigeongram commem M/S plus various world airmail etiquettes. Should be inspected. (100s) $150 

281 New Zealand Cinderellas in 5 stockbooks. Noted Christchurch 1906/70 Exhibition labels set of 7 in usual mixed 

cond., 1981 75th Anniv of that event with covers & M/S, Land Deeds fiscals to £3 (ex 8/-, 15/-), railway stamps, 
honey seals, fruit inspection fee stamps, P.O. etiquettes for various services, wildlife & armed services 
propaganda seals, 1991/92 NZ PF "THANK YOU" perfin on 4¢ gemstone on piece, GP Print "Friendly Message 
Stickers" sheets in original packaging, Anti-TB & St John seals, Philatelic Society & Exhib publicity sheetlets & 
1988 covers bearing Railway Letter 75¢ stamps (3). Please inspect as lots more with good variety. (100s) $150 

282 New Zealand Collector's odd & ends in Lighthouse stockbook. Noted revenues, postal stationery cut outs from 

QV to QEII, duplicated high value defins, perfins, counter coil pairs (2½¢ flower x 4 pairs), 1992/93 CTO sets & 
M/S's & MUH sets & used Framas. Very mixed. Prospector required! $50 

283 New Zealand Cover accumulation with range of commercial incl Telegram envelopes, FDC's, commem some 

with cinderellas & array of cancels. Mixed cond but still good items noted incl Tonga Tin Can Mail (4), Ross 
Dependency 1957 (3) & 1982 (3), NZ special cachets for new post office openings, yacht races etc. A good "dig" 
may be productive! (100s) $50 

284 New Zealand Frama labels mint, used & on cover. Incls literature with history of the NZ PO use of Frama 

machines & a listing of the PO's to which they were deployed. Over 90 covers incl FDC, "Forces Concession" & 
commercially used alone or in combination with non-Frama adhesives. Good basis for expansion of this branch of 
NZ philately. $60 

285 New Zealand Registration labels collection in alphabetical order together with supporting literature (4 diff 

volumes). Labels have been hinged to index cards, revealing diff types where issued. Despite being a long way 
short of complete, there would not be many better collections of these labels & many are scarce. Also incls some 
pictorial cachets & foreign airmail etiquettes. Buyer will enjoy the challenge of trying to locate the missing 
names/types. (1000s) $200 

286 New Zealand WWII active service covers, receipts & ephemera in very mixed cond. but good variety of Camp & 

FPO cancels incl formular Active Service cover from Egypt to NZ with 4 x 10m Army Post tied by 1940 F.P.O. 
K.W.2 cds, 1943 taxed (6d) cover Westport to Waiouru with 3d KGVI but handwritten "airmail", 1940 stampless 
cover to NZ with RECEIVED FROM H.M.SHIPS boxed cachet, 5 censored items plus another Active Service 
envelope from Egypt with 10m Army Post block tied by "B.P.O. KW" cds of 1941, a smudged 1941 airletter with 
3d Australia KGVI tied by "EGYPT POSTAGE PREPAID" cds & "LOWER HUTT" receival stamp. Other items 
possibly of interest to specialist in this area. (33 items) $50 

287 Nicaragua on Hagners & Prinz stockbook. Large quantity 1890s "Seebecks" MLH & 1970's-1980's thematics 

CTO sets/short sets with very little in between. (100s) $20 
288 Niue 1978-1982 MUH sets & M/S's in glassines. Over 30 diff sets & M/S's plus useful duplication of most. Strong 

in Christmas & Easter thematics plus some flowers. High cat. vals on some. (c200) $30 
289 Pakistan (c420), Palestine (c160), Rhodesia (c250 incl 1905 2/6d Falls), R&N (c80 incl both defin sets to £1), 

Pitcairn (20), Qatar (6), Queensland (60), St Helena (40), St Kitts (100+) & St Lucia (90+) duplicated used housed 
in Simplex binder. Mostly common, noting better incl Pitcairn UPU & 1957 2/6d, St Lucia QV 1d black & others 
noted above. Mostly above average to fine & clean throughout. (1200+) $150 

290 Palestine MLH & used with some mint, no gum. Incls 1918 blocks to 5pi MLH (ex 1pi) plus mint 9pi & 10pi 

singles, 1920 8mm ovpts range MLH/used to 5pi with 20pi MLH. 1921 small sans serif set MLH, a few 1920 
Transjordan low vals, 1927 & 1932 pictorials (no 90mil) to £1 MLH/used, Gaza (PALESTINE ovpts on Egypt) 
Farouk Airs to 200m & UPU MLH. Also 1928-1944 PD's MLH (ex 6m) plus few used & registered 1947 airmail 
cover to Yugoslavia bearing 10, 15 & 50mil pictorials. May yield some surprises as unchecked for ovpt flaws. 
Good range of shades. Total cat. £300+ (100s) $80 

291 Palestine 1927-1941 pictorials. Heavily duplicated used in two Hawid old-style stockbooks. Incls one good used 

90m, 250m & 500m x 3 each, £1 x2 & quantities to 200 each of lower vals. Not selected for quality of cancel, but 
showing good range of shades. Unchecked for flaws or paper types. (1000+) $50 

292 Philippines MLH & used range on 60+ Hagners in binder. Chronological order breaks down in places & nothing 

of significant cat. value was sighted in quick overview. Cond generally good & may appeal to collector wanting to 
start something different. Light duplication & well over 1000 stamps. $50 

293 Poland 1918-1948 selection incl 1925 Port Gdansk ovpts to 40gr MUH (Cat. €325), Gen. Gouvernement 

"Deutsche Post OSTEN" ovpts to 2z F/U, later patchy but incls Red Cross ovpt set of 4 MLH & used. Also 1943 
Copernicus sheetlet of 10 MUH (corner crease). Other useful noted incl 1918 ovpts on locals MLH, Feldpost 
ovptd set on piece F/U, modest 1920's-1930 incl PD's, 1927 Medical used, 1933 80g MLH & used, 1z20 Sobieski 
used, 1934 surcharges used, 1941/43 Exile Govt sets MLH reasonable MLH & used range to 1948. Clean lot, 
worthy of inspection. (100s) $100 

294 Portugal 1853-1883 valuable duplicated range in Lighthouse stockbook which will need to be destroyed by 

purchaser to release many of the stamps which have become stuck down. Care is needed with embossed items 
to avoid breaking stamps around the embossing outline. Starts with 1853 Queen Maria 5r brown (MLH) & red 
brown (30), 25r blue (10, incl 3 light blue) & 50r green (4). 1855 King Pedro 25r (7), 50r green (60 + damaged 
MLH), 100r lilac (3 used, one mint), 1856 5r red brown (2), yellow brown (3 used + one stuck), dark brown 92), 
25r blue (7) & rose (11). 1862 5r brown shades (15 used, 4 MLH (stuck)), 10r yellow (19), 25r (12), 50r green (8), 
100r lilac (5) plus 1866 "curved labels" imperfs 5r, 10r, 20r (4 each), 25r (7), 50r green (3), 80r (6), 100r (one 
(MLH), 5 used) & 120r (one mint, 7 used). 1870 perfd (21) to 240r, with odd later. Margins & cancels generally 
good. Cat. value exceeds €15,000. Potential with care & patience. (c200) $500 

295 Russia 1850's-1991 accumulation incl 1858-1939 written up (picked over) collection in binder with more on 

stocksheets, Hagners, annotated album pages & in 2 stockbooks. A bit haphazard but issues to 1991 noted with 
very little pre-1960. SG cat. prices pencilled in except on Hagners. (100s) $50 



296 Russia 1858-1980's with light duplication mainly used/CTO in 8 large stockbooks arranged in catalogue order 

with numbers & values shown on "flags". Good coverage Tsarist period from SG 5 with attention to shades, 
misplaced centres & papers but missing high cat. items. Later somewhat less organised with cat. numbers shown 
in pencil  incl a few M/S's. Sparse in places but worth a bid especially if  just starting a collection of Russia. (100s) $80 

297 Russia 1945-1961 Schaubek standard album with sparse range to mid 1950's with better later mainly CTO plus 

1958 Stamp Cent M/S CTO & Architect's Congress MS MUH (light toning). (100s) $30 
298 Russia 1955-1990 mainly CTO with some MUH from 1980 on album pages. Good but not complete coverage 

with cat. value stated as £100s, but if items priced less than £1 are ignored, cat. value would drop dramatically. 
Arranged in catalogue order. A clean lot, good to build on. (100s) $100 

299 Samoa 1960's1970's mainly MUH with duplication incl M/S's. Noted page with KEVII ovpts to 1/-, KGV to 1/-, 

1935 & 1952 pictorials, 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1939 Stevenson MUH plus large blocks of 1952 & few others. $50 
300 Samoa 1967-1976 MUH & CTO sets incl M/S's & defin sets to $4 on 32 Hagner sheets all in exc cond. Reserve 

less than the purchase price of the Hagner sheets! $30 
301 San Marino 1918-1967 MUH & MLH on leaves incl 1918 ovpts (ex 45¢), 1924 surcharges, 1928 Parcel Post, 

1927 War Memorial, 1928 St Francis MLH, 1946 100L UNRRA MUH, 1946/47 Airs MUH (Cat. £37), 1947 
Roosevelt (Cat. £55), 1948 Workers (Cat. £80), 1949/50 20L & 55L "a" numbers (Cat. £170), 1953 100L Stamp 
Day ovpt (Cat. £40), 1951 Red Cross (Cat. £60), 1952 Aerial Survey, 1956 Water Olympics (Cat. £65), 1960 
Olympics & M/S, 1963 Aircraft & others all MUH. Good clean lot. Cat. c£900 (227 + 3M/S) $150 

302 Serbia 1866-1918 MLH & used collection on Hagners in binder. Many items Cat. over £20 each, incl 1866 1p 

yellow olive & rose MLH (Cat. £85), 1867/68 1p olive green x 2 (Cat. £56), 1869/80 set mainly used with perf 
varieties, 1869/79 1p yellow MUH/MLH block of 20 (Cat. £170 + premium), singles with varieties (ditto 2p black), 
1880 to 1d (3) MLH incl 56p slate purple (Cat. £325) & used (2); 1890 to 1d MLH (2) & used; 1894/1901 mixed 
MLH & used to both 1d, compound perfs of 5p & 10p used, 1894/1901 PD's, 1901/03 to 5d MLH & used, 1903 to 
5d MLH & to 1d used, 1d on 5d MLH & used, 1904 ovpts (3) MLH & used, Coronation MLH & used, 1905/11 
types incl 1p plate proof imperf pair, range of diff cancels on 10p on pieces, 1911 set of 12 MLH (Cat. £110), 
1911 Union of Journalists to 5d MLH incl shades & a few used incl 1d block of 8 (Cat. £72 + premium). 1914 to 
5d MLH (Cat. £225), 1915 to 30p MLH, 1918/20 range MLH & used incl diff printings PD's to 30p. Also WWI 
Austrian Occ with diagonal "SERBIEN" ovpt to 10k (Cat. £42). Generally fine & certainly best Serbian lot we've 
seen. (100s) Cat. £2500+ $280 

303 Serbia Useful range incl 1866 Newspaper stamp (MLH), 20p rose perf. 9½ MLH creased (Cat. £110), 1867/68 1p 

& 2p perf. 9½ Newspaper stamps MLH (Cat. £73), 1911 King Peter set of 11 MLH (Cat. £85), ditto (with cap) set 
of 12 (MLH)/MLH/MUH (Cat. £110), 1914 changed colours MUH/MLH (latter incl 3d) (Cat. £225) & 1918/19 PD's 
(Paris print). Cat. £600+ (48) $100 

304 Singapore 1948-2010 used in SG Devon album. Noted KGVI perf. 14 to $5 (3), perf. 17½x18 to $5, RSW $5, 

1969 Raffles $1, $5 (2 each) & $10. 1970 EXPO set & M/S, 1971 Festivals set & M/S, Satellite block, Art set of 6, 
1974 Shipping, 1973 SEAP Games sets & M/S with extensive later incl 2002 Year of the Horse sheetlet of 18. 
Many other M/S's & full sets. A clean lot with useful mixture of CTO, cds & commercial cancels. (1000+) $150 

305 South Africa 1853-1993 with useful CGH incl 1863/64 margin 1d ( pen cancel, 4d blue (faulty corner), 6d lilac (2 

margins), 1/- emerald (3 margins, but repaired tear at left), perfd range to 5/- (1871), New Republic 1d with date 
(SG 2), 3d, 4d, 6d without date on yellow paper, 1d & 2d on blue granite paper (2d damaged), Natal 1863 1d lake 
p13 (MLH), 1867 1/- ( pen cancel) & 1875/76 1d rose small "POSTAGE" ovpt (SG 76 Cat. £65). Many other ovpts 
on QV, 1832 3d blue MLH even toning (Cat. £140), 1908/9 5/- MLH, Orange Free State (44) incl 5/- green MLH, 
Transvaal 6d dull ultra imperf F/U (Cat. £85), rouletted 1d (both colours), 3d & 1/-, 1877 6d blue on rose with ovpt 
inverted (SG 113b Cat. £60), 1878/80 QV to 1/- MLH/used (latter stained) & 1907 PD's MLH (1/- used), range 
1885 & 1894 types (£5 reprint, ditto ovptd V.R.I.), KEVII to £1 used. Union KGV defins to 10/-, 1925 Airs F/U (Cat. 
£100), 1926 to 10/- singles, 1933 Great Trek pairs used (3d MLH), 1938 Voortrekker pairs MLH, 1939 
Hugeuenots & later appears complete incl M/S's, MUH from 1972. Mixed earlier smattering of PD's. Main value in 
pre-1910. (100s) $400 

306 South Africa 1979-1983 duplicated commems & M/S's on unaddressed FDC's. Over 80 commem & 70 M/S's 

covers, but heavy duplication with up to 25 of each. Odd toning sighted. (100s) $30 
307 South Africa Dealer stock in 3 boxes. One containing 1974-1980 control strips MUH in glassines plus FDCs & 

maxicards. Other boxes with "HOMELANDS" extensive range with duplication plus few SWA & South Africa 1994 
Inauguration PNC covers x 5. Strong thematic content incl couple of Lesotho 1982 M/S's. Also noted Hawid 
mount cutter, Junior album & more FDCs in folder. Offered at a small fraction of face value. (1000s) $150 

308 South Africa & SWA used duplicated range in SG Simplex Medium binder from 1910 to c2000. Noted KGV       

to 10/- with duplication to 1/-, 1925 6d Air pair, 1933 Trek pairs & comprehensive to 1960 but not many bilingual 
pairs. 1960-2000 average, few pre-republic PD's incl 3d bantam triplet (SG D33 Cat. £70) SWA with 1931   
singles to 10/- & a bland later range incl Namibia. Cond mainly fair to good. Over 1600 stamps.                         
(c400 pre-rep, 1000 rep, 200 SWA) $80 

309 South Africa-Cape of Good Hope Triangulars used selection on stocksheet. All recess issues of various shades 

& printings comprising 1d (11), 4d (8) & 6d (5). Full margins are to be found on 1d x 3 & 4d x 2 while others vary 
from no margins (4) to 2½ margins. Total cat. value exceeds £3000. (24) $200 

310 South Africa-Cape of Good Hope 1880's-1907 range of 23 postcards & PSE's from Lady Grey Township    

nearly all to Germany via London plus 4 newspaper wrappers of similar period,. Seldom seen in this quantity. 
Viewing recommended. (27) $90 

311 Spain 1856-1968 MUH & MLH collection written up on leaves. Noted 1873 Allegoricals 5¢ to 50¢ (ex 40¢), 1874 

10¢ brown, 1936 US Constitution 1p M/S MUH, 1945 Civil War Air Heroes MUH, 1948 Franco MUH, 1951 500th 
Anniv Isabella MUH, 1952 Ferdinand to 1p50 MUH, 1954 Holy Year MUH, 1958 Exhibition M/S MUH (Cat. £70), 
1961 Velaquez set & M/S (Cat. £50). Many pre-1930 cat. over £10 ea. with total cat. £700+ (500+) $180 

312 St Vincent/Grenadines (120), Seychelles (140), Sierra Leone (c230), Somaliland Protectorate (45), South Aust 

(55), South Cameroons ovpts to £1, Southern Rhodesia (c150 incl KEVI to 5/- & both QEII defin sets to £1) & 
Sudan (180+) duplicated used in Senator Medium binder. Many good pickings incl St Vincent QV 6d green, 
Seychelles QV to 1R incl 45¢, 1938/49 1R yellow green (Cat. £75), 1952 set to 10R (2R25, 5R rust spots), Sierra 
Leone 1933 to 2/-, KGVI to £1, Somaliland 1942 to 5R & 1951 surcharges plus 1904 3R KEVII (green washed). 
Sudan 1948 "Gunboat" PD's (those the only MLH set in album). Mostly good to fine. (c950) $120 



313 Suriname 1873-1992 MUH/MLH & used collection in Davo album & plain pages for 1988-1992. Very impressive 

simplified with 1873/88 range to 50¢ plus 1g & 2g50 F/U, 1898/1900 surcharges (excl 10¢ on 25¢ ultramarine) 
MLH/used incl 50¢ on 2g50 MLH (Cat. £190), 1902/08 to 50¢ (excl 12½¢) & 1907 1g, 2g50 used, 1909 5¢ red 
tete-beche pair F/U, 1912 provisionals used (½¢ mint) & 1911 red surcharges mint. 1913-1932 MLH/used 
complete with 1923 Silver Jubilee MH, 1925/26 surcharges, 1927/30 set of 9 MLH (21¢ CTO), Marine Insurance 
issue surcharged set of 7 MLH, 1928 Medical Fund CTO, 1929 Green Cross MLH/used, 1931 Welfare MLH, 1935 
Mission MLH & 1936 & 1938 charity sets. Also 1936/39 defins MLH/used, 1942 Red Cross Fund (Cat. £90), 1945 
pictorial comp (mainly used), 1947 Anti-Leprosy MUH, 1948/51 MLH (7½¢ used), 1950 Cancer Research MLH, 
1951 to 1g MLH, 1953/54 pictorials MLH/used & M/S MUH (Cat. £120). Later missing only couple of booklet 
stamps & few 1985-1992. Airs complete but 1931 ovpts with staining MLH. PD's incl 1886/88 to 50¢ MLH, 1911 
10¢ on 30¢ Type III (MLH), 1913/39 set MLH (couple toned), 1945 MLH & 1956 to 1g MUH (75¢ stain spot). 
Mainly fine & cat. £2900+ plus 1940 censored cover to WA at back. (1300+ stamps, 50 M/S's, booklets/panes) $600 

314 Swaziland (154), Tanganyika/Tanzania (300+), Tasmania (48), Tokelau (5), Tonga (c70 incl 1938 Salote set of 

3, 1953 £1 block), Transjordan/Jordan (35), Transkei (37), Transvaal (90) & Trinidad/&Tobago (300+) used in SG 
Simplex medium binder. Not many highlights & duplication of low vals, but worth a look. Noted 1913 "REVENUE 
ONLY SWAZILAND" ovpt on Transvaal 6d, Cat. £35 (Barefoot), KGVI 5/- plus 1R & 2R animals. (c900) $50 

315 Sweden 1858-1936 arranged in cat. order in black leaved Lighthouse 64pp stockbook. Light duplication in this 

dealers stock incl 1858 5öre (4), 12¢ (incl one ultramarine), singles of 24, 30, 50 (+ damaged extras), 1866 17ö 
violet (blunt corner) plus solid range later with 5k P.O. (2), a few "Landstorm" ovpts, 1928 70th Birthday, 1936 
Tercent set & extras of most vals. Good range of Officials & few PD's incl 1k. Good to fine & pickings. (100s) $80 

316 Sweden 1989-1993 FDC's in quality Lighthouse pages & binder. All unaddressed incl booklet panes etc. Also 8 

mint booklets incl a "test booklet". Cat. value for F/U is £180+ (80+) $30 
317 Switzerland 1882-2010 lightly duplicated collection on over 100 Hagners in 2 binders. Some useful MUH/MLH 

amongst the used. Sorted chronologically & with better items incl 1923 Airs 35, 40 (both) & 75¢. Noted 1932 
Disarmament, a good range Pro Paqtria & Pro Juventute MLH & used (sometimes both). Also a few PD's & UN 
offices with pickings. Some faulty earlier, but from 1930 mainly fine. (1000s) $150 

318 Switzerland 1924-1927 group of First Flight Covers comprising Official Flight Cards & letters with assorted post-

airmail franking & affixed labels tied by special cachets. Noted 1925 Geneva International Meeting cachet on 
Geneva-Zurich card bearing both semi-official biplane triangulars, 1924 Flugpost Grenchen label affixed to 
envelope with franking & label tied by FLUGPOST GRENCHEN-ZURICH cds of 13.IV.1924 in blue, 1924 
Romanshorn-Zurich card with label tied by oval "FLUGPOST ROMANSHORN 9.VI.1924" cachet. Above average 
condition. Priced to sell at $580 (8) $350 

319 Thailand 1883-2008 MUH, MLH & used collection in cat. order on Hagners. Noted 1887 set to 24a, odd 

surcharge, defins incl 1905 lt, 1941 5b (Cat. £27) used & 1b MUH (Cat. £22). A good range post-war commems 
with odd item in set missing but useful oddments incl 1955 King Taksin 1625 MUH (Cat. £60). Frustratingly large 
number of complete sets which are mixed mint & used but well worth reserve as there are c120 Hagners & plenty 
of items cat. in the £5 to £20 range. Some mixed cond. but generally good to fine. (1000s) $150 

320 Tonga Early group on stockcards incl 1891 2d "stars in corners" mint plus odd 1894 surcharge, 1897/1920 

pictorial 2d, 7½d, 10d & 1923/4 2d on 5/- MLH (foxed). Most unused. Cat. £230+ (11) $30 
321 Tonga 1936-1939 Tin Can Mail covers x 9 to various Australian & NZ addressees. Noted one cover with 1938 

Queen Salote's Accession set of 3, 6 others with 2½d blue Queen Salote, another with 2d + ½d & the last with 2d 
+ 1d (larger cover). Usual huge variety of instructional markings in various colours. (9) $150 

322 Turkey 1897-1916 range of used covers, used/unused postcards incl PPC's plus some later items incl 1940 

Balkan Games set on unaddressed cover. Interesting group with a few PO's in Turkey incl 1896 German 10 para 
ovpt, 10 centimes on 10pf, Austro-Hungarian 10 centimes of 1989 & others which may delight the specialist. (36) $100 

323 United Nations (New York) Year packs for 1995, 1996, 1998 & 1999. Exc cond. (4) $20 
324 United Nations 1960's-1980's Year folders & envelopes with a nearly all different incl New York, Geneva & 

Vienna issues plus 5 covers from New York, presumably to standing order client. (35 packs + 2 envs & 5 covers) $30 
325 USA 1851-1986 collection. Noted 1857 10¢, 24¢ & 30¢ sound used, 1861 to 90¢ (all faulty), 1870 to 90¢ (rose 

fine, violet thinned), 1894 "triangles" to $1 (type I), 1898 to 50¢, ditto 1893 (50¢ poor), 1901 Exhibition, 1902 to $5 
($2 & $5 perf 10) & odd MLH later. Incls 1933 50¢ Century of Progress Air, 1¢ green imperf sheet of 25, 1934 
National Parks perf used, imperf (MLH) & Farley imperf sheets. Simplified complete to 1980's (ex "Kans" & "Nebr" 
& high val Zeppelins) with more mint around 1965 & dominating later. Useful "back of the book" incl Parcel Post, 
Special Delivery, telegram stamps & PD's. As collection has been written up on a simplified basis, checking of 
1890s "reprints" & later perf varieties may yield some pleasant surprises. Comprehensive & good to fine. (1000+) $400 

326 USA 1931-1947 range of first flight covers with US Air Mail to various Pacific destinations incl Canton (1940), 

Honolulu (1940, First Clipper Flight), via Honolulu & Guam to India (1947), Honolulu to Shanghai (1947, Pan Am 
Fist Clipper Flight) & Pan Am Guam-Bangkok, San Francisco-Bangkok (both 1947) & some early flights e.g. 1931 
Trinidad Colorado-Scotland, 1935 Trans Pacific bearing 25¢ airmail, ditto Honolulu-Guam (1935) & First Contract 
Flight Guam-Hong Kong (1937). Many attractive cachets. Cat. prices shown, with total $650. (16) $170 

327 USA 1935-1984 complete commems for these 50 years, all good to F/U as per Scott cat. listing. (100s) $50 
328 USA 1943-1948 covers to Western Australia, majority 1943/45 with "PASSED BY NAVAL CENSOR" cachets. 

Many have been roughly opened & a couple are fronts only, but noted straight line "RETURNED FOR 
ADDITIONAL POSTAGE" on one. Most cachets are "US NAVY", including on 6¢ orange airmail PSE registered & 
uprated with 5¢ & 15¢ Presidentials. (40) $25 

329 USA 1975/76 Colorado silk FDC's incl 1976 Bicentennial Revolution (40), American "Freedom Train" covers with 

attractive metal cachets (23) plus Colorado silk covers for 1976 state flag set (50) & 1975 Battle of Bunker Hill 
stamp on 16 different silk American Navy Bi-centennial covers. Exc cond. (129) $100 

330 USA 1977-1982 sheetlets of 50, plus FDC's & cheap 1950's on leaves. Various large commercial mail envelopes 

also noted along with 1968 & 1969 & 1971-1980 Year packs. Nothing of great value but clean. $30 
331 USA 1993-2009 plain unaddressed FDC's. All different arranged in date issue order from 23/10/93 to 20/10/2009. 

All small or long covers, so no sheetlets of 50 but individual covers with a stamp each from the sheetlet of "giant" 
strips & sheetlets. Does incl 1997 Mars Pathfinder M/S, se-tenant blocks of 4 to 10 & strips of 4 or 5. Not 
complete, but not far off either! (c1100 cover) $250 

332 Vanuatu Sparse range incl a few French New Hebrides on Hagners & in two KA-BE hingeless albums to 1993. 

(c100) $20 



333 Vatican 1934 Juridical Congress MLH then good coverage 1943-1975 incl 1949 UPU, 1951 Beatification &  

Dogma all MLH. 1953 St Clare MUH & later with most key items missing but incl 1958 St Peter's Basilica 500L & 
1000L MUH Airs in changed colours. Typewritten on leaves in 3 ring binder & fine MUH/MLH throughout. (400+) $60 

334 Yugoslavia 1918-1941 kingdom issues mainly MUH/MLH (few used & 1938/41 covers) neatly laid out in 

stockbook with SG Cat. details indicated. A few 1918 have foxed perfs but overall collection is fine & very 
comprehensive with varieties in pictorials incl SG D50, 55 & 56 showing variety "ovpt double", SG D50 also with 
"ovpt inverted", SG 77 40h Zita with inverted ovpt & SG 158 60p imperf proof. Other varieties & good sets incl 
1926 King Alexander (Cat. £225) & MUH/MLH Flood surcharges (Cat. £95), 1932 Rowing (Cat. £25) & 1933 Pen 
Club (latter set in MUH strips of 3 Cat. £165++). Covers incl 1938 Searchlights & 1939 Postal Cent FDC's, 1938 
Balkan Games, 1939 Ships FDC, War Invalids Fund (stain on one), 1940 Postal Employees Fund (registered - 
both Belgrade & Zagreb sets), Child Welfare, other 1940/41 sets (odd stain). Incls PD's with ovpt variations of 
setting, mixed MLH & used. A serious collection worthy of careful viewing. Cat £1500+ plus many varieties (100s) $600 

335 Africa-North 1890s-1950 MUH/MLH/used collection of Fr.Morocco, Algeria & Tunisia in French printed album. 

Generally fine & a good general coverage, but missing any high cat. items. (750+) $80 
336 Antarctica Group of covers with large folded 1935 "LITTLE AMERICA JAN 30 1935 ANTARTICA" tying 3c Byrd 

Expedition commem addressed to NZ, with receival TE ARO 23 APR 35 NZ & notes about the expedition, 1947 
covers (2 similar) with blocks of Falklands Dep's 1d Victory tied by Graham Land FALKLAND DEPENDENCY cds 
of 28 MAR 1947 addressed to MV Trepassy, Port Stanley & returned to sender from Port Stanley 19.4.47, 1993 
philatelic cover with Australian stamps & plethora of cancels from Russian, French, Japanese Antarctic Bases, 
Russian cover & 1977 (Milcopex 1977 Polar Philately) American Society of Polar Philatelists cover. (8) $40 

337 British Commonwealth "Aden to Barbados" used in Simplex Medium binder comprising Aden & States (165) 

with QEII to 20/-, S.Arabia ovpts on Seiyun to 500f on 10/-, Anguilla 1967/68 to $5 (excl $2.50) plus few later. 
Antigua (155) incl 1932 to 1/-, KGVI to 5/-, QEII to $2.40, 1966 to $1, Ascension (77) with KGVI to 10/- (ex 1d, 3d 
scarcer types) & later defins to £2 & £2.50 incl few commems. Bahamas (180) incl KGVI 5/- (2 shades), 1954 to 
£1, Bahawalpur (16), Bahrain (130) incl 1933/41 to 5R, Bangladesh (80), Barbados (450+) incl 1892 ½d on 4d 
F/U block of 24 with one showing small "A" in "Half", 1906 Nelson to 1/- F/U (Cat. £75) plus later with 
considerable duplication of low vals. Clean lot, mainly good to fine. (1250 approx.) $150 

338 British Commonwealth "Aden to Pakistan" mainly used in 3 sparsely filled SG Senator binders plus separate 

binder of Australia to 1962 with much duplication of used plus a few MLH low values. Lots of album pages 
sparsely filled in quality binders. (100s) $50 

339 British Commonwealth "Bermuda to British Solomon Island" used range in Simplex Medium binder comprising 

Bermuda (260) with minor pickings, Bophuthatswana (45), Bechuanaland/Botswana (240) incl "Protectorate" QV 
1/-, KGVI defins to 10/-, RSW, 1961 to 2R, 1967 Birds to 2R with patchy later. Also B.R.T. (18), British 
Guiana/Guyana (220), Br.Honduras (95) incl 1962 Birds to $2 (ex 50¢), BIOT (6), British Occ. of Former Italian 
Colonies (42) incl "B.A.Eritrea" & "MEF" ovpts on 10/-, British Levant (24) incl 80p on 5d QV, 12pi QV (2) & 
KEVII. Br. P.O.s in E.Arabia (19) & British Solomons (120) with 1907 large canoes 1d, 2d, 2½d & 1/- & KGVI to 
5/-. RSW later odds with 10/- & $2 on £1. Clean with good to fine cancels throughout. (1000+) $150 

340 British Commonwealth "Burma to Ciskei" duplicated used in Senator Medium binder comprising 

Burma/Myanmar (360) with KGVI Military Admin to 10R. Odd other better items incl Cape of Good Hope (18 
triangulars incl 1/- forgery plus 120 perfd rectangulars), Cayman Is (85) incl KGVI to 5/- (ex 2/-) & later defin part 
sets & few commems. Ceylon/Sri Lanka (850+) from imperf Chalon 1d (3), 2d, 5d, 6d (pair cut close), 10d, perf. 
Chalons 1d, 2d, 5d, 6d, 10d, 1/- (average), surface printed QV range to 96¢ (perfin) & "On Service" 1R12¢, KEVII 
to 1R50, KGV to 2R incl Silver Jubilee set, KGVI to 5R incl perfs & solid later. Ciskei (11) on last page. Cond. 
varies but well worth reserve for CGH alone. (1300+) $100 

341 British Commonwealth "C-M" countries with KGVI defin short sets MLH in Lighthouse stockbook. Better incl 

Cyprus 2½pi, Fiji to 5/- incl Die I/II 2d & 6d maps, Falkland Deps 1944 ovptd sets of 8 (full set of 32), Hong Kong 
to $1, Malaya Straits to $2, Malacca & Penang to $1, Singapore to $2 (few with adhesives around hinges) & 
Gilbert & Ellice to 5/-. In all c30 sets mainly to 1/- or currency equivalent. Clean lot. (c350) $100 

342 British Commonwealth "Tristan da Cunha to Zimbabwe" used in Simplex medium binder. Noted Tristan 1960 to 

10/-, 1963 to 5/- & 1965 to 10/-. Turks 1957/60 to £1 plus modest ranges of Uganda, Victoria, New 
Hebrides/Vanuatu, W.A., Zanzibar, Zambia & Zimbabwe . Generally good to fine throughout. (c1000) $90 

343 British Commonwealth 1860-1954 MUH/MLH range on stockcards comprising Nova Scotia 2¢ & 12½¢ SG 11 & 

29 MLH (Cat. £65), Gold Coast 1938/43 to 2/- MLH, K.U.T. 1922/27 6 vals to 2/- (faults), SWA 1954 MUH/MLH 
(10/- stained perf) & Tonga 1923/24 surcharges (5 vals, HH, one creased). (37 stamps cat. £260) $40 

344 British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation Complete MLH & approx. 90% complete used (incl B.S.I. & Fiji 

Registered covers to England) typed up on leaves. Also a few 1935 Silver Jubilee incl 1935 Cyprus MLH, 
Falklands MLH, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, India all used, Malta, Newfoundland, Sierra Leone & S. Rhodesia all MLH, 
S. Africa used singles (both languages). Incls small Igranic album with early but common USA & Germany. 
Spotting on some pages, but stamps are all fine. (500+) $100 

345 British Commonwealth Pre-KGVI selection on Hagner with best items Queensland 1897 6d green QV MLH, 

Tasmania 1878 8d MUH, 1903 9d blue MLH, CGH 3/- QV Stamp Duty & Ceylon 50¢ ditto ovptd "Judicial". Also 
thinned Finland 1855 10k (hole visible from front). (31) $30 

346 British Commonwealth 1960's-2012 range of MUH, CTO, FDC & M/S plus booklets & presentation packs. 

Noted GB "Windsors" & 2012 Diamond Jubilee M/S MUH, 1971 Singapore "Visit ASEAN Year" FDC, prestige 
booklets of I.O.M. (16 diff), Jersey, Gibraltar, China, Australia (Dangerous Australians), Guernsey, PNG, Canada, 
Norfolk Island, Cocos, Cook Island plus a few club auction lots. Main value in the prestige booklets. $80 

347 British Commonwealth Mainly QEII period in 3 stockbooks. First contains MUH/MLH Falklands & Deps, 

Br.Solomons, Nauru, Fiji, St Vincent & others (incl NZ CTO 1943 Health blocks of 35). Second has duplicated 
MUH/MLH Channel Island, I.O.M. vals to £2 incl large blocks of low values & finally G.B. black- leaved stockbook 
with Machin & Castle high vals used with heavily duplication. (100s) $50 

348 British Commonwealth Range on stockcards & in glassines. Noted Barbados 2d Nelson MCA wmk F/U (SG 

161 Cat. £42) & common QV-KGV range plus odd British Guiana, Br.Honduras, N.W.P.I. ovpts incl type a, b, c 
singles of ½d, 1d, 4d KGV. Also Aust kangaroos (10 used to 5/- CofA), GB QV odds in mixed cond., few Turks & 
Caicos KGV low vals MLH, 1940's Italy parcel post, France & German (French Zone) Arms. Mixed cond in 
places. (c150) $30 



349 British Commonwealth Mint assembly in large stockbook with strength in omnibus sets & oddments incl 1948 

RSW Basutoland & Bechuanaland, 1935 Silver Jubilee Hong Kong 10¢, 20¢, 1949 U.P.U. F.I.D. set plus other 
defin sets/short sets e.g. Falklands 1938 to 1/3d, F.I.D. "thick/thin" maps, Cook Island 1949 to 3/-, BMA Malaya to 
cheaper $5, KGVI Singapore odds to $2 & St Kitts KGVI to 5/-. Clean & useful lot. (c700) $80 

350 British Commonwealth Oddments on Hagners noting New Guinea 3d & 4d "Dated Birds" MLH ovptd "OS", 

1952 duplicated used to 2/6d, Canada common, 1948 & 1953 omnibus odds, Bermuda 1954 QEII to 10/- with 
later to 2/6d, KGVI to 1/- MLH/used & R&N first defins to 5/- used. Pickings with conservative est. (c200) $30 

351 British Commonwealth MUH/MLH sets & M/S's in stockbook. Strong in 1970's-1990's with NZ, Channel Islands, 

Gibraltar, I.O.M. & Australia (1980's) in the MUH M/S's. Odd extra incl USA 2002 cancelled "Pan American 
Inverts" M/S of 2001 & couple of Nauru defin full sheets. (60 M/S, 69 stamps, 2 full sheets) $40 

352 British Commonwealth Oddments incl CGH 1/- triangular x 2 (faulty), Malta 1882 ½d orange-yellow (no gum), 

St Christopher SG 5 (2), 8 used, St Lucia 1d & 2d PD's (D1 & D2) no gum, KUT 1935 10/- used (Cat. £110), 
Jamaica & Antigua. Mixed cond. & reserve based on KUT item alone. Total Cat. £200+ (ex CGH) (12) $80 

353 British Commonwealth MLH & used collection in alphabetical order in 2 lighthouse 16pp stockbooks. Good 

pickings incl 1948 RSW high vals (8, incl Malta & Nyasaland the best), many 1935 Silver Jubilee sets MLH incl 
South Africa in bilingual pairs, most 1949 UPU sets MLH, Bahamas 1954 to £1 used & 1948 to 10/- MLH, 
Bechuanaland KGVI to 10/- MLH, Cyprus first QEII defin to £1 MLH, Dominica 1954 to $2.40 MLH, Gibraltar 1960 
to £1 MLH, Gold Coast 1950 & 1954 to 10/- MLH, Kuwait ovpts on QEII to 10R MLH & Malta 1948 Self Govt 
ovpts to 10/- MLH. Also Nyasaland 1945 to 20/- MLH, Solomons 1965 to £1 & 1968 to $2, St Helena 1954 to 10/-, 
St Lucia 1936 to 10, Seychelles 1952 to 10R, 1939 Solomons to 10/-, Trinidad 1935 to 72¢ MLH plus numerous 
sets to 1/- or local equivalent. A clean lot highly recommended. Good buy at estimate. (100s) $350 

354 British Commonwealth Range with KGVI Coronation MLH/used sets (12 + odd duplicated & blocks of 4 

Gibraltar 2d, Ceylon 6¢ & Gold Coast 1d) & Bahamas 1948 set to £1 MLH, GB KEVII ½d & 1d ovptd Admiralty 
Official, 1d singles I.R. & Army Official, 20p Machin corner block of 10 MUH & Trinidad ½d Official (4 types MLH) 
plus few others. (c100) $30 

355 British Commonwealth Omnibus sets. Incls 1951 B.W.I. (excl Dominica & Jamaica), 1953 Coronation 

(complete), 1953/54 Royal Visits, 1958 Caribbean complete, 1963 FFH (68 of 77), 1963 Red Cross (103 of 108), 
1964 Shakespeare (17 of 25), 1965 ICY (100 of 107), ITU complete, 1965/66 Churchill (171 of 182), 1966 Royal 
Visit, World Cup complete, WHO (missing Bahamas) & UNESCO (missing Maldives). Coronation sets MLH & 
Caribbean sets toned, otherwise all appear to be MUH & fresh. Cat. £1300+ (1000+) $300 

356 East Africa Duplicated used in Simplex binder with better noted incl K.U.T. 1935 pictorials to 5/-, KGVI to £1 

(perf. 12½ & perf. 14), QEII to £1 (heavy) & 20/- (fine) plus Kuwait (c50), Labuan (c50), Lagos (14), Leeward 
island (40), Basutoland/Lesotho (100), Lundy (18), Malawi (130) & Maldives (11). Mostly common, but good value 
at reserve. (100s) $70 

357 Europe Range in Lighthouse stockbook incl Carpatho-Ukraine set of 6 (Mi. 81/86) in MUH pairs (Cat. €240), 

Serbia diagonal ovpts on Austro-Hungarian Military Post (12 MLH values to 5k) & full face Fieldpost to 72h on 
pieces F/U. Useful Bosnia & Herzegovina Arms "figures at top" type to 20k used, "figures at bottom" to 50h MLH 
plus larger 1k, 5k MLH & set to 2k used pictorials various perfs (& imperf) values to 5k mainly used. Also Croatia 
1941 checkerboard ovpts (15) MUH, 1941/42 tete-beche pairs to 50k MLH (9 pairs), 1943 Legion Relief Fund 
M/S's perf & imperf, 1943 Zagreb Exhib M/S & stamp + latter ovptd MUH & secret mark "S" (Michel Cat. €60). 
1942/43 officials plus imperf blocks of 10 MUH of 5 values with lots of cheaper 1941-1945. Czech oddments incl 
1930 Airs to 20k (both perfs of latter), few Slovakia, Montenegro, Serbia WWII, Yugoslavia 1941 4d chocolate 
Phil Exhib sheetlet of 16 (SG 457 Cat. £23 x16), 1950 Regatta sheet with PO cachets along the sailing course & 
a few other Yugoslavia, Turkmenistan 1992 Barcelona Olympics M/S & strip of 5 imperf MUH. Noted Queensland 
early Chalons, Tasmania & Victoria cheap oddments with few others incl PPC (unused) featuring Hamilton Beach 
near Brisbane. A well presented lot with nearly all stamps in Hawid mounts with viewing recommended. Total cat. 
well over €800. Generally fine. (100s) $200 

358 Europe Sorted by country on over 50 Hagners in binder. All common, mainly used with light dupl from Turkey, 

Germany, Czechoslovakia & Italy. Will appeal to buyer who wants cheap Hagners - forget the stamps! (100s) $30 
359 Scandinavia Range of better items incl Denmark 1851 4RBS brown on 1953 lettersheet, another on 1858 cover, 

1864/70 set of 5 imperfs F/U, 1870/74 2sk pair on cover, 1925/29 Airmail 50ö proof imperf pair in blue, 1863 4sk 
brown roulette on cover, 1939 illust airmail cover with 15ö air strip of 3 & special cachets. Also Norway 1897 
Arctic colour PPC showing portraits of Nansen & 12 other explorers plus Finland 1866 10p black on yellow (Facit 
7CL) with 3 short teeth & light cds in blue. Total Facit Cat. SKr 14000 $100 

360 South Pacific Range in stockbook with 1970's Norfolk, good Niue range incl 1920 set, ovpts on KGV to 2/-, 1935 

Silver Jubilee & KGVI to 3/- CTO. Nauru 1954 to 5/-, British Solomons 1905 large blocks CTO values to 1/-, Fiji, 
Vanuatu, Tuvalu, Tokelau & (into Indian Ocean) Christmas Island. (100s) $50 

361 World 1900's-1940's postcards & photographs in both black & white & colour. Sets of local views incl "Valentine's 

Snapshots Canberra, FCT. 12 real photographs for your album". Majority in good cond. (Approx. 120 items) $40 
362 World 1950's International Imperial & Commonwealth Reply Coupons x 43 with several countries represented & 

variety of cachets & cds's. Noted NZ increased surcharged examples. Generally fine cond. Not often offered in 
such quantities. (43) $75 

363 World 1975-1978 International Society of Postmasters stamp & Sterling silver medal cover collection complete 

set of 36  in official album. Range of thematic content & noted 1976 Aust Nationhood cover. Exc cond. (36) $300 
364 World Airmail covers on leaves. Fascinating & unusual range incl Austrian pre-stamped 1949 balloon flight Wels-

Vienna, other balloon flights (3), Concorde FFCs x 4, RAF Museum 1971/72 x 3, BOAC range FFC's 1950s-
1960s (66 diff), 1931 FFC London-Australia (with Imperial Airways enclosure & various Belgium & Canada. Also 
1927 Egypt 15m Cotton Congress pair tied by "Cook's Post Office Cairo" cds (cover flown Cairo-Basra-Calcutta) 
& another 1927 cover for first flight Cairo-Calcutta with "CONTINENTAL-SAVOY CAIRO CASH" cds in English & 
Arabic. Items from France, Germany 1950's-1970's, India FFC 1948 Bombay-London-Geneva (Air India), Fiji 
1960 Melbourne-Nadi via Christchurch, NZ (30, mostly DC8 FFCs but incl 4 internal & 1934 "Faith in Australia" 
Auckland-Melbourne, PNG (3, incl 1938 First Airmail Service Australia-Port Moresby & return (cover on forwarded 
to Perth), Switzerland 1925 locally flown cover (Geneva-Basel), USA "the 10000th Barrier Flight" cachet in black 
on 7¢ PSE with 1962 US NAVY machine cancel, addressed to Nebraska plus Chile 1932 Zeppelin opened-out 
cover addressed to Birmingham, posted Santiago 26/9/32 & bearing 4/10/32 Friedrichshaten machine cachet on 
reverse complete this varied range. Inspection highly recommended. (c140 items) $200 



365 World Booklets loose in chocolate tin. Largely post-1970 with Gibraltar, Jersey, Palau, Tuvalu, PNG, West 

Germany, Netherlands, Thailand, Sweden, Fiji (2 diff 20¢ types), Rhodesia (5/-), Solomons, Grenada & range of 
Australia with a face value $130+ incl "Classic Cars" (3) & "Teapot of Truth" (2) prestige booklets. Odd cover fault 
on pre-1970 incl QEII 4/-. Also noted odd Canada & USA panes. (100+ items) $90 

366 World Covers in 2 albums, one of which is entirely Israel 1950's-1981 (85). The other with items from Australia, 

Bahamas, GB, Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago, Barbados, Poland & Seychelles, plus maxicards of Zimbabwe  (old 
cars, trains, motorcycles), a few Tonga "freeforms" & USA. Clean lot. (c200 items) $40 

367 World Covers with mainly FDC (addressed & unaddressed) plus late 1980's German ETBs (100+) in 7 large 

albums. Noted over 100 Aitutaki, Niue, Cook Island & Penrhyn etc addressed OHMS covers with stamps affixed. 
Also album NZ health addressed (1947 & 1950), unaddressed Samoa, India c 1965-1971 & another volume with 
GB 1980-1981 Benham silks (24). Australia 1979-1981 (incl Hutt River x 2), two vols of Oxford Stamp Co. "First 
Day Covers from Around the World" (c 80 of 1981-1984 period) & a large album of similar in special album by the 
Postal Commemorative Society. Fine throughout. Room bidders only. (c600 covers & ETBs) $80 

368 World Covers, M/S's & odd MUH block in 10 binders. Main value in GB which incls 1843 1d PSE used & 10 other 

QV covers/entires with 1d imperfs & perfs, 3 WWI stampless Field Post cards (used), 1953 Coronation registered 
FDC & other KGVI/QEII addressed. Nothing after 1984. NZ 1940's-1950's illustrated health's & other commems 
on addressed covers plus range of Aust 1970s-1981. World 1970's-1980's M/S's MUH & used, Hagners with 
same period MUH & FDC's incl 1981 Royal Wedding etc.  A diverse group for room bidders only. (100s) $60 

369 World Covers, PSE's, maxicards & FDC's in 13 ring binders. Predominantly Australia with nearly 300 PSE's mint 

& used plus c200 covers, largely 1980's but incl 2 x 1929 airmail covers. Significant numbers of USA 1984 
Olympics (c60) & USSR 1980 Olympics plus Jersey incl pre-decimal set to £1, 1971 Exeter Emergency Mail 
Service (during postal strike), Wallis & Futuna, French Polynesia, Germany, Austria (various "Christkindel"), 
Argentina 1950's (incl maxicards but many rusty), odd NZ & others incl couple of aerogrammes. Mostly fine. 
(c500 covers, c 290 PSEs) $80 

370 World Miniature Sheet accumulation. Noted India 2000 Birds M/S's x 30 MUH, various North & South Korea (the 

former mostly CTO), Luxembourg 1937 Dudelange EXPO CTO, Portugal 1978 Human Rights x 2 MUH, Pitcairn, 
Japan, Liberia, Romania, Albania, St Vincent, Maldives, Peru, Vietnam, Sanda Island 1974 UPU locals & 
disreputables CTO (Middle East, Sao Tome etc). Also Italy 1992 Columbus set of M/S's, various GB Exhib 
cinderellas, B.I.O.T., British Virgin Islands, Bhutan & more. Some useful thematics. $60 

371 World Postal history range in protective sleeves with some Colombia air covers of 1930s to 1951 with other 

airmail covers of Brazil, Canada & El Salvador; European incl Montenegro newspaper wrapper, Albania account 
with fiscals, stampless entires of Balkan area, few post-war items of Poland, Latvia, Russia, Finland & Germany. 
Also a 1943 Fieldpost cover. Cond. varies but well worth careful viewing. (60 items) $90 

372 World Postcards, wrappers & covers from QV to 1977 in quality boxed Lighthouse cover album. Very mixed 

cond. with viewing advised. Noted 1909/10 SA postcards used, 1937 Australia QM & KGVI FDC x 4, Bermuda 
1937 set on registered cover, 1965 Russian airmail PSE uprated (used 1978), India QV 4a 6p yellow PSE good 
used, S.Rhodesia 1947 Royal Tour cancel on cover, 1966 Solomon Island to Sydney bearing 4 surcharges, 1977 
Nat. Stamp Week official cover set of 8, odd item from USA, Romania (1890s), Mauritius, Natal & GB. (41 items) $40 

373 World Generic postal card selection all sent to Germany from (1) GB 1898, (2) German New Guinea 1900, (3) 

Natal 1904 & (4) Straits Settlements 1905. Fine cond with neat cds's. (4 items) $75 
374 World Accumulation incl Jersey 1969 to £1 in 3 PO presentation folders, AAT 1966 to $1 MUH & complete to 

1991 with duplicated "SPECIMEN" ovpts, pages of MUH German defins of 1960's-1980's plus few commems. 
Also Australia MUH 1972-1999 range incl 3 1970 Cook M/S & sets with c$50 FV, few Cocos, French West Africa 
1945 8f Ballay "corner date" marginal imperf strip of 3, IOM early defins to £1 & used to £2, few Guernsey to £1 & 
first Alderney defins. PNG Shells to $2 all MUH & 1972-1979 sets (not all) in blocks, Jersey Arms to £1 & PD's to 
£1 (1982), few NZ used & odd Norfolk. Entertaining lot with useful pickings. (100s) $100 

375 World Range sorted by countries in large Black leaved stockbook. Mainly used, although did note some useful 

MLH Luxembourg. Quantities of Germany, Japan, GB, Switzerland & many others. (1000s) $40 
376 World in loose leaf "Globe" album. Very mixed cond. with some obviously damaged & mint heavily hinged, but 

still worth a good look. Noted some 1960's-1970's New Caledonia, 1966 AAT to $1 MHH, Australia Arms (£2 
creased) used, KGV 5d with (8) ANGEMALL (WA) cds. Should be inspected. (1000s) $50 

377 World UNICEF & Children's Day 1949-1972 mainly MLH collection on album leaves. (200+) $20 
378 World on old album pages & mounted with duplication on circuit pages & plain leaves. Strong in post-2000 NZ, 

but many other countries represented in largely common post-1970 ranges (earlier on the album pages). Plenty 
to keep the "budget" collector entertained. Mainly used. (1000s) $30 

379 World MUH/MLH/used on Hagners in binder. Noted Iran 1909 reprints to 30k MLH, Ethiopia 1919 to $10 MLH, 

New Guinea 1932 £1 undated used (creased), Singapore 1973 sets MUH, Yemen King Ahmed Airs in MUH pairs 
plus random common MLH & used. (1000s) $40 

380 World in springback binder with average ranges of PNG, Norfolk & Nauru to 1969, few B.W.I. to 1954, Ceylon, 

Gilbert & Ellice, Br. Solomon's, USA & Yugoslavia. Clean, general lot with majority MLH. (100s) $20 
381 World Largely used random lot in stockbook & Hagner of 1940's-1970 perfins mixed WA, G/NSW & others. 

Majority common used. (100s) $20 
382 World on 40 Hagners in 3 files. Mainly Vatican & Djibouti moderns but noted Abu Dhabi 1965 Falconry MLH. 

Also some used Czech Republic. (100s) $30 
383 World Used range in  SG Devon album starting with Cook Island incl 1893 1d, 1949 set to 3/- plus later vals to 

$10, Aitutaki incl OHMS to $5 CTO, Samoa, Iraq & China all without highlights but the China with post-1990 
pictorials CTO/postally used & plenty of cheaper pre-1949. (100s) $80 

384 World with majority cheap Aust Territories, Canada, Scandinavia & USA but some useful incl North Borneo $25 

blue revenue MLH. (100s) $25 
385 World Pre-WWII items MLH & used on dealer cards & pages. Cat. value is very high, but many items are stained 

& viewing is advised. Noted Azores 2e40 Ceres MLH (Cat. £55) x2, Transvaal £5 "V.R.I." ovpt block (stained) 
lower left marginal showing A'FR variety, singles with blunt corners (one ovptd "SPECIMEN", the other reprint), 
Macau 1967 20a Silva & Frigate MUH x11 (Cat. £100+), Straits Settlements KGV $5 (Tropicalised), Mauritius 
10R KEVII ovpts "SPECIMEN" (surface thins, part gum), Canada 14¢ Parliament block of 6 imperf between 
(used), NSW 1/- diadem imperf pale rose used, NZ 1920 1/- Victory (parcel cancel) & 1935 3/- MLH, couple of QV 
Straits "CA" 6¢, 24¢ MLH. Estimate assumes Transvaal £5 block is reprint - maybe not! 
 

 
 
 
 
 

$150 



 AUSTRALIA - COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS & SELECTIONS 

 386 Kangaroos 1913 1st wmk range with 2d to 2/- used, the 5d with crisp Melbourne cds but one split perf at right. 

Others vary from good used to very fine. Incls 3d Dies I & II plus CofA wmk 6d ovptd "OS". ACSC $500+ (10) $120 
387 Kangaroos 1915/28 3rd wmk mint range with 2d silver grey marginal & grey, 2½d blue (2), 3d pale olive, olive, 

olive green (latter x 2, both perf "OS") all Die I except pale olive. Also 6d ultramarine & 1/- bright blue green both 
perf "OS" MUH. Faint toning on 2½d with others fine & MUH (one 3d possible hinge mark). ACSC $1000+ (10) $300 

388 Kangaroos 1d red off paper used accumulation in two large tins. Huge quantity with odd perfin & multiple noted. 

Patient sorting may reward……..and you wondered what you were going to do until Ace Auction No. 15! (8000+) $100 
389 Kangaroos 1d reds on Hagners & loose. WA postmark potential. Mixed cond. (Approx. 350) $80 
390 Kangaroos 1d reds with ACSC listed varieties arranged in order shown with ACSC numbers on Hagner. Incls 

2(B)fa, 2(B)h & j, 2(C)e/g, 2(C)e, m, o, 3e(F)g, 3(F)e & f, 4(G)g & i. Odd faults, but cancels generally light & do 
not obscure varieties. STC $795 (16) $100 

391 Kangaroos Off paper, vals to 2/-. Quick look suggests buyer needs to settle in for a night of "prospecting"! (100s) $25 
392 Kangaroos Duplicated range to 2/- on Hagners. Mostly used but noted ½d block of 4 MLH (couple of rust      

spots & dry patch). 1d value incl group of unlisted varieties used, perf large "OS" 4d & 5d used, 6d 1st wmk MLH 
(one short perf), 2½d with "heavy coastline of WA" so worth checking for other varieties. Cond. varies so    
viewing recommended. (c300) $75 

393 Kangaroos on covers to overseas destinations with 1917 (17th Aug) Sydney machine cancel tying 2½d on cover 

to Philadelphia & 1921 (26th Oct) Sydney machine cancel tying 3d on cover to New York plus wartime (date 
indecipherable) to Victoria, Canada (handwritten thus at top left to ensure no confusion) bearing 2d tied by 
SWANSEA TASMANIA cds with violet "PASSED" h/s. Finally 1936 (18th Sept) Melbourne "SEND A TELEGRAM" 
slogan machine cancel tying pair of 9d on Newcastle Hospital cover to London, B/S Sydney. All in good cond. 
ACSC Cat. for these on cover $225 (2d), $150 (2½d), $100 (3rd wmk 3d) & $60 (9d CofA). Total $545 $150 

394 Kangaroos on covers with ½d green pair on Adelaide-Wonthaggi from The Philatelic Society of South     

Australia (machine cancel, date illegible) plus 22 APR 15 Melbourne machine-cancelled 2½d on cover to USA 
with handstamped "PASSED". Minor tears at top. Also 29 AU 18 to USA with 2½d tied by clear SHIPMAIL  
ROOM cds with "PASSED BY CENSOR/7/3rd, Military District" handstamp in blue. ACSC on cover prices      
$100 for ½d, $150 each for 2½d (3) $150 

395 Kangaroos Selection with 2½d, 3d, 9d MLH, 4d yellow orange (stained) & others to 2/- used incl 1d large "OS", 

1d, 2d, 3d, 5d, 6d (2) small "OS". Stated to retail c$150 (16) $25 
396 Kangaroos Used accumulation in small stockbook probably unchecked for varieties & incl ½d (140), 1d (80, incl 

blocks of 6 (2), 10 & 12,  2d (23), 2½d (2), 3d (18), 4d (38, incl yellow-orange), 5d (12 incl perf large & small 
"OS"), 6d ultra (12), chestnut (12), 9d (16), 1/- (30), 2/- brown (3), maroon (135, nearly all CofA), 5/- (12, incl 3rd 
wmk F/U, Small Mult perf "OS" x2 F/U) plus a few MLH with toning or other faults. Also 1913 6d engraved 
Kookaburra, 1928 3d (10 MLH but toned) & few others of 1927-1932 incl vals to 1/4d. Some have serious faults, 
but most are good, the 4d & 5d range especially. The 5/- items mentioned are worth $100 on their own. Potential 
with careful viewing. (c600) $350 

397 Kangaroos Used range of 1d reds on & off paper incl inverted wmk (Die I x2, Die II), 4 catalogued varieties 

("rostage", "scratch below L of Australia", "cut throat roo" & "1 left of Tasmania"). Also general range with two 
large "OS" & mixture of cds, barred numeral & slogan cancels. Also 2d inv wmk in 1st & 3rd wmks, latter being 
perf "OS" & a 6d ultramarine 3rd wmk inverted, all used examples. (1d x 54, 2d x 2, 6d) $40 

398 Kangaroos Varieties all different comprising 1d (6), 2d (6), 3d (2), 6d ultra, brown (6), 9d & 1/- (2). Most are 

average only , with perf faults & some machine cancels, but ACSC numbers are shown STC $1580 (24) $150 
 

399 

Kangaroos & KGV good to fine used accumulation in 2 large stockbooks. Kangaroos commence with 1d x c350 

plus smaller quantities of ½d & others to 5/- plus 10/- & £1 CofA, each with one short perf. Over 1½ of the 2 
books are KGV sorted by value but with no annotation. Good range of shades. Few late 1990's letter rate items 
fill last 6 pages of first book. Cond. mainly good. (1000s) $150 

400 Kangaroos & KGV Off paper used range, noting values to 1/4d (2) & incl approx 40 perf "OS" examples. (c200) $30 
401 Kangaroos & KGV Range of varieties identified by ACSC number on 1d kangaroo (30), KGV values to 4d (26) & 

later to 1980. Accompanied by summary sheet quoting numbers & cat. values for all those present. Mixed cond in 
place but STC $3900+. Useful pickings for specialist with the work done! (c190) $150 

402 Kangaroos & KGV used range on c50 Hagners in binder with 100's of 1d values on/off paper & lesser quantities 

of kangaroos to 5/- (2 of latter) in mixed cond. Some "OS" perfs noted. KGV vals to 1/4d (CofA) incl lots of 2d 
scarlet. Some later in very mixed cond. incl SA & NSW Sesqui sets MLH, Cobb & Co blocks MUH, 2/- blue pre-
Olympic pair MUH & 10/- Flinders used in both papers. Possible cancel interest in KGV. (1000+) $50 

403 KGV 1922/24 2d red Die I good to F/U range of annotated minor varieties all identified in ACSC  with electro & 

position number shown for each. Useful group. (19) $30 
404 KGV 1924/26 1½d red Die I assortment of 54 plated varieties of which 20 are ACSC listed. All neatly identified by 

electro & position incl those not listed in ACSC. Good to F/U. (54) $50 
405 KGV 1d reds on annotated pages. Good to F/U. All appear to have minor plateable varieties with some shade 

interest. (500+) $200 
406 KGV 1d reds on stock cards. Most appear to have varieties from both left & right plates. Considerable duplication. 

All good to  F/U. Useful pickings. (Approx. 350) $120 
407 KGV Annotated varieties to 4d incl inverted wmks on ½d, 1d, 1½d (3), 2d (2) & 4d all used plus MUH/MLH block 

1d green showing "NY" joined & "scratch behind kangaroo". Many 1d varieties "secret mark", "ferns", etc. Useful 
lot which may fill some gaps. STC $400+ (36) $40 



408 KGV MUH/MLH range of singles, pairs, strips & blocks with wmks annotated, arranged in face value order. No 

constant varieties except 3d Die Ia/Ib pairs & 1d green Die II x 2, but noted ½d orange plate 1 block & pair, 1d red 
shades (3 blocks, strip, 24 others incl one perf "OS") & Large mult wmk (2), 1d violet shades incl 2 blocks of 6, 1d 
greens incl Large Mult block, 1½d green block MUH, black-brown block of 8, red brown blocks of4 (2) & CofA x 
10. Also scarlet SM perf. 14 (2 pairs), perf. 13½x12½ strips of 3 (4), pairs (4) & 6 singles, 2d orange block MUH 
(mark on one), scarlet single wmk (2) golden scarlet CofA block, red brown single & SM 14 (2), perf. 13½x12½ 
(pair & 2 singles), 3d Die I SM perf. 14, perf. 13½x12½ pair & singles Die I, incl perf "OS", Die II block & 4 singles, 
4d orange, olive, SM perf. 13½x12½, CofA (2), 4d blue single & violet strips of 3 (2), 4½d single & Sm perf. 14, 5d 
single wmk (2), SM perf. 13½x12½, CofA, 1/4d single wmk perf "OS", CofA, surcharges in single pairs & blocks 
(min 32 of ea), "OS" ovptd 1d (2 blocks, 5 singles), 2d  SM (5), 3d (3), 5d (4). Also Western Australia ½d green 
plate blocks (CA & Cr/A), 1d Cr/A blocks of 4 & 6, 1912 ONE PENNY surcharge corner block of 30 (5x6) plus 
extra KGV on stockcards. No rust with a good range of shades & quite a few MUH. (100s) $750 

409 KGV Good to fine used with NSW cds's sorted by alphabetical order plus few TPO (to 1975) at back. Vals to 5d 

(incl lots 1d red shades) & many nice strikes, although nothing apparently scarce. (c300) $50 
410 KGV MUH/MLH duplicated range of Ash imprint pairs & blocks comprising ½d orange (2 blocks), 1d green block, 

1½d scarlet block & 8 pairs (+ Mullett x 1), 2d CofA perf "WA" block, Small Mult 2d red brown (6 pairs), 3d Die I 
pair & "TWO PENCE" surcharge pair. Mainly fine. (17 pairs, 5 blocks) $80 

411 KGV Group on stockcard with Single wmk 4½d MLH & 2 used, 5d Chestnut Single wmk (2) & SM perf. 14 (4), 

1/4d CofA (2) & 1½d scarlet Single wmk (2) Mostly fine. (13) $40 
412 KGV on Seven Seas hingeless leaves. No Die II 1d or "OS" ovpts but all MUH/MLH (4½d Die II CTO) & very 

fresh. Of the 65 stamps (incl 3 x 1d engraved), 41 are MUH (incl Small Mult perf. 14 1/4d). Viewing highly 
recommended. Reserved well below advertised retail. (65) $400 

413 KGV MLH group with varieties incl 1d red inverted wmk (2, one thinned), ½d orange "dot before 2 in L.V.T.", 1d 

"green dot before 1 in RVT", "spot in hair", "emu's foot", "RA joined" (2, one thinned), "ferns" (2), 1½d black brown 
"HAI.F PENCE" & 2d scarlet CofA wmk inverted. Also single wmk 2d red brown marginal pair "PENCE", 3d Die I 
"emu's leg" & small Mult perf. 13½x12½ Die Ia/Ib se-tenant pair. Mostly fine. (16 units) $60 

414 KGV Off paper used accumulation in box, all values to 5d & many with nice cds's , definitely better than average. 

Sighted a single wmk 1/4d but with thin however could be others! (100s) $40 
415 KGV Mainly used range on 5 stockcards, all stamps with "flags" detailing ACSC cat numbers. Good coverage of 

values to 4d, but annotated "buff orange" is actually pale yellow, so identification may need checking overall. 
Cond. mainly good to fine plus few MLH incl 1½d scarlet single wmk block of 4 MUH, pair 1d green SM perf. 
13½x12½ Die I MLH, 1½d red brown single wmk marginal MUH &  ½d orange pair SM perf. 13½x12½ MUH. 
Nice used examples incl 4d blue. STC $360 (84) $120 

416 KGV "OS" ovpts (1d x3, 2d x2), perf "OS" (13) to 5d plus a few State & private perfins (7). Mostly good used with 

"flags" detailing ACSC numbers. (26) $50 
417 1913-1950 misc. range with 1914 cover, 1928-1938 cards posted as acknowledgements of donations, 1928 NZ 

cover to WA containing stamp dealer's price list, 1913 "The Globe Pictorial Weekly" page about small fortunes 
made with rare stamps, other cuttings, odd cinderella incl 1949 Motor Spirit ration ticket, 1/- small Swan pair 
MUH, KGV 1½d "OS" inscribed part PSE tied by CANBERRA CITY/F.C.T. cds, WA 1d fiscal used as postage on 
letter to Commissioner of Taxation plus other oddments in old biscuit tin. $30 

418 1913-1965 common used on Seven Seas leaves plus Hagners with KGV low value duplicated used. Noted mint 

blocks 1929-1951 incl 9d NSW & others with imprint, some decimal "postage", NZ 1935 Airs marginal MUH 
blocks & others on Hagners. Also some telephone cards. Worth a careful look. $80 

419 1913-1965 MUH/MLH collection on Seven Seas standard leaves. Noted few kangaroos to 2/- incl nice 1st wmk 

2½d. KGV useful range with 4d lemon MUH, 1d green Die I/II pair MUH, 1/4d plus others to 5d incl "OS" to 3d. 
No Kingsford Smith "OS" or 5/- SHB but incls 1928 Kookaburra M/S with thinned lower selvedge, 1935 1/- 
ANZAC MUH & small PD range incl monocolours to 6d (blank base) & bicolours to 2/- typo. BCOF set to 2/- 
MUH. Despite odd crease or hinge remnant, condition is generally fine & the hingeing is light. (100s) $400 

420 1913-1965 simplified collection complete on Seven Seas hingeless leaves in Seven Seas album. Kangaroos are 

good to fine used to 5/-, KGV (22) to 1/4d & surcharges MLH, then all MLH incl 1928 Kookaburra M/S & 5/- 
Bridge (slight water stain), Kingsford Smith & other "OS" ovpts. Both perfs on Victoria Cent, Macarthur light & 
dark hills, 1937 defins with all dies in 3d, all perfs zoologicals, both papers in Robes, Arms to £2 & then nearly all 
MUH incl Navigators set of 8 & 5/- Cattle white paper. Low estimate for such a range. Recommended. (100s) $800 

421 1913-1965  MUH/MLH collection in Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase. MUH incl Robes in both papers. 

This collector has sought quality, with the KGV items (& 6d engraved kookaburra) much better centred than 
usually found in such collections. Noted 1913 to 2/- (latter expertly sweated), other kangaroos incl 2nd wmk to 1/-, 
3rd wmk to 1/- (ex 3d), Small Multiple to 2/- & CofA ditto. KGV single wmk to 1/4d (missing 1d Die II & 2d scarlet), 
Large Multiple incl shades of 1d & 1½d, Small Multiple perf. 13½x12½ to 1/4d perf. 14 to 4½d, "OS" ovpts, CofA 
to 1/4d. No 1928 M/S or 5/- SHB but commems otherwise complete incl both perfs of Vic Cent & 1934 2d Dark 
Hills. 1937-1949 complete (ex 3d thin paper & 1½d perf. 14x15), 1949/50 Arms MLH with all later MUH incl 
1963/64 Navigators set of 8 & 1961 5/- Cattle in both papers. No PD's or perf "OS"'s but finishes with AAT pre-
decimal set of 7. Highly recommended - a collection befitting a lovely album & fine throughout with MLH items 
very lightly hinged. (100s) $1,500 

422 1913-1973 MLH & used on Seven Seas standard leaves. Very good coverage of kangaroos incl 1st wmk 5d 

MLH, 9d, 1/- & 2/- heavily hinged MLH, 4d yellow orange mint without gum, orange F/U, perf "OS" to 2/- used. 
Then 2nd wmk to 1/- & 3rd wmk to 10/- used (latter perf "OS" well-centred CTO), £1 grey used (corner crease). 
Small Mult 5/- CTO perf "OS" (superb), CofA to £1 good used plus "SPECIMEN" set MLH with extra £2. KGV well 
covered MLH & few used incl 1d Die III, some perf "OS" incl Single wmk 1/4d, CofA set MLH & ditto "OS" ovpts & 
4½d Die II CTO. Commems missing 5/- SHB but incls perf "OS" 1928-1930 issues, 1/- Lyre & Kingsford Smith 
"OS" (incl 6d Air), ditto SHB MLH & used. Many both MLH & used incl Vic Cent., Macarthur, ANZAC, Jubilee, 
Defins incl 1937 Robes thick & thin paper sets MUH/MLH incl 10/- SPECIMEN MLH. Also Arms to £2 MLH & 
used plus £1, £2 "SPECIMEN", 1963/64 Navigators MLH (£2 MUH). Decimals with 1970 ANPEX M/S CTO & 
others MLH. A few PD's & BCOF set to 5/- MLH. Fine with inspection highly recommended. (100s) $1,000 

423 1913-1984 patchy range with kangaroos & KGV basic used plus AAT & general States in two Warwick albums. 

Missing major items & obviously formed on tight budget, as many faulty. Nevertheless, written up & lots to look at 
& replace! (100s) $40 



424 1913-1985 collection on Seven Seas leaves. Mainly used to 1945 with later mainly MLH. Noted few PD's to 5/-, 

"Emergency Mail Service" etc at back. Kangaroos are well covered but high ticket items have faults. 3rd wmk 10/- 
(added corner), £1 (marginal tears), Sm Mult 10/- (pulled perfs), ditto CofA & £1 (pinhole). KGV & perf "OS" 
commems complete, ditto ovptd "OS" all used, 5/- Bridge used (thinned), 1928 M/S MLH (thin in lower selvedge). 
Appears complete from 1929 to 1985 with some extras as gutter pairs/strips (decimal MUH) & booklet stamps incl 
1963 5d green imperf between block of 9. As faults are obviously present, reserve is conservative. $400 

425 1913-1986 & States used accumulation in large Lighthouse stockbook. Starts with basic range of all States, then 

1913-1986 in cat. order with low val commems to 1938 & later with 2/-, 2/3d vals & defins to £1 Arms & to $4 
Navigator. Decimal commems with odd MUH (1972 35c Xmas) or MLH (1973 35¢ Nat. Dev.) but majority used 
with machine cancels. Pickings with care. (1000s) $60 

426 1913-2000 Used duplicates in 2 large stockbooks. Incls lots of KGV 1½d red & 2d scarlet with patchy later pre-

decimal & largely commercially used later decimals with CTO from c1987 amongst the average used. (100s) $30 
427 1913-2000 used/CTO collection in 2 Seven Seas standard & hingeless albums. Incls 1913 to 2/-, 1915 to 1/-, 

1915/28 to 5/-, 1929/30 & 1931/6 to 5/-. KGV has all spaces filled incl 4½d Die II & "OS" ovpts. Missing 1928 M/S, 
Kingsford Smith "OS" 2d & 3d, but does incl a sound but grubby 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Later pre-decimal 
comprehensive (excl £1 thin paper Robes & £2 King) plus a few PD's. Decimals missing booklet panes & 1971 
Xmas block of 7 & pane of 25, but solid to 1990 with more CTO after that with S/A's but gutter pairs missing & 
other sets missing in last few years. Cond. varies pre-1990, but reserve is conservative with many useful. (1000+) $300 

428 1913-2010 commercially used in 2 stockbooks, arranged in chronological order; plus desultory MLH/MUH 

1950/78 on Hagner. Mainly letter rate in poor to average cond, but lots to look at & plug gaps with. (1000s) $40 
429 1913-2012 CTO & used collection in 3 Senator binders. Very comprehensive with duplicates incl kangaroos 1st 

wmk ½d (6), 1d (8), 2d (2), 2½d (3), 3d (4), 4d (4), 5d (3), 6d, 9d (2) & 1/- (5). 3rd wmk to 5/- incl inverted wmk 2d 
& 6d ultra. Smult to 5/- (average), CofA to £1 (light cds) with KGV similarly well covered. 1914 6d engraved, 1932 
SH Bridge 5/- & "OS" ovpts, 1934 Vic Cent (both perfs), Macarthur, 1935 Silver Jubilee, ANZAC & all later 
commems in pre-decimal. Also 1937/49 thick & thin paper Robes, 1949/50 & 1963/64 defins to £2 plus page of 
coil perf pairs (excl expensive KGVI). Decimals missing 1971 pane of 25 & 1970 ANPEX otherwise over 90% 
complete thereafter with duplication in places incl $20 strip of 4 & various blocks other values). Useful post-2000 
AAT & M/S's, Aust stamp show ovpts, Australia 99 perf & imperf sheets, 2005 Rotary P&S & imperf sheetlets of 
10, Framas, CPS, machine labels & a few PD's. Missing KGV "OS" ovpts, Kingsford Smith 2d, 3d "OS", 1928 
M/S, coil & items (as mentioned above) but very comprehensive & fine. Viewing highly recommended. (1000s) $1,000 

430 1914-1965 MUH & MLH collection on Seven Seas hingeless leaves in SS binder & slipcase. No kangaroos or 

KGV but incls 1914 6d Kookaburra, KGVI commems simplified (excl 5/- Bridge & Kingsford Smith "OS" pair). 
Only faults sighted are stained perfs on 1/- "OS" Lyrebird, 1/- ANZAC & 5/- BCOF. A couple of KGVI 3d values in 
wrong positions but otherwise comprehensive & correct with both thick & thin Robes sets MUH/MLH. No Arms, 
white paper Cattle or Navigators, but otherwise complete except for coil pairs. Lovely lot. (100s) $300 

431 1928-1972 MUH (some MLH flagged) with pre-decimal incl 1/- ANZAC, KGV 4½d S.Mult wmk x 9 MUH, 7/6d 

Cook, Birds & Flowers to 2/d & 2/3d commems. Decimal with WWW x 9, Intelsat x 6, 1969 & 1972 Xmas x6, 
others (FV $20+). A clean lot. (100s) $80 

432 1929-1965 MUH/MLH/used oddments in mixed cond (e.g. 10/- Robes MUH imprint block lightly aged gum) with 

very few above run of the mill but does incl 1953 Coronation set in MUH corner blocks & BCOF set to 1/- at back. 
Some duplication of cheap items. (100s) $30 

433 1929-1966 pre-decimal commercial & FDC's noting 1937 1d & 2d generic FDC, 1955 ANARE MAWSON FDC, 

various WCS, Royal & other privately produced 1950'-1960's incl some with blocks, 1958 Kosciusko "Summit" 
cancelled covers (6), 1946 Mitchell set on plain regd airmail FDC, 1945 Gloucester covers (3) each bearing 2 
values in corner blocks, 1940 AIF uncancelled FDC, 1946 FFC Australia-Canada bearing 2/- kangaroo & 6d 
kookaburra. 1955 First Flight Polar Route regd cover with 5/7d franking, 1951 Round Australia airmail cover with 
violet map cachet plus unused "ANZAC DAY GREETINGS" telegram form. Odd minor fault. (105) $100 

434 1929-1984 MLH in 2 Warwick Ring-22 type albums. Only a desultory range of pre-decimal, but $142 FV  in 

decimal mounted mint with some AAT also. (100s) $50 
435 1930-1999 oddments in cigar box with KGV used on/off paper, Aust States off paper in envelope, c1990 on paper 

better values incl $2 Perth Mint, $2.50 Florey x2, $1.20 Photography x7, $1.05 Vancouver x7 plus a 1932 
commercial postcard Fremantle to Balingup with KGVI ½d red brown. Odd pickings $25 

436 1937-1965 FDC & MUH written up on leaves. Comprehensive mixed official, Royal, "Wide World", "WCS" & other 

illust covers, some (e.g. 1937 1d & 2d) on separate covers as blocks. Variety of postmark origins & some 
Registered incl 1937 2d, 3d Sesqui official FDC, 1948 1/3d Bull, 2/- Crocodile plain FDC & 1950 "Wide World" 
8½d aboriginal. Odd duplication incl 1954 3½d ANARE with Macquarie Island cds & cachet, 1955 2/- green pre-
Olympic x 3 (diff cover types), 1958 War Memorial "Royal" & "WCS", ditto 1963 Cable & 1965 ANZAC & 1963 
Royal Visit. No Arms or Navigators & odd item has been removed but a very worthwhile collection with many 
elusive to scarce. Some early 1950's are spotty but majority fine. Stamps incl 1940 AIF MLH, 1948 Bull & Croc 
imprints, 1953 Food strips, 1955 2/- green, blue & various later 2/3d commems. Inspection highly recommended. 
(157 covers plus MUH/MLH stamps) $400 

437 1939-1967 Commercial covers with variety of OHMS printed envelopes incl "Buy War Savings Certificates Now!" 

with "ARMAMENT SUPPLY OFFICER FREMANTLE WA" cachet in mauve, 1939 "WA Amalgamated Society of 
Railway Employees" listing branches down lhs (x 2, one with pair 1d KGV pmkd Perth), "The West Australian 
Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemans' and Cleaners' Union" with train logo & 2d red KGV, "The West Australian 
Meat Export Works" with "HER" cachet in purple over "HIS" on OHMS env pmkd Fremantle plus an 1956 Perth 
Reg Ampol Petroleum printed env with advert PP cancel. An interesting lot with thematic & local WA appeal. 
Mixed cond in places. (32)  $50 

438 1940-1993 range of commercial covers incl 1945 Dept. of Air concessional covers franked with 1d QM (15), a few 

1952/54 Airmail covers to USA with 2/- & combinations making up 2/- plus odd later air cover. Also damaged Qld 
QV 2d cover (c1900) & two 1907 letters on letterhead of Townsville company McKimmim & Richardson (drapers).  $30 

439 1943-1948 incoming mail incl Germany Allied Zone with "MILITARY CENSORSHIP CIVIL MAILS" cachet & tape, 

5 covers with Indian stamps bearing boxed "PASSED BY US ARMY EXAMINER" of which two have s/line 
"POSTAGE DUE (5) CENTS" added (one bearing 14a, the other 12a in postage), a 1946 NZ cover bearing 5d 
adhesive plus 2 each from Philippines & Romania (damaged). Also MONACO 1956 Princess Grace's Wedding 
maxicards (2 diff, each bearing 3 low values tied by special Wedding Day cachets). Useful group. (13) $75 



440 1943-1956 & 1959/64 animals in sheets &/or large blocks MUH in Lighthouse Mint Sheet file. Incls no wmk ½d (2 

sheets, 2 panes, large blocks), 4d koala pane of 80, 6d kookaburra block of 37, 6d anteater (100), 9d kangaroo 
(70), 11d bandicoot (66), 1/- platypus (18), 1/2d thylacine sheet of 160, pane of 80 & large block of 47. All fine. $150 

441 1946-1979 diverse range of covers & postal stationery noting 1946 Mitchell set on 2 diff registered covers with 

Royal Geographical Soc. cachets, 1934 Macarthur set on  cover regd at 6th Aust Philatelic Exhib, 1963 
Melbourne Int Phil Ex "MIPEX" cover with triangular "First Hovercraft Mail" cachet, 1962 & 1964 10d 
aerogrammes unused, 1959 2/- Croc on airmail cover to USA with return to sender & REBUTS handstruck in 
violet & 1949 1/6- Hermes on regd FDC. Various WAPEX 1954 & 1972 covers/cards with special cachets, 
stampless decimal covers with tax markings, mixed decimal range of official & WCS FDC's. Inspection 
recommended (100s) $100 

442 1947-1986 covers in binder with useful pre-decimal incl 1954 FDC airmailed to South Africa with additional 3½d 

x2 & 2/6d, 1954 large ANPEX FDC cover with red cachets & special registered label, airmailed to South Africa, 
odd decimal of note incl 1971 XMAS block of 7 FDC, odd WCS & Royal. Mostly Fine. (106) $40 

443 1960's Commercial Covers incl advertising envelopes for "J&W Bateman - The Spot for Hardware" & "Imperial 

Meat Products" showing a leg of ham (x5). Majority of covers to Australia from Canada & India, mostly 1960-1962 
Airmail some with instructional markings e.g. Short Paid for Air Conveyance (ditto in French) from Canada plus 
few postcards of early to mid-1960's ex Thailand, Turkey, Nepal, Hong Kong, Ceylon (showing liner "Orontes") & 
1920s French postcard booklet of 20 scenes of Albert (a place!). Clean lot worth a good look. (c30 items) $40 

444 Pre-decimal used accumulation in large shoebox with some 1/-, 1/6d, 2/- & 5/- vals on cards. Mixture of defins & 

commems, largely with machine cancels. Massive amount of time to sort this lot. (1000s) $20 
445 Pre-decimal with quite a few KGV & kangaroos in mixed cond off & on paper plus unremarkable later with odd 

GB & foreign of little value. A labour-intensive sort lies ahead for the intrepid purchaser! (1000s) $30 
446 Pre-decimal MUH & MLH stock on over 300 numbered Hagner cards. Only a few kangaroos (3rd wmk x 2, 6d 

ultra perf "OS", ½d MLH) & KGV Heads to  5d also MUH/MLH incl surcharges x 2 & 2d on 1½d imprint block. 
Good KGV commem range incl plate number blocks, 1/6d Hermes McCracken imprint block MUH & many others. 
Noted 6d violet Kingsford Smith block + 4 singles (7 of 8 MUH), SH Bridges "OS" x 2, Macarthur set x 2 
MUH/MLH, Vic Cent set + 2d, 3d perf. 10½ imprint blocks, SA Cent & NSW Sesqui (2 sets each plus NSW 9d 
imprint block MUH) &  KGVI 1937/49 defins incl 1d QM coil pair. Usual later imprint block range but with single 
set Robes on thick paper MUH plus another set MLH (10/- MUH), 5/- imprint blocks x 4 , 1953 Produce Food 
blocks of 9 MUH, Navigator blocks to 10/-, 5/- Cattle cream block all MUH, Birds blocks incl both 2/5d papers, 
most 2/3d values in blocks MUH. Hardly a fault to be found & well worth reserve. (1000++) $600 

447 1966-1967 Commem covers on illustrated covers with pictorial pmks for 1966 Europa 1 Rocket launch, Mail from 

Pillar-box at Ayres Rock, SA Scout Corroboree, 1967 Trans Australian Railway Port Pirie to Kalgoorlie & another 
for the return, Adelaide PO Centenary & 50th Anniv first Air Mail with triangular cinderella. All exc cond. (7) $25 

448 1966-1980 MUH & F/U range in "Favourite" springback album. Incls Navigators to $4, Cook M/S, 7c coils & later 

commems. Pickings in early. FV $100+ $60 
449 1966-1982 MUH accumulation in 2 small stockbooks. Noted 1971 Xmas block of 7, commems & defins in 

multiples of various sizes incl few AAT & few pre-decimal incl 1929 1½d Swan perf "OS". Would have sold for 
hundreds of dollars 30 years ago! FV $300+ $150 

450 1966-1984 coils & mainly defins MUH on Hagners in binder with several gutter blocks incl 1966 Fish, 1968 

Intelsat, Flowers set of 6 (ex 25¢) & 25c Mexico Games. Other useful incl 1972 Primary Industries x 6 plus extra 
block of 35¢ Beef, 1973 Metrics gutter blocks (i.e. 8 sets), Nat Dev blocks, 30¢ Christmas gutter block of 8 & later 
blocks incl 85¢ Angelfish x 8. Total FV $64. $40 

451 1966-1984 MUH collection in Seven Seas hingeless album. Close to complete simplified (i.e. no perf changes, 

booklet panes, ANPEX M/S, 1971 block of 7 or pane of 25). Fine throughout. FV $180+ $100 
452 1966-1984 MUH collection on Seven Seas Hingeless album pages. No early decimal booklet panes or perf 

varieties otherwise appears complete incl 1970 ANPEX M/S, 1971 Xmas singles, block & pane. 1973 Architecture 
set is MLH, as are c10 other pre-1972 (turned upside down for case of identification). Fine throughout. (100s) $100 

453 1966-1987 MUH collection in Seven Seas hingeless album. No Cook ANPEX M/S, 1971 Xmas pane of 25 or 

1982 Eucalypt booklet panes, but does incl 2 extra 1980 Birds defin sets of 20. Fine throughout. FV $250+ $150 
454 1966-1989 CTO/used range on leaves in peg binder. No 1971 Xmas block of 7 or pane of 25, early booklet panes 

or perf varieties but good to fine throughout with strips, M/S's from 1980 on, Living Together $3.70 Cambec & 
Leigh Marden panes, Framas incl Aeropex 88, 1989 Stamp Show (Trams) booklet pane with selvedge, $3.90 
Fishing & $4.10 Cycling booklet panes. Useful gap filling. (100s) $50 

455 1966-1990 MUH in Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase. Missing booklet panes, $1 Flinders perf. 14¾ & 

1970 Cook M/S otherwise complete incl 1971 Xmas blocks & pane of 25 & later perf. varieties. Fresh lot with   
total FV $380+. (100s) $250 

456 1966-1992 booklet collection in quality Lighthouse booklet album. Noted 1966 4¢ in 60¢ booklets x 5 diff slogans, 

5¢ on 4¢ in set of 6 slogan $1 booklets, 5¢ blue in 50¢ & $1 booklets, F.A. & P.M. booklets complete (no tropical 
interleaving), 1989 Stamp Show booklet, $1 Cockatoo, 60¢ & $1 Eucalypt, $2 Wetlands, 1992 $8 Christmas & 
couple of others. Fine throughout. (30) $400 

457 1966-1992 MUH decimal accumulation incl blocks in ring-22 binder with Vario-type leaves. Noted face values to 

$1.20 incl  two $1 blocks of 10. Useful "postage" lot. Total FV $150+ $70 
458 1966-1994 Used duplicated range in 2 stockbooks with commems & defins to $10. Mainly cds copies, with 

quantities up to 50 of each. Patchy but still pickings. (1000s) $40 
459 1966-1995 Decimal good to fine used dealers stock in 5 quality stockbooks. Choice copies with high vals present 

so plenty of sets. Huge potential for re-seller or Ebayer. Vast retail with a conservative estimate set by vendor, 
however for the record, our reserve would normally be $250+ $100 

460 1966-1995 Good to F/U in 2 hingeless Seven Seas albums near complete simplified (i.e. no early booklet panes, 

perf changes, ANPEX M/S or 1971 Xmas pane of 25). Also 5 Vario sheets with small States range, few 
Kangaroos/KGV & KGVI odds incl 2d mauve black showing medallion flaw. (100s) $80 

461 1966-1996 MUH accumulation of booklet panes, M/S's & commem gutter pairs/strips on Hagners. Some early 

decimal panes with toning, hinge marks or small faults but later fine. M/S's incl $10 Kakadu, 1997 Bradman 
sheetlet x 4, 1990 Colonial Stamps x 12 (of which one is ovptd), 1998 Olympic Legends (3) & Sydney 2000 (7). 
Gutter strips strong in 1990's incl People with Disabilities "braille" strip of 5 (3), "Australia Remembers" (4), 
Endeavour Replica (3), 1994 Yacht Race & Trains (3 each). Total face value c$550+ $350 



462 1966-1998 MUH collection in 2 Seven Seas Hingeless albums with slipcases. Incls pages to 2000 but no stamps. 

Noted 1971 Christmas pane of 25, M/S's, self-adhesives incl odd full booklet, Framas & vals to $20. FV $800+ $450 
463 1966-2000 MUH collection in 2 Seven Seas Hingeless albums. Incls 1971 Christmas block of 7 & pane of 25, 

M/S's, self-adhesives, CPS's & vals to $20 Gardens. High degree of completeness in fresh cond. FV $850+  $500 
464 1966-2000 MUH collection in 2 Seven Seas Hingeless albums. Incls 1971 Christmas pane of 25, M/S's, self-

adhesives & vals to $20 Gardens. High degree of completeness in fresh cond. FV $850+  $500 
465 1966-2000 used duplicated in chronological order in black paged bulging KA-BE stockbook. Noted over 30 x $2 

Navigator, 10 x 1967 25¢ Xmas & 1970 30¢ Cook & 1971 Xmas block of 7. Very little missing, with many extras 
of strips & se-tenants. Fine, selected copies. M/S's present incl Stamp World London 90 ovpt, large blocks, CPS 
& S/A's CTO. Highly recommended. (1000s) $200 

466 1966-2007 MUH accumulation in large quality stockbook. Arranged in chronological order noting 7¢ PM booklet 

pane set of 4, 1981 Birds blocks to $1, Sporting Personalities gutter blocks with patchy later incl some M/S's, odd 
booklet, Living Together set of singles, sets & oddments, 2001 Bradman sheetlet of 10, ditto 1998 Olympic 
Legends & others to $2.50 face value. Total FV $320+ $150 

467 1967-1980 decimal MUH blocks from 1967 25c Xmas to 22¢ Community Welfare set. Clean lot. FV $43+ $20 
468 1970's-1980's presentation packs incl 1971 Christmas block of 7 & 1977 $10 "Coming  South".(FV $150+) Also 

similar period in MUH multiples with FV $350+ with additional FV $50+ in 2001 Territories pack & odd MUH 
issues. All fine MUH. Total FV $550+ $180 

469 1970's-1990's "postage" accumulation sorted by face values in sheet file. Just about all face values to $10. 

Nothing "unusual" or collectable. Total FV $1400+ $500 
470 1974-1979 souvenir covers incl 1974 Flinders set of 6 covers with $1 stamps, 1971 Royal Visit set of 17, 1971 

stock exchange set of 5 with 2 sets of diff cachets & 1979 Melville. All covers unaddressed in exc cond.           
Cat. value $400+ $50 

471 1974-1980 Pres Packs with FV $40+ & 80 FDC's from similar period. Duplication throughout. Also 40 GB       

1965-1980 FDC's. Hand addressed & no phosphors. Covers in mixed cond. (190 items) $30 
472 1976-1997 CTO/used range of M/S's on Hagners. 16 different incl 1970 Cook x 2. Useful for re-seller. (60+) $40 
473 1977-1983 MUH blocks of 4 in range of sets. Vals to $10. Also 12 GB sets from the 1980's. FV $200+ $80 
474 1979-1980 1979 Christmas, Folklore, Dogs, Ferries etc in complete or part sheets. MUH. FV $220+ $75 
475 1980's MUH & CTO, generally one of each in large Lighthouse stockbook. Incls M/S's, booklets & Framas. Also 

contains 17 sets of 1980's Tokelau MUH plus GB MUH/CTO (approx. 50 sets) with few commercially used. 
Australia MUH FV $90+ $100 

476 1981-1990 F/U range housed in AP annual yearbooks. You'd be hard pressed to beat the quality of this lot.      

Low estimate, high retail. (100s) $40 
477 1984-1990 issues in MUH blocks incl 15 Dinosaurs M/S's plus booklets with light duplication. Also Frama FDC 

sets of Barred, Echidna, Kangaroo & Platypus plus 3 MUH sets of each on Hagners & extras in glassines.     
Total FV $500+ $250 

478 1985-1993 MUH collection on Seven Seas Hingeless album pages in binder complete as per leaves incl 1986 

Papal Visit gutter strip, various gutter se-tenants, Framas & all defins to $20. Fine throughout. (100s) $150 
479 1987-1997 MUH stock in large Lindner stockbook with quantities from one to thirteen with very few missing 

entirely. Noted some "koala" reprints. Incls CPS sets (7 diff), SPECIMEN ovpts (not counted in face value), 
Framas, etc. Face value very roughly $1500+. Bring a calculator! $600 

480 1988-1997 MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album. High degree of completeness with odd gap incl Framas. Incls 

all high value defins to $20 & S/A's where issued plus gutter pairs. Many useful. FV $380+ $150 
481 1994-1999 MUH collection on Seven Seas Hingeless album pages in binder. Incls Framas, gutters, sheetlets of 

10, all M/S, $9 Advance Bank ATM sheetlet, but all S/A issues have been removed from backing & are stuck in 
mounts. Otherwise fine throughout & complete as per pages incl optional pages for sheetlets of 10. $250 

482 2000-2003 MUH collection on Seven Seas Hingeless album pages in binder except for 2003 45¢ Xmas P&S & 

few 2004 issues. Cond. fine throughout except for S/A issues which all (incl $5 Treasures from the Archives) have 
been peeled off backing & stuck in mounts. This is allowed for in conservative est. (100s) $280 

483 2007-2009 CTO range of International Post, sheetlets & se-tenant strips. High cat. value & huge original FV. 

Useful duplication for Ebay or circuit sheets. (100s) $100 
484 Aerogrammes & 1980's FDC's in 2 binders. The 120 aerogrammes being mostly 1980's cancelled to order (1982 

Games with diff cachets), the covers & PSEs mixed commercially used incl some registered plus some certified 
mail to Australia or overseas addresses, some plain 1977-1987 FDCs with Framas or illustrated APO types with 
various commems incl strips & values to $10. (200+) $30 

485 Aerogrammes 1960's-1990's range of issues with majority mint but numerous FDI cancels. Duplicated in later 

issues. Noted GB, Christmas Is & Norfolk aerogrammes also. Mixed folded & unfolded. High cat value. (1300+) $25 
486 Airmail covers on leaves incl 1931 Aust-Neth Indies regd Perth, very fresh lightly cancelled adhesives incl KGV 

1/4d, 1/- kangaroo, Kingsford Smith set, 3d green air, 1½d Swan, 1½d Sturt & 2d KGV (total franking 3/11d), 
1934 1st official Aust-PNG return flight (2 covers), 1951 Tasman Empire Airways 1st official flight Melbourne-
Christchurch, 1960 50th Anniv of First Powered Flight in Australia by Harry Houdini & wide range of Qantas 
Coronation & FFCs. Also 1977/78 silk covers (4) signed by pilot for special Antarctic Flight, 1966 "cancelled due 
to accident" cachet on balloon flight cover with CANOWINDRA cds. Lots of unusual material. (136 items, of which 
48 are Qantas covers) $300 

487 Airmails 1930's-1950's First Flight covers & KGVI Airletters in quality Lighthouse binder. Also some USA, 

Netherlands, Belgium & NZ with strength in 1940's-1950's plus some useful non-airmail items incl Mitchell FDC. 
Main val in 1930's-1940's FFC's incl 1934 "Faith in Australia" flights, 1930 Darwin to Daly Waters (AAMC 153), 
1930 Singapore to Batavia & Palembang Registered (2), KGVI 8½d registered letter, 1952 OHMS "SPECIMEN" 
ovptd airletters (2). Majority in good to very good cond. Marked selling prices are $2500+ (61) $500 

488 Airmails 1953-1973 range of flight covers incl 1953 Qantas Coronation flight to GB, 1952 Qantas Aust to South 

Africa with intermediates for Mauritius x 2 & 1967 Qantas Sydney to London via Amsterdam with Indonesia 
intermediate.  All in good cond. AAMC Cat. $300+ (11) $75 

489 Airmails 1961-2008 range of flown & signed flight covers for a variety of commem & first flights incl Aust-NZ-Aust 

via Norfolk Is, Qantas First China to Aust, AAT Helicopter flight off Aurora Australis, Glider mail with cinderella, 
RAAF Dakota Adelaide to Darwin, Adelaide F1 Grand Prix helicopter flown, Airlines of South Australia to Ayres 
Rock, Southern Cross replica flights, etc. etc. Some light duplication. Priced to sell at $450+ (48) $90 



490 Booklets 1987, 1991, 1994, 1996, 1997, 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2010 Southpex booklets. 6 diff for 2009. Exc 

cond. Increasingly hard to come by. (20) $80 
491 Booklets 1997, 1999-2005 Sutherland Philatelic Society sets of Stamp Fair booklets. All with stamp sets 

sometimes over 2 or 3 booklets. Exc cond. Pfeffer UB16-97a/c, 99a/b, 00a/b, 01a/b, 02a/b, 03/a, 04a & 05a    
Cat. $165 (15) $40 

492 Booklets 2007 Exhibition/event overprinted self-adhesive $5 booklets incl Wildflowers with APTA Melbourne & 

Tasmania (both B/C's), Earlwood, $5 Big Things with APTA Melbourne (both B/C's), $5 Circus with APTA Sydney 
(both B/C's) & $5 Markets with APTA Melbourne & Brisbane (both B/C's & types), Lockyer & Queensland 
Stampshow. Exc cond with high retail. (19) $250 

493 Booklets Majority decimal to 1990's. 38 booklets complete with a few x 2 plus a few part booklets & 1974 UPU 

Cent booklet. Also pre-decimal 4/- (4d claret panes) & 5/- (5d green panes). FV $125 $75 
494 Cinderellas Range on Hagners noting 1954 REDEX labels in blocks of 8 + 4 pairs, World Expo 1988 $2 & $5 

"banknotes" valid for purchases at the EXPO, Aeropex 88 souvenir sheets & labels, overseas Christmas seals, 
Airmail etiquettes, revenues, Qantas 40th Anniv label sheet of 15 + 7, WAPEX & AUSIPEX '84. Also GB 1897 
Prince of Wales charity pair, 1914/15 French Red Cross incl a mis-perf, Melbourne Emergency Mailing Service 
set of 5, Queensland Railway stamps 50¢, $1, $5 (3) all "Cairns" station & couple of US duck hunting stamps. $50 

495 Counter Printed Stamps 1994-2000 range on Hagners incl 1994 5c Kangaroo & 10c Koala CPS with no imprint 

& 5c pair with weak print on GPO Perth imprint, strips with "SALISBURY 1998", "NOARPEX 1998" & "ST 
PETERS 1998" all with uncut pairs plus  "ST PETERS 2000", "ST PETERS 2001", "SALISBURY 2000", 
"SALISBURY 2001" & "CONGRESS 2001" imprints all FDI cancelled both "bullseye" pmks. Also noted 
"STAMPEX 2003", "ST PETERS 2003", "AEROPEX 2003", "CONGRESS 2003", "SALISBURY 2004" & 
"CONGRESS 2004" imprint strips of 6. Huge retail. (88 labels) $50 

496 First Day Covers 1947-1957 Challis typed addressed covers, mostly Registered with the 1947 Newcastle, 1948 

1/3d Bull & 2/- Croc with "flags around the map" logo in black & white. Later all multi-coloured noting 1949 5/- & 
10/- Arms, 1952 1/0½d + 2/6d, 1953 Produce Food with blocks of 6 on separate covers & all issues to 1957 (low 
values in blocks) but 1954 Royal Visit & WAPEX are not Challis, but are illustrated. Also noted 1937 Sesqui set 
on illust cover uncancelled & a few NZ incl 1936 ANZAC, 1941/54 Health's, 1954 Royal Visit plus 1934 Aust-
England Air Service regd to England with 1/6d Hermes & 3d Macarthur. GB range too with KGV 2/6d Seahorse 
(splodgy cancel) & 3d on airmail cover to WA, 1948 Olympics FDC with "Olympic Games Wembley" cds, 1951 
Festival of Britain (2) & 1957 Jamboree. Few cinderellas of South Africa, GB 1890 Penny Postage Jubilee    
covers (stains on one), 1929 Vatican FDC with 9 stamps to 2 lire, Belgium 1924 5f brown block in M/S with 
Philatelic Exhib cds in selvedge (stamps fine MUH but selvedge damaged), France 1922 La Baule Aviation 
Meeting set + Guynmer label on rusty cover to Paris plus W.A. Education Dept. folded souvenir of the 1935  
Silver Jubilee with message from the Governor Sir James Mitchel & photos of the King & Queen (good cond).    
All very lightly hinged in exercise book. Very interesting lot with conservative est. (78 Aust covers of which       
60+ "Challis", 19 NZ, 7 GB, c10 cinderellas) $300 

497 First Day Covers 1947-1965 pre-decimal selection noting 1947 Newcastle set of 3 on cover pmkd Newcastle 

with 150th Anniv cinderella attached, 1949 1/6d Hermes on Challis FDC, 1958 2/- Qantas pair on Qantas flight 
cover & 6 birds to 3/- on 2 WCS covers. Mixed cond in places. Several pmkd Buntine, WA. (17) $30 

498 First Day Covers 1958-1964 Challis typed addressed covers incl 4/- to £2 Navigators on separate covers, 1961 

5/- Cattle block on regd, Flowers to 3/- in blocks & low value commem blocks incl 1958 War Memorial. 1965-1970 
"WCS" & "Royal" FDC range addressed incl two sets of 1966 defins on regd covers & low value blocks of 
commems. Cond. fine throughout. (118 of which 48 are Challis) $250 

499 First Day Covers 1959-1965 Pre-decimal commems with odd definitive. Low values with light duplication but all 

on pristine unaddressed covers from WCS. Variety of pmks. Exc cond. (90) $75 
500 First Day Covers 1960's-1987 range with early 1970's WCS covers unaddressed (some without stamps), some 

APO same period, odd "Royal" incl 1972 Primary Industries, special cachets e.g.: SYDNEY SHOWGROUND (for 
1974 Royal Easter Show) plus a few 1960/67 addressed; likewise 8d AAT covers tied by MACQUARIE ISLAND 
cds (3). Also 1986/87 Framas unaddressed. Good cond (54) $30 

501 First day Covers 1973-1992 with 170 FDC's & 70 PSE's cancelled FDI. Also a few blank illustrated covers & 

replica cards. Fine cond. & all unaddressed. (250+ items) $30 
502 First Day Covers 1974-1985 with light duplication. Mainly unaddressed plus few commercially used 22¢ PSEs & 

1980's maxicards housed in 10 binders. Hardly "top of the pops" & low reserve says "buy me … please!" (100s) $30 
503 First Day Covers 1975-2004 unaddressed plus PSE's & packs plus couple of booklets & 10 MUH sets. Incls vals 

to $20 & Int. Post, commems, $9 ATM, Framas, 30¢ & 41¢ booklet panes, AAT, Christmas Is & Cocos. PSEs are 
mixed FDI & mint. (680 FDC's/PSE's & 63 packs) $120 

504 First Day Covers 1984-1988 in Cumberland album. Incls booklet panes, Framas, AAT & Americas Cup souvenir 

pmkd covers. All fine. (120) $30 
505 First Day Covers 1988-1992 in Cumberland album. Incls defins to $20, "Across Town" labels, Framas, booklet 

panes & AAT, plus pair of $10 gardens MUH. All fine. (92 items) $40 
506 First Day Covers 1989-1997 incl special event cachets e.g. Grand Prix. Vals to $20 incl booklet panes, "Across 

Town" labels, AAT sets & M/S's to $10 plus another 3 binders with 1980-1989 CTO PSE's, a special CUPPEX 
album with 27 diff pmks on covers, APO "Introducing Australia" book with stamps of face value $12+ & 3 
"beginner" albums. Also packs with a further FV of $190+. (130+ covers) $100 

507 First Day Covers 1993-2006 comprehensive FDC collection in 4 large FDC albums. Incls PNC's for Year of the 

Child, Bradman, Army, Barry Humphries, Australian Open, Golden Jubilee & others. Also AAT, S/A's, M/S's & 
International Post to $20. Appears complete for period. (300+) $200 

508 First Day Covers collection in 3 Cumberland FDC albums. 1937 NSW Sesqui, 2½d Lawson, 3½d Coronation 

(plain), then all decimals 1966 (no 1967-1970) to 1996 on unaddressed, official APO covers. Incls defins to $20, 
booklet panes, CPS sets, "Across Town" & "Box Link" labels, M/S's, Framas, etc. (320) $120 

509 Framas 1984-194 range of FDC's (10 sets) plus MUH labels in Postcode sets with FV $75. High retail value. $50 
510 International Post CTO on values to $4 in blocks of 10. Arranged on Hagners with an original FV of $500. Noted 

Bush Babies & Aust scenes. Many useful. () $120 
511 International Post values to $10 used/CTO on 4 Hagners plus odd MUH (FV $18). (93 stamps + M/S) $35 
512 Maximum Cards 1979 range of ASPC sets for Nat. Parks, Birds, Trains & Ferries. Exc cond & increasingly 

difficult to find. Retail $40+ $20 



513 Postage Dues on Hagner noting "blank at base" monocolour 1d (wmk inverted) & 6d, "base complete" 2d, 4d 

inverted wmk & 4d pen cancel, 1st bicolours 2d block, 6d & 1/- pairs, 2/-, 5/-plus 3rd wmk 1d to 4d. Recess 
printed values to 1/- incl 1d & 3d MUH. Mostly fine & STC $250+ (33) $30 

514 Postal Stationary incl pre-Fed covers. Diverse range noting 1969 stampless Vietnam Forces used airmail covers 

(11, plus one unused), 1970s pictorial airmail envelopes used (Wyndham, Derby, Broome, Kununurra, Canberra 
& Hall's Creek artwork), 1958 airmail to Prague, bearing 8d Kingsford Smith x 3 plus 4d Broken Hill with machine 
cancel & cds. 1959 airmail to Germany with 2/6d total franking & 1958 to South Africa with 2/3½d total franking. 
Nice 1946 airmail cover to USA with 2/6d franking tied by AIRMAIL SECTION MELBOURNE cds x 3 & machine 
slogan cancel. Other covers incl airmail to Germany & Malaya, both addressed but stamps not cancelled, 1956 
10d Olympics aerogramme CTO, with "F" instead of "E" as last letter of MELBOURNE, PPC "Masonic Temple 
Perth" with WA 1d swan tied by 1908 Beverley cancel on the picture side, Victoria 1½d QV postcard addressed to 
Surrey with 1902 cancel & GB 1956 Plymouth cds tying 1½d Wilding on arrival plus various unused QEII 
lettercards & few earlier used. 1911 1d Coronation card with pencilled address, Reply Letter Card with blue full 
face KGV 1d in "Coronation" design, 1d purple kangaroo letter card unused, KGV 1d red Military Envelope 
unused (corner crease but scarce), KGVI 5½d registered envelope used with blank blue registered label affixed, 
PTPO 2½d scarlet KGVI CofA OHMS envelope unused, KGV ½d green unused wrappers (2), SA ½d mauve 
wrapper used, various used & unused post/lettercards of WA, SA & Victoria. An absolute "must view" for postal 
stationery & postal history collectors. Odd fault, but reserve is very conservative! (141) $250 

515 Postmarks on covers with majority pictorial cancels & cachets from WA. Mainly 1970's-1990's but odd useful 

earlier noting 1946 Royal Geographical Society pictorial cover bearing 1938 NSW Sesqui set tied by cds & regd 
Proserpine plus few 1950's-1960's WCS, Royal & GPO generic FDCs addressed & plain 1962 cover with 
Kosciusko "Summit" pictorial cachet. Occasional stain, but generally fine throughout. (120) $50 

516 Presentation Packs 1970-1974 range of unopened packs incl Cook, 1970 selected issues, 1972 Christmas, 

Qantas, 1972 AAT Cook & 1973 Nat Dev. x 2. Exc cond. Retail $130+ (16) $25 
517 Presentation Packs 1979-1982 with some duplication plus 2000 Olympic Games issues. Also a few common 

1980's FDC's & PSE's plus 12 GB 1980/90's packs. FV in Aust is $140+ $70 
518 PSE's 1980-1994 in VST Pre-Stamped Envelope pages & binders plus extra binder & pages. Retail on binders & 

pages alone is $250+. Appears complete & all pmkd FDI. Exc cond. (220+) $40 
519 Specimens & Reprints decimal range in stockbook noting 1989/92 "SPECIMEN" ovpts in blocks, "koala" reprints 

on Sports & Living Together defins CTO plus a $3.90 booklet pane & further used blocks incl 85¢ Sailing Ship 
"Theropylae" gutter block of 12, FF "Departure" gutter block of 20, odd M/S, few used Framas, etc. Clean lot. $40 

520 Yearbooks 1981 & 1984 to 1993. Stamps in books. FV $340+ (11 vols) $140 
521 Yearbooks 1981 (x2), 1982 (x3), 1985, 1994, 1995, 2003 (leather Executive) & 2005, the latter two with stamps 

still in original packaging. FV $295 (10 vols) $150 
522 Yearbooks 1981, 1982, 1984, 1985, 1987, 1989, 1991-1993, 1995-1997, 1999-2000 & 2002. Stamps in original 

sleeves. FV $550+ (15 vols) $350 
523 Yearbooks 1981-1993 complete plus "Executive" editions of 1986-1993. FV $650+ (21 vols) $300 
524 Yearbooks 1981-1994 complete with stamps in place. FV $400+ (14 vols) $160 
525 Yearbooks 1981-1994 complete with stamps in place. FV $400+ (14 vols) $160 
526 Yearbooks 1981-1994 x 2 of each all with stamps still in original cards. Exc cond. FV $840+ (28) $350 
527 Yearbooks 1981-2004 complete with most with stamps in place plus the Sherwood Philatelic group of folders 

covering the 1966-1970 & 1971-1980 issues. Exc cond. FV $1050+ $550 
528 Yearbooks 1986-1994 Leather Executive editions with stamps still in original cards. Exc cond. FV $300+ (9) $120 
529 Yearbooks Collectors editions for 1990/91, 1991/92 & 1992/93 set of 3 with Framas, booklets, Across Town 

labels & self-adhesives. Exc cond. FV $85+ (3) $50 
530 NSW 1851-1903 used range on Seven Seas leaves except where mentioned otherwise. Incls 1851 2d laureate 

(2, fine), 3d (2 margins), 1856 1d orange red pair very fine, 1861 5/- dull violet perf. 12 (Cat. £325), 1860 (6d) reg, 
1871 9d on 10d MLH, 1879/85 "O.S." ovpts 1d, 2d, 3d all MLH, 4d, 6d (latter MLH) & 8d. Good cond. (50) $100 

531 Queensland 1860-1900 MLH range with each stamp identified by SG number with Chalons to £1. Mixed cond 

but high cat. value in excess of £2800. Viewing recommended. (61) $320 
532 Queensland 1860-1903 on Seven Seas leaves incl few Chalons to 6d, high val Chalons incl 2/6d MLH, £1 

postally used (+ fiscal), small type sidefaces to 2/- & 1903 9d type B MLH. Also noted 1882/91 1d pale vermilion 
red handstamped "SPECIMEN". Small lot in fair to fine cond., unchecked for wmks or perfs. (57) $60 

533 South Australia 1885-1902 range on Seven Seas leaves incl 1d deep yellow green imperf, later engraved to 2/- 

used (9d MLH), range of "OS" ovpts & few "Long Toms" to 1/-. Cond. good to fine. (65 incl 29 "OS") $60 
534 Tasmania 1853-1912 small collection on Seven Seas leaves with 1853 4d Courier cut to shape, 1857 4d blue (2 

shades used), 1d carmine MLH (Cat. £275), 1860 6d reddish mauve (2 margins, cat. £170), various perfd 
Chalons (6) mainly fiscally used, 1870/1913 types to 10d used, 1889 "Halfpenny" surcharge MLH, 1892 5/- & 
1899/1912 pictorials MLH to 5d. Also 6d litho MLH & extras used. Cat. £500+ excl fiscals & 4d Courier. (47) $120 

535 Tasmania c1940's-1950's picture postcards incl 35 "Ash Besters Real Photo Series of Tasmania" (Hobart) plus 4 

other items. All unused in exc cond. (39) $50 
536 Victoria 1852-1912 MLH & used range on Seven Seas leaves with nice 1852 2d purple brown used (4 margins), 

1854 3d blue (4 margins), 1856 1d yellow green Queen on Throne, few "emblems" then perfd range to 2/6d incl 
1886 1/- brownish red MLH (Cat. £38). Also 1897 Hospital Charity 1d 1d (1/-) blue MLH, 1901 5/- rosine & blue 
MLH, 1890 6d (used) & 1/- PD's. Mostly good to fine. (83) $100 

537 Victoria Collection of covers & PSE's, mainly with pictorial FDI cancels for 1980-1992 but odd earlier e.g. 1950 

ANPEX cachet on FDC, 1960 Anteater on WCS FDC, 1950 se-tenant Cent pair on Wide World FDC, 1956 
Ballarat Begonia Festival cover with similar slogan, 1954 A.N.A.R.E. 3½d unaddressed FDC & others. (100s) $20 

538 Victoria QV-1990's postmarks with a specialised annotated "K" collection of "Kaniua to Kinimakata" with approx. 

200 pmks + 16 covers. Also 100 more randomly set out on album leaves again QV to QEII with many nice clear 
strikes on stamps on piece. (approx. 300) $75 

539 States MLH/used accumulation in cigar box. Useful WA incl 1885 ½d green block MUH, 1905 9d orange used 

(2), 5d pale olive bistre MLH, small lilac revenues "I.R." 2d & 3d MLH, Victoria 1897 1d blue Hospital Charity F/U, 
1901 5/- rosine & blue F/U & Tasmania 1900 3d sepia Port Davey MUH & 4d engraved Russell Falls F/U. (c50) $40 

540 States Postal stationery mainly unused in FDC sleeves. All States represented, mainly in postcards, with 20 

unused & 4 used. Mixed cond so viewing suggested. (24) $20 



541 AAT 1954-1990 collection of covers (addressed/unaddressed) noting 1954 ANARE 3½d pair on FDC tied by 

Perth FDI cancels, 1957 2/- FDC addressed to Johannesburg with FDI cds overstamped by machine cancel the 
following day, 1959 & 1961 generic FDC's & 1961 5d Mawson with ANARE MACQUARIE ISLAND 6 DE 61 cds. 
Later with good range of base cancels on FDC's incl 1984/85 "PROJECT BLIZZARD" privately produced covers, 
various pictorial cachets & commercial used cover of 1992 "R.T.S" from PNG to Wembley WA. Good lot with 
many of the base cancels on blocks of 4. (173 covers) $75 

542 AAT 1957-1972 issues F/U incl genuine commercially used $1 Mock Sun with Sydney cds. SG 1/22 $20 
543 AAT 1957-1992 MUH on KABE hingeless pages complete. Fine cond. Retail $150+ $50 
544 AAT 1957-1993 good to F/U & MLH collection on leaves incl. 1966 Defins to $1 Mock Sun MLH & F/U, 1992/93 

Wildlife CTO & 1990 USSR Joint issue pair & M/S. Fine cond. $40 
545 AAT 1957-2004 MUH collection on Seven Seas Hingeless album. Missing the ovptd Whales & Dolphins M/S's, 

but otherwise complete incl gutter se-tenants for 1997-2003 complete. Fine throughout. (c160) $90 
546 AAT 1957-2012 Complete MUH collection in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Pages to 2011 but 

issues to 2012. Incls all gutter pairs, overprinted Singapore & Cappex Whales M/S's, se-tenant strips etc. Exc 
cond with a retail of $800+ with SS album. $220 

547 AAT 1972 Base sets of Cook covers with blocks of 4 x 7¢ (4 sets = 16 covers), 1973 Food Chain/Aircraft defin 

pack & range commercially used on Hagners & Seven Seas hingeless pages (2 sets for 1957-1984 issues) in 
Seven Seas binder. $25 

548 Christmas Is 1952-1989 MUH on KABE hingeless pages complete. Incls 1988 Wildlife sheetlet (Retails at $80) 

plus all strips & M/S's. Exc cond. Retails $400+ $100 
549 Christmas Is 1958 -1994 MUH & CTO in large stockbook starting with duplicated 1969-1984 MUH incl M/S's & 

blocks. 1958-1982 CTO complete, then back to more MUH with some stained. This section with 1970-1994 
incomplete but much duplication incl 1977 Xmas M/S's x 28. Thematic interest in a variety of sets. (100s) $50 

550 Christmas Is 1958-1990 FDC selection. 1958 QEII set of 10 on hand illust cover but creased at right & stained. 

Remainder in exc cond & unaddressed. Useful for F/U if soaked. Noted 2 sets of 1987 Wildlife to $5. (60+) $30 
551 Christmas Is 1958-2001 FDC's mainly unaddressed. Noted a few 1970/71 Australia low value 

addressed/unaddressed after the 1958 C.I. set & 15¢ & 30¢ Fish 1970 cover. Incls 9 M/S's, many se-tenant strips 
of 4 or 5 & blocks of 4 all on cover. Useful later issues. (130+) $40 

552 Christmas Is. 1970-1982 covers, most issues x 2 of each. All unaddressed incl 1970/71 Fish & 1982 Birds sets. 

A clean lot. (60+) $30 
553 Christmas Is. 1975-1983 duplicated stock incl Famous Visitors (8 values to 75¢ x 12 each), 1978 Coronation 

M/S's x 10, Christmas M/S's x 11, Phosphate Industry corner blocks of 6, Birds to $4 x 6 & more of some vals, 
plus few Cocos butterflies 1983 to $3 x 4. Huge face value. (490, 25 M/S, 2 booklets) $75 

554 Cocos Is 1963-1979 complete MUH sets on Seven Seas Hingeless pages. Retail $80 $20 
555 Cocos Is 1963-1990 in quality KABE Hingeless album in red. Complete (bar 1990 NZ S/A M/S & 70c ovpt, $5 

surcharge or Official) MUH incl M/S's & strips with 1987 Cup-pex overprinted sheetlet of shipping & Butterflies & 
Marine Life sets to $3. Exc cond. Retails $450 excl album $150 

556 Cocos Is 1969-1999 FDC's range incl 1990 NZ1990 rouletted M/S on Exhib card with red cancel, Marine Life to 

$5 & 1986 Shells to $3. Useful duplication. Exc cond. (114) $50 
557 Nauru KGV to 2008 Patchy MUH/MLH range on 13 Hagners incl KGV ovpts to 1/- MLH (11), 1954 to 5/- MLH, 

Republic ovpts MLH & hinged to 1979 then MUH incl defins to $5, SINGPEX 94 & ICAO M/S. 2008 Christmas Is 
Olympics/Year of the Rat M/S & unfolded $5 crab S/A booklet. Pickings (c200) $30 

558 Nauru 1976-1982 MUH accumulation in strips, blocks, packs, etc. Incls 1976 $1 Bank sheet of 20. High original 

FV with thematic appeal. $20 
559 Norfolk Is 1947-1967 MUH range noting 1947 Ball Bay corner & imprint blocks to 2/- incl 1959 3d & 2/- but no 2d 

white paper, 1953 set imprint blocks & at least 3 sets in singles, surcharges x 3, 10/- Bird (+ 2 MLH), 2/8d Local 
Govt (+ 3 MLH), decimal surcharges to both $1 x 4, 1967/68 Ships x 5 with nothing later. Odd item has snagged 
on base of stockbook strip otherwise fine & over 95% MUH. Few 1947 CTO as well. (100s) $250 

560 Norfolk Is 1984-1985 MUH singles, blocks of 4 & FDC's in folder. Incls Flowers to $5 & Whaling Ships. Original 

purchase price stated to be $230! $30 
561 PNG 1952-1981 CTO or good to F/U in springback album & Hagners with sets to £1 (QEII), $2 Butterflies & K2 

Masks. Some light early duplication. Cat. £180+ $40 
562 PNG 1952-1982 MLH & used collection in Warwick album plus Norfolk Island 1947 set to 2/- used, odd Papua 

(faults). Majority 1970s-1982 MLH sets with many gaps in the pre-decimal. (100s) $25 
563 PNG 1952-1990 & Pitcairn Is 1979-1990 in quality KABE Hingeless album with slipcase. PNG 1964 onwards & 

all Pitcairn fresh MUH. Patchy used prior to 1964. Vals to K5 & useful thematic sets noted. (150+ sets MUH) $120 
564 PNG 1952-1993 MUH & used range on Seven Seas Hingeless pages. Complete (bar 4 low vals & 2/- in 1952 set) 

to 1978 in good to F/U with odd fault & then complete to 1993 with majority MUH but odd used has snuck in! $75 
565 PNG 1952-1994 MUH complete collection in quality Safe album with slipcase. Incls 1952 & 1958/60  Defins to £1, 

all commems & defins incl M/S's, 1993 booklets with & without hanging tabs plus K4.50 without Printer imprint 
(Retail $150), 1993 Emergency overprints set of 11 (Retail $400+) & 1995 Bird surcharge overprints in both types 
(Retail $250). Exc cond throughout with total retail of $2500+ $400 

566 PNG 1952-1996 MUH & CTO collection incl "SPECIMEN" ovpts (10/- Map toned, others incl 10/- bird fine). 

Missing 1994 emergency surcharges & "thick & thin" birds surcharges but otherwise very close to complete. 
Postal charges second set only. Also a few MUH extra sets & Papua 1939 Coronation imprint blocks MUH at 
back. Good lot. (1000s) $250 

567 PNG 1952-1996 MUH/MLH collection in Kek & KA-BE stockbooks. Missing 1994 emergency surcharges, 

otherwise substantially complete MUH. 1964 Birds & 1969 Shells sets are MLH. Clean lot set out in chronological 
order. High retail value. (100s) $110 

568 PNG 1952-1998 MUH duplication incl 1962 Malaria x 5 sets, 1969 Shells to $2, 1973 Panorama to $2 & 

predictable later range to 1987. Also few used, large blocks incl Shells set x 4, 1995 2IT B.O.P. "thin" surcharges 
x 10 & others to 1998. Pickings with a conservative est. (100s) $50 

569 PNG 1952-2001 FDC's addressed & unaddressed with light duplication. Incls 1961 Legislative, 1962 SPC & other 

pre-decimal. Good coverage in decimal with some special cachets & 17 cancelled "HMAS TARANGAU 
LOMBRUM" with combinations of Aust & PNG frankings plus aerogrammes, packs & PSE's mint & used. Mainly 
fine. (100s) $80 



570 PNG 1952-2003 MUH, MLH & used lightly duplicated in stockbook & on Hagners in binder. Pre-decimal MLH & 

used, missing 10/-, £1, 1/7d Cattle & £1 QEII, otherwise all issues MLH or used, sometimes both. Decimals 
appear complete to 1995, excl set of 11 provisionals, but incls large "T" birds. First few sets MLH then MUH with 
occasional used extra. Postal charges second set only 9d (block), 1/- (3), 1/6d (3), 3/- (5) all used. From 1995 to 
2000, odd set missing with more gaps in 2001/03. Useful, with many extras. (100s) $50 

571 PNG 1954-1955 Inter-island ship mail covers with s/l M.V. "Mary Rose" & boxed "SS DEEBANK" on covers 

posted Rabaul & addressed to Buin via Kieta (both 1954) & others 1955 with "Eastern Star", "Malaita", 
"Malekula", "Bulolo" s/l handstamps also to Buin via Kieta & two signed coves with handwritten "Busama", "Gona" 
& "CA 70" vessel names. Also local Buin covers of 1954 with boxed "Cargo Received 9 May 1954 M.V. Polurrian" 
& "mv "POLURRIAN" etc cachets, the latter indicating gross weight of 328 tons. Finally a piece with Neth. New 
Guinea 5¢ tied by oval rubber stamp of MS "Barito". A scarce group in good cond rarely seen (12) $150 

572 PNG 1960's-1970's MUH/MLH in Lighthouse stockbook. Starts with Aust 2/- Coronation block & few Cocos, 

Norfolk, then PNG with pre-decimal. Masks x 3, Canoe Praws x 4 & decimal incl 1966 12¢ butterfly x 4, 1968 
Shells (plus extras to 60¢), 1973 Panorama x 2 & others with strong thematic content. (440) $30 

573 PNG 1963-1989 MUH duplication in stockbook missing 1964 Birds, 1966 Butterflies & 1969 Shells but otherwise 

a good spread with duplication to x 5. Over 200 complete sets plus two pages of part sets/odds. Mostly fine. $40 
574 PNG 1966-1979 accumulation of part & full sheets in 3 Lighthouse mint sheet folders. Many sets in full sheets 

with imprints. Vals to $2 with useful thematics. Appear MUH throughout. (800+ sets) $280 
575 PNG 1973-1982 sets in MUH blocks of 4 (some 1976/78 in blocks of 4 & 6 = 10 sets) plus AAT pre-decimal set x 

4 MUH. Odd used noting 1966 to 1$ & 1973 to $1 x 2, 1972/73 commems (Cook x 6, Treaty x 3), Cocos 1978 
defins & 1981/82 commems in blocks MUH. (100s) $50 

576 PNG 1976-1982 unaddressed FDC's with vals to $2 plus several with special cachets e.g. Morobe District Show, 

etc. Majority WCS combined with Official envelopes. Useful for soaking off for F/U sets! (110) $20 
577 PNG 1982-1990 FDC's unaddressed with two covers for majority of issues. Vals to K5 & Framas noted. (88) $25 
578 PNG 1984-1995 sets in blocks of 20 with majority in the 1990's. Noted 1993  Mammals, 1994 Artefacts to K5, 

Moths, Hong Kong Birds etc. A quick check of retail shows $1400+ (260+ sets) $180 
579 PNG 1986-1992 sets in multiples in Lighthouse Mint Sheet folder incl 1985 Birds of Prey x 21 sets, 1986 Orchids 

x 30 sets, 1989 Rhododendrons, Letter writing, Dwellings & Butterflies x 20 sets each, 1991 Headdresses, 1992 
Artefacts, Columbus & WWII Campaigns also in imprint blocks of 20. Fresh MUH throughout. Useful thematics. 
Retail $1400+ (300+ sets) $180 

580 PNG NWPI ovpts through to 1990. Starts with page of NWPI ovpts to £1, but most are stained, the 5/-, 10/- & £1 

with Radio Station rubber cancels, New Guinea with 1925 Huts to 5/- MLH (hinge thins on 2/- & 5/-), "OS" to 2/- 
(latter stained) & Airmail ovpts MLH/used to 1/-. 1931 "Dated birds" has been removed to offer as separate lot. 
Airmail ovpts present to 5/- MLH (3d, 2/- used), "OS" to 1/- MLH (6d used), 1932 "Undated Birds" to 10/- 
MLH/used (ex 5/-) & Airmail ovpts to £1 used (finger marks on £1). 1939 Bulol to 5/- mainly used. Papua 1901 
BNG to 1/-, 2/6d small "Papua" ovpt perf OS wmk horizontal used, other ovpts to 1/- (6d & 1/- stained), 1907/10 
small "Papua" to 1/- MLH, large to 2/6d MLH/used, monocolours to 2/6d MLH/used, bicolours to 10/- MLH (latter 
with natural inclusion), 1917 ONE PENNY SURCHARGES, 1930 aeroplane ovpts, 1931 surcharges, 1931/32 to 
2/6d ovptd "OS" MLH (Cat. £130), 1932 to £1 MLH/used (latter no gum) & then commems complete incl 1941 
1/6d air MLH. PNG mixed MLH/used pre-decimal, then MUH/MLH complete to 1990 (no SPECIMENS or 1st 
Postal Charges set). Should be inspected as staining is present on many pre-war, but still plenty of fine material 
worth acquiring. Cat. (excl stained) £1600+ (100s) $400 

581 New Guinea, NWPI & Papua Ex-dealers fully priced trading stock in stockbook & on Hagners. Noted useful 

NWPI kangaroos incl 3rd wmk 2½d (2), 9d (2, one blunt corner), Radio Station cancelled 2d SG 94 & 6d SG 88, 
good duplicated range of KGV ovpts both settings incl MLH & used. A few New Guinea Huts to 4d, dated Birds 2d 
(several), 4d MLH & used, 5/- used, undated values to 1/-, ovptd air to 5d & 1939 Bulolo to 5d. Papua Lakatois in 
mixed cond. but very good 1916-1931 low val range & One Penny surcharges (not complete) plus other 
ovpts/surcharges. Also 1932 pictorials to 1/- & few commems airs to 1939. Should be viewed as cond. varies & 
duplication is heavy in places. (c600) $150 

582 New Guinea, Papua & PNG CTO/used collection in SG Senator binder. New Guinea incls 1925 Huts to £1 incl 

6d shades & duplicated to 1/-, 1931 airmail ovpt set of 13 to £1 (these two sets Cat. £1150), dated Birds to 1/- 
with extras, 1932 undated to £1 (ex 5/-), Airs to £1, 1939 Bulol to 2/- plus a few "OS" to 2/- (053, Cat. £75). Papua 
with 1901 horizontal wmk (ex 2½d) & vertical wmk to 1/- (incl 2d both papers), 1906 large Papua ½d, 2d, 6d, 
small Papua 1d, 2d, 1/-, 1907/10 bicolours to 2/6d incl 2d "C" for "O" in "POSTAGE". 1911/15 monocolours, 
1916/31 bicolours to 5/-, 1917 surcharges, duplicated airmail ovpts & 1931 surcharges incl 9d on 2/6d block. 
1931 to 5/- (ex 9d) plus later issues (ex 1/6d air). PNG to 2007 near complete incl 1994 emergency surcharges & 
post-2000 M/S'. Recommended! (1000+) $800 

583 Territories 1960's-1982 FDC's, blocks of MUH, packs & M/S's. Majority 1976-1982 but some better earlier from 

Norfolk Island. Others from Cocos, Christmas Island (noted 1978 Silver Jubilee uncut sheet of 4 M/S x 2), PNG & 
Nauru. Also a few AAT of similar period. Hundreds of covers & high FV but reserve reflects low demand. $80 

584 Territories 1994-2003 Christmas Is & Cocos Is unaddressed FDC's (78) & used stamps (not complete). Many 

covers x 2, plus couple early packs. $60 
585 Territories 1994-2004 APO Year Collections complete in AP padded binder. Retail $500+ (11 folders) $180 
586 Territories MUH & MLH collection to 1991 with the pre-1970 MLH. Complete incl M/S's for AAT, Christmas, 

Cocos (to 1989 only), but Nauru mixed MUH, MLH & used with no Seahorses & only one mixed MLH/used set of 
1924/48 ships. 1935 Silver Jubilee is CTO, thereafter complete MUH/MLH to 1988. Norfolk 1947 set (odd water 
stain), 1956 3d & 2/- MLH with white papers used then mixed MLH & used to 1966. MUH onwards to Xmas 1990. 
Also 1973-1975 Hutt River sets at back. (100s) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
$180 



 THEMATICS 

 587 1948 Royal Silver Wedding high vals for GB (vert gum crease), Antigua, Br.Honduras, Mauritius & St Kitts. All 

MLH with Mauritius MUH but light toning. Cat. for MUH £80+ (5) $20 
588 1980 Olympics Cover collection in special album by The International Olympic Committee. Range of different 

countries & sports represented. Exc cond. (45 covers + inserts) $30 
589 1983 Commonwealth Day omnibus collection in beautiful presentation album & slipcase. Incls Canada & 

Falkland Is limited edition philatelic prints only available in this collection. All MUH. (220 stamps complete sets) $25 
590 1983 Commonwealth Day FDC collection in special album (34 covers, set on each) & 1984 Lloyds omnibus 

FDC & MUH set collection in special numbered album. (17 covers with sets, plus 17 MUH sets) $30 
591 Aircraft/Aviation 1978 FAI History of Aviation Franklin Mint FDC collection in official album for 75th Anniv of 

Powered Flight. Complete set of 107. Exc cond Cost US$2300+ in 1978! (107) $150 
592 Aircraft/Aviation 1978 "History of Aviation" commem cover collection with singles & sets presented on A4 info 

sheets housed in binder. Most attractive. (65) $20 
593 Christmas 1953-2004 collection on printed pages in 3 ring binders. Apart from good range of stamps & M/S's, 

there are covers, maxicards & special cancels on piece plus a few GB Christmas aerogrammes. Clean range of 
British Commonwealth & foreign countries. (c800) $75 

594 Europa Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase. Stamps well covered to 1972. No Luxembourg 1956 3f, 1957 

set, 1960 Liechtenstein or 1972 Andorra but otherwise appears complete MUH/MLH or used. Some of the used 
are heavily cancelled & post-1972 issues are sparse but a lovely album to display & expand the collection. (100s) $120 

595 Music collection on Hagners, in stockbook & FDC sleeves in 6 albums. Noted Poland 1956 Chopin-Liszt M/S 

MUH, Korea musical instrument M/S MLH (10), Nicaragua Opera Singers set + M/S MLH, France 1990/93 
Instrument pre-cancels (11 MUH) plus range to 1991 by alphabetical order of countries. Mixed MUH & used with 
some M/S's in stockbook & to 2000 on Hagners with many sets & M/S's MUH featuring Bach & Mozart. Lesser 
amounts of the other composers but noted postcard of Robert Stolz & his wife signed by both & later GB 1980 
cover signed by his wife with commem pmk. Another GB cover signed by Peter Pears also with commem pmk of 
his b'day. Also incls blues, jazz, conductors & performers. Covers (120) are largely Austria, Germany & India. 
Lots of useful "raw material" for a good collection. High new issue price with numerous highly cat. sets. (100s) $250 

596 Olympics 1980 Russian cover collection in binder. Incls various issues with one stamp per illust cover with 

relevant "sports" pmk. High cat val for these issues as FU. Exc cond. (80) $25 
597 Olympics 1987/88 FDC collection in album with illust covers & event write-ups on the back of each cover. (60) $20 
598 Railways. Victorian Railways set of 26 Stephen Watson black & white photos on cards (150x100mm) incl Spirit of 

Progress, but mainly steam locomotive. Circa 1950 with all cards numbered in sequence 101-126. Fine. (26) $20 
599 Royalty 1972 Silver Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1978 25th Anniversary of Coronation (no Barbuda) & 1986 

60th Birthday of QE II complete MUH for all British Commonwealth countries. Excls M/S's. All on Hagners in 
binders with slipcases. The last mentioned issue has selvedge (gutter emblems) folded under each whilst 1978 
issue incls "black print" for GB & Guernsey. Also Summer Isles local set. Superb lot (674) $60 

600 Royalty 1977 Silver Jubilee Commonwealth FDC collection in album. Complete sets on each pmkd FDI. (52) $20 
601 Royalty 1981 Charles & Diana Royal Wedding sets & M/S's in original glassines. Both Commonwealth & foreign 

issues noted. High original cost. (100s) $50 
602 Royalty 1981 Royal Wedding, 1982 Princess Diana 21st Birthday & "Royal Baby" sets MUH incl many 1981 in 

gutter strips of 4 plus duplication of basic sets. Noted M/S's, Montserrat "70¢ double surcharge" on $3, 1982 
"Royal Baby" ovptd gutter pairs for Mustique, Mayreau & Union Island, not to mention Canuoan & Union Island 
plus the standard issues also in gutter pairs as well as the 1982 21st Birthday mini-omnibus. Also 1986 60th 
Birthday of QEII sets & few 1973 Princess Anne panes & M/S's with more incl booklets & the 1997 Diana 
commemorative M/S (20). Huge new issue prices, the est. is well below 10% of face value. (100s) $80 

603 Royalty 1992 40th year of Queen's Accession Commonwealth MUH sheetlets of 20 Or gutter strips for 

Antigua/Barbuda, Ascension, Dominica, Gambia, Grenada & Grenadines, etc all housed in 63 double sided one 
strip Hagners. Gigantic face value - suit re-seller. $300 

604 Ships & Boats Extensive collection in 25 volumes arranged in alphabetical order. Collector has not discriminated 

about whether or not to incl "back of the book" nevertheless useful items & complete sets (defin & commem) 
abound as do M/S's, cards & covers with no write up or chronological order. Should be viewed as cond. varies 
but to whet your appetite, 1908 Br. Solomons "small canoes" to 5/- MLH (latter stained), Canada 1908 Quebec 10 
¢ & 20¢ MLH both with hinge-thins, lots of MUH Cook, Columbus, WWII "war at sea" & Titanic sets & M/S's, 
various b/w postcards from National Maritime Museum, Nauru 1924/48 "shiny paper" S.S. Century to 10/- MLH, 
Newfoundland 1865/71 13¢ schooner MLH (Cat. £120), 1897 8¢, 10¢ & 24¢ MLH (all heavily hinged), 1952 
Tristan da Cunha ovpts to 10/- MLH, 1965 Ships to 10/- MUH, 1994 to £5 MUH, 1961 Trucial States Dhows to 
10R MLH, Papua 1938 set of 5 MUH, St Pierre & Miquela 1962 500f MLH (heavily hinged), Ascension 1969/73 
Naval Crests M/S MUH (5) & defin sets MUH of 1970 Antigua to $5. Also 1994 Barbados to $10, 1970 British 
Virgin Island to $5 & 1993 British Antarctic Terr. to £5. Strong in MUH 1970's-1990's issues with a number of 
earlier useful used & MLH. A worthwhile lot & inspection is highly recommended. (1000s) $500 

605 Space 1975 Apollo Soyuz link up Space Mission joint USSR & USA stamp presentation folder with silver proof 

medal & info booklet. Exc cond. $25 
606 WWF 1976-1979 (World Wildlife Fund) FDC collection in WWF album. A forerunner of the series in boxed binders 

in this section but without any multi-coloured notes or MUH sets. Each cover is accompanied by an insert about 
the animal featured. Complete collection of covers in serial number order. (144) $30 

607 Various presentation albums/collections incl Franklin Mint "The Great Art Stamps of the World" FDC's (108), 1980 
OSOC Olympic stamp & cover collection (12), 1980 Russian Olympic MUH collection in illustrated album (68 
stamps, 6 M/S's), 1978-1980 Royal Horticultural Society Flower FDI info cards divided by continent (108) & 1984 
USA Olympics FDC's (24), the latter 2 in presentation boxes. Attractive thematic appeal. High original cost. (252, 
covers, 68 stamps, 6 M/S's) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
$30 



 AIRMAILS 

 608 1929 First Aerial Mail covers to WA from Sydney (31.5.29) & Adelaide (3), the Sydney origin with 7½d franking, 
ditto 2 of the 3 Adelaide (the other 4½d only) all to same addressee. Accompanied by folded page from "The 
West Australian" of 18.5.29 showing photo of cover prepared for the above flight together with photo of the early 
construction phase of the Sydney Harbour Bridge & other articles & adverts of historical/social interest. (5 items) $50 

609 1929 First East-West Air Mail registered (red label) Elizabeth St, Melbourne. bearing red white & blue "By Air 
Mail" etiquette & 9½d franking with KGV 2d, 4½d & 3d green airmail, heavily pmkd. Melbourne 1 JE 29 cds & 
boxed "LATE FEE" struck in black at base of cover. Addressed to Middle Swan WA & with Midland Junction 6 JE 
29 arrival mark on reverse. Couple of stains at right. $20 

610 1931 (8th May) Second Experimental mail intermediate from Singapore to Australia with Straits Settlements 6c, 
10c & 30c KEVII pmks Singapore with "By Air Mail" vignette & "by Air Mail British Australian Flight Kingsford 
Smith pilot" in m/s in corner. Adelphi Hotel Singapore env with Brisbane 13th May arrival cds. Some staining & 
wear at edges but a scarce cover with only 400 flown covers on this route. AAMC 192x Cat. $150 $50 

611 1931 Aust to England with vertical strip of Kingsford Smith 6d violet plus 2d Kingsford Smith & 6d kangaroo all 
tied by clear SHIP MAIL ROOM MELBOURNE cds dated 21 AP 31. "BY FIRST EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT 
AUSTRALIA TO ENGLAND" in m/s at top of cover. Reverse has the special cachet. AAMC No. 203 Cat. $80 $40 

612 1932 Germany to Australia flight by Captain Hans Bertram with WA's high profile involvement after he 
crash landed on the Kimberley coast on 15th May 1932. Bertram & his engineer, Klausmann, were not 
rescued until 28th June when they were taken to Wyndham. Bertram finally sourced parts & returned to 
the aircraft to make repairs before flying on to Perth via Broome arriving 24th September. He made 
improved repairs & then flew to Kalgoorlie before leaving for Adelaide arriving on 3rd October. This cover 
is one of only 40 flown from Germany to Australia with 14 stamps each cancelled at a destination incl 
Wyndham & Sydney on 5th November. Also the return Australia to Germany flight cover with Bertram 
assisted by Captain GU Allan as his co-pilot. Officially departed Darwin on 12th December 1932 crash 
landing the next day at Soerabaya in the Dutch West Indies. Again after further repairs they left on 10th 
April reaching Berlin on 17th April. Both on official Bertram Junkers Atlantis envelopes, in good cond 
with accompanying Sieger certs (1998). A scarce pair with true character & history. Accompanied by the 
"Flight into Hell" book from Hans Bertrams account & edited by C. O'Neil. This was used as the basis for 
the ABC TV documentary. A superb lot. AAMC 232 & 242 Cat. $3500. (3 items)  $2,500 

613 1934 (17th Feb) New Zealand to Aust Trans Tasman Airmail with 7d "Faith in Australia" airmail ovpt neatly pmkd 
Auckland & B/S Sydney. Exc cond. Also 14/4/34 airmail to WA bearing 7d brown orange Airmail tied by Masterton 
(10AP34) & Kaitaia (14AP34) cds's but stained. Value in first cover. (2) $25 

614 1953 Coronation Day Flight covers as supplied in original Qantas long envelope with Qantas machine cancel of 8 
JUL 53 incl headed Qantas notepaper with 3/7/53 date summarising the items issued (24 cover, 24 airletters) & 
their origins/destinations. The items comprise 14 covers, all different & all except one with London destination & 
posted 2 JUNE 1953. The other from London to Sydney plus an airletter Sydney-London. All have boxed 
Coronation Day Flight cachets & cond. is fine throughout. Seldom found with Qantas explanatory letters. (15) $120 

 ACCESSORIES 

 615 Australia 1913-1936 Kangaroo & Map Issues Lighthouse Hingeless pages with mounts. Based on the Brusden 
White Australian Commonwealth Specialist Kangaroo catalogue classification of shades, dies & watermarks. 
Brand new. Retails $200 $150 

616 Australia 1914-1938 George V Side-face Issues Lighthouse Hingeless pages with mounts. Edited by Mike Drury 
& based on the BW Australian Commonwealth Specialist KGV catalogue classification of “shades”. This is the 
“definitive listing” which incls the iconic 1d Red issue in both smooth and Rough papers. Brand new. Retail $360 $250 

617 Cumberland FDC sleeves with black/grey inserts x 550. All second hand though few "as new". Odd price/info 
labels on some. Mixed 1, 2 & 3 strips. Useful at this estimate. (550) $100 

618 Hagner binders in black with slipcase x 30. Renniks "owl" brand. Brand new. Save on the retail of $39.95 each, 
totalling $1200. (30) $450 

619 Hagner sheets second-hand in binder. Approx. two strip & 30 seven strip. Odd faulty but mainly "as new". (100+) $40 
620 Hagner sheets with over 100 three strip plus 90 seven & eight strip. Second hand in 2 binders. Odd one with baby 

powder, others fine. (190) $60 
621 Hagner, Australia Post, Cumberland & Seven Seas range of 16 binders, some with pages all in very good to "as 

new" cond. Useful group. (16) $50 
622 Hagners in archive box. Second hand in mixed cond with price/identifying stickers on some. Predominantly 1 or 2 

strips with small mixes of other strip sizes. Useful for sorting & storage. (250+) $50 
623 As above $50 
624 Hagners x 170 in 3 Aust Post black binders. All 2 strip suitable for covers. Majority "as new" condition if not 

actually brand new. (170 & 3 binders) $60 
625 Ka-Be Hingeless pages for Norfolk Island 1947-1992 & Nauru 1916-1991 in quality Ka-Be red binder & slipcase. $25 
626 Lighthouse Grande binders with slipcases in burgundy x 3. Superb cond verging on brand new. Save on the 

original retail of $130+ (3) $45 
627 Lighthouse Mint Sheet books with 4 peg & hard covers x 5. 30cm x 30cm pages x 50 in each. 3 black & 2 brown. 

Excellent to slightly used cond. Save on massive retail. (5) $75 
628 Lighthouse Mint Sheet files.Boga 1's x 3 plus 3 additional unbranded files of similar size Used cond but useful. (6) $30 
629 Lighthouse Mint Sheet files. Boga 1's x 9. Second hand ranging from almost new to slightly used. Save on high 

retail from these German made quality folders. (9) $50 
630 Peg fitting album, "The Collectors Deluxe Stamp Album" with 100 pages in green. Brand new & still wrapped. $20 
631 Prinz stockbooks 24 page with white pages in blue & maroon. Brand new, the latter still in wrapping. (2) $30 
632 Safe "Perfatronic" electric perforation measuring device in box with plugs. As new cond. Retails $400+ $120 
633 Safe "Signascope" electric watermark detector in box with operating instructions etc. As new cond. Retails $400+ $120 
634 Schaubek Hingeless album for Great Britain to 1983 in two volumes with slipcases. As new, with dust covers. $40 
635 Seven Seas 1966-1995 Hingeless Pages in SS blue binder. Very good cond with pages complete. $30 
636 Seven Seas Hingeless album & slipcase (burgundy) for issues 1913-1989 incl BCOF. No optional pages. As new. $75 
637 Stanley Gibbons Senator album in black with 50 pages. Verging on brand new. $20 
638 SG Simplex binder in green & 150 mixed SG Senator Medium & an unbranded type of quadrille page Good cond. $20 
639 Stanley Gibbons Universal 22 ring album with 50 pages. Appears brand new. 

 
$20 



 LITERATURE 

 640 Australian History 1901 to 2001 As Seen Through Banknotes by Dauer, & Pettit. This limited edition leather-
bound book with slipcase has previously unpublished banknote images and information sourced from the 
Reserve Bank of Australia Archives, leading collectors, dealers, historians, museums, and the Dauer Collection. 
With the collaboration of the Reserve Bank, this 352 page full-colour tome extensively covers Pre-Federation 
1851 to 1900, Federation notes from 1901 to 2001, military issues of both World Wars and Vietnam, and 20th 
century shinplasters. Brand new & unopened. Retailed at $250 when released. $30 

641 Australian Post Office Guide Books for "Early Commonwealth Period & the Kangaroo & Map Series", "The Early 
Federal Period 1901 to 1912-13" , "1913-14 Recess Printed & KGV Sideface & Pictorials", "Definitive Stamps of 
KGVI", "Commemorative & Airmail Stamps 1927-1951", "Commemoratives of QEII 1952-1959", "Definitives of 
QEII 1952-65 & "The Postage Due Stamps of Australia". All in good cond. (8) $20 

642 Australian Commonwealth Specialists' Catalogue for Kangaroos by Brusden White. Latest 2013 Edition. An 
invaluable reference for this field with complete revised catalogue prices & many updates. Brand New $80 

643 2013 (May) "The Stuart Hardy Collection - Part 2 Kangaroo & Map Issues" Auction catalogue in hard-cover. 
Useful reference work in full colour with all 702 lots illustrated. $20 

644 Flying the Mail - The Epic of Flight. Time Life Books (1982) History of the US Airmail service. Hardback, brand 
new cond extensively illustrated. 176 pages $20 

645 Great Britain QEII Machin Specialised Definitives catalogues Vols 1 & 2 (2007). Incls Wildings, coils, cylinder & 
date blocks & booklets. Exc cond & a wealth of info with illustrations in colour. $40 

646 New Zealand Philatelic literature incl catalogues of stamps & FDC's, pricelists, "NZ Postal Stationery Catalogue" 
in 4 volumes by RD Samuel, NZ Cinderella info, various scholarly monographs, Exhib memorabilia, material 
relating to airmail history, "New Zealand Post Office" by RM Start-up & "Airmails of New Zealand Vol 2" by DA 
Walker. Valuable for serious NZ collector of postal stationery/history. $80 

647 Samoan reference library offered as one lot for the Specialist collector or enthusiast. Incls "Pacific Islanders 
under German Rule" Hempenstall (1978), "In the South Seas" RL Stevenson (1986), "Margaret Mead & Samoa" 
D. Freeman (1983), "Samoa Under the Sailing Gods" NA Rowe (1930), My Consulate in Samoa" WB. 
Churchward (1971), "The Making of Modern Samoa" M. Meleisea (1987), "Der Kampf um Deutsch Samoa" Otto 
Reidl (1938), "Queen Emma" RW. Robson (1973), "Coming of Age in Samoa" M. Mead. (1964), "The Samoan 
Tangle. Study in Anglo-German American relations. 1878-1900." PM Kennedy (1974), "Aggie Grey of Samoa" N. 
Eustis (1986), "By Reef and Palm" L. Becke (1955), "A Samoan Pocket Diary for 1920" (1919), "Samoa in 
Colour" J. Siers (1970), "Some Recollections of Early Samoa" HJ Moors (1986), "5th-19th Reports on Mandated 
Territory of Western Samoa 1925-1939", "Samoa. Nineteen Years in Polynesia" G. Turner (1986), "Old Samoa or 
Flotsam and Jetsom from the Pacific Ocean. J. Stair (1983), "Vailima Letters" RL Stevenson (1903), "Lagaga A 
Short History of Samoa" M. Meleisea (1987), "The War Effort (WW1) New Zealand" Whitcome & Tombs (1923), 
"Aggie Grey. A Samoan Saga" F. Alallima (1991), "The Black Knight of the Pacific" signed CB Fletcher (1944), 
"Samoa Sketchbook" N Eustis & AJ Peake (1979), "An Introduction to Samoan Custom" FJH Grattan (1948), "A 
Footnote to History" RL Stevenson (1967) & "Narrative of Missionary Enterprises in the S Sea Islands" John 
Williams (1840) Some faults with covers & light toning on the older editions but majority fine. A wonderful 
selection rarely offered. (27)      $500 

648 Stanley Gibbons Australia 2010 6th Edition colour catalogue incl Territories. Brand new. $20 
649 Stanley Gibbons Stamp Monthly 1951-1965 issues. Appears fairly complete. Needless to say, huge range of 

topics & areas covered plus their up to date catalogue listings of the day. Well illustrated & useful for gaining 
insights to various British Commonwealth stamp thinking of the day. Good cond. (approx. 200) $20 

650 Stanley Gibbons Stamps of the World 2013 Edition Vols 1-6 complete. Full colour with 2200 new issues listed 
since 2012 edition so imagine how many new issues are listed since your last one! Treat yourself for Christmas. 
Retails $450. Brand new. $250 

651 Stanley Gibbons Stamps of the World 2013 Edition. Vol. 1 "Abu Dhabi to Charkhari". Full colour with updated 
prices. Useful for those who only need one section without having to buy the entire set for $400+. Brand new. $30 

652 as above Vol. 2 "Chile to Georgia". Brand new. $30 
653 as above Vol. 3 "German Commands to Jasden". Brand new. $30 
654 as above Vol. 4 "Jersey to New Republic". Brand new. $30 
655 as above Vol. 5 "New South Wales to Singapore". Brand new. $30 
656 The Stamp of Australia - The story of the mail from Second Fleet to twenty-first century by Kelly Burke. (2009) 

Soft cover, 250 pages. Brand new $15 
657 The Stanley Gibbons Book of Stamps & Stamp Collecting by James Watson. A philatelic classic which would be 

well used in any philatelic library which does not already possess a copy. Some tone spotting on front piece & 
couple of later pages. $20 

658 WA Shipping, "They kept this State Afloat Shipbuilders, Boatbuilders & Shipwrights of WA 1829-1929" by Rod 
Dickson (1998) 328pp. Fascinating insight into this area which would assist with postal history attached to this 
field. Well illustrated incl showing various documents. Brand new. $25 

 MISCELLANEOUS 
 659 1754 "The London Chronicle" for 21st to 24th April. Extracts removed on one otherwise in good cond. No 

illustrations & pretty hard going for those not familiar with the verbose style of eighteenth century English. (4 
d/sided original sheets) $20 

660 1882 "Funny Folks" (Newspapers) illustrated tabloids with cartoons, humorous writing & advertisements, 1886 
"Ally Slopers Half Holiday" being a selection, side splitting, sentimental & serious, for the benefit of old boys, 
young boys, odd boys generally & even girls", 1914 "The Boys Realm" subtitles "The Great British Sports 
Journal". All profusely illustrated, evenly aged & in exc cond. once folded in each case. (3) $30 

661 1885 "The Home News" newspaper published in London for despatch to Australian Colonies. Incls shipping & 
mail info, adverts, obituaries, births, deaths & marriages, will & bequests, important law cases & world news plus 
one article beginning "affairs look very unpromising in Upper Egypt... General Gordon". Tears on edges, but all 
legible & with only light stains. $30 

662 2003 US Defence Intelligence Agency Iraq War "Most Wanted" set of playing cards showing the Saddam Staff 
wanted by the US led coalition forces. Unopened in original packaging. $20 

663 Cigar Bands. Arranged on album pages. Mixed cond with light duplication. All in colour some with Habana in 
branding. Attractive. (57) $20 



664 Cigarette cards in cigarette tin with embossed top showing "Mr Pickwick at Dingley Dell". Sets of 50 for Will "Wild 
Animals Heads", "Engineering Wonders", "Do You Know" & John Player "Modern Naval Craft", Birds & Their 
Young" & R.J.Lea "Chairman Cigarettes" 1914 silks featuring porcelain from different manufacturers. Might have 
miscounted as they're loose but at least 48/50 for all 6 sets. Murray Cat. £180+ (c300) $50 

665 Cigarette Cards sorted into bundles of part sets only. 21 part sets with a total of 750 cards noting Cavander, WD 
& HO Wills, John Player & others. Themes incl Film Stars, Roses, Borough Arms, Oil Painting Reproductions, 
"Children of All Nations", Railway Equipment, Speed, Beautiful New Zealand, School Arms, "A Sporting Holiday in 
New Zealand" & more. Good to fine throughout. $70 

666 Mark Webber 1/43 Minichamps models for his 2002, 2003 & 2004 years with Minardi & Jaguar Racing. Cars are 
Asiatech PS02, JR4 & JR5. Exc unopened cond. Retail $260 (3) $90 

667 Memorabilia incl 1898 catalogue of perambulators beautifully illustrated, P&O Tourist Brochures, M.V.Kanimbla 
shipping tags for luggage, "75 years of WA State Ships" b/w postcard set produced by "Nautical World" (c1987), 
programs menus for ships, 1949 Passenger Lists for RMS "Mauretania" & other vessels, 1945 "V.E. & V.P."  
news sheet from HMAS Kanimbla plus a few well used low value bank notes of diff countries. Also 1891 NZ Bills 
of Loading for "40 sacks of oats" going from Bluff to "Freemantle", 1905 Tasmanian Soap & Candle Company 
invoice & set of 39 WWI postcard b/w, sepia/w (some stained) of Egypt showing pyramids, Nile, city scenes etc. 
Very interesting lot. (Qty) $100 

668 Michael Schumacher Ferrari World Champion 6 times cap boldly signed on front next to his embroidered 
signature. Brand new cap with hologram tag attached. $100 

669 PMG Buttons from c1930's uniforms in pairs. Mixed metals. One set made in UK & another with words 
"Postmaster General's Department around crown. Good cond. (10) $20 

 COINS & BANKNOTES 

  Austalian Coins 

 670 1900's Halfpenny's, Penny's, six pence's, shillings & other world odds in tins, Bonex jars & bags. Noted 10/- 
Riddle & Sheehan banknote & 4 x round 50c coins. Mixed cond. $50 

671 1911-1964 range of Penny's (excl 1912 & 1930) (64), 1918-1963 Three Pence's (14), 1945-1963 Six Pence's 
(16), 1951-1963 Shillings (13), 1947-1961 Florins (6) & 1911-1964 Half Penny's (92). The latter 5 types are 
selections with missing years & duplication. Mixed cond but neatly arranged in Port Philip Coin Album. (205) $50 

672 1966 Decimal proof set of 6 in blue RAM box. Coins individually wrapped in separate (original?) bags in exc cond. $150 
673 1966-1982 50c coin collection in presentation case with 1966 round silver 50c, 1970 Cook, 1977 SJ, 1980 Arms, 

1981 Royal Wedding & 1982 C/wealth Games. Exc cond. $20 
674 1970 Facsimile Collection of Historic Australian Coins set of 15 in black pres case with accompanying booklet 

produced for Captain Cooks Bi-centennial Year. Some outer box wear otherwise fine. $20 
675 1974 Proof Coin set of 6 in original foam box. Exc cond. Retails at $150+ $75 
676 1975, 1976, 1978-1981, 1983-1989, 1992, 1994 & 1995 RAM uncirculated year sets in RAM wallets/folders. Exc 

cond. Retail $500+ (16) $200 
677 1975-2004 (excl 1993 &1994) set of RAM Proof coin sets for each year in RAM presentation wallets/boxes. Exc 

cond. Retail $1900+ (28) $800 
678 1978-1987, 1989, 1996, 1997, 2002, 2003, 205 & 2006 RAM Unc sets in presentation wallets/folders. 1984 has 

clear plastic. Exc cond. Retails $600+ (17) $250 
679 1979-1981 Proof Coin sets in RAM cases in original foam boxes. Exc cond. Retails $80+ $30 
680 1981 & 1983 uncirculated RAM sets in red wallets. Exc cond. (2) $20 
681 1981 RAM proof sets x 5 in original packaging. Exc cond. Retails $110 (5) $50 
682 1981 RAM Unc sets x 5 in red wallets. (5) $30 
683 1981-1983 RAM Unc sets in presentation wallets. Exc cond. Retails $70+ (4) $30 
684 1981-1986 (excl 1983) RAM Unc sets in presentation wallets/folders. 1984 has yellow plastic. Exc cond. Retails 

$120+ (5) $50 
685 As above. $50 
686 As above. $50 
687 As above. $50 
688 As above. $50 
689 1981-1986 RAM Proof sets in plastic cases/wallets. Exc cond. Retail $180+ (6) $75 
690 1981-1988 RAM Proof sets in original packaging. Incls 1984 $1 proof coin in separate box. Exc cond. Retail 

$270+ (9) $100 
691 As above. $100 
692 As above. $100 
693 As above. $100 
694 As above excluding 1982. (8) $90 
695 1982 $10 Commonwealth Games, 1985 $10 SA & 1986 $10 Victoria Unc coins in wallets plus a 1966 Decimal 

(Hendo) wallet with round 50c. Also 1984 $1 kangaroo, 1992 $5 Space Year, 1995 $1 Waltzing Matilda, 1996 $1 
Parkes, 2001 $1 RAAF & 2006 $5 Games Baton Relay Unc coins in respective RAM wallets. FV $45 (10) $50 

696 1982 $10 Commonwealth Proof coins in RAM cases x 2. Exc cond. (2) $30 
697 1984 $1 Kangaroo proof coin in RAM case x 5. Exc cond. (5) $25 
698 1984 RAM proof sets x 5 in original packaging. Exc cond. Retails $150 (5) $70 
699 1984 RAM Unc sets x 5 in folders with yellow plastic. (5) $25 
700 1985 RAM proof sets x 5 in original packaging. Exc cond. Retails $220+ (5) $100 
701 1985 RAM Unc sets x 5 in folders. Exc cond. (5) $90 
702 1986 RAM proof sets x 5 in original packaging. Exc cond. Retails $200+ (5) $100 
703 1986 RAM Unc sets x 5 in folders. Exc cond. (5) $50 
704 1988 $2 Bicentennial silver proof coin plus 1984 $1 kangaroo proof coin both in RAM cases. Exc cond. (2) $20 
705 1988 $5 Parliament House proof coin in RAM case x 2. Exc cond. (2) $20 
706 1988 Bicentennial Coin & Banknote Collection. Contains Proof $2, $5 & $10 coins & $2, $5 & $10 uncirculated 

banknotes with additional $10 note in commem folder. Contains the $2 with scarce last prefix of LQG. Presented 
in a RAM grey folder with protective slipcase. Comes with certificate of authenticity. Exc cond. $70 

707 1988 RAM proof sets x 5 in original packaging. Exc cond. Retails $220+ (5) $100 
708 1991 25th Decimal Currency Masterpieces in silver set of 8 in RAM pres case. Exc cond. Retails $195 

 
$80 



709 1993 $1 Kookaburra 1oz silver proof coin. Unc $25 
710 1993 & 1994 $1 Kangaroo 1oz silver coins in RAM wallets. Unc (2) $50 
711 1993 The Explorers Part I - Masterpieces in Silver in RAM pres box. Damaged outer box/case but coins Unc. $70 
712 1993 The Explorers Part I - Masterpieces in Silver in large RAM pres box. Exc cond in unopened packaging. $90 
713 1994 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver proof coin. Unc $50 
714 1999 Proof Coin Set in RAM case & box. $1 commems IYOP. Exc cond. Retails $125 $50 
715 2000 Olympics $5 coin collection (28) in special album with statistical info. Each coin engraved with action shots 

of different sports. Total face value $140. $120 
716 2003 50c Year of the Goat & 2004 50c Year of Monkey ½oz silver proof coins in Perth Mint cases. Exc cond. (2) $30 
717 2008 $1 Coat of Arms silver proof coin in RAM presentation case. $25 
718 2013 $1 Black Caviar silver proof coin in RAM pres box. No. 107 of 5000. Exc cond. $150 
719 2013 100th Anniv of Australia's First Banknote 1oz silver proof coin & stamps in Perth Mint/AP pres case. No. 

394 of 3000. Exc cond. $130 
720 2013 The Land Down Under - Didgeridoo 1oz silver proof coin in Perth Mint pres box. Exc cond. $75 

 Australian Banknotes 

 721 1949 £10 Coombs & Watt. VF though small tear noted but not detracting. Cat. $950 $120 
722 1966 $2 Macarthur with Coombs & Wilson in Star note consecutive pair ZFF 83187*/88*. A rare pair. aUnc/Unc $2,000 
723 1966 $20 Kingsford Smith with Coombs & Wilson & a 1968 $10 Lawson with Phillips & Randall. VF/EF (2) $30 
724 1968 $20 Kingsford Smith with Phillips & Randall consecutive run of 5. XER721791/95 Unc $300 
725 1968 $20 Kingsford Smith with Phillips & Randall consecutive run of 5. XER721796/800 Unc $300 
726 1983 $1 QEII & Arms consecutive run of 10 notes with Johnston & Stone. Very light centre fold. DJD 892219/28 

plus 3 others. EF/Unc (13) $15 
727 1983 $1 QEII & Arms consecutive run of 50 notes with Johnston & Stone. Very light centre fold. DGQ 012240/89. 

EF/Unc (50) $50 
728 1983 $1 QEII & Arms consecutive run of 50 notes with Johnston & Stone. Very light centre fold. DLB 618308/57. 

EF/Unc (50) $50 
729 1983 $20 Kingsford Smith consecutive run of 4 notes with Johnstone & Stone. VNB 047040/43. Unc (4) $300 
730 1983 $50 Florey consecutive run of 3 notes with Johnstone & Stone. YJT 239389/91. aUnc (3) $180 
731 1983 $50 Florey selection of 6 notes with Johnstone & Stone. Range from VF to aUnc. (6) $300 
732 1984 $1 & 1988 $2 last banknote & first coin currency wallets. Exc Unc cond. (2)  $20 
733 1984 $100 Mawson consecutive run of 4 notes with Johnston & Stone. Unc. (4) $500 
734 1984 $100 Mawson selection of 9 notes with Johnston & Stone. Cond ranges VF to EF. (9) $900 
735 1988 $10 Bicentennial/Aboriginal Polymer with AB33 (023124) first prefix. Unc $30 
736 1993 $10 Gilmore with Fraser & Evans in first prefix consecutive run of 4.  AA93002076/79. Unc $150 
737 1993 $20 Kingsford Smith in commem folder ovptd "80th ANNIVERSARY First Commonwealth Note 1913-1993" 

in red with No. "M001910" at base. Exc cond. $30 
738 As above but with No. "M001911". $30 
739 1993 $20 Kingsford Smith with Fraser/Evans consecutive run of 10 notes with AAA prefix. AAA002699/708. Unc $300 
740 1997 $50 Unaipon with Evans & McFarlane. Miscut with "F" from "FIFTY" of neighbouring note. Unusual. VF $100 
741 Decimal Polymer collection in quality Lighthouse album with slipcase & illust pages. Incls $10 Fraser/Cole Unc, 

$2 Johnston/Fraser consecutive run of 5 Unc & in Polymer, 1988 $10 Bicentennial/Aboriginal x 4, $10 
Evans/Fraser x 2, $20 MacFarlane/Henry pair of consecutive Unc. FV $130+ $120 

 World Coins 

 742 Bahamas 1976 proof set of 9 coins in Franklin Mint case with COA. 2.8oz silver. Exc cond. $50 
743 Bahamas 1976 proof set of 9 coins in Franklin Mint case with COA. (2.8oz silver) plus 1975 $10 Independence 

Day silver proof & souvenir pack of 5 diff. Exc cond. $75 
744 Barbados 1975 Proof set of 8 to $10 in unopened pack in Franklin Mint case. Some wear & adhesion to outer box 

but coins superb. $25 
745 British Virgin Islands 1974 & 1975 Proof sets of 6 in unopened packs in Franklin Mint pres cases. (2) $40 
746 British Virgin Islands 1976 QEII 50th B'day $100 gold (.2054oz) proof coin in Franklin Mint presentation wallet. 

Exc cond. $180 
747 Canada 1973 Montreal Olympics sterling silver proof set of 4 with 2 x $5 & 2 x $10. Also 1986 Proof set of 6 plus 

1977 $1 QEII SJ & 1980 Unc set of 6. Exc cond. (4) $40 
748 Canada 1976 Montreal Olympics sterling silver coin proof Series 1-7 with 4 coins in each presentation box. Exc 

cond (28 coins) $500 
749 Canada 1981 $1 Transcontinental train silver dollar in Canadian Mint case. Unc. $20 
750 China 1981 30 Yuan Year of the Rooster  Silver Proof coin in blue pres case with COA No. 9971 & additional 

Illustrated Cert from General Manager of the China Mint Co. Exc Unc cond. $500 
751 Cook Islands 1972 proof set of 7 coins in pres case in original foam box & 1975 Proof set of 7 in Franklin Mint 

case. Also 1978 $5 Birds silver proof coin. Exc cond. (3 items) $50 
752 Cook Islands 1972 proof set of 7 coins in presentation case in original foam box. Exc cond. $20 
753 Cook Islands 1975 Capt. Cook $100 gold (.2778oz) proof coin in Franklin Mint case with COA. Exc cond. $250 
754 Cook Islands 1975 Proof set of 7 in Franklin Mint pres case. $20 
755 Falkland Islands 1982 Liberation set of 8 plus two additional Liberation Crowns. Also 1980 Queen Mother Crowns 

Unc x 4 & 1983 50p 150th Anniv. All in Mint packaging. (8) $20 
756 Fiji 1934-1964 selection of 89 Halfpenny's, Penny's, Three Pence's, Shillings & Florins in Dansco folder. All listed 

years & types represented as per folder inscriptions. VG to aUnc. (89) $75 
757 Germany/Poland 1943 10mk Litzmanstadt Concentration Camp aluminium receipt token with (translated) 

inscription reading, "The oldest of the Jews in Litzmanstadt". Reverse shows a star & inscribed "Ghetto 1943". In 
1939 in the city of Lodz, the German SD/Gestapo established the Litzmanstadt Concentration Camp for Jewish 
Nationals & Roma. Initially paper money was issued in return for work performed, however that changed to 
aluminium coinage in 1942. $120 

758 Great Britain 1965 "Farewell to the £.S.D. System" set of 10 with Churchill Crown & "Britain's First Decimal Coins" 
(tarnished) plus 1942 Crown, 1945 Shilling & others (x6) on mount card with a $34 original selling price. (3 items) $30 

759 Great Britain 1970, 1971 (x3), 1972, 1977, 1979, 1981 & 1982 "Coinage of Great Britain & Northern Ireland" 
Proof sets of coins in pres cases. Exc cond. (9) $50 



760 Great Britain 1972 QEII Silver Wedding Anniv x 8, 1980 Queen Mother & 1981 Royal Wedding x 7 Crowns Unc 
with latter 2 in commem folders. (16) $30 

761 Great Britain 1980 Queen Mother Crown & 1981 Royal Wedding. Unc (2) $10 
762 Great Britain 1981 Royal Wedding silver proof crown in Royal Mint pres cases x 9. Exc cond. (9) $100 
763 Great Britain 1982 (x3), 1983, 1984, 1988, 1989 Unc sets of coins in Royal Mint wallets. (7) $30 
764 Great Britain 1984 Proof set of 8 coins in Royal Mint pres case. $20 
765 Great Britain, Jersey, Guernsey & Gibraltar 1977 Silver Jubilee Crowns in pres case plus aditional 5 GB Crowns.  $25 
766 Jamaica 1976 proof set of 9 coins in Franklin Mint case with COA. 1.8oz silver. Exc cond. $40 
767 New Zealand 1967-1986 range of $1 commems incl 1967 Decimal Currency, 1969 Cook, 1970, 1981 & 1986 

Royal Visits, 1972 Emblem, 1973 Coat of Arms, 1974 Games, 1978 Parliament (x3), 1983 Coinage, 1982 Takahe 
(x2), 1984 Robin & 1986 Kakapo birds. Unc with all in cases. (16)  $50 

768 New Zealand 1980 $1 silver proof "Fantail" bird in NZ Mint case. Unc $20 
769 New Zealand 1981, 1982 & 1985 year sets, the latter 2 Unc sets, the 1981 a proof set of 7 all in pres cases plus 

1965 last pre-decimal set of 7 also Unc. (4) $20 
770 Philippines 1976 proof set of 8 coins in Franklin Mint case with COA. 1.2oz silver. Exc cond. $20 
771 PNG 1975 First National Coinage Proof set of 8 to 10k, each embedded in a stamp First Day Cover pmkd on day 

of coinage release. Housed in Franklin Mint album. Exc cond. (8 covers) $40 
772 PNG 1975 Bird of Paradise/Somare 100 Kina gold (.2769oz) proof coin in Franklin Mint case. Exc cond. $250 
773 PNG 1975 proof set of 8 coins in Franklin Mint case with COA. 5t to K10 in silver (1.7oz). Exc cond. $25 
774 PNG 1976 proof set of 8 coins in Franklin Mint case with COA. 5t to K10 in silver (1.6oz). Exc cond. $25 
775 Samoa 1974 Stirling Silver proof set of 7 in case & additional Specimen Pack of 7. Exc cond. (2) $50 
776 Samoa 1978 $1 Kingsford Smith (x2), 1979 $10 Cook silver proof coins in cases plus 1972 $1 Roggeveen, 1967 

& 1974 (x2) & 1967 Proof sets of 7. All in Mint cases. (7) $40 
777 Solomon Islands 1977 First National Coinage proof set of 6 embedded in 6c Currency stamp First Day Cover with 

$5 coin in the 45c FDC & the $2, $5 banknotes in 3 further FDC's. All in presentation album. Most attractive. (5) $50 
778 USA 1889 $1 Morgan commem silver dollar. Unc $20 
779 USA 1976 Bicentennial Quarter, Half & Dollar proof set in pres case with the Unc set of 6 for the same year plus 

a "Coin History of Our Presidents" Medal set with 38 of 40 present & 1984 LA Olympics souvenir Medal. (4 items) $30 
780 USA 1983 Proof set of 6 in luxury US Mint presentation box with Olympic Discus Thrower silver dollar. Exc cond. $30 
781 USA 1996 Silver Eagle Dollar in pres wallet. Unc $25 
782 World A-Z accumulation with 2170+ coins presented in 7 albums & sleeves. Mixed base metal & silver. Noted 

Germany range incl 1913 ½mk, Irish Penny's, France 1850's-1870's centimes, USA 1976 & 1978 silver dollars 
(3),GB 1988 £1 Piedfort proof, Roman/Syrian 120BC-855AD (x8) plus other coins from Bhutan, Iraq, Jordan 
(British Occ), Fiji, etc. Additional bag & small box with 100s. Mixed cond with viewing recommended. (2500+) $200 

783 World accumulation incl US 1970 proof set of 5, Isle of Man 1971 Decimal proof set of 6, Singapore 1972 Unc set 
of 6, GB 1971 proof set of 6 Decimals, GB & NI 1970 set of 8 Unc, GB & NI 1977 Silver Jubilee set of 7 Unc, NZ 
1970 Unc set of 7 & Royal Visit boxed set of 7. Also Madrid, Spain 1957 Unc set of 6, Swaziland 1974 first 
coinage set of 7 Unc, Falkland Islands 1974 set of 5 Unc & Ceylon 1971 Central Bank set of 7 Unc. All in 
presentation cases/wallets. Exc cond. (12) $60 

784 World selection incl Bermuda 1972 $1 Silver Wedding, 1983 Proof set of 7  & souvenir set of 5,  British Virgin 
Islands 1974 Proof set of 6, 1970 Caribbean Dev. Bank $4 coins for St Lucia, Grenada, St Vincent, Antigua, 
Dominica, Montserrat, Nevis & Barbados, Ceylon 1971 set of 7, China Tourist souvenir sets of 8 or 10 on cards 
(4) & Ireland 1967, 1971 & 1981 (x2) Unc sets. All in respective Mints cases & wallets. (21) $80 

785 World selection incl Israel 1973 Unc set of 6 plus set of 18 in folder,  Iceland 1946-1980 proof set of 11 in case & 
1974 1000k & 10,000k 1100th Anniv Settlement silver coins,  Guyana 1976 proof set of 8 to $10 by Franklin Mint, 
Gambia 1975 10d Independence Anniv proof in silver & 1971 Decimal set of 6, 1979 Egypt/Israel Medal of Peace 
Treaty, Fiji 1980 50c Independence Anniv, Jersey 1982 QEII Silver Wedding set to £2, Ascension/St Helena 1984 
50p Prince Andrew Royal Visit, Guernsey 1979 proof set, IOM 1982 Maritime Heritage set of 4 Crowns & Malawi 
1975 10K Independence Anniv. proof. Majority Unc in respective Mint packaging. (14) $70 

786 World selection incl Poland 1977 100Zt silver proof, Seychelles 1982 proof collection & 2 x 1972 Unc sets of 7 on 
pres card, Panama 1967 Unc set of 6, Hungary 1967 Unc set of 8, Turks & Caicos 1977 5 crown & 25 crown QEII 
SJ, PNG 1975 & 1981 Proof sets, Taiwan 1965 Yat Sen B'day set of 4, Swaziland 1974 First Coinage set, 
Singapore 1978 $10 Satellite Tracking & Uganda 1981 10/- Royal Wedding. Majority Unc. (14) $70 

787 World sorted into bags for GB, Singapore, Thailand, NZ, Italy, USA, France, Canada, Indonesia, Malaysia & a 
few oddments. Australia in tin incl many Half-pennies & Pennies in heavy tin plus $5 Pharlap, $1 banknotes x 4 
(Unc or VF) & a few medallions. Apart from that, totally unchecked by us & overwhelmingly "loose change", but 
may contain a surprise or two. (100s) $75 

 World Banknotes 

 788 Iraq 1990's Central Bank of Iraq - Sadam Hussain notes incl 5 Dinars x 4 & both printings of the 100 Dinars (3 of 
each). Unc (10) $20 

789 Zimbabwe Inflation notes from $1,000,000 through to $10,000,000,000,000 (Yes, Ten Trillion Dollars!) Face 
values are 1, 10, 50 100, 200 & 500 Million Dollars & then 1, 5, 10, 20 & 50 Billion Dollars before the Ten Trillion 
note. Unc. (12) $60 

790 Franklin Mint "Banknotes from Around the World" SPECIMEN" overprinted sets with face vals to £100. All from 
the 1970's/1980's in official album. Exc Unc cond with countries including Gibraltar (4), Ghana (4), Ireland (7), 
Jersey (5), Tonga (4), Swaziland (5), Mauritius (4), Bahrain (7), Dominican Republic (8), Malta (3), Philippines (6), 
Sierra Leone (4), Solomon Islands (3), Botswana (5) & Paraguay (5). High original cost. (74)  $250 

791 World selection presented in albums & sleeves for various periods. Notes from Bahrain, Bolivia, England, 
Scotland, Canada, Egypt, Germany, China & Hong Kong have been written up with others loose & in average 
cond. Noted 5Pesos Japanese Govt note with "The Japanese War Note - Philippines Received for Safe Keeping" 
with signature oval cachet in mauve. Mixed cond throughout. Viewing recommended. (350+) $80 

 MEDALS 

 792 1980's RAM Canberra aluminium-bronze medal in pres box with Coat of Arms & views of Canberra. Fine cond. $15 
793 1992 RAM, WWF & Westpac Bank Australian Endangered Species Medallions folder & slipcase. Exc cond. $10 
794 2012 "Sands of Gallipoli" Proof Medallion pair with an enamel print of the landing & Anzac brooch plus vial of 

sand from Gallipoli all arranged in pres case. No. 1313 of 5000. Exc cond. Cost $125 from AP. 
 

$70 



 SALE 14 PART 2 10.30am SUNDAY 3rd NOVEMBER 2013 

  WESTERN AUSTRALIA - COLLECTIONS 

 795 1854-1912 MLH & used collection on Seven Seas leaves. Incls 1854 4d pale blue cut to shape used, 1888 2d 

grey & 4d red brown MLH, 1874 ONE PENNY surcharge used plus other engraved Swans to 1/- used. Typo 
MLH/used range incl to 5d MLH & 1/- MLH with other surcharges MLH. Commonwealth period to 10/- (perf OS 
used) incl 2/- & 2/6d x 2 used & 10d rose average MLH. Cond. mainly good to fine. (47) $140 

796 1882-1912 QV & swan range of OS perfins neatly arranged on typed up pages. 1882/93 1/- CrownCA wmk incl 

shades, 1898/1907 & 1912 6d & 1/- WcrownA & CrownWA wmks, 1902/12 to 10/- V/crown wmk incl 5d, perf. 11 
(Cat $150), 1905/12 crown/A to 10d with 4d, perf. 11 (Cat. $400) & 9d perf. 11 (Cat. $200). Good to F/U in above 
average cond. ACSC Cat. $1800+ (65) $750 

797 Swans MLH & good to F/U in small stockbook. Also WA pmks on swans, KGV to 1966 QEII on piece. Also "ONE 

PENNY" surcharged strip of 4 on 1947 cover pmkd Fremantle (faults). Basic range but possible pickings. (100+) $30 
798 Swans in massive quantity in small box. Majority of 1d reds but various vals noted. Postmark potential & some 

Officials sighted. 4500+ $150 
799 Swans the majority good to F/U with numeral cancels. Noted odd imperf, multiples & some attractive cds's. 

(approx. 200) $120 
800 Duty Embossed 1917-1965 Impressed Duty range on documents incl multiples, some with addition 1d revenues 

affixed. Values to £50. Priced to sell at $480. Documents all in fine cond. (20) $300 
801 Postmarks 1880-1890 group of the 12 known 11 bar letter pmks on swans for AL, AR, B, BE, D, E, GT, K, F, G, 

GR & P. Majority are clear strikes with full letter showing. (12) $80 
802 Postmarks 1902-1965 Postmark accumulation mounted on pages with WA swans through to pre-decimal 

commems. Noted kangaroos & KGV and strong in the PO's beginning with "P" so numerous Perth variations. 
Useful pickings. (200+) $30 

803 Postmarks Range on WA swans through to 1970's. Incls 14 different Savings Bank cancels on swans. Many fine 

strikes. (400+) $150 
804 Postmarks mounted in 2 springback albums. The first on Australian pre-decimals with approx. 400 different while 

vol. 2 has a 1966-2001 range of decimals with approx. 1000 different cds's. Better than your average lot with 
potential. (approx. 1400) $90 

805 Registration labels with duplication (heavy in places) on Hagners sorted into alphabetical order. Incls 7 black & 

blue with rest all blues. Noted Morowa (error) & Muckinbudin. Mostly SW & metro origins. (c450) $150 
806 Registration labels with majority the R6 blue types. Useful duplication with some dated for reference. (100s) $60 
807 WWII incoming to Western Australia stampless covers with strikes incl "PAQUEBOT", "PASSED FREE" & POW 

camp "ZENSIERT GEFANGENEN LAGER" with Feldpost 5.9.41 date stamp plus 1946 regd cover Bucharest with 
6900 lei machine cancel & "EXPRES" etiquette. Unusual group. (7) $30 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA - STAMPS & POSTAL HISTORY 

 808 1854 1d black lightly used with numeral cancel. Clear margins at sides, touching top & bottom corners. Fresh 
appearance. SG 1 Cat. £275 $50 

809 1854 1d black swan with double tail. 3 clear margins, 4th just touching. F/U SG 1 Cat. £275 $90 
810 1854 4d blue imperf. 4 wide margins with light void grid cancel. Superb. SG 3a Cat. £250 $120 
811 1854 4d blue. F/U with 2 huge margins & 2 close but clear of design. 15 bar 6 cancel of Albany. Fine example. 

SG 3a Cat. £250 $120 
812 1854 1/- deep red-brown. 4 close to just touching margins. Mint but top margin thinned right edge. Lovely colour. 

SG 4a Cat. £1800 $60 
813 1854 1/- grey brown with "2" BN obliterator. Slightly cut into at left, otherwise fine. SG 4b Cat. £375 $100 
814 1855 1/- pale brown. F/U with 15 bar 1 of Perth in blue. 4 clear margins. SG 4c Cat. £325 $90 
815 1855 1/- pale brown F/U, cut square example with all margins clear & wmk standing out boldly. SG 4c Cat. £325 $150 
816 1855 1/- pale brown attractively used with "1" BN obliterator clearly struck. 2 clear margins, touching top & at left. 

SG 4e Cat. £325 $70 
817 1857/59 6d grey black Hillman lithograph with clear margins all round & lightly cancelled. A lovely example.       

SG 19 Cat. £550 $240 
818 1861 6d sage green with BN "8" & close margins all round, touching at sides. Good colour. SG 28 Cat. £400 $50 
819 1872 letter from Guildford to Busselton redirected first to Vasse & then Australind. 2d chrome-yellow swan (SG 

54) cancelled Guildford obliterator for 21st May with Vasse beside it for 25th May. B/S Perth (21/5) & Australind 
(27/5). Addressed to H. Prinsep. Some flap damage from opening but not affecting pmks & remains attractive. $280 

820 1881 £10 lilac Revenue vertical pair with clear complete oval handstamp "C.O.Ferguson 25 Mar 1904 Authorised 
to Cancel Stamps" in violet. Separated but re-joined by hinges. Attractive. $75 

821 1881 1d ochre, perf. 14, CRCC wmk ovptd IR with 2 bars. Mint & well centred. $60 
822 1881 6d on 3d lilac swan, CrCC wmk, with I.R. SIX PENCE ovpt. Fiscally used. $50 
823 1881 1/- on 3d lilac, CrCC wmk, perf. 14, with I.R. ONE SHILLING ovpt. Neatly fiscally used. $65 
824 1881 lilac Internal Revenues with 10 vals 2/6d to £10, latter pen-cancelled. All others with rubber handstamps. 

Attractive set. Dzelme 22/31 (10) $100 
825 1883 1d yellow-ochre, perf. 12x14. F/U by light GPO obliterator. SG 81 Cat. £150+ $90 
826 1885/93 4d chestnut top marginal block of 9. MUH with odd gum bend but fresh. SG 98 $80 
827 1886 1d bistre & 6d violet perf. 14 & 1d bistre, perf. 12½ Telegraph stamps all postally used with neat, light 

obliterators. Light staining on first bistre & short corner on second but presentable. Retail approx. $300+ (3) $180 
828 1886 1d bistre & 6d violet perf. 14 & 1d bistre, perf. 12½ Telegraph stamps. 6d has rounded corner. 1d perf. 12½ 

is MLH, the others good to F/U. The 6d was not authorised for postal use thus. Rarely seen. (3) $220 
829 1889 (20th July) 2d bluish grey pane of 60 (SG 96) on WA Claim Transfer cancelled by 14 strikes of oval         

"The Registrar Greenbushes Mining District" cachets. Top left corner torn off but not affecting stamps or text. 
Rare revenue usage. $180 

830 1892 2/6d lilac Internal Revenue. MLH. Dzelme R36 $120 
831 1895 ½d on 3r red-brown with surcharge in red & green. Mint, no gum. SG 111b $25 
832 1895 1/- & 2/6d Coolgardie Cycle Express originals with usual rough perfs & minor gum disturbance but no rust. $80 
833 1896 (22nd Aug) Esperance duplex cancel Dx PO (note earliest recorded usage in PHI 19-06-97) to Kilmore 

Victoria with Melbourne transit & Kilmore duplex. Good cond however "1896" in pen m/s at top. $75 
834 1896 5/- internal revenue fine fiscally used block of 4. Oval cancel in violet dated 19 Oct 1897. Fine. $60 



835 1896 Cassidy Hill Coolgardie Gold Mines Share Certificate for 500 shares @ £1 each - an enormous sum in 
1896! Exc cond, twice folded. $95 

836 1898 (18th Oct) Land Titles Department Frank Stamp (Karman Cat. W260.2) on OHMS env with neat Perth 
Registered ORS 3-a strike. Worn around top edge but not affecting cancels. $120 

837 1898 (21st Dec) QV lettercard with crisp & clear Clunes, Victoria 6 bar numeral for "147" addressed to Sugarloaf 
GMC, Kintore, 25 Mile via Coolgardie. B/S at closest town of Kunanalling 24 DE 98 plus TPO Eastern Goldfields 
index 1 EG 2 (1) cds. Also a Ballarat transit cancel. A lovely item in good cond with rare use of TPO cancel 
complete with message in card. $480 

838 1899 (6th Sept) "Strelitz Bros Merchants & Shipping Agents" advertising env with Kalgoorlie duplex Dx PO b in 2 
(index 2 is not recorded in PMI or PMC) to NSW with Sydney arrival & WA TPO. Good cond. $200 

839 1899 memorandum to Postmaster Goongarrie on pre-printed Official PO Stationery from Mail Receiver, 
Kalgoorlie requesting stamps. Has been folded leaving partial (Post &) Telegraph Office (Goon)garrie WA in red 
& Kalgoorlie cds. When viewed open, diagonal fold reveals entire ORS strike. Rare. $100 

840 1900/20 Cash Order Coupon for 2/-. Issued by Traders Mutual Cash Order Co. Pty Ltd, Murray Street, Perth. 
Popular in this period with this companies coupons having been rarely recorded. A rare survivor in good cond. $50 

841 1901-1905 group of 4 "Avis de Reception" stamped forms with a  variety of handstamps including (tying 2½d 
swan) "Inspection Branch Inquiry Division 16 Nov 01 GPO Perth WA" boxed in violet, boxed registration marks of 
Kalgoorlie, Kanowna & Fremantle & delivery office cds's of Niagara & ORS "Post & Telegraph Office Leonora" 
(1908). Inspection recommended. A scarce group in good cond. (4) $1,200 

842 1902 (20th Aug) cover to Tasmania with 2d yellow tied by Ship mail Room Perth WA cds & with rubber stamp in 
violet of Watson & Gutman at top left plus a 1904 cover of similar origin (but now Gutman) & destination bearing 
1d pink pair with Perth Western Australia cds & (on reverse) smudged "SMR/Perth" & Hobart receival cds of 6 
May (10 days after posting). Good cond. (2) $50 

843 1902 1d rose-pink block of 7 swans perfined large "OS". One has the "retouch over "STE" of Western" variety. 
Fresh MUH. ACSC W12Cf $180 

844 1902 1d to 8d set, V/Crown wmk, perf. 12 x 12½ with MLH & F/U for each. Sideways & upwards wmks on 1d red 
& 2d yellow. A neat & complete collection. SG 117/121 Cat. £400+ (14) $70 

845 1902 9d orange, sideways wmk & 9d yellow-orange with upright wmk. Mint & F/U examples of both clearly 
showing shades. SG 122/var. (4) $50 

846 1903 10d red, V & Crown wmk. Mint & used examples. SG 123 Cat. £40 (2) $20 
847 1902 2/- to 10/- QV perfined large OS. Good to F/U with good perfs & reasonable centering. SG 125/28var. $120 
848 1902 2/- to 10/- QV perfined WA. 2/- WA vertical with the others horizontal. Good to F/U. An attractive group.    

SG 125/28var. $250 
849 1902 £1 orange-brown QV sound used with smudgy cancel but clear of profile. SG 128 Cat. £180 $60 
850 1902 3d brown QV Registered Envelope unused with UPU 4 ring circular cancel. Exc cond. Cat. RE2 $50 
851 1902 4d chestnut. V/Crown wmk, perf 11. F/U with part Coolgardie 27-12-06 cds. Top left corner perfs missing.    

A difficult stamp. SG 131 Cat. £425 $70 
852 1902/04 1d carmine & 2d yellow swans, V/crown wmk & 1d carmine with WcrownA wmk all perfined PWD.       

F/U range. (3) $60 
853 1903 (2nd May) ½d sepia on white postcard with Kalgoorlie duplex plus Perth SMR transit cds addressed to 

India. Various transit & arrival cancels & taxed with Foreign Postage One Anna cachet. Card with character. $30 
854 1903 (2nd Sept) colour ppc (American Indian) from Brunswick, WA 3b in 1 (1-2) to NSW with Parramatta receival 

& SMR Peth transit (cds 5b in 3 (1-2)) $40 
855 1903 Invoice for Cherry Brandy by JW Fimister & Co. Hardware Merchants for £2/18/6 sent to the Kalgoorlie Club 

plus the account & receipt forms for the same transaction with 1d IR attached. Most attractive. (3)61 lease & 1864 
mortgage documents heavily folded & falling apart. $30 

856 1904 (14th May) Postal stationery postcard PC3 from Busselton with Vasse duplex DxL 2-b (1-2) to Germany 
with Rostock transit & Ilmenau arrival. Good cond. $40 

857 1904 (18th Sept) "Lady Shenton Hotel Menzies" printed env with 1d red & 2d x 3 swans tied by two strikes of 
Telegraph Office Menzies ORS 2 dated 19 Sep in mauve. B/S blue boxed Registered Perth RRS-23c (1) plus 
Hobart arrival. Usual spike hole otherwise good cond. $220 

858 1904 2d yellow QV pre-stamped env (EN2) with neat Murrin Murrin 5 OC cds (3b) & addressed to London & 
Hamburg Gold Recovery Co, Brown Hill, Kalgoorlie. B/S Mt Malcolm 5/10/04, Kalgoorlie 6/10/04 & Brownhill 
6/10/04 (3b) cds's. Attractive goldfields usage. $120 

859 1904 OHMS cover with Police Dept. Frank Stamp overfranked with pair of 1d Swans tied by BN "32" of Shark's 
Bay & 27th Dec 27 04 thimble type cds 3b of Shark's Bay on front. Addressed to Police Station Carnarvon, with 
similar type cds of Geraldton dated 20th Jan 05 & Carnarvon 31st Jan 05 on reverse. Roughly opened at right & 
small section cut out at left. Nevertheless, scarce usage of OHMS cover, with WA Police Library Service info on 
addressee. Interesting. $50 

860 1905 (10th April) B/W Nice postcard with ½d green & 1d red swans tied by Fremantle Dx PO-d in 4 (1-2) & 
addressed to England. Good cond. $25 

861 1905 (24th July) B/W postcard of Bombay with Broome cds 5 ETO Broome (2) tying 1d red swan. Addressed to 
East Fremantle 3b in nil (1-2) with Fremantle transit 3b-b in 1 (1-2). Attractive & in fine cond. $40 

862 1905 (2nd Jan) Leonora 3b cancelled pair 1d red swans (4 strikes) on cover addressed to The Manager London 
& Hamburg GR Co., Kamballie. B/S Brown Hill 3b & Kalgoorlie DxPO-c. Lovely goldfields cover in good cond. $75 

863 1905 5d bistre V/Crown sideways wmk, perf 11. Mint & good used with wmk sideways right. ACSC cat. $200 (2) $50 
864 1906 (10th July) Colour postcard of "Station Life in Australia" (Art series) with 1d red swan tied by bold 

Coolgardie DX L2 in 7 (1) & addressed to Victoria. Good cond. $40 
865 1906 £5 & £10 black & dull violet swan Revenues, Small W.Crown A wmk, perf. 11. F/U, the £5 both pen & cds & 

the £10 cds only. Dzelme 83/84 $100 
866 1906 3d grey & 2/- black & brown Revenues. MH with good centering & perfs. Dzelme R89/90 (2) $90 
867 1906 Austral Stores coloured postcard showing "Queen's Gardens, Perth, WA No3". View makes an interesting 

comparison with what is now visible from same spot! Perth slogan on 1d red swan. Good cond. $20 
868 1906 Mining Tenement Mortgage document with 3/- IR swan & 3d & 6d bi-colour duty swans cancelled "Mining 

Registrar Cue" in violet & dated 22nd June 1906. Rare combination franking. Good cond. $120 
869 1906 set of bicolour swan revenues set to £10. All F/U with commercial rubber stamps. Dzelme R72-84. (13) $240 



870 1907 "A Young Australian - Aint I A Little Beauty" PPC No. 31 postcard in the WA series. 1d red swan cancelled 
Ravensthorpe 3b & addressed to Sydney. Light corner crease not detracting. $60 

871 1907 (2nd Oct) 1d red swan pair on "Freemasons Hotel, Albany, WA" printed env with taxed "T4d" oval cachet. 
Addressed to Hobart with Perth MC transit stamp. One spike hole through tax marking. $50 

872 1907 (4th Sept) 2d yellow swan on cover tied by crisp Wagin A25 with neighbouring "Too Late" h/s addressed to 
Hobart. B/S 16 Sept 1907 arrival cds. Exc cond. $40 

873 1907 (6th July) Colour "Bank of Cupid" Greetings postcard with 1d red swan tied by Guildford Dx PO in D (1-2) 
addressed to West Midland with Midland Junction Savings Bank arrival stamp Sdiv in Nil (2). Good cond. $40 

874 1907/22 Supreme Court Fees simplified set of 15 to £100 & (excl £25 val) MUH (15) $130 
875 1907/22 Supreme Court Fees simplified set of 16 vals to £100 in marginal blocks of 4. All fine MUH. (64 stamps) $550 
876 1907/22 Supreme Court Probate range of 14 to £50 (excl 1d & £100) but incls £25 green plus £25 grey blue. 

Majority fine MUH but £25 green without gum & slight staining on 6d, 1/- & 3/-. Remains an attractive set. (14) $150 
877 1908 (22nd Feb) 2d yellow QV postal stationery envelope E3 (front only) with scarce Bremer Bay 2c (1-2) cds 

addressed to Perth. Clear strike. $30 
878 1908 (3rd July) European colour postcard with 1d red swan tied by Karridale 3b-a (2) cds. Addressed to 

Maylands with 3b in 2 (1) arrival cds. Good cond. $30 
879 1908 Visit of the American Fleet "Australians Welcome Americans" mint postcard with imprint of 2d blue swan & 

pre-stamped with rectangular red strike & red "Stamp". Minute corner wear bottom right otherwise superb. Last 
example sold in Ace Auctions Sale 12 with corner faults at $340 + BP so conservative est. $300 

880 1909 (23rd Jan) "May all Your Fun be a regular Fizzer!" Greetings colour postcard with 1d red swan tied by 
Lunenburgh A26 (1-2) cds. Addressed to Perth & in good cond. $50 

881 1909 Hannan's Brewery, Kalgoorlie Share Certificate with 1d Duty Stamp Swan embossing. Prepared for 200 
shares to JH Cassidy of Sydney at 9/- per share. Attractive early survivor in good cond. $75 

882 191 (30th Sept) "Bunbury looking west" (Peter Williams Bookseller, Bunbury) postcard from Bunbury to Belgium 
with Antwerp arrival 27 cot 1911 with tax marking. Most unusual. Good cond. $50 

883 1910 (25th Nov) OHMS stampless env from Dead Letter Office addressed to Horace Roach, Beverley. Crossed 
in red & sent Registered with "R" round cachet in mauve (Not illust in PMI) with neighbouring oval Registered 
Perth WA 3b cancel. B/S Beverley 3b in nil (1-2) with typed & signed declaration on reverse. A couple of staple 
holes & corner wear but unusual with character. $250 

884 1910 9d red orange Crown/A wmk, perf 11. Good used copy with part Port Hedland cds. ACSC Cat. $350 $40 
885 1910 1/- green, perf. 14 with WcrownA wmk inv. F/U with part Kalgoorlie 23 FE 10 cds. ACSC W3a Cat. $150 $80 
886 1911 (27th May) "Love's Symbols" Greetings colour postcard with 1d red swan tied by Grass Valley 3b in Nil (1-2) 

with additional strike beside. Addressed locally. Good cond. $40 
887 1911 2/- bright brown-red on yellow. Upright wmks. Mint & used with latter perfined F&G. SG 124c Cat. £70 (2) $35 
888 1911 2/- brown/yellow with upright wmk. MLH & F/U examples. ACSC W59d Cat. $350 (2)  $70 
889 1912 "ONE PENNY" on 2d yellow perf. 12½ x 12 MUH sheet of 120 minus block of 4 from top left of the sheet. 

Now separated from folding into 4 blocks of 30 (less 4 on one). Minor selvedge damage but stamps fine. Wmk 
sideways. SG 172 Cat £200 plus premium for MUH $75 

890 1912 3d brown swan, perf. 12½ with upright wmk Crown/A. F/U. A couple of pulled perfs but remains a difficult 
stamp. ACSC Cat. $250 $150 

891 1912 3d orange-brown, crown/A wmk on thin white paper & ONE PENNY on 2d yellow overprints. MUH/MLH & 
used for each. SG 170, 172 & 172a Cat. £150 (6) $40 

892 1912 6d violet & 1/- sage green. Crown/A wmk, single lined perf 12 x 11½. Both in MLH & F/U examples. 1/- mint 
has stained top perfs. SG 168/69 Cat. £95 (4) $30 

893 1912 PTPO Peet & Co postcards sent to landowners in hope of enticing them to sell. All pre-stamped 2d carmine 
surcharged "ONE PENNY" diagonally. 2 with cds & 10 machine cancels of Perth. Punched holes at top left for 
filing. Some staining. (12) $25 

894 1915 "PRISONER OF WAR LETTER C.M.F.5TH M.D." cachet overlapped by Ship Room Mail Perth cds dated 17 
APR 15. This WWI Rottnest Island POW strike has only 5 outward bound cancels recorded in Haynes & Popes 
book, "WA, The Forces, Prisoner of War Mail & Censors" & with the Rottnest Camp only operating for 15 months 
from August 1914 to November 1915, it is rarely seen. The camp came under the control of the 5th Military 
District HQ. This complete strike in blue has been torn around from a letter & thus only part of the Ship Room cds 
shows but the date is clear & this pre-dates previously recorded examples. $160 

895 1920 Supreme Court £25 green Probate Fee block of 4. Fine MUH. Dzelme 1999 Cat. $300 $180 
896 1921 (3rd May) 1½d brown KGV on WA colour ppc "Government Gardens, Perth, WA" cancelled Perth. Stamps 

has "scratch through kangaroo & left value tablet" variety, Electro 12j . Good cond. $30 
897 1926 R.A.C. of WA road map of the South-West division of Western Australia .Well used, with stains & tears but 

the fold-out map is in good cond. & makes an interesting comparison with today especially priced at 3/-. $20 
898 1927 (8th July) Pre-printed commercial advice card with pair of ½d orange KGV tied by Mogumber D29 cds's. 

Front shows green arrival "Wilcox Mofflin Limited 9 JUL 29 Fremantle" cachet. Good cond. $30 
899 1930 (14th July) Intermediate First Flight pmkd Fitzroy Crossing & addressed to Mundabullangana Station 

complete with FC blue & black Registered label & the "Flying Angel" vignette with "By Aerial Mail A.A.S. Ltd". 
Sturt pair & 3d Airmail attractively cancelled. B/S FC, Broome (17/7), Port Hedland (19/7) & the scarce 
Mundabullangana A25 cds (21/7) & rated 1. Rare WA postal & airmail history in lovely cond.. $180 

900 1933 Parcel Label (Form P.P.I.) with 9d kangaroos pair tied by Albany Western Australia 1 JUN 33 cds. Both 
stamps Die IIB showing shading break above "ce" of "Pence". ACSC 29 (4)i. Good cond. Cat. On label & with 
listed varieties is $850 $400 

901 Motor Spirit Ration Tickets complete block of 10 for 44 Gallons with imprint authority. Series B. Fine cond & a 
scarce sheet of 10. $550 

902 Motor Spirit Ration Tickets. 1g black, 2g green & 5g magenta pair. Series A on tinted paper. Fine cond. (4) $40 
903 1943 (24th Nov) Inwards lettersheet from Australian PWO Stalag XX1D (Posen) to Nannup with C30 arrival cds & 

redirected to Claremont. M/s endorsement in pencil "MIY LUFTPOST BIS NORDAMERICA" alongside boxed 
"Par Avion Taxe Percue -RM 40 (m/s) Rpf (signature) Gepr (signature)". Interesting item in good cond. $70 

904 1946 5½d KGVI Registered Letter uprated to 8d in 1946 with PINJARRA Red label & cds's addressed to Perth & 
QEII 1/0½d uprated with 3d QEII (1954) & Reg'd BANDIANA (Vic) also addressed to Perth. The KGVI cover 
inexplicably displays a 2½d Mitchell glued to back flap with a cancel unrelated. (2) $20 



905 1946 5½d KGVI Registered Letter uprated to 8d in 1946 with provisional label handstamped in violet for 
PINJARRA. Addressed to Perth. Good cond with date legible cds & B/S's. $20 

906 1948 (17th Jan) env from Italy with 33 x 3l blue (SG 708) attached (30 on the back) & addressed to "Signor 
Coletta Giuseppe, Camp 2, LAKE WOOD W.Australia". 2 of the 33 stamps missing from the back & tear around 
stamps on front. Research on internet does not reveal any background to this camp? $30 

907 1951/65 1d red swan Revenue Duty block of 12 with 5 units affected by gross pre-printing paper crease. 
Exhibition item. MUH. $150 

908 1953 Fonty's Pool Manjimup souvenir booklet. 4th Edition. Rarely seen & in good cond. $30 
909 1955 (13th Oct) Relief No 8 used at Siesta Park (1) with enclosed letter from George Owen with response from 

Postmaster. Addressed to Cottesloe. Central filing fold but not affecting stamps or cds's. $40 
910 1958 (25th Sept) 1/7d red QEII Postal Stationery registered envelope R39 with additional 6d kookaburra tied by 

Wittenoom E31-a (3). Addressed to NSW. Good cond. $25 
911 1962 (8th Dec) WCS souvenir cover St Peter's Place, WA Aust cds E30 (1-2) addressed to Stathfield NSW. $50 
912 1962 British Empire & commonwealth Games set of 25 commem covers each with a different pictorial cachet on 

5d & 2/3d pairs. Excls the Fremantle Harbour North Wharf cds. Neatly typed addresses. Exc cond. (25) $25 
913 1978 (19 Sept) Reg letter High Wycombe East to Canberra with provisional Registered label with h/s in mauve. $25 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTMARKS 

 914 Abbots 3b 80% strike dated 29th Oct 1901 on 2d yellow swan. Crisp strike. $60 
915 Albany Post Office Registered Letter Branch ORS 2a dated 24th Sept 1897 in violet. Two full strikes on block 

of 6 6d violet swans (SG 100). Unusual to see full strikes as most are part cancels due to size. $75 
916 Alexandra Bridge E30. Two full strikes with both types of date sizes for 17th March 1952 & 16th Nov 1965. $20 
917 Anna Plains C30 dated 21st July 1931 on 5d brown KGV. 90% strike in violet. A difficult postmark. $150 
918 Bandee D26 80% strike on 1d kangaroo on piece dated 21st Aug 1913. $25 
919 Black Snake A30 dated 23rd Oct 1927 partial strike with "CK SNAKE" showing on 1½d red KGV. Rare group 

settlement 87 only open 4 years. $60 
920 Bonnievale 3b dated 25 Nov 1907. A 95% strike on 2d yellow swan (1). $25 
921 Boulder-Registration Branch ORS2 85% strike on pair of 1d red swans dated 26 Jun 1899. (1) $25 
922 Buckland Hill C30a on 2½d Imperial Reply Coupon dated 24 SE 34 "valid only for exchange within the British 

Empire" 95% strike. $10 
923 Bunbury Telegraph Office on 1/4d KGV dated 30 Jun 1938 (1-2) $20 
924 Bungulla B30  50% strike on 1d red swan for 29 Nov 1912. PMI dates ?-07-12 to 15-10-24. Scarce on swans. $25 
925 Burnakurra A28 60% strike on separated pair ½d green swans dated 25 July 1910. (1) $30 
926 Burtville 3b dated 1st Oct 1907 tying 2d yellow swan to Tatts cover with additional strike beside. Laverton A25 

transit & Hobart arrival cds's on reverse. Small tear top left not affecting either. $80 
927 Carnarvon A25a for 9th Oct 1910. Two strikes tying 2d yellow swan to cover addressed to Minilya Station. 

Senders address printed on flap from "Brick House Station, Carnarvon, WA". Good cond. $30 
928 Cottesloe Beach C30 70% strike on 2d red KGV 16-12-30. PMI dates 24-11-30 to 30-12-20 suggests rarity. (1) $25 
929 Crawley Perth Stamp & Coin Show dated 17th & 18th August 2013 pair of postmarks on 2 covers. (2) $10 
930 Cue 1947 & 1969 Two pieces & two AR cards each bearing "Postmaster" oval rubber stamps ORS type 1 with at 

least three different types. The earliest is dated 8 Jan 1947, 16 years before dates recorded in PMI or PMC. $60 
931 Dongara 3b in A. Complete strike on 2d yellow swan dated 19 Oct 1903. (1-2) $20 
932 Duketon 3b complete strike on pair 2d yellow swans for JU 14 1904. (1) $30 
933 Eastbrook A27 100% strike dated 4th March 1936 on 2d Vic Cent. Part of Group Settlement 9. $35 
934 Ellis Creek D28 80% strike on 1½d brown KGV dated 3 Jan 1920. (1) $25 
935 Ellis Creek D28 dated 28th Oct 1912 on 2d orange KGV. 60% strike but name & date in full. Rated 1. $25 
936 Esperance DxPO dated 19th Sept 1904 tying 2d yellow swan to Tatts cover with usual spike hole. Coolgardie 3b 

& Perth transit cds's on reverse. Tatty across top & flap missing. $20 
937 Fimiston 3b group of 4 cds's showing indexes nil, 1, 2 & 3. All 80% to 100% strikes on WA swans. (4) $20 
938 Fremantle ORS2 90% strike on 1d red & 2d yellow swans both perfined OS on piece. Unusually in violet with 

only blue listed in PMI. $25 
939 Goongarrie 3b-b for 3 July 1907. A 95% strike on 1d red swan. (1) $30 
940 Grass Valley C30 dated 14th Oct 1948. Crisp strike tying 2½df Muller to "Sermon's Store Grass Valley 

Telephone 11" printed env. $30 
941 Greenbushes 2c dated 20th Oct 1905 tying 2d yellow swan to "Court House Hotel Greenbushes - A.B 

Kreitmayer Proprietor" printed env addressed to Hobart. B/S Perth slogan for 21 OCT & Hobart 28 OC 05. Good 
cond with usual centre punch hole. Rare hotel cover. Most attractive. $220 

942 Gullewa A26 90% strike on 2d yellow swan dated 20 Dec 1900. (1-2) $20 
943 Gunyidi B28 for 15 Jul 1915, 90% strike on 1d red KGV. (1-2) $20 
944 Halls Creek D27 85% strike 5d brown KGV for 20 Aug 1922. PMI latest date ?-08-13. (1-2) $20 
945 Hamel 3b 95% strike on 4d yellow-orange KGV dated 15 Sept 1916 with latest PMI date listed as 1-07-13. (1) $20 
946 Hay St East Perth 3b in 3 dated 13 Sept 1909. Complete strike on 2d yellow swan. (1) $25 
947 Ida A28 Bold 85% strike on pair 1d red swans for 20 Sept 1910. (2) $20 
948 Jarrahdale 3b-a 75% strike dated 16 Dec 1918 on a ½d green with inverted wmk & "no crown top" variety. ACSC 

63 (2)f . The latest PMI date listed is 1-10-10. A very appealing combination. $50 
949 Kalgoorlie 1999-2007 range all with postcode 6430 for "Kalgoorlie Retail (4)", "Kalgoorlie MP", "Kalgoorlie (C)", 

"Delivery Centre Kalgoorlie" (x3, one larger than the other with side bars & another with Kalgoorlie in lower case), 
"Paid at Kalgoorlie DC", "MP Kalgoorlie" & Kalgoorlie (5) plus "Coolgardie", "Coolgardie 5pm" & same for 
"4.45pm". All on 45c/50c stamps. (13) $20 

950 Kalgoorlie DxL3 for 8th March 1897 on 3d brown swan on cover to Norway. Some water stains. Perth duplex in 

blue on reverse & Alesund arrival. Unusual destination. $40 
951 Karridale 3b-a dated 19th Aug 1903 in combination with 3 strikes of Ob DO-13 tying pair of ½d swans to cover 

addressed to Hobart. B/S Perth duplex & Hobart arrival for 1st Sept. Useful proving cover for Karridale. $140 
952 Lennox A26 90% strike on 1½d red KGV for 23 Nov 1928 with the latest PMI date being 29-01-26. (1) $45 
953 Lion Mill 3b tying 1d red swan to attractive "Boating on the Swan River, Perth WA' Austral Stores postcard 

addressed to Woodville, South Aust. Dated 16th March 1904. "ON MILL" is visible with a clear date. Shows the 
characteristic reversed "N". Very good cond. 
 

$100 



954 Lion Mill D27 dated 6th March 1922. 90% strike on 5d brown KGV. $25 
955 Lunenburgh A26 90% strike on 1d red swan dated 24 Feb 1909. (1-2) $25 
956 Lunenburgh A26 dated 27th July 1903. 99% crisp strike on 2d yellow swan. A lovely impression,                    

rated 1 & scarce. $80 
957 Lyons Camp C30 dated 16 Dec 1935 80% strike on 1d green KGV. (1-2) $20 
958 Manjimup World Moto Cross Championship (5th Sept 1992) on commem Postage Paid env plus mint env. 

Also Albany Rainbow Coast Air Show (9th March 1991) on PP env, Nungarin 130th Anniv Mangowine 

Homestead (1st Oct 2005) on Homestead personalised stamp in wallet & 1991 Perth Swimming Championship 
mint 41c PSE. All in exc cond. (5) $10 

959 Marrinup A30 70% strike on 1½d red KGV dated 24 Oct 1927. PMI dates 22-01-25 to 5-08-27. (1) $30 
960 Marrinup B28 dated 23 Au 1932 95% strike on 2d red KGV. Superior strike. (2) $20 
961 McLeod's Creek A28 80% smudgy cancel on 1½d green KGV for 8th Aug 1923. Originally Group Settlement 38. $40 
962 McLeods Creek A28 for 3 Feb 1925. 2 complete strikes on 1d green KGV pair. Superb. (1) $100 
963 Menzies Post & Telegraph Office complete oval cancels in violet dated 5th Sept 1904 tying 2d yellow swans x 3 

& 1d red to "Lady Shenton Hotel Menzies - P.J. Green, Proprietor" printed env. B/S Registered Perth 6 SEP 1904 
boxed in blue & Hobart 15 Sep 04 arrival. Two puncture holes not detracting from this new find that is dated 6 
months later than listed by PMI. $200 

964 Mollerin C30 dated 18th Feb 1935 on 2d Macarthur. A clear 100% strike seldom seen. $25 
965 Mount Palmer C30 for 8 Nov 1937.  85% strike on 5d brown KGV. (2) Nice strike. $20 
966 Mt Malcolm Duplex Dx PO in nil in violet on 1d red swans pair dated 2 Oct 1899. (1) Violet ink not recorded in 

PMI or PMC. $30 
967 Mundabullangana A25 complete strike on pair 1½d red KGV dated 11 Jul 1930. (1) $30 
968 Mundijong 2c dated 17 May 1907. An 85% strike on 2d yellow swan. (1) $25 
969 Mundiwindi B27 Clear 95% strike on 2d K.Smith 23 Aug 1931. PMI early dates 7-09-36 with PMC c1936. (1-2) $20 
970 Nevoria C30 complete strike on 5d brown KGV dated 3 Apr 1939. (1-2) $20 
971 Newcastle Post & Telegraph Office ORS2 dated 26th Jan 1900. Two full oval strikes on block of 6 1d red 

swans. Rarely seen in such a format. $75 
972 North Dandalup Two full clear strikes dated 21st Aug 1922 tying KGV 1d violet pair on cover to Fremantle. 

Seldom seen on cover, especially as complete clear strikes.  $30 
973 Palgarup Mill A26 Crisp 90% strike on 1d red KGV 24 Sep - 1 (year blotted out). PMI date 10-09-21 to ? Scarce $50 
974 Perth DxF-1 GPO/D Index 13 in blue dated 13th Oct 1897 on 1½d on 3d green postcard (PC5) addressed to 

London. Card in poor cond but clear cancel. $25 
975 Perth GPO L.C. Room duplex DxG, index 8 dated AU 4 02 tying ½d green swan on taxed env with 

accompanying 1d PD with PR Perth index 9 AU 5 02 cds & "T" h/s. B/S PR Perth AU 4 02 index 3.Addressed to 
Senator Matheson, Perth on "Alex. Matherson & Co., Perth" env. Neither LC Room index 8 or PR Perth index 3 
are listed in PMI. Exc cond. $150 

976 Perth Travelling P.O. TPO GPO 1 on 1d red swans pair. Two strikes dated 19 Sep 1910. $25 
977 Plavins Mill A29 75% strike on 1½d red KGV for 29 Oct 1924. (1) $45 
978 Preston valley D27 70% strike on 1d red swan for 20 May 1908. (1) $25 
979 Pumping Station No. 5 E31 for 30th Nov 1963 tying 5d QEII booklet stamp to cover addressed to Epping, NSW. 

A clear 100% strike. $60 
980 Pumping Station No. 7 A27 for 30th Nov 1963 tying 5d QEII booklet stamp to cover addressed to Epping, NSW. 

100% strike with shadow due to pmk slipping when applied. $50 
981 Relief No. 6 used at Mt Magnet Jan-Feb 1985. Two cds's on two covers. (ex Creaser) $40 
982 Serpentine D28 95% strike on 1d orange KGV for 7 Aug 1916. (1) Superior strike. $30 
983 Shark Bay Post Office ORS 2 dated 28 Mar 1957 from a backstamp on envelope piece. Full strike not    

recorded in PMI or PMC. $30 
984 Shay Gap Range on pieces showing PMI types G31, G32R & G28RS-a plus a cover addressed to Perth with 

relief canceller No.104 tying 20¢ bird with clear 28 Nov 1979 cds E31 type recorded as used at Shay Gap until 
14.12.1979. Staining around stamp. (4 items) $20 

985 Ship Mail Room Perth WA DXG-2 Index 1 dated 2nd May 1901 on 1½d on 3d green postcard (PC5) addressed 

to London. Crisp, clear cancel. $25 
986 Shotts B29-a. Lovely 90% strike on ½d orange KGV pair dated 29 May 1924. (1) $30 
987 Smiths Mill 3b in nil in red ink. 90% blurry strike on 2d yellow swan pair for 20 Mar 1901. (1) $20 
988 Smiths Mill A28 dated 2nd April 1911 on pair of 1d red swans.90% oily cancel. Rated 1. $30 
989 Southern Cross Post Office ORS-2 for 3 Mar 1895. Two light partial strikes on 4d chestnut swans pair. (1) $25 
990 Stake Hill bag seal. Complete strike on piece probably a per favour strike but not a photocopy. Sold as is. $20 
991 Stake Well A25 Light 80% strike on 2d yellow swan for 1 Feb 1911. (1) $25 
992 Station Peak 3b Crisp light complete strike on 2d yellow swan dated 19 Jul 1905. (1-2) $20 
993 Sth Bunbury Paid PdEa31. A full strike on window envelope piece without value wheels so date set to right. Not 

recorded in PMI. $20 
994 Stirling C30 Superb full strike on piece from Postmasters transfer form (inventory) dated 9 Dec 1930 (1) Only a 

dateless archival strike is recorded in PMI so scarce. $40 
995 Stirling Dam E31 Lovely complete strike on KGVI 2d red for 8 May 1940. PMI dates 15-01-41 to 8-05-45 stated 

to be AO from 16-12-40. Interesting. $30 
996 Strawberry D27 dated 12th April 1921. 85% strike on 2d orange KGV on piece. Stamp has listed flaw on Kings 

neck cat. at $100 as a bonus! $30 
997 Subiaco South C28 for 18 Aug 1933. 2 strikes on piece. (1) $25 
998 Tatunup A25 full 100% cds tying 1½d red KGV to piece. Dated 12th May 1927. Originally Group Settlement 14. 

Rarely seen so fine. $75 
999 Vasse barred "V" from duplex on 2d yellow perf. II, wmk V over Crown sideways (SG 130 Cat £55) truly "socked 

on the nose". $20 
1000 Victoria Park 3b in nil. Complete strike on 1d red swan for 26 Jul 1907. (1-2) $20 
1001 Victoria Park East 6101 Postmaster ORS type 1. Not recorded in PMI or PMC. A full strike for 20 May 1985. $30 
1002 White Flag 3b 70% strike on 1d red swan for 21 Apr 1897. (1) $30 
1003 White Flag 3b in violet. Part strike on 2½d blue swan. (1) 

 
$20 



1004 Woodanilling 3b in nil. A clear 95% strike on 2d yellow swan dated 1 Apr 81 (obviously an error) (1-2) $20 
1005 Yalyallup A28 full strike tying 2d KGV to piece & dated 29th Aug 1923. Open for only 21 months before being 

renamed Hithergreen in 1924. Rare cancel. $85 
1006 Yarri A28 Clear 70% strike on 2d yellow swan dated 18 Sep 1909. (1-2) $25 
1007 Yarri C30 Superb complete strike for 8 Aug 1942 from Postmasters transfer form (inventory) (1-2) $25 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA - SAVINGS BANK POSTMARKS 

 1008 Beria SBV Crisp 95% strike on 1d red swan for 29 Sept 1910. (1) $30 
1009 Beverley Sbii 2 Light strike dated 3 Nov 1902 on 1d red swans pair. PMI earliest recoded date 10-03-03. (1) $20 
1010 Broad Arrow Sbi 2 Two different types with neither recorded in PMI or PMC. The first a 90% strike with small 

lettering  on 1d red swan for 20 Nov 190? & second with distinctly larger letters on 9d swan for  31 Dec 1903 & a 
1d green stamp duty dated 11 Oct 1907. Nice group. (3) $50 

1011 Broomehill Sbi Stunning bullseye strike on 2d yellow swan for 6 May 1908. (2) $30 
1012 Carnarvon Sbii Three part strikes on strip of 3 2d yellow swans dated 14 Dec 1906. PMI dates Ca 1901 only. (1) $40 
1013 Chidlows Well Sbi dated 3 Oct 1904 in violet. Light 90% strike on 1d red swan. (1) $25 
1014 Collie Sbii Bold 85% strike on 1d green Postage Due for 4 Sept 1906. (1-2) $20 
1015 Cunderdin Sbv Light 65% strike on 1d red swan for 28 Aug 1911. PMI dates 8-08-11 to 30-08-11. (1) Scarce. $30 
1016 Day Dawn Sbi Attractive 95% strike on 1d red swan dated 21 Jun 1906. (1) $25 
1017 Dongara Sbi 90% strike on 2d yellow swan for 15 Jun 1908. (1-2) $20 
1018 Govt Savings Bank Perth 9 OCT 1925 Sb v. Two complete strikes in mauve on OHMS cover with 1½d KGV OS 

with Perth machine cancel. One pmk on front & one on reverse. Sb v is not recorded in PMI or PMC. An 
extremely rare & desirable cover. $350 

1019 Greenbushes Sbii 80% strike dated 12 Aug 1905 on 1d red swan. (1-2) $20 
1020 Greenough Sbii 75% strike on 2d yellow swan dated 18 Oct 1901. (1) $20 
1021 Hopetown SBi Stunning bullseye strike on 2d yellow swan for 2 Nov 1907. $30 
1022 Katanning Sbi Lovely complete strike on 2d yellow swan ? Jul 1907. (1-2) $20 
1023 Kojonup Sbi 90% strike on 2d yellow swan for 12 Jul 1905. PMI has earliest recorded date as 28-10-05. (1-2) $20 
1024 Kookynie Sbii 2 strikes on 1d red swans pair with 3 May 1907 date. PMI & PMC provide no dates of use. Rare 

cds. (1) $50 
1025 Kurawa Sbii 70% & 100% strikes on swans on piece for 23 Sept 1897. Not recorded in PMI or PMC. A nice item. $100 
1026 Laverton Sbii Bullseye strike on 1d red swan for 17 Oct 1907. (1) $30 
1027 Lawlers Sbv 90% strike on 1d red swan for 4 Feb 1908. Not recorded in PMI. $40 
1028 Leederville Savings Bank SB11(1) in blue ink on Post Office Savings Bank form SB No 1 (Declaration by 

depositor on making first deposit) dated 4 May 1903. The earliest date in PMI is 4-08-05. Small tear otherwise 
good cond. $75 

1029 Lennonville Sbii 85% strike dated 8 Sep 1899 on 2d grey swan. (1) $25 
1030 Marble Bar Sbii Clear 90% strike on 1d red swan dated 2 Nov 1911. Latest PMI date is 16-04-08. (1) $30 
1031 Merridan SBv 80% strike on 1d surcharged yellow swan 10 ? 1912. (1) $20 
1032 Midland Junction Sbiv 80% strike for 13 Sep 1905 on 2d yellow swan. (2) $20 
1033 Moora Sbi Variable strike in violet on 5d yellow-olive swan for 8 Aug 1904. (1) $20 
1034 Mount Barker Sbi Two strikes with one in black & the other in violet on 2 separate stamps for 2 Aug 1904 & 6 

Jun 1906 (violet). Not recorded in violet in PMI or PMC. (1-2) $30 
1035 Mt Morgans Sbi Light 75% strike on 2d yellow swan dated 5 Jul 1907. (1) $25 
1036 Mundaring Sbi Light, variable 85% strike on 2d yellow swan for 5 Sep 1904. PMI dates 6-10-04 to 15-12-04. (1) $25 
1037 Narrogin Sbi Lovely bullseye strike for 5 Feb 1906 on 1d red swan. (1) $40 
1038 Peak Hill Sbii 2 Part strike on 1d red swan for 28 Apr 1900. (1) $20 
1039 Pingelly Sbi 70% strike on 1d red swan for 2 Jan 1908 with the latest date in PMI recorded as 31-08-07. (1) $20 
1040 Pt Hedland Sbi 2 Part strikes on 2d yellow swan perfined "WA" & dated 14 Mar 1904. Latest PMI date recorded 

is 5-09-04. (1) $20 
1041 Sandstone SBv 90% strike for 31 Aug 1908 on 2d yellow swan. (1) $30 
1042 Savings Bank cds's for 18 different P.O's incls Claremont, Laverton, Cue & Dongara. Cond varies from 100% to 

faint strikes with majority dated. Useful group. (18) $160 
1043 South Perth 30% strike in violet on 9d orange swan dated ? Apr 1905. To our knowledge this is the only known 

example. Scarce. $100 
1044 Waroona Sbiv Two part strikes on separated pair of 2d yellow swans for 4 May 1906. (1-2) $20 
1045 Wiluna Sbi 90% strike on 2d yellow swan dated 4 Jul 1908. (1) $25 
1046 Yalgoo Sbii Light 90% strike for 23 Jul 1906 on 2d yellow swan. (1-2) $20 
1047 Yalgoo SBv 60% strike on 2d yellow swan for 27 Jan 1908. PMI dates 30-12-07 to 28-06-08. (1) $20 
1048 York Sbi 70% strike on 10d orange-red swan 12 JY ? SBi is not recorded in PMI or PMC. The words "SAVINGS 

BANK" are complete but only the "K" of York shows. If not York, what else can it be? Sold as is.  $25 
1049 York SBii Complete light strike on 1d red swan dated 19 Dec 1905. $20 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTCARDS 

 1050 "A Dryblower, WA" (Skarland & Co, Kalgoorlie) Used card with senders address being Golden Ridge gold mine 
via Kalgoorlie. Light waterfall A26 cancel dated ? Apr 1908 to England. Exc cond. $80 

1051 "A Miners Camp at Boulder, WA" (Falk) Unused coloured card in good cond. $35 
1052 "A Yacht Race on the Swan River WA" (Austral Stores) Unused coloured card in fine cond. $30 
1053 "Alluvial Working" (Immigration Bureau, Perth) B&W in exc unused cond. $60 
1054 "Australian Gold Diggings. The Cradle at Work" (GWW) Fine used hand coloured photo card with Armidale NSW 

cds for 18 Jan 1910. Addressed to India with Tuticorn, Bombay Fort & Bombay transit cancels & Zuetta arrival. $30 
1055 "Breakfast at Gold Prospectors Camp" (H.R. James, Adelaide) B&W card posted from Wellington Mills on 1st 

May 1913 to "Gladys" (no address). Very good cond. $50 
1056 "Burt Street, Boulder, WA" (VSM series) Coloured with embossed stamps of WA bordering scene. Unused V/G. $40 
1057 "City of Perth, from Perth Park" (Austral Stores) B&W used Perth to North  Sydney with Ship Mail Room duplex 

for 21 Jan 1904. Good cond $35 
1058 "Dry Blowing for Gold, Boogardie, East Murchison, WA" (Falk). Message on back. Good cond. $30 
1059 "Entrance to Harbour, Fremantle WA" (Austral Stores) B& W card used with Perth cds's on ½d & 1d swans 

addressed to Scotland & dated 23 Dec 1904. Good cond. 
 

$25 



1060 "Entrance to the Zoological Gardens, South Perth, WA" (Falk). Coloured in fine unused cond. $30 
1061 "General Post Office, Perth, WA" (Falk) Superb unused coloured card in exc cond. $35 
1062 "Glimpse of Wongong Creek, WA" (Falk) Coloured, fine used with ½d & 1d swans with Ship Room cds's. 

Addressed to England Dec 1906. $25 
1063 "Hay & Thomas Sts, Subiaco, WA" (No publisher shown but probably Cadmans). B&W in superb unused cond. $40 
1064 "Middleton Beach, Albany" (H.Harden, Albany) Coloured in exc unused cond. $30 
1065 "Middleton Beach, Albany, WA" (Falk) Coloured card used in 1908 with Ship Mail cds & addressed to Antwerp, 

Europe with arrival cds. Very good cond. $30 
1066 "Mine Water Supply Department Exploring Party on the Road for Kimberley via Willuna to Open up Stock Route 

May 7, 1906" (Perfection series No 6) B&W used from Davyhurst to Scotland with very light postmark on 1d red 
swan. Exc cond. $80 

1067 "Phillimore Street, Fremantle WA" (Falk) Sepia & white unused card in very good cond. $25 
1068 "Portion of Foreshore, Perth WA (No2)" (Falk) Coloured & fine used with clear Ship Room cds dated 13 Jan 

1910. Addressed to Sydney. Some light corner wear otherwise good cond. $20 
1069 "Portion of Foreshore, Perth WA No1" Used coloured card with 1d red swan pmkd Ship Room for 8 Jan 1912 & 

addressed to England. Some light corner wear but essentially good cond. $30 
1070 "Prospectors Camp WA" (perfection series) in blue & sepia. MRR Perth cds on 1d swan dated 8 AP 07. 

Addressed to North Wales. Very good cond. $50 
1071 "Scenes of the Heroic Rescue of the Entombed Miner, Bonnie Vale, WA" (Stallard copyright series) Used with 1d 

QV tied by Melbourne cds. Addressed to England. Good cond. $50 
1072 "St George's Terrace, Perth WA" (Austral Stores) Unused card in B&W. Both lower corners are creased 

otherwise good cond. $25 
1073 "The Largest Condenser in the World Coolgardie" WA card sent from Toogong NSW to England dated 13 Apr 

1908 with "RR" NSW 443 numeral cancel. $50 
1074 "The Lower Terrace King's Park Perth WA" (Austral Stores) Fine unused cond. $30 
1075 "Typical Australia" gold mining scene (Australian Enamellers) with gold border. A B&W lovely advertising card for 

Tilly's of Perth. Very good cond. $75 
1076 1916 embroidered postcards promoting Australia's military forces incl one inscribed "Glory for our Aviators" & 

another "R.F.A.". All in good cond & seldom seen. (3) $30 
1077 Australian Goldfields from Harding & Billings series 48 numbers 1-6. Hand coloured photocards. Very fine unused $120 
1078 Baley St, Coolgardie & Camel Cart outside Alfred McKenzies Depot (of camel post fame?). B&W cards printed in 

Germany with 2 small scenes. Addressed on back. Exc cond. $60 
1079 c1900 Protest march in Perth in support of the eight hour working day. B&W postcards showing various street 

scenes of the marchers that day. (Park's Press Photos, Perth WA). Small corner pin holes on some otherwise in 
good cond & rarely seen. A lovely part of social history. (16) $80 

1080 Golden Mile (Hocking & Co Ltd Kalgoorlie & Boulder) Coloured small snapshots folder with 6 B&W photos of 6 
mines. Superb cond. $50 

1081 Guildford & the Arms of Western Australia with "Xmas" & used as a Christmas card. Attractive gold embossing 
(B.B. London) Scarce & in superb cond. $45 

1082 Port Hedland Post Office. B&W Kodak photo card with message on back dated 1911. Exc cond & rarely seen. $75 
1083 Rottnest Island scene with no title (Kodak) in B&W. Unused in very good cond. $25 
1084 Single skull on the Swan near Barrack St Jetty. Sepia photo card untitled without publisher details. Unused in 

excellent cond. $30 
1085 WA Family Portraits from Falk Studio 18 William St, Perth. A matching pair in exc cond. $30 
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 1086 1913 1st wmk ½d green x 3 with "scratch below WA", "ROSTAGE" & "flaw on last N of PENNY" varieties. All 

F/U, odd perf fault but varieties clear. ACSC 1(1)g/e & 1(2)e Cat. $150 (3) $50 
1087 ½d, 1d Die II, 2d &  2½d with ½d & 2d MLH, others MUH. All fresh & well centred. ACSC 1, 3, 5 & 9b Cat. $400 $120 
1088 1d red left marginal example with "ROSTAGE" variety. MUH & well centered. ACSC 2(B)d Cat. $100 as MLH $70 
1089 2d grey with "scratch from value circle through map to T of POSTAGE" variety. Used. ACSC 5(2)f Cat. $80 $30 
1090 3d olive-green pair. MUH with light toning & centred to top reflected in conservative est. ACSC 12C Cat $250 pair 

MLH ($550 MUH) $100 
1091 3d pale olive green, Die I MUH. ACSC 12E Cat. $450 $150 
1092 4d orange Plate 1 with "white scratch from G of POSTAGE to map" variety. F/U example with 1914 cds. ACSC 

15(1)h Cat. $400 $180 
1093 4d orange. MUH with tiny gum disturbance towards top right but remains a beautiful stamp. ACSC 15A cat. $850 

MUH & $225 MLH so estimated between the two conditions. $120 
1094 4d orange-yellow superb used with crisp Nov 1913 cds of HUME HILL (Qld.) Well centred SG 6a Cat. £75 $30 
1095 5d chestnut MLH lightly, evenly toned with couple of tone spots on perfs, but still attractive. SG 8 Cat. £70 $15 
1096 5d chestnut. Shortish perf at top otherwise MLH & well centred. SG 8 Cat. £70 $30 
1097 5d pale chestnut. MLH with hinge remnant. ACSC 16A Cat. $225 $60 
1098 5d pale chestnut. MLH & well centred. Fresh. ACSC 16A Cat. $225 $80 
1099 6d ultramarine. Irregular, shortish perfs at left. MLH SG 9 Cat. £65 $10 
1100 6d ultramarine. MLH with left selvedge. Fresh with superb appearance. ACSC 17A Cat. $275 $100 
1101 9d violet with Melbourne partial CTO showing "DE/1" but not rest of date. ACSC min. $150 for Dec 1913 cancels. $50 
1102 9d violet & pale violet both MLH with good perfs & fresh colour. ACSC 24A Cat. $175 & 24D Cat. $200 $120 
1103 1/- blue green. Fresh MUH. Centred a little to left & with one pulled perf at right. ACSC 30C Cat. $1500 as MUH $200 
1104 2/- brown F/U with part Melbourne cds. Centred right but good colour & perfs. SG 12 $40 
1105 2/- brown. MLH with good perfs & reasonable centring. ACSC 35A Cat. $650 $250 
1106 5/- grey & yellow with light full indistinct cds. Centred to left, with a pale yellow shade. SG 13 Cat £190 $60 
1107 10/- grey & pink with "Specimen" type A ovpt MLH. Slightly soiled at top. "S" of "Specimen" slurred. ACSC 47x 

Cat. $500 $180 
1108 £1 red-brown & blue. Fine, fresh MLH & well-centred. A lovely stamp. ACSC 51B Cat. $4000 $1,800 
1109 1915 2nd wmk 2d grey block with top selvedge. MUH but tone bands on gum from stockbook. Attractive block 

from front. ACSC 6A Cat. $700 
 

$150 



1110 1915 2nd wmk 2d grey. MUH with mild toning & centred slightly to left. ACSC 6A Cat. $175 $40 
1111 2d grey. MUH & superb in all respects. ACSC 6A Cat. $325 $150 
1112 2d slate-grey pair with left selvedge. Gum aged MUH. ACSC 6B Cat. $350 $90 
1113 2½d indigo. Centred left but otherwise fine & fresh MUH with good perfs. ACSC 10A Cat. $325 $150 
1114 6d ultramarine MUH, centred slightly low, otherwise a lovely fresh example. ACSC 18A Cat. $2000 $500 
1115 9d pale violet. MUH & centred to right. Feint tone spot & tiny glaze spot otherwise good perfs & true colour.  

ACSC 25B Cat. $2250 as MUH $400 
1116 1/- bright blue green. Centred to right. Fresh MLH. ACSC 31B Cat. $400 $100 
1117 2/- brown F/U with neat part Victoria cds. Well centred & fresh colour SG 29 Cat. £100 $60 
1118 2/- light brown. Centred slightly to right. Superb, fresh MVLH. ACSC 36A Cat. $1500 $400 
1119 5/- deep grey & chrome. MLH with small hinge remnant. A fresh & well centred stamp. ACSC 43B Cat. $1250 $450 
1120 5/- deep grey & chrome. Fresh MLH with excellent perfs & reasonably centred. ACSC 43B Cat. $1500 $500 
1121 1915-28 3rd wmk Watermark impressions showing 3rd wmk on MUH gummed paper measures 44mm x 28mm $50 
1122 2d grey Die I & 2½d blue. Both MLH & well-centred. ACSC 7 & 11 Cat. $65 $25 
1123 2d grey x 4 with "thickened top right frame", "dent in upper left frame", "scratch from map to PENCE" & "flaw 

under P of POSTAGE" varieties. Good to F/U sound examples with varieties clearly visible. ACSC 7(1)g, m & 
7(2)e, g. Cat. $220 $90 

1124 2d silver-grey vertical pair with lower selvedge. Centred low & to left with faint band of toning on MUH gum. 
ACSC 7D Cat. $130 pair $40 

1125 2d grey Die IIA with inverted watermark. F/U by Late Fee, Adelaide 30 SEP 18 cds. Only used examples 
are known & research has shown at least 3 of the 4  previously known examples have the "Late Fee - 
Adelaide Rwy" cancels. The fourth previously known copy was cancelled at Balaklava which is about 
70km, from Adelaide. The two new examples discovered both have that same cancel & both were 
cancelled in late 1918 which is in the same time frame as the others known. So basically 5 of the 6 have 
the same cancel & all have the same 1918 usage time frame. It seems certain that there was only one 
sheet with wmk inverted & that it was sold through the Adelaide Railway Station. The lack of any mint 
examples isn't surprising as it was basically used for Late Fee payments, etc. & such a low denomination 
stamp wasn't that collectible back then. In any case mint stamps were normally purchased by collectors 
at PO's & very, very rarely at railway stations! Checking the plating in Pope, it appears to be from the left 
pane of Plate 3, 1 position 3L1 (Major break in the line above "C" of PENCE"). Ceremuga Cert. (2013).   
The ACSC ACSC8a Cat. $10,000 & SG35Daw Cat. £9,000 though the example in Prestige Auctions Sale 
No. 121 sold for $23,000! $12,000 

1126 2½ deep blue well centred MUH & fresh. Couple of split perfs at top, otherwise very fine. ACSC 11b Cat. $75 $30 
1127 2½d indigo Harrison left pane block of 6 from base with part imprint. Lightly aged MUH gum but a scarce item 

superbly centred. ACSC prices imprint block at $1750 $300 
1128 3d olive Die I, Plate 2 x 4 with "Retouch above A", "broken top right frame", "scratch left frame to map" & "scratch 

lower left frame to map" varieties. All good to F/U. Odd perf faults. ACSC 13(2)gd, g, k & j. Cat. $400+ $140 
1129 3d olive Die II, Plate 1 with "Island above T of THREE" variety. Good used example. Pulled perf bottom left 

corner. ACSC 13(1)d Cat. $450 $150 
1130 3d olive Die IIB. Fresh MUH & well centred. ACSC 14A Cat. $150 $70 
1131 3d olive Die IIB. Superb MUH, fresh & well-centred. ACSC 14A Cat. $150 $70 
1132 3d olive Die IIB right pane block of 8. MUH with 6 of the units with bends or light crease. ACSC 14 Cat. $1200        

if fine $200 
1133 3d pale olive Die IIB Harrison lower right corner block of 4. MUH. ACSC 14C Cat. $200 + premium $100 
1134 3d pale olive-green Die I block of 4 with truncated JBC monogram in lower selvedge. 3 MUH & 1 MLH. Light tone 

bands on gum. ACSC 13Ize (Cat. $500) + 2 @ $50 & top left (hinged) @ $30. Total Cat. $630+ premium for block $250 
1135 3d yellow olive Die II vertical pair with selvedges from lower left of sheet. MUH ACSC 13B Cat. $500 + premium 

for selvedge pair $250 
1136 6d ultramarine with inverted wmk. Indistinct smudged cancel with irregular perfs at top. ACSC 19A Cat. $275 $60 
1137 6d blue Die 2. Fine MLH example in all respects. ACSC 19B Cat. $200 $80 
1138 6d ultramarine, Die II. MLH. Some pulled perfs but well centred. SG 38 Cat. £75 $30 
1139 1/- bright blue green Die IIB. Superb MLH. ACSC 33B Cat. $100 $40 
1140 2/- brown. MLH with good perfs & centering. ACSC 37A Cat. $400 $120 
1141 5/- grey & yellow. MLH with light even toning. SG 42 Cat. £225 $90 
1142 5/- grey black & chrome. Fine MLH except for tiny natural spot on gum. ACSC 44A Cat. $400 $150 
1143 5/- grey & yellow with "cut in kangaroo's throat" variety. Good used with parcel cancel but variety clear.        

ACSC 44(V)j Cat. $450 $150 
1144 5/- grey & yellow with "fox faced kangaroo" variety. Smudged parcel cancel but clear of variety. ACSC 44(V)s 

Cat. $650 $280 
1145 5/- grey & yellow with "rat-faced kangaroo" variety. Used with part of outer oval of parcel cancel clear of variety. 

Well centred & good perfs. ACSC 44(V)p Cat. $650 $250 
1146 5/- grey & yellow with "retouch to left frame & WA coast" variety. Good used with part parcel cancel clear of 

variety. ACSC 44(D)g Cat. $450 $160 
1147 5/- grey & yellow with "tail & grass at right sliced off" variety. Neatly used with clear "L OFFIC" from Parcel Office. 

ACSC 44(V)t Cat. $425 $180 
1148 5/- grey & yellow with "white flaw on kangaroo's leg" variety. Part indistinct parcel cancel clear of variety.      

ACSC 44(V)k Cat. $425 $180 
1149 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. Well centred & fresh MLH. ACSC 48B Cat. $750 $400 
1150 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Heavily hinged & couple of nibbled perfs at base. Centred to lower 

right reflected in conservative est. ACSC 48x Cat. $350 $70 
1151 £1 chocolate & dull blue with bold indistinct pmk. Split perf at top but well centred. SG 44 Cat. £1500 $400 
1152 £1 chocolate & dull blue with light registered 1913 cds. Perf faults lower right, slight paper wrinkling & centred    

left but remains presentable & a fair estimate. SG 44 Cat. £1500 $300 
1153 £1 chocolate & dull blue with light, indistinct cds. Good perfs & reasonably centred. SG 44 Cat. £1500 $500 
1154 £2 purple black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Well-centred, with fluffy perfs & small hinge remnant. Nice 

colour. ACSC 56Cxb Cat. $275 
 

$100 



1155 1923-24 New colours 6d chestnut. Couple of shortish perfs otherwise fine MUH & W/C ACSC 21a Cat. $75 $30 
1156 6d chestnut horizontal pair with top selvedge, the right-hand unit showing "broken leg" variety. Stamps MUH. 

ACSC 21d $40 
1157 2/- maroon marginal example from right of sheet. MUH with couple of slightly short horizontal perfs top & bottom. 

Very well-centred. ACSC 38A Cat. $500 $200 
1158 £1 grey F/U with cds. Mildly soiled & one pulled perf top left but well centred. ACSC 53 Cat. $375 $100 
1159 £1 grey. Fresh MLH & well centred. A lovely stamp. ACSC 53A Cat. $900 $400 
1160 £1 grey vertical strip of 3 with partial GPO strikes. Good perfs & free of creases or stains. A scarce multiple. 

ACSC 53A Cat. $1500 + premium for multiple $750 
1161 £1 grey SPECIMEN ovpt type D with "retouch under D of POUND" variety. MLH but aged gum. Clear variety. 

ACSC 53j $300 
1162 1929-30 Smult 6d, 9d, 1/- & 2/- MLH (9d MUH). All fresh & reasonably well centred. ACSC 22A, 28B (pale 

violet), 34B & 39A Cat. $565 (4) $180 
1163 1/- emerald & blue green shades MLH (latter gum toning) plus perf "OS" emerald green MUH & 2/- maroon MLH 

centred slightly to right & with one short perf. ACSC 33 A, B & Ab & 39A. Total Cat. $325 $100 
1164 5/- grey & yellow orange. Centred up. Fresh MUH. ACSC 45A Cat. $1500 $600 
1165 5/- grey & yellow-orange. MLH with hinge remnant & two split perfs at base. Remains attractive & well-centred.  

ACSC 45A Cat. $300 $80 
1166 10/- grey & pale pink. MLH & reasonably well centred. Excellent perfs & true colour. ACSC 49 Cat. $1100 $450 
1167 £2 black & rose with doubly struck TELEGRAPHS TOWNSVILLE cds. Centred to right. Good perfs & colour.    

SG 114 Cat. £700 $250 
1168 1931-47 CofA 6d chestnut Ash imprint block with light hinge mark in top of gutter, not impinging on stamps. Plate 

4 (“N" over "A" in imprint). Odd short perf top right. ACSC 23Aza Cat. $300 $100 
1169 6d chestnut x 2 (one MUH, one MLH), 9d violet MUH but centred right & 2/- maroon x 2 (Die A MLH, Die B MUH). 

ACSC 23A, 29A, 40A & 41A Cat. $280 (5) $60 
1170 9d violet Die IIB bottom marginal example. Centred high. Fresh MUH. ACSC 29 Cat. $125 $50 
1171 9d violet Ash imprint block punctured "WA" Plate 3, second state. MUH ACSC 29Aza Cat. $275 + premium       

for perf "WA" $120 
1172 9d violet Ash imprint block of 4, second state with Die II substitution. Lightly hinged in gutter only. ACSC 29(4)zb 

Cat. $650 plus premium for all stamps MUH $950 
1173 5/- grey & yellow with "weeping kangaroo" variety. Good used with bold cds. ACSC 46(V)l Cat. $150 $60 
1174 5/- grey & yellow. MLH with excellent perfs & centering. ACSC 46B Cat. $350 $120 
1175 10/- grey & pink. One short perf at top but reasonably centred with light cds's. SG 136 Cat. £140 $50 
1176 10/- grey & pink well centred with bold TOOR(AK) cancel. One split perf at top. Attractive stamp.SG 136 Cat £140 $75 
1177 10/- grey & pink with bold AIR MAIL cds Centred slightly high. Good perfs all round. SG 136 Cat. £140 $75 
1178 10/- grey-black & rose-crimson. Centred left. MUH with stunning colour. ACSC 50B Cat. $1800 $600 
1179 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MLH with good perfs. Centred slightly high. ACSC 50Ax  Cat. $400 $160 
1180 10/- grey & pink overprinted SPECIMEN type D with "Ewe-faced kangaroo" variety. MLH. Centred right but    

good perfs & lovely colour with clear variety. ACSC 50(V)fa $200 
1181 10/- grey & pink SPECIMEN ovpt type D with "foxed faced kangaroo" variety. MLH, centred slightly left. ACSC 

50(V)s $400 
1182 £1 grey. Centred high & short perf at top right but lightly cancelled & presentable. SG 137 Cat. £275 $120 
1183 £1 grey with part 1937 cds. Well centred. SG 137 Cat. £275 $140 
1184 £1 grey with corner cds. Reasonably centred & good perfs. Clean & attractive. SG 137 Cat. £275 $150 
1185 £1 grey with bold AIR MAIL cds. Well centred. SG 137 Cat. £275 $160 
1186 £1 grey John Ash imprint gutter pair. F/U by partial crisp GPO SYDNEY cds with no date visible. "N" over "N" 

imprint with "retouched bottom frame" ACSC 54i & l varieties. Attractive. $1,500 
1187 £1 grey. Fresh MUH. Centred up otherwise excellent perfs & very fresh. ACSC 54 Cat. $2500 $900 
1188 £2 black & rose with light indistinct cds. Centred to upper left but good perfs & colour. SG 138 Cat. £550 $200 
1189 £2 grey black & rose-crimson used with part (SHI)P MAIL R(OOM) cds. Centred low but good perfs & strong 

colour. ACSC 58B Cat. $550 $220 
1190 £2 black & rose with clear 1940 GPO SYDNEY AIR cds. Centred slightly left. Rich colour. SG 138 Cat. £550 $250 
1191 £2 black & rose with neat corner cds. Well centred & good perfs. A lovely stamp. SG 138 Cat. £550 $250 

 KING GEORGE V 

 1192 1914-20 Single wmk 1d rose carmine with "dry ink" variety. F/U. Sydney Philatelic Research Service Cert (2012) 

ACSC 71Lca $120 
1193 1d carmine Die II MUH with trivial mark on gum. Well centred. ACSC 71(1)f Cat. $1000 $400 
1194 1d  deep red Die III on War Saving Paper. MVLH. ACSC 75B Cat. $60 $25 
1195 1d deep carmine red, line perf. 14 1/4 with compartment flaw marks at three corners. MLH SG 21var. $20 
1196 1d rose carmine with clear compartment line at right, plus rough right frame. Centred left, MVLH. ACSC 71b $20 
1197 4d lemon-yellow. Fine MLH with striking colour. ACSC 110C Cat. $200 $80 
1198 1918-20 large Mult Perf 14 ½d green pair with "dot before 2" in right value tablet (ACSC 65(4)q) on left unit plus 

faint flaw behind King's head on right unit (not listed for electo 4). MLH. $20 
1199 1½d deep red-brown Harrison imprint block of 4 folded through gutter with lower right stamp showing "PENCF" 

variety. MUH. ACSC 86Az Cat. $400 $150 
1200 1½d purple brown with "BOSTAGE" variety. Fine MLH. ACSC 86(3) Be Cat. $75 $40 
1201 1918-23 Single wmk 1d carmine red Die III. MLH & well centred. ACSC 75A Cat. $60 $30 
1202 1d violet with "flaw under neck" variety (ACSC 76A(4)h) & 1d blue violet with "RA" joined variety (ACSC 76Ej). 

Both MLH Cat. $60 $30 
1203 1½d black brown plus ½d green, LM wmk, each with "poached egg" flaw in King's hair. Both F/U. (2) $20 
1204 1½d brown part imprint block of 4 showing "no top to crown" in 2 positions. MLH on one stamp otherwise fine 

MUH. ACSC 85(8)j/k Cat. $75 $40 
1205 1½d green good to F/U selection of 13 plated varieties, 9 of which are listed by ACSC incl 88(11)e, h, j, (12)h, j, k, 

(13)j, (14)d & e. Min cat. $160 (13) $70 
1206 2d orange good to F/U range of 8 plated varieties, 3 of which are listed as ACSC 95(1)d, (2)g & (4)g. (8) $40 
1207 2d red-brown showing "broken top to crown" variety. Centred to right, touching perfs. MLH. ACSC 97Aj Cat. $90 

 
$30 



1208 3d dull ultramarine block of 4. MUH/MLH with slight gum aging but frontally fresh & well centred. SG 79 $60 
1209 4d lemon yellow. Fresh MUH & well centred. ACSC 110C Cat. $750 $250 
1210 4d orange with inverted wmk. MLH & well centred. ACSC 110H Cat. $80 $40 
1211 4d orange with inverted wmk. Well centred & fresh MUH. ACSC 110Ha Cat. $175 $80 
1212 4d violet strip of 3 with first stamp showing "splintered SW corner" variety, others normal. MUH/MLH ACSC $230 $100 
1213 4d violet strip of 3. MVLH on centre unit only. ACSC 111A Cat. $130. $60 
1214 4d bright ultramarine with "weeping 4 at right" variety. Well centred & fresh MLH. ACSC 112B(2)f Cat. $120 $60 
1215 4d bright ultramarine. MLH & well centred. ACSC 112B Cat. $75 $30 
1216 4d olive horizontal marginal pair with one having "Kangaroo's tongue out" variety. Variety MLH, other MUH. 

ACSC 114(4)e Cat. $130 $70 
1217 4d olive horizontal marginal pair with one having "Kangaroo's tongue out" variety. Variety MLH, other MUH. 

ACSC 114(4)e Cat. $130 $70 
1218 4d olive, horizontal marginal strip of three from the top of the sheet. Wooly perfs. MUH ACSC 114 Cat. $225 $100 
1219 4½d violet Die I marginal pair from top of sheet with "broken corner bottom left" & "shaved top frame at left" 

varieties. MLH ACSC 118d & e Cat. $120 $75 
1220 1/4d pale blue MLH pair centred to left. The right hand stamp with variety thick "1" at right plus a greenish blue 

MLH single showing the same variety & similarly poorly centred. SG 66/a vars Cat. £145 ++ $120 
1221 1/4d greenish blue with dry ink variety. Centred right. MLH ACSC 128c Cat. $400 $180 
1222 1/4d greenish blue with dry ink variety plus "thick one at right" variety. Centred right. MLH with bottom margin. 

ACSC 128cm Cat. $500+ $300 
1223 1/4d greenish blue with "thick "1" at right" variety. Centred left down & smudge on gum. MLH ACSC 129Am $90 
1224 1924/26 no wmk 1½d scarlet marginal block of 6 with right selvedge showing "white spots of "S" of "Australia" in 

front of emu's breast & in King's hair". ACSC 90A(17)rb on lower right unit. 5 of 6 (incl variety) MUH. ACSC $145 $60 
1225 1926-30 SM wmk Perf 13½x12½ ½d orange block of 6 with lower left unit showing white flaw to lower left of LVT 

& adjacent unit showing retouched shading in similar position. MLH top 3 units only. ACSC 68A $20 
1226 ½d orange Ash imprint blocks of 4 for orange & yellow-orange shades. Both electro 9 with break in top frame at 

L60. MLH in gutter at top. ACSC 68(9)z for each shade. Cat. $60 $30 
1227 ½d orange positional block of 9 with left selvedge with varieties "spur on left side of left value tablet" (ACSC 

68(9)e) & "dot below "I" in left value tablet" (ACSC 68(9)g). 7 of 9 stamps are MUH. Cat. $60+ $30 
1228 1d green block of 4 with Die I/II horizontal pairs. Lower pair MUH. ACSC 81(1)fa Cat. $60 MLH & $80 MUH $70 
1229 1d green block of 6 with Die I/II/III strips of 3. Horizontal perfs separating at right. Lower strip MUH. ACSC 81(1)fa 

+ extra Die II's Cat. $245 $120 
1230 1½d red pair showing "type B re-entry, compartment line at left" variety. MLH ACSC 92(4)ia Cat. $50 $20 
1231 2d deep red-brown Ash imprint strip of 4 with "N" over "N". MUH folded through gutter. ACSC 99B(1)z Cat $200 

as MUH block $70 
1232 2d deep red brown Ash imprint block folded through gutter with barest hinge trace. ACSC 99B(1)z Cat $200 as 

MUH block $100 
1233 2d golden scarlet Die II Ash imprint block of 4 with "N" over "A" from plate 2. MLH in selvedge only. Good 

centering. ACSC 100A(2)za Cat. $100 $50 
1234 2d on 1½d golden scarlet top selvedge block of 2x3 from right pane MUH plus 5d on 4½d violet top selvedge 

block of 4 hinged on selvedge only. Very fresh. ACSC 101A & 125A Cat. $60 $25 
1235 3d blue Die Ia A-B corner pair from lower right of sheet. MUH, centred to right. Cat. $250 $80 
1236 3d blue Die Ia A-B horizontal pair 107c with variety "f" retouched back of emus head. MLH centred left. Cat $250+ $80 
1237 3d blue Die Ia A-B marginal pair. Centred up but stamps are MUH. ACSC 107c Cat. $400 $220 
1238 3d blue Die Ia Ash imprint pair. MVLH ACSC 107z Cat. $350 $200 
1239 3d blue Die Ia Ash imprint strip of 3. 1 unit MUH with hinge reinforcing on others ACSC 107za Cat. $500 $200 
1240 3d blue Die Ia type B-B/A-A block 4 with perf reinforcing at right. Left stamps MUH. ACSC 107c x2 Cat. $650 $220 
1241 3d Blue Die II Ash imprint pair. MUH/MLH ACSC 108za $80 
1242 3d blue Die II block 4 with "flaw on "R" of Australia" & "3rd bloom left wattle & "st" of Australia retouched" 

varieties. ACSC 108 f & g Cat. $245 as singles $120 
1243 3d dull blue Ash imprint block of 4 hinged top & bottom of gutter only. ACSC 100Cz Cat. $125 $60 
1244 3d dull blue Die I Type A & B pair. MLH & well centred, scarce thus. ACSC 105 E/Fc Cat. $150 $75 
1245 3d pale blue Die I, plate 4 Ash imprint strip of 4 folded through gutter. MLH on gutter only. Imprint guillotined 

below "ASH". ACSC 107Bza Cat. $500 as block $180 
1246 3d pale blue Die I, plate 4 Ash imprint strip of 4 hinged on gutter only. Imprint guillotined below "ASH". ACSC 

107Bza Cat. $500 as block $180 
1247 4½d blue-violet shade ACSC 119B, no perf separations, Cat. $340 for singles $180 
1248 4½d violet Ash imprint block with "N" over "N". Folded through gutter with some perf separation. MVLH with even 

ageing of gum. ACSC 125za Cat. $50 $20 
1249 5d light orange-brown Ash imprint block. MVLH on gutter only. ACSC 1262 Cat. $400 for MUH singles, $500 

MUH imprint block/$350 MLH but all stamps are MUH $200 
1250 1/4d turquoise. MLH & well centred. SG 104 Cat. £90 $40 
1251 1/4d bright greenish blue. MLH, very light overall toning. Well centred. ACSC 130B Cat. $225 $80 
1252 1/4d bright greenish blue with "thick "1" at right" variety. Centred low left. Mint without gum.                            

ACSC 130Bm Cat. $500 as MLH $80 
1253 1/4d greenish-blue marginal single with "thick 1 at right" variety. MUH with slightly aged gum.                         

ACSC 130 Cat. $750 $350 
1254 1926-30 SM wmk Perf 14 ½d orange with "dot before 2" & "egg below emu's breast" varieties in pairs with 

normals. Both pairs MLH.    ACSC 67(8)I & 67(9)k. Cat. $90+ $40 
1255 ½d orange, plate 1 corner block showing "Eight wattles at left" variety on stamp 2. ACSC 67(8)e, Cat. $40 MLH + 

$30 others as MUH $40 
1256 ½d orange, electro 8, Mullett imprint block of 4. MLH in gutter with stamps MUH. ACSC 67(8)z Cat.200 as MUH $75 
1257 ½d orange, electro 8, Mullett imprint strip of 4. MLH in gutter with stamps MUH. ACSC 67(8)z Cat. $200 as MUH $80 
1258 ½d orange, electro 9, showing break in top frame at L60. MUH ACSC 67(9)z, Cat. $250 $90 
1259 1½d pale red pair with left unit showing "white speck in King's hair" & "right unit with prominent blotch of colour in 

left wattles" minor varieties. MLH. Not a constant variety, but spectacular. ACSC 91C $20 



1260 1½d red Die II marginal block of four with type B re-entry on lower right stamp showing "duplicated shading 
behind kangaroo". Mint hinged. ACSC 91(4)ea Cat. $120+ $60 

1261 1½d red Die II type B re-entry with "shading above right wattles". F/U, centred left reflected in est.                  
ACSC 91(4)ga Cat. $750 $250 

1262 1½d red Die II with MLH pair with top stamp having type B re-entry "duplicated shading behind kangaroo" plus    
a mint & used single with type B re-entry "compartment line at left". 91(4)ea Cat. $200 

$70 

1263 1½d red Die II with two void corner varieties 1st correction & 3rd correction. Good to F/U. ACSC 91ea Cat. $120 $50 
1264 2d red brown Mullett imprint strip of 4 MUH, Cat. $400 as block ACSC 98Az $200 
1265 2d red brown Die I marginal pair with selvedge showing "large white flaw in left value tablet" variety. MVLH. This 

flaw is not recorded in ACSC, only the retouch. 98(16)fa. Must be scarce. $150 
1266 2d red brown Die I strip of three with selvedge showing "large white flaw in left value tablet" variety (ACSC 

#98(16)f). MUH/MLH Again this flaw is not recorded in ACSC, only the retouch. Rare. $220 
1267 2d red brown block of 18 with selvedge from right pane showing 12R39 positional flaw "broken top to crown".     

In addition there are minor varieties annotated in selvedge. MUH ACSC 98(12)j Cat. $2000 $900 
1268 4½d violet Die I horizontal marginal pair with "retouched right value tablet" & "white flaws in left value tablet" 

varieties. MUH/MLH ACSC 119r & s Cat. $160 $60 
1269 4½d violet Ash imprint pair with "deformed left bottom frame & white flaw from wattle to oval" variety. MUH.      

Cat. $150 for singles + imprint $80 
1270 4½d violet Ash imprint strip of 4 with "deformed left bottom frame & white flaw from wattle to oval" variety at 

1R55. MUH with some perf separation & few bends. ACSC 119Az Cat. $400 for MUH block, $270 for singles $150 
1271 4½d violet Die I Ash imprint pairs x 2, both showing "u" & "deformed left bottom frame" but only one showing    

2nd state with break in left frame. MLH ACSC 119za & 119zb Cat. $600 for blocks of 4 $170 
1272 1/4d pale greenish blue. MUH, centred slightly to left. ACSC 129C Cat. $900 $300 
1273 1931-36 CofA 1d green pair with inverted wmk. MH with hinge remainders ACSC 82a Cat. $100 $30 
1274 1d green with reversed wmk. F/U with light machine cancel. A rare stamp. ACSC 82aa Cat. $2500 $1,500 
1275 1½d brown corner clock of 8 with "thick 1 at right" variety. MLH on one stamp, not variety. ACSC 94l Cat. $100+ $50 
1276 1½d red-brown vertical pair both showing "HAI.FPENCE" variety. One MUH, other MLH. ACSC 94var $40 
1277 3d deep blue marginal pair hinged on selvedge only. ACSC 109D Cat $75 MUH x2 $75 
1278 4d olive plate 3, Ash imprint block with "N" over "A". MLH. ACSC 117A(3)z Cat. $175 $80 
1279 5d brown, plate 3, good to F/U x 4 with catalogued flaws. ACSC 127(3)f, e, g & h Cat. $80 $30 
1280 5d brown, plate 3, good to F/U x 4 with catalogued flaws. ACSC 127(3)I, j, la & m Cat. $95 $40 
1281 5d brown, plate 3. 30 good to F/U each with a different plated variety presented on Hagners showing flaws.         

A useful group. ACSC 123(3) (30) $150 
1282 5d deep yellow brown with "Eight wattles at left" variety in pair with normal. MUH ACSC 127Ag Cat. $95 $40 

 OFFICIALS 
 1283 1913 2½d indigo kangaroo perfined large "OS". F/U with strong colour. Centred down & couple of short perfs but 

remains attractive with SE 3 14 cds. SG O4 Cat. £140 $25 
1284 1913 2½d indigo kangaroo perfined large "OS". F/U but off centre to top left. ACSC 9bb Cat. $350 $75 
1285 1913 4d orange & 4d orange yellow, 1st wmk, perfined large "OS" with orange shade MLH & orange yellow     

F/U. MLH has short perf top right & F/U has shortish perfs down left side but neat Pt Augusta cds. SG O6/O6a 
Cat. £390 (2) $50 

1286 1913 4d orange, 1st wmk, perfined small "OS". Good to F/U with Registered cancel. ACSC 15bb Cat. $125 $30 
1287 1915/28 9d red violet Die IIB, 3rd wmk, perfined small "OS". MUH block of 4 with small adherences on 2 units. 

Well centred with one short perf on top left stamp. ACSC 27B Cat. $700 if all MUH $120 
1288 1915/28 1/- bright blue green Die IIB, 3rd wmk perfined small "OS". MUH block of 4 with fluffy horizontal perfs 

(vertical perfs clean-cut) & well centred. ACSC 33Cba Cat. $500 $200 
1289 1915/28  2/- maroon perfined small "OS". MLH. ACSC 38ba Cat. $300 $120 
1290 1915/28 10/- grey & pink, 3rd wmk, perfined "OS". CTO, centred low with usual fluffy perfs. SG 051 Cat. £75 $40 
1291 1918/23 1d red KGV, single wmk, rough paper perfined "OS". Poorly centred but with spectacular compartment 

line flaw top & right. Also unlisted variety line joining bottom of "Y" to frame. Toned perf at base otherwise MVLH. 
ACSC 72bb, $50 $20 

1292 1918/23 1½ black-brown, single wmk, vertical pair with lower selvedge perfined "OS". MUH. ACSC 83Ab         
Cat. $150 $75 

1293 1924/26 1½d deep red block of 4 perfined "OS" with left units over inked & spectacular. MUH/MLH. ACSC 90Bba 
Cat. $700 + premium for over inking $400 

1294 1924/26 1½d red Die I KGV, single wmk, on very coarse paper perfined small "OS". Good to F/U, centred up & 
left with fluffy perfs as to be expected from this paper. ACSC states, "a few copies on unsurfaced coarsely 
grained paper have also been found in red", so we presume this is the same paper. No cat. value given. $120 

1295 1924/26 4½d violet Die I, single wmk, perfined "OS". MLH with toned gum. ACSC 118b Cat. $400 $90 
1296 1926/30 3d blue Die II, SM wmk perf.13½x12½, block of 4 perfined small "OS". MUH/MLH & well centred.    

ACSC 108b Cat. $160 as singles $75 
1297 1926/30 3d dull blue Die II, SM wmk Perf. 13½x12½ block of 4 perfined "OS". MUH/MLH ACSC 108Cb Cat. $160 $75 
1298 1929/30 6d chestnut, small mult wmk, ovptd "OS" MUH block with lower selvedge. Perfectly centred, but each top 

unit with a short top perf. ACSC 22 (OS) A Cat. $360 $120 
1299 1929/30 9d violet, small mult wmk, punctured "OS". MUH block from top of sheet with selvedge. Well centred   

with good perfs. ACSC 28A Cat. $1000 + premium for selvedge block $400 
1300 1931 Kingsford Smith "OS" ovpts on 2d MLH & 3d MUH, the latter with RPSV cert. (2009) SG O123/O4          

Cat. £315 for MLH + premium for MUH with cert. $350 
1301 1931 Kingsford Smith 6d brown Airmail ovptd "OS". Marginal MUH block of 4 from top left of sheet. Absolutely 

faultless. SG 139a Cat. £120++ $80 
1302 1931/36 6d pale chestnut CofA wmk, ovptd "OS". MUH marginal plus chestnut example without selvedge.      

Both well centred & fresh. ACSC 23 (OS) A & B Cat. $200 $70 
1303 1932 KGV set ovptd "OS" incl both wmks of 2d. MUH except 4d & 2d CofA which are MLH, the latter poorly 

centred. SG 0125/6 & 0128/32 Cat. £110 (7) $50 
1304 1932 1/- Lyrebird ovptd "OS" in Ash imprint block of 4 MUH. SG 0136 £180 MLH + premium 

 
 

$120 



 AUSTRALIA - PRE-DECIMAL 

 1305 1902/04 5/- emerald green Postage Due with wmk inverted perf. 11½, 12 compound with 11. Centred to right & 
MLH. SG D 33 Cat. £325 $100 

1306 1908 (August) US Fleet postcard unused with state coat of arms embossed together with Crown above British 
Arms & flags of USA & Australia at either side. Clean front, minor soiling on reverse. $100 

1307 1913 1d pictorial letter card in chocolate (Die II) featuring "Lorne Victoria" rocky shoreline. Unused with light water 
staining. Seven Seas L6 Cat. $125 $40 

1308 1913 1d pictorial letter card in chocolate (Die II) featuring "Cataract Gorge, Launceston TAS" unused & in good 
cond. Seven Seas L6  $50 

1309 1913 1d KGV rose-red re-engraved Plate 1 complete sheet of 120. "No 1 ENGRAVED & PRINTED AT THE 
COMMONWEALTH TREASURY, MELBOURNE" in selvedges. Perf separation in places repaired by small pieces 
of gummed paper & missing top right corner selvege across one stamp. MLH on selvedges. Aside from these, 
remains fresh & stunning in appearance. Rarely seen or offered. Ideal for study, some varieties already noted in 
pencil on the selvedges. ACSC 59B $700 

1310 1914 (30th July) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1d red kangaroo 
pmkd Melbourne. Completed in ink manuscript for Joseph Smith, aged 15, of Richmond, with Diphtheria. Name & 
address of milk supplier provided & "Carpenter" marked as occupation at "Kew". Doctor signed. Attractive. $40 

1311 1917 (31st May) cover to USA bearing 2d Kangaroo & ½d green KGV tied by Adelaide machine cancel with 
"PASSED" in violet over address. Neatly opened at top & sides, allowing 2d to be confirmed as 3rd wmk.      
ACSC $125 on cover. $40 

1312 1919 (20th April) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1½d brown KGV. 
Completed in ink manuscript for Cyril MacGillicuddy, aged 28, of Richmond, with Influenza. Ironically his 
occupation is "Medical Practitioner". Doctor signed but not by him! A lovely piece of social history. $40 

1313 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Light diagonal gum bend otherwise fine MVLH in margin only. SG MS106a $60 
1314 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Hinged in top selvedge & thinned in lower left corner of selvedge but stamps 

fine MUH. SG MS106a $70 
1315 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. MVLH in top & bottom selvedge. SG MS106a Retails $165 $75 
1316 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Fresh MVLH in top selvedge only. SG MS106a Retails $165 $90 
1317 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet from top of sheet. MLH in top & bottom selvedges. Light even gum toning as 

usual & a couple of shortish perfs at right. SG MS106a $100 
1318 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet MUH. Couple of pulled perfs at top selvedge intersections, otherwise very fine. $100 
1319 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet. Fresh MUH. SG MS106a Retails $225 $100 
1320 1928 Kookaburra Miniature Sheet CTO with Exhibition 30.OC.28 cds in red. Blunt top left selvedge corner 

otherwise fine. ACSC 133MSw Cat. $300 $150 
1321 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition complete sheet of 15 Miniature Sheets. Apart from two light, very small areas 

of toning affecting only two stamps, neither of which are apparent from front, this is MUH & PO fresh. No 
splits or perf separation. Stunning. We sold a similar sheet in Sale 12 for $3150 plus BP. SG 106a x 15 $2,900 

1322 1929 Canberra Parliament House pair with "flag at half-mast" variety. MUH ACSC 132f $30 
1323 1929 WA Centenary pair with "hairline across swan's neck" variety. MUH ACSC 138d $25 
1324 1929 (4th June) Perth to Adelaide covers x 2 bearing 3d air & 1½d KGV tied by Perth "AIR MAIL SAVES TIME" 

cancel. One minor stain at base & spotting on other. AAMC No. 137 (2) $20 
1325 1930 2d on 1½d red KGV block of 6 with "type B re-entry". MUH. ACSC 101e Cat. $30+ $20 
1326 1930 2d on 1½d red KGV Imprint & Plate number pairs & blocks of 4 & 6. Noted "sliced O in surcharge" variety 

(ACSC 101ze). All MUH. (40 stamps in 10 multiples) $80 
1327 1931 (4th Sept) 2d red KGV embossed PSE of Vacuum Oil Co with return address on front, ditto larger on back. 

Neat Perth machine cancel. Exc cond. $20 
1328 1932 (24th March) 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge (recess) tied by boxed SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE &    

"POSTED ON BRIDGE DURING OPENING CELEBRATIONS" 10 days after date of issue. Neatly opened           
at top & addressed to Campsie. $20 

1329 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. F/U, well centred & good perfs. SG 143 $150 
1330 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO with full gum & well-centred. SG 143 $180 
1331 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH but corner crease with other gum bends & couple of light tone spots on 

gum. All this but frontally well centred & fresh looking making it an attractive "budget" copy. SG 143 $50 
1332 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH, slight thin near hinge & fluffy perfs. Well centred & frontally fresh. SG 143 $150 
1333 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MUH marginal with couple of rust specks, but still collectable. SG 143 $250 
1334 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge MLH. Two shortish perfs at left otherwise fine. SG 143 $250 
1335 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fresh MUH & well centred. SG 143 $500 
1336 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge showing retouch above left of centre of bridge. Superb MUH, well centred & 

fresh. ACSC 148e Cat. $1500 $650 
1337 1932 6d kookaburra MUH/MLH Ash imprint block of 4 hinged on top two stamps only. Light fold through gutter. 

Most attractive. SG 146 Cat. £64 + premium for MUH & imprint $50 
1338 1932 6d kookaburra marginal, 1/- large lyrebird marginal pair & 1937/38 3d KGVI Die II thin paper block. All MUH 

perfined "VG". The 1/- was folded face to face before puncturing, resulting in "VG" being reversed on one unit. (3) $60 
1339 1934 Victoria Centenary set of 3. Perf. 11½d. Fine MUH, the 1/- centred high. SG 147a/49a Cat. £70 $40 
1340 1934 Macarthur set incl 2d "dark hills". All superb MUH. SG 150/52 & 150a Retails $100+ $50 
1341 1935 Anzac set of 2 in imprint gutter blocks. The 2d MUH, the 1/- MUH on 3 stamps & MLH in gutter onto other 

stamp. Fresh & with good perfs. SG 154/55 Cat. £200++ $100 
1342 1935 3d Silver Jubilee left marginal pair with "apostrophe between GEORGE and V" variety. MUH ACSC 167h $30 
1343 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 MUH. 2/- centred a little to left. SG 156/58 Cat. £40 $25 
1344 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee MUH marginal block of 10 (5x2) from upper right pane. Seldom seen in such a large 

multiple. Cat. £350 MLH + premium MUH & positional multiple $400 
1345 1936 3d Cable with offset at right angles on gum showing intersecting block. MUH. Striking. SG 160var. $20 
1346 1936 SA Cent. set of 3 in MUH/MLH imprint blocks of 4. At least 3 MUH of 2d & 1/- with 2 MUH of 3d. SG 161/63  $50 
1347 1937 3d KGVI blue Die Ia MLH (toning) & Die II MLH (stained by hinge). "Budget" examples with the Die Ia 

centred left. SG 168b/c 
$20 

1348 1937/49 3d blue KGVI Dies I, Ia & II all MUH. SG 168/b/c Cat. £260 (3) $120 



1349 1937/49 £1 Robes on thin paper ovptd SPECIMEN. MUH. Small black ink mark in top selvedge. Well centered. 
Appears genuine but no certificate obtained & sold as is. SG 178c Cat. £650 $400 

1350 1937/60 6d Kookaburra. Flaw on “S” of “AUSTRALIA” ShA L9/7. Positional pair with variety MUH.                 
ACSC 202e Cat. $150 $40 

1351 1938 (15th Sept) cover with ½d orange KGV strip of 4, CofA wmk, tied by Hobart slogan "REGISTER VALUABLE 
MAIL" to Fremantle. Folded down centre, otherwise fine. ACSC 69A Cat. $50 on cover $25 

1352 1938 ½d kangaroo, no wmk, MUH blocks x 5 all showing constant varieties incl "Foggy Hills" retouch.           
ACSC 180f, g, ga & k Cat. $65 $30 

1353 1938 10/- Robes on thick paper Ash imprint block of 4. MLH in selvedge only. SG 177 Cat. £190+ $90 
1354 1938 10/- Robes on thick paper ovptd SPECIMEN. MUH & well centred. SG 177s Retails at $75 $25 
1355 1938 £1 Robes on thick paper. MLH. Centred slightly to right. SG 178 Retails $60+ $30 
1356 1938 5/- to £1 Robes on thick paper, the 5/- MLH, others MUH & reasonably well centred. SG 176/78 $60 
1357 1938 5/- to £1 Robes on thick paper. All fresh MUH & well centred. SG 176/78 Retails $150+ $75 
1358 1948/49 5/- to £1 Robes on thin paper. All MUH, £1 centred low right, others well centred. Light gum toning.     

SG 176a/78a $30 
1359 1948/49 5/- to £1 Robes on thin paper, the £1 MLH & centred to right, others MUH & well centred. SG 176a/78a $50 
1360 1948/49 5/- to £1 Robes on thin paper. All fine MUH, the £1 with lower selvedge (part imprint) but centred down. $60 
1361 WWII censored covers inwards to WA from Middle East. Comprises Egypt (7) & Palestine (5) incl one registered. 

Also 3 covers & 2 fronts from Israel, all airmail to 1959. Mixed cond. but good range of cachets. (17) $20 
1362 WWII censored inwards covers to WA with 1941 slogans "DON'T DISCUSS TROOP MOVEMENTS" & "BUY 

WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATES" plus cds range incl clear "3rd BDE H.Q.P.O." with square unit censor cachet, 6 
RTS incl one with cachet "NOT OPENED BY CENSOR". Most have 9d platypus affixed, one has 3d KGVI & 
another a 4d koala. Also nice 1947 A.N.A.R.E. cover with Heard Island cds tying 1/6d Hermes & 5½d Newcastle. 
Cond. of censored covers varies, but well worth est. An interesting lot. (13) $50 

1363 1940 (6th July) 1d Queen Mother pair on "Miss Post Office" souvenir cover commemorating the Opening of Story 
Bridge complete with cinderella attached for "Joint War Fund Appeal". Neat typed address. Light central fold not 
affecting cinderella or stamps. Unusual. $20 

1364 1941 5½d on 5d ram with surcharge misplaced upwards by 2mm. MLH SG 202var. $10 
1365 1942 "on active service" cover bearing 4d Koala not touched by boxed cachet "ON ACTIVE SERVICE ROYAL 

AUSTRALIAN AIRFORCE CONCESSION POSTAL RATE" in violet & "R.A.A.F. BASE P.O. No.4 27AP42 
ENGLAND". Addressed to Australia & re-addressed to "124th Reserve M.T.". Backstamped with "HORSHAM 
VICTORIA 2JUL42" machine cancel with flap tied by oval No.1 SIGNAL SCHOOL rubber stamp of 23 APR1942. $20 

1366 1943 (23rd March) 2½d red KGVI embossed PSE with Perth machine cancel. Interestingly addressed to  
"Commonwealth of Aust National Security (Hand Trans) Reg. Railway Station, Perth". Fine cond. $30 

1367 1943 hand illustrated airmail cover to Melbourne bearing 4d koala tied by clear AIF Field PO 51 (Mingenew) cds 
& boxed violet AMF censor cachet. Neat censor tape across top with a lovely comic cartoon on back with man on 
his knees in desert with arms raised saying "Saved! A tin of dehydrated water!" Most attractive & collectable. $35 

1368 1944 stampless naval aerogrammes unused. One inscribed "Blue Triangle" Air Letter, the other, "Air Mail Letter 
Card" & "I.A.F.F.-1083 (NAVAL PERSONNEL)". Both with minor tears at right. Not seen by us before. (2) $50 

1369 1946 5/10d KGVI embossed deep blue food parcel label. MLH & fresh. $20 
1370 1946/48 BCOF overprints to 5/- thick paper. All fresh MLH (6d short perf) plus 5/- on thin paper MUH. SG J1/7/ 7a $100 
1371 1947 (10th Sept) Newcastle 150th Anniv. Philatelic Exhibition cover with set of 3 pmkd exhibition cancel with 

Exhibition cinderella on reverse. Neat typed address. Attractive cover. $20 
1372 1948 (23rd Jan) 7d KGVI airletter used in PNG with LAE cds addressed to USA. Very good cond with sender 

shown as Frerichs/Kainantu, Upper Rimu via Lae. Lovely clear strike & seldom seen on airletter. $30 
1373 1949/51 5/- Arms on thin paper together with normal. Superb MUH. A difficult stamp. SG 224a/ab Cat. £90 $90 
1374 1949/50 £2 green Arms MLH. SG 224d Retails $85 $35 
1375 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2 MUH incl 5/- thin paper (centred right). SG 224a/d + 224ab Cat. £220 $120 
1376 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. Fresh MUH & all marginal except 5/-. SG 224a/d Retails $245 $90 
1377 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. Fresh MUH, the £2 with lower & left selvedge showing "roller flaw".                        

SG 224a/c & da. Cat. £190 $100 
1378 1951 Federation set of 4 in complete sheets resulting in 160 sets. Odd tone spot affecting a couple of sets 

otherwise MUH. SG 241/44 Retail $450+ $70 
1379 1953 3½d Produce Food strips x 4 each with listed "retouch" variety. Fresh MUH. ACSC 290eh, ed, ef & ej $30 
1380 1953 3d green QEII definitive on illustrated unaddressed Bergen FDC with Allery Gardens South Aust cds. 

Scarce. $90 
1381 1954 3½d Royal Visit selection of varieties in 4 MUH positional multiples incl "re-entry to Royal Visit" & "spur       

on Queen's shoulder". ACSC 308e, g, I, k, l & m Cat. $180 $90 
1382 1954 3½d Royal Visit used with slogan cancel with "retouch to Duke's forehead" State II variety.                    

ACSC 308ja Cat. $250 $100 
1383 1958 2/- Qantas. Re-entry to last “A” of “AUSTRALIA”. UrSh 7/6 in MUH block of 4. ACSC 340d $20 
1384 1960/66 8d Tiger Cat Retouched shading right of animal’s head – state III. ShC R9/6 in positional corner block   

of 6. MUH ACSC 358(II)sb $30 
1385 1960/66 8d Tiger Cat Retouched shading right of animal’s head – state IV “Typhoon” retouch in positional    

corner block of 6. MLH in selvedge only. ACSC 358 (II)sc $40 
1386 1962 (5th Sept) 5d Inland Mission illust FDC pmkd Alice Springs & signed by Jean Flynn, wife of Rev John Flynn 

who began the missions. Info letter enclosed from AIM Superintendent. $20 
1387 1964 5/- Cattle on white paper. Fine MUH. SG 327a Retails $150 $50 
1388 1963/65 Navigators set of 8 with both papers of 10/- & £1. All well centred & fresh MUH. SG 355/60 Retails $280 $120 
1389 1964 £2 King Navigator. MLH, well centred & fresh. SG 360 Retails $70 $40 
1390 1964 £2 King Navigator. MLH, well centred & fresh. SG 360 Retails $70 $40 
1391 1964 £2 King Navigator. Fresh MUH, well centred corner block of 4. SG 360 Retail $350+ $150 
1392 1964 £2 King Navigator. MUH well centred block of 4. SG 360 Retail $350+ $150 
1393 1964 £2 King Navigator. MUH well centred block of 4 with marginal selvedge top & right. SG 360 Retail $350+ 

 
 
 

$160 



 AUSTRALIA - DECIMAL 

 1394 1966 1c brown QEII in 3 positional pieces showing 2 recuts to shading & 3 catalogued McCleary flaws. MUH 
ACSC 436j & r. $30 

1395 1966 4c red QEII in positional blocks of 4 x 3 with "Recut "4c" & surrounds" plus the additional "recutting" in 
States I & II. MUH. ACSC 440j, ja & jb. Cat. $70+ $30 

1396 1966 5c on 4c booklet pane with "recut lower line of left eye" on no. 6 in pane. Fresh MUH. ACSC 441i Cat. $40 $20 
1397 1966 7c purple QEII in 3 positional blocks with recut shading around "LI" & "LIA" of AUSTRALIA", "missing serif in 

second A of AUSTRALIA" & "recut shading on forehead". All MUH. ACSC 447(2)f, g, m & n. Cat. $90 $40 
1398 1966 7¢ purple QEII grossly over inked on cover, tied by 1973 cds. Spectacular variety. SG 388a var. $90 
1399 1966 75¢ & $1 Navigators ovptd SPECIMEN, the $1 being the scarce 15mm ovpt. MUH. Also a 1957 4d claret 

booklet pane of 6. MUH SG 282ab, 400s & 401s $50 
1400 1966 $1 Flinders in 2 matching positional pairs featuring Sheet B L10/1 with extensive recut between sails & eye 

(State I) & plate fracture (State II). MUH. ACSC 3463h/ha Cat. $215 $90 
1401 1966 $4 King. Scratches outside left frame Type I ShB 4/9 & Type II ShB 5/9. MUH positional block of 4.      

ACSC 466f/g Cat. $80+ $20 
1402 1966 4c Christmas horizontal pair with olive-green partly omitted with both stamps resulting in missing 

4c. Fresh MUH with RPSV Cert. (2011) ACSC 471cc Cat. $10,000 $2,000 

1403 1970 Capt. Cook Miniature Sheet privately perforated. MUH. A difficult M/S. SG MS465var. Retails $50 $20 
1404 1971 Christmas singles, block of 7 & pane of 25 all on cream paper & fresh MUH. SG 498/504 Retails $140 $40 
1405 1972 7c Olympics in 6 positional blocks with retouches. MUH ACSC 601da, g, zb, 602e, 603da & f. Cat. $80+ $30 
1406 1972 80c Pioneer Commerce horizontal strip of 5 with 2 missing black & three partly omitted. Fresh MUH 

with RPSV Cert. (2011) ACSC 618cb Cat. $4500 $1,200 

1407 1973 2c Fiddler Crab with massively misplaced perforations. MUH ACSC 637ba $20 
1408 1973 7c Famous Australians complete MUH sheet of 100. SG 537a x 25 $20 
1409 1973 7c Christmas half sheet of 50 with additional vertical row of perfs affecting top row & extending across 

gutter. MUH. Unlisted in ACSC. SG 554var. $350 
1410 1977 (15th March) Test Cricket Centenary Medallion Cover with strip of stamps pmkd Jilimont, Vic in pres. 

Folder. Medal is Sterling Silver. Attractive $30 
1411 As above $30 
1412 1978 15c Christmas vert strip of 3 showing magenta partly omitted with two normal. Dunkerley Cert. (2008)   

ASCS 825ca Cat. $1000 $180 
1413 1981 24c Fungi imperforate left margin example. F/U. A scarce error. ACSC 912b Cat. $1500 as MUH $500 
1414 1982 (19th March) Sydney Harbour Bridge 50th Anniv commem cover carried by train over the bridge & then the 

Wynyard section of the underground. Illust cover complete with Wynyard 5c Govt Railways NSW railway stamp 
cancelled Milsons Point 306. Unusual. $20 

1415 1982 24c Thylacine imperforate horizontal pair MUH with gum wrinkles to lower left on left unit. SG 788a $70 
1416 1983 Sentimental Bloke commem booklet with strip of stamps. Extracts from the CJ Dennis poem inside.   

Unseen or listed but an Australia Post production. Good cond. $10 
1417 1983 24¢ Christmas block of 10 MUH with carved doctor blade flaw in two colours affecting 4 units. MUH. $20 
1418 1985 Military Uniforms se-tenant strip with massive perf shift downwards & right with additional diagonal line        

of perfs through two right stamps. Results in "AUSTRALIA 33c" missing from each stamp. Stunning error. 
Unlisted in ACSC. SG 964a var. $500 

1419 1986 (11th April) 33c Halley's Comet stamp & embedded 24 carat gold-covered bronze medallion with pictorial 
"Gateway to the Stars" Parkes pmk housed in Franklin Mint blue wallet. $70 on Ebay! $20 

1420 1989 39c Stage & Screen Perf. 14 x 13½. 100 copies MUH. A difficult perf variety. SG 1208a Cat. £750 (100) $50 
1421 1990 (1st May) Stamp Anniversary full gutter block of 10 on FDC postmarked with Perth Swan pictorial cancel 

with the "ANNIVERARY" missing "S" variety. Also 41c single with 4d inv swan with same pmk. Rarely seen as 
majority were machine cancelled & this was the GPO handstamp for one day only. (2 covers) $25 

1422 1991 Across Town Perth labels in vertical strips of 5 accompanied by copy of the "Terms & Conditions Valid until 
31 December 1993. Interesting & not usually seen out of the philatelic packs. $30 

1423 1993 Women in Parliament reversed pane of 25 with "AP 93" & serial number from banknote portfolio. MUH.   
Only 4500 issued. Retail $125 $30 

1424 1994 $9 ATM sheetlets with one of each advert on reverse- Postpak & Advance Bank. MUH. SG 1495/1502 (2) $20 
1425 1994 45c Kangaroos & Koalas CPS strip of 6 uncut with no imprint & 45c in unique font. Rare. $50 
1426 1995 $50 Howard Florey banknote & stamp sheetlet of 10 numbered in black (001363) matching banknote serial 

number in commem portfolio. Limited to 2500. Retails $200+ $100 
1427 1996 45c Monetel Kangaroo with NPL trial imprint font. Different to the final font used. Not seen often. MUH $30 
1428 1996 45c Monetel Koala Counter Printed Stamps (CPS) with "HILLARYS" imprint. MUH Scarcer than the 

"ROCKINGHAM" & rarely offered. $75 
1429 1996 45c Monetel Koala Counter Printed Stamps (CPS) with "ROCKINGHAM" imprint. MUH Scarce as these 

were not supposed to have local PO identification imprints. $60 
1430 1996 50c Monetel Kangaroo & Koala strip of 6 with the Law Courts trial imprint. Scarce. MUH $40 
1431 1996 AFL Football Clubs set of 16 self-adhesive booklets in presentation folder. Excellent cond. FV $72. $40 
1432 1999 $1.20 AUSTRALIA99 joined literal Monetel. MUH $25 
1433 1999 (19th March) $1.00 AUSTRALIA99 joined literal Monetel used on Economy Airmail cover to Germany pmkd 

"Australia 99 Ships Day Melbourne". Exc cond. $30 
1434 1999 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia. It contains 28 proofs struck from the 

original dies in black. Includes the 1d KGV, 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge & 7/6 Cook Navigator. Limited Edition on 
Archival Paper. Retails at $375. Sold in Ace Auction No. 12 for $130. Pristine condition. $100 

1435 1999 Navigators imperforate M/S's set of 2 x 3 each. Fine MUH. Retail $75 (6) $20 
1436 1999 Maritime Heritage folder with $20 polymer note numbered "MARITIME HERITAGE 1472" & similarly 

numbered World Stamp Expo sheetlet of 10 additional inscribed "MARITIME HERITAGE MH99 001472" in black. 
No. 1472 of only 3000. Exc cond. Retails $120. $60 

1437 1999 Olympic Torch Relay stamp & coin presentation pack with 1956 Penny to recognise the 1956 Olympics in 
Melbourne and the $1.20 Olympic Torch issue. Excellent cond. 

$20 

1438 2000 Gold Medallist Olympic sheetlet of 17 from 2000 Yearbook. MUH & CTO of each. Retails $75 $25 



1439 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists sheetlets of 10 sets of 16 for both the Offset & Digital printings. The Digital set has 
the swan logo for WA. Fine MUH cond. FV $140+ SG 2027A/42A & 2027B/42B $140 

1440 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists sheetlets of 10 in rouletted A4 sheets as produced digitally. Complete set of 16 
with koala imprint. Rarely seen. Exc MUH cond. Retail at $300+ $200 

1441 2005 Pacific Explorer Personalised Souvenir Prestige Booklets x 4.  2 of each of the different panes positions as 
per Pfeffer catalogue. Exc cond. Pfeffer PB78C/Ca Cat. $230 Est. is cost. (4) $80 

1442 2006 50c Commonwealth Games Stamp Ingots set of three in gold plate, 17.9 g silver & bronze in presentation 
wallet. No. 878 of limited edition of 2500. Cost $99.95 & retails at $150+ $50 

1443 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets in presentation book with additional set 4 
commems. Excellent condition. SG 2596/98 & MS2607/2623 Retails $190. $75 

1444 2008 Beijing Olympic Gold Medal winners Chinese printed "instant" stamps in pairs with Chinese symbols on 
selvedge on set of 14 covers cancelled on FDI by red dated cachet with accompanying Chinese Olympic stamp 
pmkd Beijing. Most attractive & rarely seen. (14) $75 

1445 2008 Olympic Gold Medallists Set of 14 digital printed sheetlets with Chinese symbols. Exc MUH cond. FV $70. 
Retail $150+ $80 

1446 2009 Kookaburra Presentation Folder featuring Perth Mint $1 silver bullion coin & exclusive 6d claret reproduction 
M/S numbered 308 & limited to only 750. Exc. cond. & scarce. $80 

1447 2009 Wang Wang & Funi Arrive in Australia SES sheets in AP folders x 10. FV $50 with cost of $159.50. (10) $60 
1448 2009 Southpex 25th Anniversary silver Year of the Ox booklet with Christmas Island zodiac stamps. Set of 4 with 

each design strips of 3. Pfeffer UB14 - 09a, 09b, 09c & 09d (4) $20 
1449 2010 Lachlan Macquarie $1 coin & stamp miniature sheet commem folder by Aust Post & The Perth Mint. Limited 

to 500 with M/S numbered 143. This was only available in this folder. Exc cond. Retails $150 $75 
1450 2010 Melbourne Cycling World Championships, 2011 RAAF F1-11 Aust Int Airshow & 2012 Bathurst-50 Years of 

Racing medallion covers all limited editions. Exc cond. Retail $150 (3) $30 
1451 2010 Trains set of 4 incl $2.10 Int Post gold foiled box set of stamps. Attractive presentation with original set also 

displayed. Limited No. 517 of 750 with COA. Most attractive. Retails at $150 $75 
1452 2010 60c 150th Anniv. Melbourne Cup gold stamp on FDC Pmkd in gold Flemington, Victoria in wooden 

presentation box. Ltd No. 345 of 500. Retails $500+ $150 
1453 2011 Royal Australian Navy Anniv ovptd gold sheetlet of 10, $1 commem coin & Navy badge in AP pres box. No. 

242 of 300. Cost $130 & only way to obtain sheetlet. Exc cond. $75 
1454 2011 Premier's Flood Relief Appeal sheetlet only available in the 2008 yearbook x 10. MUH Retails $400+ $150 
1455 2012 "The Road to London" stamp & ½oz proof silver coin set in pres box. No 1124 of 8000. Exc cond. Cost $100 

from AP/Perth Mint $75 
1456 2012 (10th April) Medical Doctors Medallion & stamp FDC. Medals feature Chris O'Brien, Fred Hollows & Victor 

Chang. Exc cond. Cost $30 $20 
1457 2012 "The Rising Sun" Limited Edition Stamp Medallion Collection by Aust Post. Unopened. Cost $30 $20 
1458 2012 PSWA Centennial imprint CPS strip of 6 Kangaroos & Koalas with miscut/misprint resulting in "60c PSWA 

100yr 2012" imprint across kangaroo design. A scarce error as only limited opportunity to source at 2 day show at 
Claremont event. Exc cond. Incls normal for comparison. $100 

1459 2012 "Road Trip Australia" Special Edition Miniature Sheet folder with both M/S's imperforate & numbered in gold 
292 of only 500. Exc cond. Retails at $75+ $40 

1460 2012 (17th July) London Olympic Games medallion FDC pmkd Wembley, WA. Exc cond. Cost $35 $20 
1461 2012 (2nd Oct) Bathurst - 50 Years of Racing stamp & medallion covers x 3. Pmkd Bathurst, NSW & limited to 

7500. Exc cond. Retail at $75 each (3) $30 
1462 2012 Waterbirds gold foiled box set of stamps. Attractive presentation with original set also displayed. Limited No. 

112 of 750 with COA. Retails at $150 $75 
1463 2012 ANZUS & Olivia Newton-John imperf M/S from AP Yearbook. MUH & CTO of each. Retail $90 (4) $30 
1464 2012 Australian Stamps Multisheets featuring all commemorative sized stamps from 2012. Limited No. 363 of 

500. Fine MUH. FV $70+ (2) $70 
1465 2013 World Stamp Exhibition, Melbourne Personalised Stamp (9 x 60c) sheetlet with WSE 2013 imprint in 

Exhibition folder. Exc cond & only available from the show. $20 
1466 2013 $10 kangaroo commemorative in normal postage format plus the overprinted "Specimen" example & the 

perfined "OS" type. All three MUH. (3) $40 
1467 2013 (10th May) $10 Kangaroo stamp & medallion FDC. No 275 of 3500. Exc cond. $30 
1468 2013 Australian Birds - A Portrait in Stamps Prestige Booklet with "Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps" & exhibition 

logo overprint in silver on cover with first booklet pane inside numbered 2429 of 5000. A scarce booklet missed 
by many collectors. Exc cond. $40 

1469 2013 Coronation Jubilee M/S overprinted "65th Anniversary of APTA River Cruise 11 May 2013: in gold. No 28 of 
only 85. MUH A difficult sheet. $40 

1470 2013 Headline New M/S overprinted  "Perth Stamp & Coin Show 17th-18th August 2013" with APTA & show 
logos. No. 2 of only 200. MUH $20 

1471 2013 Perth Stamp & Coin Show limited edition overprinted set of 3 souvenirs. 2013 Black Caviar PNC (No. 140 of 
150), Headline News M/S No 14 of 200) & $6 Christmas Island Flowering Shrubs S/A booklet (No 14 of 200), all 
overprinted "PERTH STAMP & COIN SHOW 17th-18th August 2013 Proudly supported by APTA" in black with 
APTA & PS&CS logos. Exc cond. (3 items) $70 

1472 2013 Southpex Exhibition Year of the Snake booklets with both left & right selvedges. Exc cond. (2) $10 
 AUSTRALIA BOOKLETS 

 1473 1930 3/- "Air Mail saves Time" booklet with original cover but panes are from ordinary sheets & staple has been 
relocated. The 3 panes & airmail etiquettes are MUH. Priced as 3 ordinary blocks of 4 MUH. $60 

1474 1942 2/6d KGVI with inv wmk panes. Exc cond. Pfeffer B53Aa Cat. $250 $100 
1475 1957 4/- QEII with "British Empire" inscription in front cover. Pink stitching. Exc cond. Pfeffer B60A Cat. $60 $30 
1476 1959 4/- QEII booklet. Exc fresh cond. SG SB34 Cat. £40 $20 
1477 1960 5/- QEII Edition 4/1961 Gen with Tropical/waxed interleaves. Exc cond. Pfeffer B565FTf Cat. $170 $90 
1478 1962 5/- QEII green Edition N5 with pink stitching. Exc cond. Pfeffer B67Ld Cat. $130 $70 
1479 1965 5/- QEII red Edition V5 with pink stitching. Exc cond. Pfeffer B69Af Cat. $90 $50 
1480 1966 60c QEII red Edition DG9 with Helecon in ink. "Use Postal Orders". Exc cond. Pfeffer B75Fe Cat. $150 

 
$80 



1481 1966 60c QEII red Edition V67/1 with Helecon paper. "Use Postal Orders". Exc cond. Pfeffer B99Bg Cat. $165 $90 
1482 1968 $1 Famous Aust Edition G68/3 with Tropical/wax interleaving. Exc cond. Pfeffer B130CdT Cat. $110 $60 
1483 1969 $1 Prime Ministers "stapled remake" booklet. Edition G69/3 Exc cond. Pfeffer B132Ck Cat. $50 $20 
1484 1972 $1.40 Prime Ministers Edition N71/3 with tropical/wax interleaving. Exc cond. Pfeffer B139CeT Cat. $100 $60 
1485 1989 $3.90 Fishing with scarce cream Harrison paper reprint. Pfeffer B157A Cat. $150 $80 
1486 1989 $4.10 Cycling with Austamp '90 overprint. 3 koala reprint. Part perf on LHS. Pfeffer B158Cb(1) Cat. $230 $120 
1487 1989 Trams booklet overprinted "SYDNEY TRAMWAY EXTENSION AUGUST 2000" in gold limited edition.     

No. 34. Exc cond. Pfeffer B160(3) $30 
1488 1992 $4.50 T. Species Booklets 4K with dark & light UV covers plus pair in both brown (entry form) UV (trial) & 

cream UV (issued). See Pfeffer catalogue for info Exc cond. (4) $20 
1489 1992 $4.50 T. Species Booklets overprinted 1993 Orange Blossom Festival Castle Hill Stamp Club on 2K & 3K 

reprints. Pfeffer B170B(2)/C(1) Cat. $160 (2) $30 
1490 1992 $4.50 T. Species with 1, 2, 3, 4K &1R reprints all with large security tabs. Pfeffer B170AS, BS, CS, DS & ES $50 
1491 1992 $4.50 T. Species Booklets with large, small & foil strip security tabs. Pfeffer B170ES, ESa & ESb (3) $25 
1492 1992 $4.50 Thinking of You booklets with both "Large tab" & "Foil Strip" security tabs. 1 Kangaroo reprint logo on 

each plus original CPL paper booklets, small & large holes, 1K Harrison reprint, pink & blue UV examples & 2K 
with small & large holes. Exc cond. Pfeffer B168ES/Esa (8) $40 

1493 1992 $8.00 Christmas booklets with "missing tail on "t" & "2" varieties with perforated margins plus with large 
security tab & foil strips tab. Pfeffer B171v, B171S/Sa Cat. $220+ (3) $55 

1494 1994 $4.50 Lifesaving with ASDA Countdown to Sydney 2000 Olympics overprint in silver & numbered 172 in 
red. Scarce. Pfeffer B175(3) Cat. $160 $80 

1495 1996 $4.50 Sydney Swans AFL Club S/A booklet ovptd "1996 Countdown to 2000 Sydney Olympic Games 
Booklet Series" & numbered 89 with APTA logo in silver. Exc cond. Pfeffer B201(2) Cat. $160 $50 

1496 1996 AFL Football Clubs set of 16 self-adhesive each with Barcode 1 (philatelic). Pfeffer B187/202. Retails $150 $70 
1497 1996 AFL Football Clubs with the scarce Barcode 2 (general) for Adelaide Crows, Brisbane Bears, Carlton Blues, 

Collingwood Magpies, Fitzroy Lions, Freo Dockers, Melbourne Demons, N Melbourne Kangaroos, St Kilda 
Saints, Sydney Swans & WC Eagles. Exc cond. Pfeffer B187/90, 192, 194, 197, 198 & 200/02 Cat. $740 (11) $200 

1498 1997 $4.50 Classic Cars S/A booklet ovptd "1997 Countdown to 2000 Sydney Olympic Games Booklet Series" & 
numbered 89 with APTA logo in gold. Exc cond. Pfeffer B208(1) Cat. $140 $50 

1499 2013 $12 World Stamp Exhibition, Melbourne Personalised Stamp Booklet containing 20 x 60c self-adhesives in 
rouletted & folded booklet with image of contained stamp on front cover. Only available from the show. $20 

 CINDERELLAS 

 1500 WWI Australian Patriotic Labels urging purchase of War Loan Bonds/Liberty Loan. All in very good cond. Some of 
these have sold at up to $25 each in past auctions. (12 diff) $100 

1501 1930's Australian National Airways Airmail Label pair from the stapled booklet. MUH pair. Exc. cond. $10 
1502 1937 Fremantle to Sydney bike ride by Hubert Opperman commemorative cinderella signed by Hubert with funds 

going to Infantile Paralysis After-care Fund, Victoria. Selvedge folded over & light corner crease otherwise 
reasonably fresh. Last sale recorded was $300 + Buyers Premium $180 

1503 1938 150th Anniv of Australia MUH sheet of 50. Usual folds & perf sep down centre but fine with bright colours. $40 
1504 1940's-1950's National Anti-TB Committee campaign fund raising booklets of 10. 6 of which only one is complete, 

the others having pane of 6 only. Covers show campaign numbers: 15, 16, 17, 23, 24 & 25. (6) $20 
1505 1985 Bumbunga Province, South Australia F1 Grand Prix ion Adelaide commem sheet of 16. MUH $10 
1506 1986 Hutt River Christmas se-tenant strips of 5 with errors. One with missing yellow/orange complete with double 

print as red has been printed 3mm to right. Also a stunning mis-perf with bottom selvedge highlighting the error. 
Normal for comparison. All MUH. Most unusual & first Hutt River errors we have seen. ( 3 strips) $40 

1507 1994 $5 "Only valid for carriage by Royal Flying Doctor Service" sheetlet of 10 with Cambec Press Pty Ltd 
imprint. Shows vintage scene of patient being transferred from truck to plane. MUH FV $50 $20 

 AUSTRALIA - FRAMAS 

 1508 1984 00.00 label on white test paper prior to the Barred Edge paper. No postcode. Rarely seen. $75 
1509 1984 30c, 40c & 85c button set on white test paper prior to the Barred Edge paper. No postcode.            

Genuinely scarce. $90 
1510 1985 33c base letter rate on white test paper without postcode. $40 
1511 1986 Platypus, 1987 Echidna, 1988 Possum, 1989 Lizard, 1992 Emu & 1994 Waratah papers in postcode set of 

9 in full button sets of 3 for each. Fresh MUH. An increasingly scarce group. Retail $380+ (162) $140 
1512 1988 (27th & 28th Sept) Last day of Echidna (37c, 53c & $1) & First day of Possum (39c, 55c & $1) Perth 6000 

button sets on Possum illust covers. Most attractive & scarce. (6 Framas on 3 covers) $20 
1513 1988 (28th Sept) Possum 39c, 55c & $1 cliché numbered button sets on FDC's with B89 pmkd Perth Stirling 

Street, B35 pmkd Morley, WA & A18 pmkd Fremantle. A difficult group. Exc cond. (3) $20 
1514 1988 1c, 37c & 39c with B43 cliché for Melbourne University. Late use of Kangaroo paper. MUH  $40 
1515 1988 39c late use of Echidna paper for cliché numbers A23, A59, A86, B8, B50 & 41c B50. MUH. (6) $50 
1516 1989 39c Possum with B74 cliché, the temporary Katherine NT machine. One of the scarcest Framas. MUH. $120 
1517 1991 1c (B20), 1c (C20) & a 43c (B20) all on white test paper. Useful group. (3) $30 
1518 1991 43c Koalas for A63, B20, B64 & B91 clichés all with inverted paper. MUH. An attractive group. (4) $20 

 AUSTRALIA - FIRST DAY COVERS 

 1519 1937 (2nd Aug) 3d KGVI, 6d Kookaburra & 1/- Lyrebird on very scarce South Australian Stamp Co cover with 
"G.R." & crown in blue. Clear Sydney machine cancel. Some toning of cover & 3d KGVI. $75 

1520 1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui set on official FDC reg Kingsford NSW to Bermuda, BWI. Interesting destination. $25 
1521 1938 (1st Feb) 4d Koala on Haslem cover. Neat Sydney slogan cancel. Minute tone spot on stamp at left. Rare. $90 
1522 1938 (1st Aug) 1d green Queen Elizabeth on scarce Haslem illust, matching green to the stamp, cover. Clear 

Croydon NSW cds. Good cond. $40 
1523 1938 (1st Sept) 9d platypus on scarce Haslem illust cover. Neat typed address & crisp Sydney slogan cancel for 

"Airmail Saves Time". Some light foxing on stamp but remains most attractive. $40 
1524 1940 (15th July) AIF set of 4 on plain first day cover hand addressed to England with censor label & boxed 

"PASSED BY CENSOR 1" cachet in mauve. Clear, crisp Perth cds's. Good cond. $30 
1525 1940 (15th July) AIF set of 4 to 6d on official registered FDC with Adelaide Registered cds's & R6 Registered 

label. Slight address indentation from rubbed out pencil otherwise fine. SG 196/99 $40 



1526 1944 (22nd Nov) 1½d green KGVI & ½d kangaroo pair on commercially used Alf Campe 150th anniv of NSW FDI 
env with Adelaide machine cancel. Hand addressed to NSW with Lady Gowrie Red Cross cinderella on the back. $25 

1527 1944 (4th Dec) 2d bright purple KGVI on rare Hughes illust kangaroo cover. Accompanied by ½d orange 
kangaroo & pmkd Sydney machine cancel. Neat typed address. Slightly stained above stamps but not detracting 
from this scarce cover. $200 

1528 1945 (19th Feb) Gloucester set of 3 on RN Cole kangaroo illust cover. Sydney roller cancel & hand addressed. 
Slight staining around stamp perfs. SG 209/11 $30 

1529 1945 (19th Feb) Gloucester set of 3 on the scarce Bishop cover. Crisp Pagewoo NSW cds's & neatly addressed. $90 
1530 1946 (18th Feb) Peace set of 3 on Baker & Maloney cover with Oxford St NSW cds's. Hand addressed with some 

light staining. SG 213/15 $30 
1531 1946 (18th Feb) Peace set of 3 on Registered Winslow illust cover. Registered & pmkd Russel St, Vic. Lightly 

soiled with some wear at top & sides reflected in est. SG 213/15 $25 
1532 1946 (10th Oct) Mitchell set of 3 on Registered illust Challis monochrome cover with neat typed address. Usual 

clear GPO Perth RS cds's. Good cond. $40 
1533 1947 (20th Nov) 1d Princess Elizabeth block of four on George Prince illust cover with pre-printed address. Crisp 

central Launceston, cds. Good cond. $30 
1534 1948 (16th Feb) 2/- crocodile on Bodin illust cover with crisp GPO Perth cds. Hand addressed with Poste 

Restante Ors Perth on the reverse. Exc cond. $60 
1535 1948 (12th July) 2½d Farrer on illust Bodin "small head" cover. Hand addressed with Albany, WA cds. Exc cond. $25 
1536 1957 (23rd April) 8d Postage Due First Day Cover on Royal QEII souvenir cover pmkd Elizabeth St PO 

Melbourne on FDI. Hand addr to S. Parker, GPO Melbourne. Only 2 other examples recorded. Scarce. SG D127 $300 
1537 1964 (26th Feb) £1 Bass WCS unaddressed FDC. Pmkd GPO Brisbane. Small light tone spots but not affecting 

stamp & remains presentable. SG 359 $25 
1538 1964 7/6d Cook & £2 King on unaddressed WCS FDC with North Ward, QLD cds. $60 
1539 1964 7/6d Cook & £2 King on a typed addressed Royal FDC with Clarence St. Sydney FDI cancel. Airmail 

etiquette attached as addressed to USA. Fine. $120 
1540 1964 Navigators set of 6 on 4 WCS FDC's neatly pmkd Wembley West, WA. Very light staining on 7/6d & £2 

cover but not affecting stamps. Unaddressed. SG 355/60 $70 
1541 1970 (16th March) Expo unaddr AP FDC pmkd GPO Perth. Both stamps with selvedges. Exc cond. Retails $120 $30 
1542 1970 (16th March) Expo unaddressed AP FDC pmkd Russell Street, Victoria. Exc cond. Retails $120 $30 
1543 1970 (31st March) Royal Visit unaddressed illustrated FDC's on an Excelsior cover & an unbranded cover 

showing members of the Royal family. Exc cond. (2) $20 
1544 1970 Expo, Royal Visit & Grasslands all on unaddressed WCS covers pmkd Launceston, Tas. Fine cond. (3) $20 
1545 2012 (3rd April) 60c QEII Diamond Jubilee 999.9 pure silver stamp on FDC postmarked Elizabeth, South 

Australia with silver foiled pmk. No. 4328 of 7500. Exc cond. $25 
 AUSTRALIA - PNC 

 1546 1997 (23rd January) Donald Bradman $5 PNC First Day Cover with "Austraila" error in the text on reverse. $20 
1547 2010 (23rd Feb) Commonwealth Coinage PNC $1 Coin First Day Cover ovpt in gold "Mandurah 2010 19-21 

November" with bird & dolphin logo. Limited No. 88 of 300. Excellent cond. $30 
1548 2012 (3rd April) QEII Diamond Jubilee PNC Coin First Day Covers x 10. Exc cond. Retail $280 (10) $70 
1549 2013 (10th May) Black Caviar $1 PNC First Day Cover overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show 17th-18th August 

2013" with APTA & show logos. No. 150 of only 150 - the last one! $40 
1550 2013 (10th May) Kangaroo & Map 50c coin PNC overprinted " AUSTRALIA 2013 World Stamp Expo 10-15 May 

2013" in gold & numbered 80 of 150. Exc cond. $40 
1551 2013 (10th-15th May) $10 Kangaroo & Map Melbourne Stamp Exhibition 50c PNC First Day Cover for Opening 

Day with green foil pmk. Limited edition nos 560. Exc cond & scarce. Selling on Ebay at $120+ $80 
1552 2013 (10th-15th May) $10 Kangaroo & Map set of 6 Melbourne Stamp Exhibition 50c PNC First Day Covers. 

Limited edition nos 502, 1679, 2833, 4465, 5635 & 7396. Exc cond & scarce. Selling on Ebay at $700+ (6) $450 
1553 2013 (18th June) QEII Coronation £5 UK coin & Aust M/S PNC. Limited edition no. 2327/2500. Exc cond. $50 

 AUSTRALIAN STATES 

  NSW 

 1554 QV 1/- telegram form with imprinted 1/- QV in black ovptd "Specimen" in red. Minor fraying at edges & heavily 
folded once across centre. Bears stationery code "ST 627". $90 

1555 1850/51 3d myrtle green with 3 clear margins. Cancelled by light indistinct BN type. Attractive. SG 40 Cat. £1300 $200 
1556 1851/52 1d brick red on bluish medium wove paper, nicely used with 4 close but clear margins. SG 48 Cat. £140 $25 
1557 1852/53 6d chocolate brown "laureate" on bluish grey wove paper. Clear margins all round with crisp barred 

obliterator. SG 75 Cat. £250 $100 
1558 1852/53 6d grey brown "laureate". F/U with 4 good margins. SG 76 Cat. £250 $75 
1559 1853 6d grey brown re-engraved "laureate" with 4 clear margins & clear barred obliterator. SG 78 Cat. £300 $120 
1560 1853 8d dull yellow "laureate" with lower margin touching & others clear incl wide at top showing part of adjacent 

stamp. Clear barred obliterator. SG 79 Cat. £600 $160 
1561 1854 5d dull green 2 margin example good used with vertical pre-printing paper crease showing as thin white 

line. SG 88 variety, Cat. £650 $90 
1562 1854/59 8d golden yellow imperf with 3 clear margins, touching at left. F/U SG 97 Cat. £1400 $300 
1563 1854/55 8d dull yellow orange imperf. Used with part cds (late usage) with close but clear margins all round.      

SG 98 Cat. £1300 $250 
1564 1856/59 (6d) Registered in salmon & indigo & orange & indigo shades. Both used with 4 clear margins.             

SG 103 & 105 Cat. £190 $120 
1565 1860/72 8d yellow- orange diadem with 3 clear margins. Handstamped "VERFALSCHT" & pencilled number 

(attestation - not provided by vendor) masquerading as imperf. The clue is the triple ring "N.S.W." cancel & the 
shade which is neither the golden yellow not the dull yellow orange of the true imperforates. Nice reference item. $30 

1566 1897 Jubilee & Consumptive Homes Charity pair MLH. The 1/- fine but the 2/6d with  creasing & small 
adherences. Looks good from front. SG 280/81 Cat. £245 $60 

1567 1905 (1st Dec) 50th Anniv of the 5d QV green Sydney Philatelic Club commem postcard complete with original 
5d QV attached on front & pmkd with "ST. JAMES HALL SYDNEY, NSW 5D JUBILEE 1 DEC 05" cds repeated 
on reverse tying ½d NSW QV pair & addressed to Victoria. Slight staining on address side otherwise fine. 
 

 
$75 



 Queensland 

 1568 1860/61 1d carmine-rose Chalon with rough perf 14-16. MLH & fresh colour. SG 14 Cat. £100 $45 
1569 1880 5/- yellow ochre litho. MLH with uneven perfs at right & off centre but fresh. SG 124 Cat. £250 $50 
1570 1882/95 2/- to £1 large Chalons ,3rd crown/Q wmk on thick paper. MLH with strong colours. SG 157/61 Cat. £715 $150 
1571 1882/95 2/6-d (MUH) 5/- (MVLH) & 10/- (MH) large Chalons, wmk 1st crown/Q sideways. Useful group.             

SG 153/55 Cat. £410 $120 
 South Australia 

 1572 1855 1d dark green on small piece tied by crisp "1" BN type cancel. Jumbo margin at top (top of sheet), clear at 
base & touching on verticals. SG 1 Cat. £475 $150 

1573 1876 2d orange red QV, perf. 10, with spectacular void area from paper printed & later falling off sheet. F/U            
A striking stamp. SG168var. $30 

1574 1886/96 £3 sage-green Perf. 11½x12½. Mint with original aged gum ovptd with Specimen bar obliteration.           
A few shortish perfs. Rarely seen. SG 202a var. $120 

 Tasmania 

 1575 1855 4d deep blue, large star wmk. No gum, probably cleaned. Attractive 4 margin example that looks unused 
until closely inspected. SG 17 Cat. £110 used & £1700 mint $50 

1576 1871/78 5/- mauve sideface, wmk Tas + lines, perf 11½. Centred high. MUH SG 149b Cat. £250 $90 
1577 1891 1d scarlet on blue embossed PSE, uprated with WA "ONE PENNY" on 2d & NSW "Halfpenny" on 1d slate, 

all tied by Melbourne machine cancel of 15 AUG 1944. Late "three state" usage, addressed to GPO Melbourne. $50 
1578 1899/1900 Pictorial set of 8. MH with heavy hinging on some but frontally fresh. SG 229/36 Cat. £140 $30 

 Victoria 

 1579 1897 Hospital Charity pair F/U. The 2½d (2/6d) red brown with bold WANGARATTA cds of 1912 & 1d (1/-) blue 
with light, indistinct cancel. SG 353/54 Cat. £100+ $40 

1580 1900 2d Patriotic Fund emerald green. Well centred, MLH with hinge remnant & small thin near hinge. Fresh 
looking stamp. SG 375 Cat. £200 $50 

1581 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund 1d (1/-) olive brown MLH (hinge thin) & 2d (2/-) used on piece with heavy crease at 
top (obvious from front & probably why stamp was not soaked off paper). SG 374/75, £355 as fine $40 

 AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY 

 1582 1966 Decimal Defins 1c to $1 Mock Sun on pairs of Royal FDC's with Base Cancels for MacQuarie Is, Mawson & 
Wilkes. Neat typed addresses & fine. Retails $300+ (6) $100 

1583 2010 Phillip Law M/S overprinted "APTA MELBOURNE SHOW 9TH-10TH FEBRUARY 2013" with APTA logo & 
numbered 135 of 200 in gold. MUH $20 

1584 2010 Phillip Law M/S overprinted "Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps 10-15 May 2013" with Exhibition logo & 
numbered 217 of 250 in gold. MUH $20 

1585 2012 1911-14 Australasian Antarctic Expedition M/S overprinted "APTA MELBOURNE 10-11 NOVEMBER 2012" 
with APTA logo & numbered 134 of 200 in gold. MUH $20 

1586 2012 1911-14 Australasian Antarctic Expedition M/S overprinted "Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps 10-15 May 
2013" with Exhibition logo & numbered 218 of 250 in gold. MUH $20 

1587 2013 David Range Mountains M/S overprinted "Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps 10-15 May 2013" with Exhibition 
logo & numbered 57 of 250 in gold. MUH $20 

 CHRISTMAS ISLAND 

 1588 1994 Steam Locomotives in blocks of 10 & 1995 $2.50 CI Golf Course x 10. All MUH. SG 389/91 & 403 FV $55 $20 
1589 2013 Year of the Snake 999.9 pure gold imperforate miniature sheet. MUH. A scarce CI M/S of the future. Cost 

$100 from Aust Post. $75 
1590 2013 $6 Flowering Shrubs S/A booklet overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show 17th-18th August 2013" with 

APTA & show logos. No. 2 of only 200. $20 
1591 2013 Year of the Snake $1 coin & M/S PNC overprinted "100 CLUB 2013" with APTA logo in gold & numbered  

75 of only 100. Scarce. Exc cond. $40 
 COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS 

 1592 1952 (9th Dec) cover to WA by airmail bearing Singapore 10¢ & 20¢ KGVI perf. 17½x18 tied by clear Cocos 
Island cds. Torn on flap & stain or scorch mark lower left corner of cover, otherwise fine.  $200 

1593 1990/91 Postage Paid overprints on Shells incl both "Mainland" ovpts, "Local" on 30c, 70c on 60c, 80c on 50c & 
$1.20 on 15c. All fine MUH SG 234/39 Retails $150 $50 

 NAURU 

 1594 1993 South Pacific Forum M/S's x 100. MUH SG MS414 Car. £700 (100) $50 
1595 2006 Dinosaurs set of 8 in sheetlets of 20 x 5. Fresh MUH SG 629/36 Cat. £1330+ (100 sets) $90 

 NORFOLK ISLAND 

 1596 1956 2d violet Ball Bay on white paper F/U. Centered right low. Cream paper for comparison. SG 4a $30 
1597 1981 Silvereye Bird complete se-tenant strips sheet of 50. MUH SG 269a x 10 $20 
1598 2004 Fragrances M/S overprinted "SPECIAL EDITION", 1999 $2.50 Resolution booklet & 2000 Whaler M/S's with 

one overprinted "STAMPSHOW 2000 LONDON". All MUH. Retail at $75 $25 
 PAPUA & PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

 1599 1907 2d small "Papua" ovpt on thin paper. Corner block (lower left) with wmk vertical. MUH but even 
tropicalisation, the lower stamps showing variety of SG 40 "d" for "p" in ovpt. $80 

1600 1907 2d small "Papua" ovpt on thin paper. Corner block (lower left) with wmk vertical. MUH but even 
tropicalisation, the lower stamps showing variety of SG 40 "d" for "p" in ovpt. $75 

1601 1931 Dated Birds ovptd Airmail. Complete fresh MLH. SG 163/76 Cat. £300 $150 
1602 1932/34 2d vermilion & 2½d green undated birds ovpt Airmail block of 30 with Ash imprints & full selvedge top & 

bottom & part selvedge at left. Both blocks MUH with light even gum toning & a few weak perf joins. SG 193/193a $100 
1603 1935 £2 bright violet & £5 emerald green. Both F/U SG 204/05 Cat. £590 $250 
1604 1935 £2 bright violet & £5 emerald green. Both F/U SG 204/05 Cat. £590 $250 
1605 1939 1/- Bulolo block of 4 on cover with local Kavieng use showing clear 24 JAN 39 cds. Actual date of issue is 

1/3/39. Neatly opened at top. 
$80 

1606 1918 on 1/- green kangaroo with "One Penny" ovpt. F/U SG 101 Cat. £50 $45 
1607 Ovpt selection annotated with SG numbers. Mixed MLH with 2½d x 4, 2d, 3d, 6d kangaroo & KGV ½d, 1d, 2d. 

Used incl 9d kangaroo, KGV 1d (2) & 2d (2). Advertised retail $200, but some are below market grade. (17) 
 

$25 



1608 1975 Independence M/S's x 100. MUH SG MS296 (100) $20 
1609 1980 Mammals in complete sheets of 50. MUH SG 397/400 Retail $150 $20 
1610 1984 5K Bird of Paradise. MUH block of 4. SG 452 Retails $60 $20 
1611 1985 Ceremonial Structures Trial stamps in MUH set of 4 with a normal set for comparison. These unissued 

stamps are smaller than the actual issue & were printed by Leigh Marden in Melbourne while the issued stamps 
were printed by the Spanish firm Heraclio Fournier. The issued set had a 15t value while the trial stamp was for 
10t & none had the "t" after the face value. Further info in SG cat footnote. Retail at $500+ $200 

1612 1995 21t on 45t & 21t on 90t Birds of Paradise with both types of "T" & surcharges set of 8. Fine MUH. SG 
755/58 & 755b/58b Retail $300+ $120 

1613 1995 Tourism set of 8 in MUH part sheets of 32 with the "65t" missing from surcharge on 65t on 60t"Tourists 
crossing river". MUH  SG747/54 & 751b  $40 

1614 1998 (20th Nov) Registered cover to Australia with provisional red label for Kieta that has been crossed out in 
p[en & replaced by Jacksons. Bearing 25t crab (2) & K1.20 ship provisional surcharges tied by cds of Jacksons in 
violet. Boroko Mail Exchange transit cachet of 25 Nov on reverse on long "Coral Sea Hotels" commercial cover. $20 

 GREAT BRITAIN 

 1615 1840 1d intense black with indistinct red Maltese Cross cancel.  3 good to large margins, just touching at lower 
left. Lettered BD. SG 1 Cat. £525 $90 

1616 1840 1d intense black with red Maltese Cross cancel. 4 close to large margins lettered RI. Very crisp & clean 
impression. SG 1 Cat. £450 $150 

1617 1840 1d intense black with clear red Maltese Cross. 4 good even margins, lettered HI. Superb. SG 1 Cat. £525 $180 
1618 1840 1d intensive black. Crisp red Maltese Cross pmk. Clear even margins, lettered AG. SG 1 Cat. £525 $180 
1619 1840 1d black Plate 1b with partial red Maltese Cross cancel. 4 close to large margins, lettered LG. Thinned to 

one side reflected in est. SG 2 Cat. £350 $40 
1620 1840 1d black Plate 1b with smudged red Maltese Cross. 3 close to large margins, touching at right. Lettered DL. 

SG 2 Cat. £350 $70 
1621 1840 1d black Plate 1b with smudged red Maltese Cross. Good to close margins. Lettered IE. SG 2 Cat. £350 $80 
1622 1840 1d black Plate 1b with crisp partial red Maltese Cross. Good to close margins. Lettered HF. SG 2 Cat. £350 $120 
1623 1840 1d black Plate 2 with red Maltese Cross cancel. Close to touching margins & lettered TL with re-entry of "T". 

SG 2b Cat. £375 $80 
1624 1840 1d black Plate 4 with partial red Maltese Cross. 3 close to touching margins but large at right. Lettered AK. 

SG 2 Cat.  £350 $50 
1625 1840 1d black Plate 4 with light red Maltese Cross pmk. Huge (adjoining stamp on 2 sides) to close margins, 

lettered PE. SG 2 Cat. £350 $100 
1626 1840 1d black Plate 4 with bold red-brown Maltese Cross cancel. Good to large even margins, lettered PK.       

SG 2 Cat. £350 $120 
1627 1840 1d black Plate 4 with corner red Maltese Cross pmk. Clear to margins all round, lettered LJ. SG 2 Cat. £350 $300 
1628 1840 1d black Plate 5. Neat partial red Maltese Cross cancel. Large to close margins. Lettered LB. SG 2 $100 
1629 1840 1d black Plate 7. Superb used with bold complete rich red Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered PL with 1 close & 

3 huge margins. A striking stamp. SG 2 Cat. £350+ $350 
1630 1840 1d black Plate 8 with central red Maltese Cross. 3 close to good margins but cut into at top. Lettered TG. 

SG 2 Cat. £500 $90 
1631 1840 1d black Plate 9 with black Maltese Cross cancel. Clear margins but just nicked at lower left. Minor crease & 

margin fault near "T" of "POSTAGE". SG 2 Cat. £600 $80 
1632 1840 1d black Plate 9, with bold, almost full MC pmk. 4 close to large margins, lettered RB. SG 2 Cat. £600 $150 
1633 1840 1d black with bold upright Maltese Cross in black. 4 good to large margins. Small 3mm tear at base 

reflected in estimate but remains attractive. SG 2 Cat. £350 $30 
1634 1840 1d black with reddish-brown Maltese Cross. 4 margin example but cut into at right edge. Lettered TJ. SG 2 $40 
1635 1840 1d black used with red central Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered NK with 2 clear margins, one touching & one 

close. SG 2 Cat. £350 $60 
1636 1840 1d black with red Maltese Cross pmk. 2 touching & 2 clear margins. Lettered FD. SG 2 Cat. £350 $60 
1637 1840 1d black with double strike of red Maltese Cross. 3½ clear margins just touching top left. Slight surface 

disturbance on "POSTAGE". Lettered JE. SG 2 Cat £350 $75 
1638 1840 1d black with dull red Maltese Cross cancel. 3 huge margins with part of adjacent stamp at right & bottom 

but cut into at left. Lettered BK. SG 2 Cat. £350 $80 
1639 1840 1d black with indistinct red MC cancel. 4 close to large even margins. Lettered GA. SG 2 Cat. £350 $100 
1640 1840 1d black with indistinct red Maltese Cross cancel. Close to large margins. Letter NF. SG 2 Cat. £300 $100 
1641 1840 1d black with light black Maltese Cross cancel. 4  huge to large margins. Lettered PL. Attractive. SG 2 $120 
1642 1840 1d black with light red Maltese Cross. 4 clear even margins, lettered JA. SG 2 Cat. £350 $140 
1643 1840 1d black with part red M. 4 close margins but just touching top left. Lettered DH.    Attractive example. SG 2 $100 
1644 1840 1d black with inverted wmk. F/U by red Maltese Cross cancel. Good to large even margins on all sides. 

Lettered QC. A superb example of this variety. SG 2Wi Cat. £2500 $900 
1645 1840 1d grey black with red MC. Close to large margins just touching top left. Lettered HJ. SG 2 Cat. £350 $100 
1646 1840 1d grey black Plate 1a with red Maltese Cross central strike. Huge margins on three side & close at bottom 

left. Clear worn plate lettered TE. Lovely example. SG 3 Cat. £350 $140 
1647 1840 2d blue with crisp black Maltese Cross. 2 touching & 2 clear margins but remains an attractive example. 

Lettered GJ. SG 5 Cat. £875 $120 
1648 1840 2d blue. Superb used by a crisp full red Maltese Cross. Lettered OI with close to shaved margin on right 

side but one of the finest F/U we have seen. Striking appearance. SG 5 Cat. £875 $180 
1649 1840 2d blue with light partial Maltese Cross in black. 3½ margins touching at left. Lettered HE. SG 5 Cat. £700 $200 
1650 1840 2d pale blue with part black Maltese Cross. 4 close to touching margins. Lettered SG. SG 6 Cat. £1000 $100 
1651 1841 (14th Dec) entire bearing 1d black with 3 wide margins, just touching at right tied by black Maltese Cross 

with neighbouring crisp Royston cds. Earlier date stamp of Dunmow on reverse plus "C 13DE13 1841" in red. 
Folded down centre of entire. Exc cond. SG 2 Cat. £700 (min. on cover) $300 

1652 1841 (26th Feb) Entire Plymouth to Bideford bearing 1d black pair plate 5, state 2, lettered AA-AB pair. Good 
margins touching top & left tied by black Maltese Cross cancels. Complete correspondence refers to the issue     
of Writs of Summons. Attractive, genuine usage. SG 2 Cat. £1500+ 
 

 
$250 



1653 1841 1d red brown with inv wmk. F/U with indistinct cancel & 3½ margins just touching at top. SG 8wi Cat. £350 $70 
1654 1841 1d red-brown with complete number "8" Maltese Cross. SG 8m Cat. £160 $40 
1655 1841 1d red imperfs x 4 each with numbered Maltese Cross cancels for 1, 2, 3 & 5. Mixed margins from cut into 

to large with value in the pmks. SG 8m x 4 Cat. £765 $100 
1656 1841 1d brown-red QV on bluish paper horizontal strip of 4 each with its own No. 12 in Maltese Cross pmk in 

black. Close to just touching margins not detracting. Lettered LG-LJ. Visually attractive with numbers in M/C 
cancels rarely seen in multiples. SG 8m Cat. £1400+ $500 

1657 1841 1d pale red-brown on blued paper with worn plate. 4 close to large margins, lettered TE. Unused with traces 
of original gum. Brandon Cert. (2011) SG 9 Cat. £675 $450 

1658 1841 2d blue imperf horizontal strip of 3 lettered JB-JD & with neat barred numeral "12" obliterator on each. Cut 
into at base & top right corner otherwise clear margins. SG 14 Cat. £85 x3 plus premium for multiples $100 

1659 1841 2d deep full blue horizontal pair letter OI-OJ with two clear black Maltese Cross strikes. Close to large 
margins. Lovely piece. SG 15 Cat. £100 x 2 plus £275 for MC in black plus premium for multiple $200 

1660 1841/51 2d blue pair with margins all round & two clear "930" BN obliterators plus single in deep full blue shade 
with black Maltese Cross. 4 clear margins & very wide at top. Desirable stamps. Cat. £445 +premium for multiple $60 

1661 1858/79 1d lake-red block of 4, plate 106, lettered NJ-OK. Some slight oxidising. MH with large part original gum. 
Centred low. SG 44 Cat. £280 $150 

1662 1858/79 1d lake-red block of 4, plate 190, lettered KI-LJ. MH with large part original gum. Reasonable centering & 
strong colour. SG 44 Cat. £260+ $220 

1663 1854 6d mauve embossed cut square but touching on all sides. Cancelled with indistinct BN type leaving clear 
profile. SG 58, Cat. £900 $100 

1664 1854 6d purple embossed cut square with clear margins on 2 sides, touching on others. Indistinct BN cancel.    
SG 60 Cat. £900 $100 

1665 1854 6d purple & mauve shades embossed examples. Both cut square touching on 2 sides of each. Good to F/U. 
SG 58 & 60 Cat. £2000 (2) $200 

1666 1848/54 10d brown embossed cut square touching on all sides. F/U with barred numeral cancel. Strong colour. 
SG 57 Cat. £1500 $300 

1667 1847 1/- green embossed cut square with margins close to touching on all sides. Cancelled with bold "31" BN 
obliterator. SG 56 Cat. £900 $180 

1668 1847/54 1/- pale green & green shades embossed examples. Both cut square with touching margins. Pale shade 
showing mild foxing & the deeper shade with shallow hinge thin. Nevertheless these are quite good examples. 
SG 54/55 Cat. £1950 (2) $150 

1669 1854 (24th Feb) 1847 1/- green embossed on London to New York entire tied by "12" obliterator. "CENTS" & 
"PAID" marks in red with GX transit cds. Letter acknowledges receipt of a dividend payment. Fine cond & most 
desirable. SG 54 Cat. £1100+ $120 

1670 1855 piece addressed to "Mr Thomas Jarman Letter Carrier Melbourne Port Philip Australia bearing 2 x 1874/55 
6d dull lilac embossed. Both cut to shape & struck with blotchy BN "556" (?). $30 

1671 1856 6d lilac with inverted wmk. Good used & unfortunately wing margin has been cut off & tone spot bottom 
right. Budget example. SG 70wi Cat. £350 $30 

1672 1857 4d rose-carmine & rose shades of large garter wmk on white paper. Sound examples with crisp numeral 
obliterators. SG 66/66a Cat. £240 $60 

1673 1855 1/- green F/U with 1859 duplex cancel. Most attractive. SG 72 Cat. £310 $75 
1674 1860's Local Delivery Company stamps without gum. Sorted by town with miniature of perfs & imperfs "Original" 

pencilled next to 6 items, rest assured reprints & comprising National Circular Delivery, Metropolitan Circular 
Delivery Co (one each), Metropolitan Delivery Company (19), London (19), Manchester (14), Birmingham (11), 
Liverpool (15), Edinburgh & Leith (28), Dundee (18), Glasgow (13) & Aberdeen (17). Odd colour stain or other 
small fault. Unusual. (156) $75 

1675 1862 (Sept) & 1863 (Jan, Feb & April) London to Lyon x 6 entires bearing various shades of 1862/64 4d pale & 
bright reds. All with bold, heavy "12" obliterators & similar transit marks of Calais & Paris plus boxed "LONDON" 
dispatch markings. Covers are in good cond. SG 80/81 Cat. £250 each (6) $50 

1676 1865 9d straw with crisp "F" barred obliterator. Lettered MB. SG 98 Cat. £550 $70 
1677 1867 6d purple with double perfs at base. Good used with numeral diamond barred cancel. Unusual. SG 106var. $40 
1678 1867 9d straw wing margin example but blunt lower right corner with "466" (Liverpool) cancel & 9d pale straw with 

"CX" (Charing Cross) obliterator. SG 110/111. Cat. £575 $90 
1679 1878 £1 brown-lilac Maltese Cross wmk with clear complete Borough High St BO SE SP 6 1882 cds. Light parcel 

strike in purple. Tiny thin at top but not apparent from front. Good perfs & fresh. SG 129 Cat. £4500 $400 
1680 1878 £1 brown-lilac QV Maltese Cross wmk. Superb used with crisp Belfast AP 4 82 cds. Lettered HG. 

Centred right but fresh colour & excellent perfs. Expertised on reverse. SG 129 Cat. £4500 $2,500 
1681 1882 5/- rose, plate 4, wmk Large Anchor, on white paper.F/U with Park Lane BO NO 24 82 EC central cds. 

Interestingly one day prior to FDI. Well centred with good colour & perfs. SG 134 Cat. £7300 with premium $2,800 
1682 1882 £1 brown-lilac QV Anchor wmk. Fine used with clear London Northern Office JY 5 83 cds.       

Lettered CD. Well centred, fresh colour & excellent perfs. The best we have seen. Superb SG 136.                         
Cat. £15,750 with premium $6,500 

1683 1882 £5 orange on white paper. F/U by crisp, central Belfast T MR 27 91 cds. Lettered CK. Well centred, 
full perfs & strong colour. A lovely stamp, increasingly difficult in such condition. SG 137 Cat. £8300+ 
with premium $3,000 

1684 1877 4d vermilion large garter wmk, plate 15. Good used with duplex obliterator cancel. SG 152 Cat. £500 $70 
1685 1880 4d grey-brown large garter wmk, plate 17. Central numeral obliterator. Centred left. Lettered AA.               

SG 154 Cat. £525 $80 
1686 1883 2/6d lilac on white paper. Superb used with light, crisp & complete London cds for 1898. Very attractive.   

SG 178 Cat. £160 $60 
1687 1883 2/6d deep lilac horizontal pair on white paper with bold London hooded cancels dated 31st Dec 1897. Well 

centred with strong deep colour. A lovely pair. SG 179 Cat. £450 $250 
1688 1883 10/- ultramarine on white paper crisp, complete North Shields cds. Frontally superb with offset of penned 

date from envelope on reverse. SG 183 Cat. £790 with premium 
 

$120 



1689 1884 £1 brown-lilac QV Three Crowns wmk. Good to fine used with Registered oval cancel to right leaving clear 
profile. Lettered LA. Good perfs & colour. SG 185 Cat. £2800 $900 

1690 1884 £1 brown-lilac QV Three Crowns wmk. Good to fine used with 2 Threadneedle squared circle 
cancels. Lettered JC with characteristic "Major break in the frame at bottom left" variety. Good perfs    
with rich colour. SG 185a Cat. £5000 $2,800 

1691 1885 £1 brown-lilac QV Three Crowns wmk. I.R. OFFICIAL with central SPECIMEN ovpt in black.     
Lettered DC. Fine MLH with three expertising marks on reverse. Strong colour, well centred & good perfs. 
A difficult stamp. SG O11 Cat. £5250 $3,000 

1692 1888 £1 brown-lilac QV Three Orbs wmk. Good to fine used with neat Swansea AP 27 83 central cds & part box 
cancel. Lettered MB. Well centred, full perfs & good colour. SG 186 Cat. £4250 $1,200 

1693 1888 (5th Oct) Registered Parcel piece with 2d, 6d & 1/- Jubilees plus 2/6d QV & 5/- x 3 high vals pmkd with 
Registered Fenchurch St oval cancel. Very unusual in such multiples as originally intended. SG 199, 208, 211, 
178 & 180. Cat. £1000+ as used singles but premium in this format. $450 

1694 1888 editions of "Police News" newspapers x 3 all dealing with the Whitechapel Murders. Profusely illustrated 
with pen/ink sketches. Apart from the unavoidable yellowing overtime, all three of these broadsheets are in 
exceptional cond., folded only once. "Police intelligence" on the inner pages gives info on developments re other 
crimes & trials. Please handle with care to maintain the exc cond. Useful to thematic Police collectors. (3) $50 

1695 1900 1/- green & carmine QV with stunning colours F/U by crisp Southampton cds. Most attractive & difficult to 
find with strong original colours. SG 214 Cat. £200+ with premium $80 

1696 1902 £1 dull blue-green KEVII with indistinct, lightly smudged cds. Central crease & repaired tear through "A" of 
"POSTAGE" reflected in space-filling estimate. SG 266 Cat. £800 if fine $40 

1697 1902 £1 dull blue green KEVII with hooded London cds of struck twice. Minor surface disturbance due to slight 
paper wrinkling before right hand "£". Remains an attractive example. SG 266 Cat. £800 $200 

1698 1911 Valentine's "Dolly in London" postcard to W.A. bearing ½d KEVII, another to W.A. from Plymouth "May the 
Coming Year 1912 for you be Bright" & a German printed "A Greeting across the sea from Plymouth" & greeting 
card with verse on back & hand etched group of children at seaside, inscribed "Think of me on your birthday". (4) $20 

1699 1913 £1 green Seahorse good used by indistinct parcel cancel. Centred slightly right but good perfs & colour.     
SG 403 Cat. £1250 $700 

1700 1913 £1 green Seahorse F/U by indistinct London ES cds. Well centred with good perfs & strong colour.            
SG 403 Cat. £1650 with premium. $1,000 

1701 1916 National Philatelic War Fund set of 8 cinderellas printed by Perkins, Bacon & Co. 7 of 8 MUH but one 
creased & the other item with hinge remnants. Lovely recess printed designs, not often seen. $50 

1702 1929 "The Island Air Express" London to Isle of Wight 5/- cinderella booklet complete with 5 panes of 4 vignettes. 
Apart from minor corner damage to first pane, exc cond with lots appeal as advertising & passenger notes on 
outer covers. Unusual. $100 

1703 1929 £1 P.U.C. Superb used with light corner cds. SG 438 Cat. £550 $450 
1704 1937 1d KEVIII taxed local letter bearing 1d Postage Due, with boxed admonition "1d TO PAY LIABLE TO 

LETTER RATE 833". Fine cond. $15 
1705 1939/48 KGVI high values set of 6. 10/- dark blue & £1 values marginal. Superb MUH. SG 476/78b Cat. £425 $200 
1706 1948 £1 Royal Silver Wedding on 5½d KGVI Registered letter. Marginal example with clear Edinburgh cds         

for 1 JY 48. SG 494 $100 
1707 1951 Festival of Britain high vals MUH with the £1 marginal. SG 509/12 Cat. £100 $40 
1708 1953 (3rd June) Coronation FDC on neat typed address cover to Boyanup, WA. Pmkd Leadenhall Street BO  

EC3 & Registered London EC10. B/S Perth & Boyanup 10th June 1953. Exc cond. SG 532/35 Cat. £75 $30 
1709 1959 QEII phosphor graphite set of 8 MLH to 2d & MUH 2½d to 4½d. SG 599/609 Cat. £85 as MUH $20 
1710 1963 1/6d COMPAC on RM Philatelic Bulletin sheet with "CANCELLED" handstamp in red. SG 645var. $15 
1711 1965 Churchill Presentation Pack in original cellophane wrapper. Exc cond. SG 661/662 Cat. £70 $20 
1712 1965 Parliament Presentation Pack in original cellophane wrapper. Exc cond. SG 663/664 Cat. £85 $30 
1713 1977 7p purple-brown, 1 centre band Machin horizontal imperforate pair. Fresh MUH. SG X875a Cat. £140 $60 
1714 1980 50p London 1980 gutter pairs MUH of normal agate shade & a much darker olive brown. Rarely seen & 

although shades mentioned by SG, this is a stunning colour by comparison to the normal. SG 1118var.  $25 
1715 1993 24p brown Machin horizontal strip of 5 forgeries. This forgery was briefly available through London corner 

shops & as 24p was the first class rate of the day, it was a big seller before the Royal Mail in association with 
Scotland Yard began an investigation. The gang of forgers , nicknamed The Lavender Hill Mob by police, were 
identified and brought to trial at Winchester Crown Court in January 2000 charged with forging stamps and 
banknotes. Fine MUH. The leader of the "mob' was Kenneth Maidstone of Upminster, Essex who was sentenced 
to 12 years imprisonment. Three confederates got from three to eight years. A fourth was convicted but died of 
cancer before being sentenced. (5) $50 

1716 1999 £5 brown Machin imperforate horizontal pair. Fresh MUH. A scarce variety, rarely offered.                            
SG Y1803a Cat. £3000 $1,200 

1717 2001 "Smilers" sheet "Consignia" imprint Christmas Robin. Exc MUH Cond. Rare. SG LS2a Cat. £700 $220 
1718 2001 "Smilers" sheet "Consignia" imprint Christmas Robin. Exc MUH Cond. Rare. SG LS2a Cat. £700 $220 
1719 2001 "Smilers" sheet "Consignia" imprint Father Christmas. Exc MUH Cond. Rare. SG LS3a Cat. £700 $220 
1720 2001 "Smilers" sheet "Consignia" imprint Father Christmas. Exc MUH Cond. Rare. SG LS3a Cat. £700 $220 
1721 2003 (24th Oct) Last flight of Concorde. Flown on BA 001 Heathrow to JFK with special "Farewell to Concorde" 

pmk & cachet applied to 9d Concorde stamp. Incls info insert card. Exc. cond. $20 
1722 2008 (1st April) 90th Anniv RAF limited edition Benham cover with GB, IOM & Gibraltar issues cancelled with 

RAF commem pictorial pmks. No. 12 of 100. Excellent cond. $20 
1723 1936-2006 good to fine used starter stock neatly set out in 5 large stockbooks priced & with SG numbers. Many 

sets & high vals present e.g. KGVI Festivals etc. Suit aspiring dealer or someone on Ebay. Stamps have a huge 
retail value. Majority in fine cond. We would normally reserve this at $300 but under vendors instructions it is 
opening at only $100. (1000s) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
$100 



 COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN A-Z 

 1724 Aden 1937 ½a to 5r Dhows in good to F/U cond. 5r has light tone spot & corner crease. Also ½a to 8a MLH.     

SG 1/11 & 1/8 Cat. £250+ $90 
1725 Andorra-French1931 ovpts complete to 1f50. MLH with odd lower value with minor gum disturbance but rest 

good to fine. SG F1/F18 Cat. £350 (18) $60 
1726 1932/43 pictorials. Missing both 1f25 values & 10f otherwise complete except for "a" numbers. 53 of the 56 &    

the 1936/42 Arms to 70¢ (ex35¢). MLH. Cat. £600+ (66) $100 
1727 1944/51 pictorials. Missing 2f50 & 25f. MUH/MLH SG F97/F142  (ex F110 & F139) Cat. £90 $20 
1728 1955/57 Airs MUH. Hint of a tone spot on 100f otherwise fine & fresh. SG F163/F165 Cat. £100 $20 
1729 Andorra-Spanish1928 20c Urgent Correspondence MLH ovptd "CORREOS ANDORRA" on Spain "winged 

horse & arms". No figures on back. Moderate hinge remnant. SG Cat. £110 $20 
1730 1928 Overprints complete MLH to 10p perf. 12 x 11½ (2¢, 5¢, 1 pseta are perf. 13 x 12½). Typically mixed 

centring with variable hingeing but free of tone spots or perf faults. Cat. €800 (MUH) $100 
1731 1929 Pictorials (excl. 2¢) to 10p line perf. MLH with the 4p well centred, others mixed with 5¢ & 30¢ cutting into 

design at top. Hingeing mainly light to moderate. Cat. €640 as MUH $60 
1732 1948 20¢ to 1p35 Pictorials. MUH plus 1951 1p airmail MUH. Couple of nibbled perfs on 50¢, otherwise a lovely 

well centred set. Cat. €450 $90 
1733 Anguilla 1967 ½¢, 1¢, 2¢ & 3¢ "Independent Anguilla" ovpts. MUH. SG 1/4 Cat. £275 $70 
1734 Antigua 1932 Tercentenary set of 10 to 5/-. Fresh MLH. SG 81/90 Cat. £200 $80 
1735 1983 World Communications Year M/S's x 100. MUH SG MS787 Cat. £200 (100) $50 
1736 1999 Elle Macpherson - Australia '99 sheetlets of 8. MUH. Viewing recommended!! SG 2827/34 Cat. £80 $50 
1737 Ascension 1938/53 KGVI Pictorials set of 15 (no 3d black & ultramarine) to 10/-. Perf. 13½ & later colours. Fresh 

MUH. SG 38b/47a Cat. £150 $40 
1738 1964 QEII Birds set of 14 to £1. Fresh MUH SG 70/83 Cat. £60 $30 
1739 Austria 1945 (13th May) German pre-printed propaganda postcard with 5pf Hitler "Osterreich" ovpt showing face 

defaced by Russian occupiers. A rare card in good cond. Cat. €190 $40 
1740 1945 First ovptd Hitler set of 23 MUH with the high values having expertising marks on reverse. A superb fresh 

set. SG 830/52 Cat. £600 $300 
1741 1946 Renner set of 4 imperforate sheets of 8 with central motif on yellow Japanese paper. Fine MUH.                

Mi. 7722/25B Cat. €2800 $1,250 
1742 1950 2s, 5s, 10s & 20s Bird Airmails. F/U SG 1217,1219/21 Cat. £240 (4) $50 
1743 1950 Bird Airmails F/U set of 7. A popular bird thematic. SG 1215/21 Cat. £350 $100 
1744 Bahamas 1938/53 12/6d deep grey & brownish orange plus pale orange & grey shade for comparison.          

Both stamps MLH but with gum tropicalised. SG 120 & 126 Cat. £660 as MUH $80 
1745 Barbados 1882/86 QV 2½d ultramarine. MUH SG 93 Cat. £100 + MUH premium $30 
1746 1920/21 Victory set of 11  to 3/- MLH plus ¼d, ½d & 1d extras. Odd minor tone. SG 201/11 Cat. £110 $30 
1747 1938/47 1d scarlet, perf. 14. MUH upper right corner block with sheet number. Slight tropicalisation. SG 249a $25 
1748 Belgium 1947 Sabena -Belgian Air Lines Route Postcards for Brussels to Croydon & Northolt & Brussels to 

Leoplodville via Tunis & Tripoli. Both commercially used, the first from Brussels & the second sent from Tunis 
Airport. Some edge wear but remain attractive & highly collectable. (2) $20 

1749 1950 European Athletic Championship set of 5 & M/S. Fresh MUH SG 1311/15 & MS16 Cat. £200 $90 
1750 2012 Titanic 3D issue in special presentation pack complete with 3D glasses design around port-holes. 3D Image 

has lifeboat leaving sinking ship with icebergs nearby. A very clever design & popular thematic. Exc cond. $25 
1751 Bermuda 1875 One Penny surcharge on 1/- green with straight edge at left. Mint. SG 17 Cat. £500 as MLH $30 
1752 Bhutan1999 20n Year of the Rabbit M/S's x 100. MUH SG MS1287 (100) $50 
1753 British Postal Agencies in Arabia 1948 1½a on 1½d to 2r on 2/6d surcharges set of 9. Fresh MUH. Cat. £40+ $25 
1754 British PO's in Siam 1882/85 2¢ pale rose, wmk Crown CA. MLH (slightly sweated gum). SG 15 Cat. £70 $20 
1755 British Guiana1882 1¢ perfin "SPECIMEN" used with rough perfs, 2¢ ditto but mint without gum, 1898 Pictorials 

+ extra set to 5¢ (mixed cond. MLH, one thinned) & 1899 2¢ on 5¢. Cat. £250 but many faulty. (10) $20 
1756 1954/63 QEII Pictorials set of 15 to $5. Fresh MLH. SG 331/45 Cat. £90 as MUH $30 
1757 British Virgin Islands 1956/62 QEII defins complete set of 13 to $4.80 MUH. SG 149/61 Cat. £95 $30 
1758 1964/68 QEII defins set of 15 to $2.80 & 1966 surcharge set of 3. All fresh MUH. SG 178/92 & 207/09 Cat. £80 $30 
1759 Bulgaria 1879 5¢ black & yellow. Fine MLH. SG 2 Cat. £225 $35 
1760 1879 10¢ black & deep green. Mint but no gum. SG 4 Cat. £1000 as MLH $50 
1761 1881 125st black & purple. Mint but no gum. SG 18 Cat. £1000 as MLH $50 
1762 1882/85 set in changed colours. The 1st & 2st values "masculine gender" (1885). MLH. One of each value in 

range SG 22-35 & 46-47 (Mint, no gum) Cat. £200 (9) $20 
1763 1884/85 surcharges (litho) "5" on 30st (MLH), "15" on 25st & "50" on 1f. Latter 2 have part gum (sweated).        

SG 43 (Cat. £110), 45 (Cat. £200) & 40 (Cat. £750) (3) $150 
1764 1887 1l black & red. MUH SG 50 Cat. £75 + premium MUH $20 
1765 1935 Gym Tournament. MUH, glazing hairline on 14 lev & 50 lev & vertical crease on 2 lev both taken into est. 

SG 357/62 Cat. £350 + premium MUH $75 
1766 Canada 1930 (20th Oct) Ontario internal use cover with pair 1927/28 1¢ orange defins tied by Russell cds       

plus illust 1937 Coronation FDC with 3¢ pair tied by crisp Ottawa cds addressed to Australia. Fine (2) $20 
1767 1999 Christmas set of 3 in complete MUH sheets of 50 with "Merry Christmas" selvedge imprints. FV C$98 

(A$110) SG 1949/51 Cat. £140 $30 
1768 Canada-Newfoundland 1937 7¢ pair MUH showing variety "re-entry to right of design".  SG 259/cb Cat. £85 $30 
1769 China 1959/60 Presentation folder "With Compliments of the Minister of Communications Republic of China". 

Contains 1959 Air Gull, Defence of Kinmen, 1960 Refugee Year, Air Force, Highway, Chinese Paintings, 
Forestry, Sports & 1961 Art Treasures sets. All lightly gummed onto presentation pages. Most attractive & first   
we have seen. Stamps cat. £125+ as MUH. $50 

1770 2008 Beijing Olympic Sports Presentation book with sheetlets & sport stamps with tabs & the 2010 Plum 
Blossom, Orchid, Bamboo, & Chrysanthemum Stamp & FDC pres book with limited edition sheetlet. (2) $40 

1771 China (US postal agency in Shanghai) 1919 6¢ to 60¢ set of 8 on tissue paper needing to be soaked off.        

SG 2/14 Cat. £1000 as MLH (13) $150 
1772 Cyprus 1904 45pi dull purple & ultramarine. F/U with good colour. Tone spot on top right perf & to left. SG 71 $30 



1773 Dominica 1948 Silver Wedding pair in MUH blocks of 4. 10/- has one stamp MVLH but is a Plate 1a imprint 

corner block making up for this! SG 112/13 Cat. £100 $50 
1774 Egypt (British Forces)1932-1939 cover group with 1933 stampless bearing red crowned circle "Egypt Postage 

Prepaid 3" & Moascar cds of 21 JY 33, 1936 "MPO Cairo" cds tying large 3m green to London with boxed "T" 
indicating underpayment, but on rear flap 1935 Silver Jubilee 1p with lozenge obliterator & 1941 censored cover 
to Lausanne with handwritten "for Switzerland through Turkey" & bearing 22m in Egyptian franking. Good 
condition & a useful group. (3) $450 

1775 Falkland Is Deps1948 Silver Wedding pair. MUH Plate 1 blocks of 4. 2½d block is MVLH in selvedge SG G19/20 $15 
1776 1954/62 QEII Ships ½d to 5/-. Fine MUH SG G26/38 Cat. £120 $50 
1777 Falkland Islands 1952 KGVI defins set of 14 to £1. Fine MUH. SG 172/85 Cat. £180 $70 
1778 1960 Birds set of 15 to £1 MUH. Very fresh. SG 193/207 Cat. £170 $70 
1779 Fiji 1914 £1 purple & black/red KEVII Die I. MLH with rich colour. SG 137 Cat. £275 $180 
1780 1942 (6th Jan) 2½d KGVI Map block of 4 with full  Thomas De La Rue & Company, Limited, London imprint 

postmarked Nadarivatu on FDC on env addressed to North Sydney complete with Registered Nadarivatu cachet 
in mauve numbered 35 by hand. B/S Suva, GPO Sydney & North Sydney 23/1. A couple of vertical folds not 
detracting from this attractive FDC. SG 256  $30 

1781 Finland 1856 5k blue horizontal pair of forgeries. Cancelled by indistinct cds's. Forgery confirmed by 

characteristic line separating the stamps, not seen on the originals. SG 1 Cat. £2200 as singles if genuine! $40 
1782 1860 10k rose MLH. One stained perf at top & 3 short perfs at left, but original gum. Mi. 4A Cat. €1000 $60 
1783 1891 3R50 grey & black on vertically laid paper. F/U. SG 144 Cat. £275 $120 
1784 1891 7R yellow & black on horizontally laid paper. MVLH SG 145 Cat. £225 $100 
1785 1930 10mk "Zeppelin 1930" ovpt. Fine MLH. SG 281 Cat. £150 $70 
1786 1963 Military Field Post (N.V.I.) violet MUH. SG M688 Cat. £120 $40 
1787 France 1853/61 1f deep carmine. Very F/U with 4 wide margins. Superb. SG 73, Cat. £4500 $1,000 
1788 1868 Telegraph stamps in imperf & perf sets of 4. The imperf set F/U with 1868/69 cancels except 1f orange 

which is mint. Perfd set has 25¢ heavily toned, 50¢ & 1f with 1870 cancels & 2f MLH heavily hinged.              
Total Mi.Cat. €1400 approx. (8) $250 

1789 1871 "10" on 10¢ bistre prepared for used but not issue. Mint Space-filler with thin & clogged "O" in surcharge. 
Dubious & priced accordingly. SG 133 (£2500) $50 

1790 1871/78 40¢ blue imperf Postage Due. MH, heavily hinged. SG D214 Cat. £550 $80 
1791 1881/92 1f & 2f black Postage Dues. Both MH, heavily hinged. SG D291 & D293 Cat. £3200 $300 
1792 1881/92 2f reddish brown PD with light cds. Slightly rounded corners at left but & well centred. SG D294 Cat £190 $40 
1793 1881/92 5f black lightly Postage Due. Used with slightly short perf lower left.  SG D295 Cat. £2250 $250 
1794 1893/1941 1f rose in straw Postage Due. MLH & centred low. SG D308 Cat. £800 $180 
1795 1909 10¢ green & blue Amiens Chamber of Commerce. MUH tete-beche pair with top right selvedge plus 50¢ 

green & 2f brown St Nazaire Chamber of Commerce. Mint as issued on greyish paper. Dallay Cat. €125 for 
Amiens & €350 for St Nazaire pair $120 

1796 1917 War Orphans Fund. MLH with the 1f & 5f quite well centred, lower values mostly off-centre but 35¢ good. 
Scarce lot. SG 370/77 Cat. £2750 $1,000 

1797 1923 Bordeaux Philatelic Congress. MLH & well centred. SG 400e Cat. £600 $250 
1798 1926/27 55¢ on 60¢ violet pre-cancel. Fresh MUH. Michel 199 Cat. €240 $90 
1799 1927 2f & 5f "Poste Aerienne". Used with airmail cancels. Reasonably centred but 2f with thinned base & blunt 

lower right corner. SG 455/56 Cat. £550 as F/U $120 
1800 1927 Strasbourg Exhibition 5f & 10f gutter from M/S MUH. SG 454/a Cat. £650 as MLH $400 
1801 1927 Strasbourg Exhibition M/S. Fresh MUH. SG MS454b Cat. £1400 as MLH, Michel €2000 MUH $750 
1802 1929 2f Le Havre Exhibition. Well centred with (EXP)OSITION PHILATE(LIQUE) cds. Superb. SG 470 Cat. £900 $300 
1803 1929/33 10f Port de la Rochelle type I pale ultramarine. MLH, centred slightly left. SG 474 Cat. £300 $75 
1804 1929/33 20f Port de la Rochelle type I. MLH, centred slightly to right. SG 474 Cat. £300 $75 
1805 1929/33 20f Pont da Gard perf. 13½. MLH, well centred & fresh. SG 475 Cat. £375 $120 
1806 1929/33 20f Pont da Gard perf. 11. MUH but poorly centred & tone specks on gum. SG 475a Cat. £1300 as MLH $180 
1807 1930 1f50 deep blue "E.I.P.A. 30" perfin. MUH & perfectly centred. Dallay Airmail No 6A Cat. €950 in this cond. $350 
1808 1930/32 1f50 bright ultramarine airmail. MUH with feint diagonal bend plus normal MLH for shade comparison. 

SG 484a Cat. £627 plus premium for MUH $300 
1809 1936 50f emerald green Airmail with light 1937 cds. SG 540 Cat. £450 $150 
1810 1936 50f "banknote" Airmail with two part cds's. SG 541 Cat. £450 $150 
1811 1937 National Museums pair. MVLH. SG 586/87 Cat. £200 $60 
1812 1943 "Courier Officiel" unissued set of 15 officials to 20f. MLH Michel Cat. €1540 as MUH, Dallay Cat. €1435 $350 
1813 1944 Marianne (Dulac) rejected designs prepared for use. MLH sets of 3 with & without "FRANCE" at top.    

Dallay 701A/F Cat. €450 $150 
1814 Gambia 1983 World Communications Year sets of 4 x 100. Fine MUH. Useful for reselle. SG 514/17 Cat. £250 $50 
1815 Germany 1896 registered (Jena) cover to England, re-addressed & with "POSTED OUT OF COURSE, S.W." & 

"S.W./ 6d" in circle. 3 B/S's (S.W.D.O.; PADDINGTON. W; BRIDGEWATER). Jena cds tying 25pf orange "Arms". 
Roughly opened at right but quite presentable. $20 

1816 1912 "Gelber Hund" 1M on 10pf deep orange airmail on Flight Postcard with "Flugpost am Rheinam Main 
Darmstadt 19.6.12" cachet plus 5pf Germania with similar cachet. Fine Mi. IV Cat. €280 on card $60 

1817 1930's "Deutsche Reichspost" large manila telegram form folded once with illustrations of baskets of fruit, flowers 
& toys on cover & reverse. Blank inside except "Telegramm" heading & space to insert sender, receiver & date. $20 

1818 1933 Wagner Operas set of 9 MLH lightly hinged perf. 14x13. Feint foxing on couple of perfs on 25pf & on one 
perf each on 8pf & 20pf. Otherwise a fresh looking set, the 20pf Cat. 50% more than the perf. 14 quoted in the 
simplified Michel Cat. price of €300 for MLH set. Mi. 499A/507A $75 

1819 1937, 1939, 1940 & 1942 covers (first 3 years mentioned are reg) with se-tenant pairs, strips, blocks ex booklets 
incls label types: "Werde mitglied…" & "Spare bei der Post…". 1937 cover minor tears at top, otherwise fine. (4) $20 

1820 1939 & 1942 "Stamp Day" special cachets on unaddressed postcards, the former an illustrated pre-stamped card 
with 3pf Hindenburg, the latter plain with 6pf + 24pf "Tag der Briefmarke" affixed plus registered (Hamburg) cover 
with similar cachets tying pairs of 1pf & 12pf Hindenburg with singles of 6pf Hindenburg & 6pf "Tag" commem. 
B/S HAMBURG-LOKSTEDT day after FDI. All fine. (3 items) 
 

 
 
$20 



1821 1942 NSBDT Membership Card with typed details. Social history item in good cond. $20 
1822 1943 3pf olive-bistre. Complete MUH sheet of 100 folded twice. SG 818, Michel 830 $30 
1823 1943 Rosegger pair in fine MUH full sheets of 50 folded once. SG 843/44, Michel 855/56 $50 
1824 1943 24pf + 26pf brown-red 20th Anniv of Munich Rising. Complete MUH sheet of 50, folded once. SG 851 $30 
1825 1944 (19th Jan) Fieldpost airmail cover with pair of blue "Junkers" "LUFTFELDPOST" issues tied by light (but 

date legible) cds. No B/S's. Fine cond. neatly opened at top. $20 
1826 1944 Shooting Competition pair & Albert University commems all in CTO sheets of 50. Michel 866, 897/98 $30 
1827 Germany-Hamburg1836 entire franked "Allemagne/P.Givet" in red & bearing s/l "TTR4 HAMBOURG" in black & 

addressed to Bordeaux (receival cds of 4JUN1836). Remarkably good cond., wax removed. $30 
1828 Germany-Occupations of Zara 1943 MUH & F/U group in dealer cards with items identified by Michel Cat. 

Numbers. The MUH comprising Mi. 1, 7, 20 (III), 21, 22, 25 (Cat. €600, tiny thin), 33, 37, 38 & used comprising 
10, 34 & PD's 4, 7, 9 (these with ovpt reading up & not counted in total c.v. of nearly €2000). (14 items) $200 

1829 Germany-Third Reich 1939 German Colonial Exhibition postcards for 21.6.39-10.9.39 event in Dresden, both 

with 3pf Hindenburg tied by pictorial cachet (one 21.6, the other 26.7). One card shows Africa on globe with 
German ex-colonies highlighted, the other with eagle & swastika flag. Both with pencilled address. $30 

1830 1939-1942 group of 7 b/w postcards showing Albert Speer's design models & photos of the completed 
Nuremburg stadium for National rallies of the Nazi party. Three are used; two (1939) with 6pf Hindenburg tied by 
Nuremburg cds's & pictorial cachet "Parteitag Grossdeutschlands" straddling Nazi flags, the third (1942) with 6pf 
violet Hitler tied by slogan cancel & with message written from Nuremburg. Others unused, but one shows 
handstamped eagle in violet surrounded by "Reichsparteitaggelande Nuremburg". Good to fine cond. (7 cards) $100 

1831 WWII "Das Neue Deutschland" Stengel & Co postcard sample catalogue with Hindenburg, Hitler, Goering & other 
government/historical figures illustrated together with order form postcard unused. Unusual to have this with the 
sample catalogue. All in black & white & in excellent cond.  $75 

1832 WWII PPC unused with coloured head & shoulder "SS" officer with flag behind. Photo corner marks on reverse 
from being stuck in album, otherwise fine. A scarce card. $150 

1833 1945 SA/SS pair on addressed cover to  "Tempelhof, Berlin" with "Berlin W8" FDI cds of 21.4.45. This PO was 
close to where Hitler committed suicide 9 days later. Michel Cat. on cover €600 $250 

1834 Germany-Baden 1948 Currency Reform (no "pf") set of 10 F/U. Mi. 28-37 Cat. €220 $50 
1835 Germany-French Zone1945 Arms & Portraits set of 13. F/U (Mi. Cat. €250, plus 3f & 12f with red misplaced. $50 
1836 1949 issues of Baden (Kreutzer, UPU), Rheinland-Pfelz (UPU) & Wurttenberg (UPU, Weiner, Ski 

Championships) all F/U. Mi. Cat. €180+ (11) $40 
1837 1949 Red Cross M/S's for Baden, R/F & Wurttemberg. All MLH as issued but Baden has hinge thin. Mi. €380 $100 
1838 Germany-Zara 1943 10l purple of Italy overprinted "Deutsche Besetzung Zara" (German Occupation of Zara) in 

black. Cancelled on piece. Accompanied by Krischke Cert. (1995) also signed by Diena plus stamped on the 
back Ludin BPP confirming both stamp & cancel. Michel 16lc Cat. €2000 $600 

1839 Gibraltar 1953/59 QEII defins to £1 plus shades to 2/-. MVLH. SG 145/158 & "a" nos. Cat. £300 as MUH (26) $50 
1840 1960 QEII defins complete set of 14 to £1 MUH. SG 160/73 Cat. £80 $30 
1841 Gilbert & Elice1911 ½d, 1d & 2d ovpts on piece tied by large BUTARITARI ISLAND 11 JAN 11 cds in violet. 

Attractive with stamps alone Cat. £90+ $20 
1842 Greece 1896 Olympics 5d green & 10d brown superb used. SG 120/21 Cat. £900 $350 
1843 1900/01 "A.M" Athens Print currency ovpts perf & imperf 1d & 2d. MLH SG 144/47 Cat. £300 $100 
1844 1900/01 "A.M." currency ovptd Olympics set of 5 MLH. Vertical stamps with paper hinge remnants, other 2 MLH. 

Fresh appearance. SG 148/52 Cat. £600 $240 
1845 1906 Olympics issue MLH to 40l plus higher vals complete mint. SG 183/96 Cat. £550 as MLH $150 
1846 1913/15 3d grey-blue & 25d grey-black Victory. MLH SG 264A & 267A Cat. £525 $200 
1847 1922 Women's Patriotic League surcharged set of 4. Superb MUH except for couple of light surface spots on 

lowest cat. item. SG C344/47 Cat. £880 plus premium for MUH $500 
1848 1923 Revolution of 1922 ovpts on Crete & further ovptd "Hellas" in Greek. 9 values, 50l on 1d used, others MLH 

incl 3d ovpt on SG 56 of Crete & 5d on 5d. Fresh lot Cat. £600 $200 
1849 1930 Century of Independence set of 18 MLH. SG 433/50 Cat. £300 $120 
1850 1933 75d purple & lake. Fine MLH. SG 476 Cat. £350 $120 
1851 1940 Youth Organisation "postage" set of 10 MLH. 50d with corner damage. SG 534/43 Cat. £700 (excl 50d) (10) $250 
1852 1940 Greek Youth Organisation "Air" set of 10 MLH. SG 544/53 Cat. £900  $350 
1853 1946/7 10d on 10d red with surcharge inverted. MUH SG 622a Cat. £150 $60 
1854 Greece-Crete 1900 5d green F/U with provisional ovpt in vermilion. SG 9A Cat. £160 $50 
1855 1900 provisional ovpts in black F/U. SG 5B/9B Cat. £110 $40 
1856 1901/02 50l in 2 colours & 1, 2 & 5d not overprinted. All MLH. SG 14 & 16/19 Cat. £140 $40 
1857 1908 ovpts MLH (5d no gum, 25l & 50l used). SG 32/43 Cat. as MLH  £200 (12) $40 
1858 1909 "Hellas" provisional ovpts set of 6 incl 5 on 20l rose. Mint hinged. SG 44/49 Cat. £190 $60 
1859 Greece Occupation of Albania 1940 25d blue with ovpt inverted. MLH SG 16a Cat. £160 $50 
1860 1941 Youth Issue "POSTAGE" set of 10 MUH. SG 26/35, Cat. £85 plus premium for MUH $60 
1861 1941 Youth Issue "AIR MAIL" set of 10 MUH. SG 36/45 Cat. £85 plus premium for MUH $60 
1862 Greenland 1905 Parcel Post simplified group comprising 1, 2, 5, 10, 15Ö & 1k all F/U & 20, 70Ö (latter with one 

toned perf) mint. Basic cat. value £500+ $180 
1863 1945 Liberation ovpts set of 9 MLH (5k MUH but light tone spot). 5Ö is stained, 30Ö has selvedge folded under & 

stuck to gum, 10Ö & 15Ö have surface specks of red ovpt ink, so this is a "budget" offering of a scarce set! SG 
17/25 Cat. £700 as MUH & purchased for $240 in a 2012 PHILAS auction. $100 

1864 Grenadines of Grenada 1983 Communications Year sets of 4 x 100 MUH. Resale potential SG 547/50 Cat £180 $50 
1865 Hong Kong 1941 KGVI Centenary pictorials set of 6. MUH. SG 163/68 Cat. £90 $30 
1866 1962 QEII defins set of 15 to $20 with wmk upright. Fresh MUH. SG 196/210 Cat. £190 (15) $80 
1867 1990 UN Environment Day & 100 years of Public Transport sets in part sheets of 30. All without gum.                

SG 642/45 & 667/72 FV HK$640 (A$90+) $25 
1868 Hungary 1917 postcard with CTO 2f Turul specially cancelled for Budapest Aerial Exposition (publicity label 

affixed) & picture side showing biplane on ground with bomblets for dropping when over targets. Also full size 
postcard with same publicity as on label plus env addressed to Budapest with 15f (white figures) "Harvosters"   
tied by same special cancel as for 1917 postcard & also bearing similar publicity label. Mueller Cat. €320 
 

 
 
$90 



1869 1983 Communications Year sets of 4 & M/S x 100. MUH. Useful for reseller. SG 3519/24 & MS3525 Cat. £1300 $100 
1870 Iceland 1873 4 sk green Official with left margin & sans-serif cds & 8sk pale mauve Official with scriffed "RE…" 

cds. Perfs on 4sk a bit ragged & colour of India 8sk rather too pale but scarce items. SG O8 & O10 Cat. £720+ $100 
1871 1949-1952 Telegrams. Variety of cds's & cachets on KGVI side faces & commems. All official Indian Posts & 

Telegraphs Dept. forms. Unusual. (4) $20 
1872 Ireland 1922 "Seahorses", the 2/6d reddish brown plus 5/- & 10/- all MUH (Cat. £300++), 1922/3 Thom "Saorstat" 

wide date "Seahorses" set of 3 (mint) (£320 as MLH). SG 18, 19, 21; 64-6 $150 
1873 Israel 1963 "Halbanon" sheetlet of 16 on unaddressed FDC. SG 260a Cat. £130, Bale $80 $20 
1874 Italy 1901 Laureated Design set to 1L. Fresh MLH. But key 50¢ mauve with some pulled perfs at top & right. 

Others generally fine, but centering varies. Cat. £900 for the defective 50¢ plus £1220 the rest with the 10¢    
(Cat. £120) & 40¢ (Cat. £800) being very fine. (10) $180 

1875 1910 10 lire sage green & pale rose. MUH with original gum but light toning at base not apparent from front.     
SG 85 Cat £95 + premium MUH (Sassone €250) $30 

1876 1924 "Crociera Italiana 1924" ovpts complete set. MLH with minor staining on 10¢, otherwise fine. SG 165/71 $30 
1877 1924 One Lira surcharges on "Victory" design. MUH SG 161/64 Cat. £85 +premium for MUH (Sassone €175) $30 
1878 1932 "March on Rome" postage set of 16. MUH, stain top of 2l.55 value, otherwise fine. SG 350/65 Cat. £150+ $40 
1879 1936 Bimillenary of Horace postage set of 8. MUH with top value MVLH. SG 477/84 Cat. £130 + MUH premium $40 
1880 1949 100 lire brown Cent of Republic. SG 726 Cat. £140 & 50 lire x 3 of Art Exhib, F/U. SG 724. Total Cat. £150 $30 
1881 Italian Colonies 1933 10th Anniversary of Fascist March on Rome set of 10. Fresh MLH SG 53/62 Cat. £95 $20 
1882 Italian States-Modena 1859 10¢ "Tassa Gazzetta" newspaper stamp used with 7 parallel bars which may be 

forged but basic stamp conforms with genuine indicators in "The Serrane Guide" to forgeries. SG N17 Cat. £1300 
as MLH & £2750 used. Estimated as genuine stamp with forged cancel. $250 

1883 Japan 1929 souvenir booklet presented to delegates (by Japan) at the Ninth P.U.C. Congress in London 

containing (all struck down on gold outlined spaces) 18 defins to 10y, 1928 Coronation set & 2 postcards 
commemorating/illustrating the event. Very good cond & unusual. $50 

1884 Kenya & Uganda 1922/27 7s/50- orange yellow KGV. MUH with a few minor cracks/bends. SG 93 Cat. £110+ $50 
1885 Kiribati 2006 Dinosaurs set of 8 in sheetlets of 20 x 5. Fresh MUH SG 772/79 Cat. £1280+ (100 sets) $90 
1886 Korea-North 1983 World Communications Year M/S's x 100. Fresh MUH (100) $50 
1887 1996 Birds M/S progressive colour proofs on 5 imperf sheets. Usual light bends from such printers waste. 

Attractive thematic. Seen on Ebay at £100+. SG MSN3610var. $30 
1888 Leeward Islands 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4. MLH SG 88/91 Cat. £30 $20 
1889 Libya 1924/31 Libyan Sibyl no wmk set (ex 40¢), perf 14 (16¢ & 2 lire the scarcer perf 11) plus 1924/40 perf 14 

no wmk 5, 10, 30, 50¢, 1, 1.25 & 5 lire. All fresh MLH. SG 41/61 range. 12 vals cat. £240 $30 
1890 Malaya-Straits Settlements 1917 (30th July) commercial cover to Rotterdam Trading Co with 1917 3¢ + 2¢ & 4¢ 

+ 2¢ Red Cross tied by Singapore cds. Excellent cond except two thinned perfs at base of 4¢ + 2¢. SG 216/17 
Cat. £64 (x10 on cover) $140 

1891 1921/33 $25 purple & blue on blue, script wmk. Lightly used (possibly fiscal). Good colour. SG 240b Cat. £170 $30 
1892 Maldives 1983 World Communications Year sets of 4 x 100. MUH. Useful for Ebayer.  SG 1009/12 Cat. £950 $50 
1893 Malta 1914/21 2/- purple & bright blue/blue (couple of stains) & 1921 dull purple & blue/grey blue with few foxed 

perfs. Presentable copies which could respond to careful attention. SG 86 & 86g Cat. £100+ $25 
1894 1960 use of 6d QEII registered envelope, uprated with 5/-, 10/- defins, 8d St Paul x 2 & 2d defin with 

BIRKIRKARA registered label & addressed to Western Australia. Customs label affixed plus oval customs 
receival stamp on reverse. Slight damage from opening at top. $30 

1895 Mauritius 1983 World Communications Year sets of 4 x 100. MUH. Useful for reseller. SG 657/60 Cat. £205 $50 
1896 Monaco 1885 2¢ & 75¢ Prince Charles III. Both heavily hinged with thin spots but useful spacefillers at this 

estimate. SG 2 & 8 Cat. £365 $30 
1897 Morocco Agencies 1937 40 Centimos ovpt on 4d grey green block of 4 & 2 pairs. MUH SG 169 Cat. £300+ (8) $50 
1898 Netherlands 1876 Queen Wilhelmina "a" numbers of 3¢, 5¢, 7½¢, 10¢ (rosine), 12½¢ (grey) & 15¢ (yellow 

brown). Large part original gum (5¢ MUH). SG 147a/152a Cat. £390 (6) $50 
1899 1879/1923 MLH numerals & Queens to 60¢. Incomplete & the 15¢ bicolour has blunt corner, but does incl 15¢ 

brown (Cat. £160), 17½¢ mauve (Cat. £75), 40¢ (Cat. £50), 50¢ violet & grey (Cat. £90) & 60¢ (Cat. £60).             
All appear perf. 12½. No toning. Cat. £500+ (18) $90 

1900 1884 Postal Insurance (sometimes referred as Money Order) stamps set of 9 all with cds's. Mi. Cat. €400 $120 
1901 1893/98 5g lake & bronze green with JUNE 99 cds. One rounded corner lower right & nibbled perf lower left but 

well centred. SG 165 Cat. £650 $180 
1902 1894 reprints of 10¢ in 5 different colours printed from a discarded 10¢ printing plate in worn cond. Discovered by 

J.P.Moesman, he used the plate to make printings in 11 different colours on thick card. Those present here are 
carmine, orange, blue, French grey & blue-green. Something from the "philatelic fringe" for the collector who has 
just about everything else from this country! $50 

1903 1898 50¢ lake & bronze green. Fine MLH SG 191 Cat. £170 $40 
1904 1906 3¢ & 5¢ Anti-TB. 5¢ is centred high but both MUH. SG 209/10 Cat. £90 + premium for MUH $30 
1905 1911-1913 official Dutch Post Office glossy tissue-type paper envelopes titled " Administratie der Posterijen en 

Telegrafie .Inhoud Briefkaart Gedruckte met port belastet." Used to send postal items insufficiently franked  to 
receivers with Postage Due stamp affixed to front. All complete envelopes with porto from 1 c blue to 7½c blue. 
Usual light creasing due to paper type. (5)   $95 

1906 1920 2.50 surcharge on 1899/1910 10g MLH (hinge sweated off). Well-centred & with full perfs. Most attractive. 
SG 236 Cat. £225 $80 

1907 1920 2.50 surcharge on 1913 10g. Superb F/U. SG 237 Cat. £170 $100 
1908 1923 2½g & 5g Jubilee F/U. The latter with very light foxing. SG 268/89 Cat. £650 $180 
1909 1951 15g & 25g "Seagulls" Airs. Fresh MLH. SG 742/3 Cat. £800 as MUH $250 
1910 Netherlands Colonies-Curacao 1873 2½, 3, 5, 10, 25 & 50¢ King William III set of 6 black imperforate 

ungummed proofs. Unfortunately the 2½¢ has stains visible from front but remains a scarce set. (6) $150 
1911 Netherlands-Indies 1908 "JAVA" & "BUITEN BEZIT" ovpts with both sets F/U to 2½g. Minor bends at base of  

1g "JAVA" otherwise fine. SG 142/77 Cat. £230 $50 
1912 New Caledonia 1891 10¢ on 40¢ perfd. MUH interpanneau tete-beche with couple of outer vertical perfs trimmed 

but spectacular. $90 



1913 1892/93 10 on 1f strip of 3 ovptd in black & ditto ovptd in blue. Odd flat perf at top of centre blue ovptd stamp 
otherwise fine & fresh MUH. SG 48/49 Cat. £200 MLH, Dallay €345 MUH $90 

1914 1892/93 5 on 75¢ carmine/rose. MUH interpanneau block of 20 folded at right of gutter (block of 10 in 2 rows of   
5 either side of gutter with left & right selvedge). Vertical bends affect 6 units. Remarkable multiple MUH from so 
long ago. SG 46 (ovpt in black) Cat. £24 MLH each, Dallay No. 31b Cat. €60 MUH for each. Total SG Cat. £480 
as MLH, Dallay €1200 MUH $250 

1915 1899/1901 "N.C.E. 15" ovpt on 1f olive block of 16 with the top 8 CTO (1901) & lower 8 full gum. MUH but trivial 
gum skips/disturbances. Horizontal bend on 3rd row. Block from lower left pane with selvedge at top & left. SG 54 
£44 each CTO & £60 each MLH, Dallay 52 Cat. €35 CTO, €60 MUH. Each ovpt was applied separately, hence 
positions vary considerably. Total Cat. SG £830, Dallay €720 plus premium for multiple. $100 

1916 1916 Noumea to East Fremantle, WA bearing 1905/07 5¢ green & pair 10¢ rose cancelled in blue. "PASSED" 
struck in violet at base of envelope. Adelaide transit cds 1916 & "NOUMEA/2E/17/JA 1/1/NELLE CALEDONIA" 
cds on reverse. Neatly opened at top & free of toning. Unusual. $20 

1917 New Zealand 1910 ½d KEVII Official block of 11 (6 top row) with the dot after "OFFICIAL" showing as weak 

outline, lower row normal. All MUH (two units with stains). SG O73 Cat. £13 each as MLH $40 
1918 1947 Lighthouses Life Insurance Dept. in fine MUH blocks of 4. SG L42/49 Cat. £130 $30 
1919 1949 2d Royal Visit photographic Die proof of unadopted design for 1949 Royal Visit which did not take place.   

All photos were destroyed when the issue was abandoned. An extract from NZPO Philatelic Bulletin No.1 of 1948 
announcing the issue is also included. Unusual. $50 

1920 1960/66 ½d to £1 Pictorials set of 23 MUH. SG 781/802 Retails $150 $50 
1921 1985 25¢ QEII normal & marginal example MUH with Royal Sash emblems omitted. SG suggests this was from a 

batch sent for destruction in 1986. $150 
1922 1988 (17th Sept) Birdpex '90 Pigeon flight flimsy & pmkd cover with Penguin/NZ Pigeon cinderellas & ditto with 

Kakapo/Rock Wren cinderellas. Exc cond. (2) $20 
1923 1996 Olympic Games FDC signed by Sir David Beatie, NZ Olympic President & set of $1.80 colour separation 

circular stamps with No. 853 (of 2000) perf/imperf sheetlet in hard backed pres folder. Exc cond. Retails $250+ $30 
1924 North Borneo 1948 Silver Wedding pair in MUH/MLH corner blocks of 4. Minute gum adhesions on 2 of the $10 

& MLH in selvedges otherwise fine. SG 143/44 Cat. £120 as MUH $40 
1925 Norway 1878 1k, 1k50 & 2k King Oscar II. MLH with original gum. Facit 34/36 Cat. Skr 1125 $60 
1926 Palestine 1924 Postage Dues set of 6 all ovptd SPECIMEN. MLH SG D 6s/11s Cat. £300 $120 
1927 Peru 1929 airmail cover to Lima bearing 50¢ monument inverted ovpt "Sericio Aereo" plus 2¢ & 10¢ additional 

franking. Believed to have been applied for philatelist "per favour". $50 
1928 Poland 1928 50g & 1z sepia Exhib MUH from M/S. Both slightly off centre taken into account with est. Mi. €340 $90 
1929 1945 (24th Jan) stampless censored cover, handwritten "On active service" addressed to member of "Polish 

Forces CMF 339" & further marked "written in Polish" at lower right. Neatly opened at top & rear flap torn &       
re-sealed after censor viewing. $20 

1930 Portugal 1855 5r red brown King Pedro with straight hair. Good to F/U cut square touching design at two points. 

Mi. 5 Cat. €1200 $150 
1931 1894 Henry the Navigator set of 13 F/U. 10¢ thin spot, otherwise fine. SG 314/26 Cat. £475 $150 
1932 Russia 1987 Butterflies set of 5 to 30k. MUH sets x 100. Useful for reseller or Ebay. SG 57226/30 Cat. £240  $50 
1933 San Marino 1877/90 first issue. Mint or MLH. Few pulled/short perfs on 10¢, 20¢ & 25¢. No gum on 10¢ 

ultramarine, 20¢, 25¢ & 30¢. Gum on 40¢ very fresh & white (probably regummed). Cond reflected in low reserve. 
SG 1/7 Cat. £3300 as MLH $180 

1934 1936 Air Provisionals. 1948 100 lire on 15¢ MLH & 200 lire "POSTA AEREA" on 25 lire are MLH, others MUH. 
SG 230/31 & 372/73, Cat. £195 $40 

1935 1952 Columbus set incl 200 lire air. MUH SG 425/37 Cat. £250 $60 
1936 1952 Stamp Day set of 6. MUH SG 446/51 Cat. £100 $20 
1937 1954/5 Sports. MUH & fresh. SG 474/84 Cat. £100 $30 
1938 Sarawak 1869 3¢ James Brooke pair with gum adherences but scarce with gum & cat. price is for mint without 

gum. SG 1 Cat. £110 + premium for gummed $100 
1939 1871 3¢ Charles Brooke, mint without gum. Has selvedge & showing SG 2a variety "dot after THREE". Cat. £55 $25 
1940 Seychelles 1938/49 1r, 1.50r, 2.25 & 5r KGVI on chalk surfaced paper. F/U with crisp cds pmks SG 146a, 147/49 $20 
1941 1942 2.25r KGVI tortoise on chalky paper. MUH Cat. £30 $20 
1942 1983 World Communications Year sets of 4 x 100. Fine MUH. Useful for reseller/Ebay etc SG 550/53 Cat. £145 $50 
1943 2008 Olympic Games set of 4 in sheets of 50 x 2 giving 100 sets. MUH SG 957/60 Cat. £390 $50 
1944 Singapore 1948 $2 KGVI green & scarlet perf. 14. Fresh MVLH bordering on MUH. SG 14 Cat. £48 $25 
1945 1951 $5 green & brown KGVI perf. 17½x18. Superb MUH. SG 30 Cat. £190 $90 
1946 1951 $5 KGVI green & brown perf. 17½x18. Fresh MLH. SG 30 Cat. £190 $70 
1947 1948 $5 Silver Wedding F/U with genuine 1948 commercial cds. Good perfs & well centred. SG 32 Cat. £50 $25 
1948 1980's-1990's Frama type postage labels in button sets in various designs to $2. (7 sets - 64 labels) $20 
1949 1980's FDC's all unaddressed x 30 plus 21 PO Presentation Packs. All in exc cond. PTSA $150+ (51 items) $40 
1950 Solomon Islands 1907 "Large Canoes" set with ½d fine MLH, the 2½d superb used with full upright TULAGI 

cds. Others MLH with hinge remains. Small surface thin on 1d, otherwise fault free. Fresh looking. (7) Cat. £260+ $60 
1951 1986 America's Cup Defence strip of 5 on FDC signed by Dennis Conner, the skipper of Star & Stripes x 10. $50 
1952 1987 (1st June) $5 America's Cup commem gold stamp FDC's pmkd Honiara x 10. Exc unaddressed cond. (10) $50 
1953 2006 Dinosaurs set of 8 in sheetlets of 20 x 5. Fresh MUH SG 1194/1201 Cat. £1540+ (100 sets) $120 
1954 Somaliland 1951 5c to 5/- New Currency set of 11. Fresh MLH with 5/- on 5r MUH. SG 125/35 Cat. £48 as MUH $20 
1955 South Africa 1933/49 Voortrekker &Huguenot MLH bilingual pairs & 1949 Settlers pairs MUH SG76/84 Cat £170 $40 
1956 South Africa-Boer War1900/02 P.O.W. covers inwards & outwards mostly bearing OFS 1d ovptd "VRI", but also 

a St Helena front of 1902 bearing violet cachet of Broad Bottom Camp plus 2 covers with CGH 1d addressed to 
Green Point Camp. Two items have "Prisoner's letter" handwritten in red, the others have variations on "Prisoner 
of War" in the address & all bear "Censor Prisoners of War" cachets with tent numbers shown in addresses. (21) $150 

1957 South Africa-Cape of Good Hope 1855/63 4d deep blue with clear margins all round. Mint without gum.          

SG 6a Cat. £700 as MLH $60 
1958 1855/63 4d deep blue & 1/- bright yellow green on small piece tied by barred obliterator. Both stamps have two 

large margins & cut into at base. SG 6a & 8 Cat. £320 $40 



1959 1863/64 1d deep brown red. MLH pair, one with 3 large margins, the other touching on one side. Strong colour. 
SG 18b Cat. £1000 pair $300 

1960 South Africa-Transvaal 1885/93 £5 reprint with fake cancel of 1893 applied. SG 187 Cat. £170 as original used $25 
1961 Southern Rhodesia 1924/29 ½d to 2/- (excl 8d) good to F/U with 6d in block of 4 with Bulawayo cds. 

Unfortunately all suffering from some degree of toning reflected in est. SG 1/12 (ex 8) Cat. £145 $20 
1962 Spain 1922 1p MLH plus 4p & 10p MUH well centred. SG 391/93 Cat. £135 MLH + premium MUH $70 
1963 St Helena 1923 ½d grey & black with "torn flag" variety. Minor scuff at base. MLH SG 97b $20 
1964 1922/37 1d grey & green pair & 2d grey & slate tied to parcel piece with OC 12 33 cds. One 1d & the 2d each 

show "cleft rock" varieties. Unfortunately crease across top affecting all items. SG 98c & 100c Cat. £250+ $60 
1965 1923 2d grey & slate used with "broken mainmast" variety. F/U but tone spots & blunt top right corner reflected in 

estimate. SG 100a Cat. £160 $20 
1966 1948 Silver Wedding pair in MUH corner blocks of 4. Natural paper inclusion in one 10/-. SG 143/44 Cat. £108 $50 
1967 1961/65 QEII Pictorials set of 14 to £1. Fresh MUH SG 176/89 Cat. £60 $30 
1968 St Lucia & St Vincent 1938 KGVI defin sets to £1 MLH simplified, but St Lucia ½d & 1d violet are the scarcer 

perf. 14½ x 14. Hingeing varies on St Lucia, missing 2½d ultramarine, whilst St Vincent set is MLH (13 original 
values only). SG Cat. £115 as MUH (29) $30 

1969 St Vincent 1985 Michael Jackson set of 4 M/S's x 10 sets. MUH. Popular thematic. SG 948a/d $50 
1970 Suriname 1941 5g blue-green airmail. Lightly used. SG 282 Cat £500 $180 
1971 Swaziland 1889 2/6d buff & 5/- slate blue Transvaal issues with "Swaziland" ovpts MLH. The 2/6d perfs irregular 

with 5/- clean. Cat. SG 7/8 Cat. £500 $200 
1972 Sweden 1991 10k Slania-engraved imperf showing Gustav IIIs Coronation set on a print of the painting from 

which the artwork was taken, housed in Swedish PO folder. A desirable item, given that there are many collectors 
who seek this engraver's work. Limited edition, 7590 of 8000. $30 

1973 Switzerland 1912 Hotel letter to Brienz, apparently posted using 1897/1908 1¢ Postage Dues x 3 & 1910 3¢ 

Postage Dues x 4 as postage stamps. All tied by neat HERGISWIL (address of Hotel) cds 28V12. Superb cond. $40 
1974 Tanzania 1983 Communications Year sets & M/S x 100. MUH. Resale potential. SG 385/88 & MS389 Cat. £295 $100 
1975 Thailand 1883 1s blue. Fine MLH plus 1885 1 Tical (13½mm) ovpt on 1s but with thin & adherences so       

space-filler potential. SG 1 & 7 Cat. £230 $20 
1976 1947/49 20b reddish purple & black marginal example. MUH apart from very light hinge mark on outer selvedge & 

faintest trace of toning mark on gum of stamp.  Perfectly centred. SG 322 Cat. £475 $180 
1977 Tibet (Govt in Exile) 1974 (1st April) UPU set of 4 on presentation card pmkd Gangchen Kyishong, Dharmsala. 

Card signed by EW Roberts, the stamp designer and numbered 214 of 250. Unusual. $20 
1978 Tonga 1897 1d Ovava Tree with "lopped branch" variety. MLH with normal for comparison. SG 39b Cat. £75 $30 
1979 1938 (10th May)  inwards Tin Can Mail Island cover bearing Australia 3d KGVI Die 2, addressed to Mr W. 

Quensell, Niuafoou, Tonga, Tin Can - Canoe Mail Island, South Sea". Usual variety of handstamps back & front. $20 
1980 Tin Can Mail covers 1934, 1935 (2 to Sydney), 1937 & 1939 (bearing 1938 set of 3) plus modern $2 Tonga Tin 

Can Mail Centenary peel & stick commem card & 1988 PPC showing mail retrieval by canoe. A lovely group. (7) 
stampless undated cover to Perth WA boxed PAQUEBOT cachet, 1936 US cover with "First Day of Commission" 
cachet & "U.S.S.Smith..." pre-printed, plus another (1934) cancelled "U.S.S.FRIGATE/CONSTITUTION" & G.B.  
KGVI "O.A.S." cover to Perth with 3d & 1/- tied by MARITIME MAIL strike. Also Qld 1d QV strip off paper with two 
complete "LOOSE SHIP LETTER" dateless oval strikes. Nice Lot. (12) $50 

1981 Trinidad & Tabago 1983 Communications Year sets of 4 x 100. MUH. Useful for resale SG 627/30 Cat. £220 $50 
1982 Tristan Da Cunha 1961 ½d to 1r QEII set of 13. Fine MLH. SG 42/54. Cat. £80 as MUH $25 
1983 Turkey 1945 National Census 1 lire brown M/S MUH. SG MS 1345a Cat. £70 $20 
1984 Tuvalu 1996 Year of the Rat M/S's x 100. MUH SG MS752 Cat. £140 (100) $50 
1985 Uganda 1983 World Communications Year sets of 4 x 100. MUH. Useful for reseller. SG 416/19 Cat. £255 $50 
1986 Ukraine (German Occupation) 1941 1pf, 3pf, 4pf, 6pf, 12pf (both types), 15pf, 20pf, 24pf, 25pf, 30pf, 40pf each 

x 100. The lower vals in sheets, the higher vals in half sheets or (40pf) in half sheet & 2 blocks of 25. MUH (1200) $150 
1987 USA 1898 1¢, 5¢, 8¢, 10¢ & $2 Trans-Mississippi. Heavily used but sound, the latter with one short perf at base 

plus few other pre-1900 issues in very mixed cond. But incls 1887/88 3¢ vermilion F/U (Cat. £60). Cat. of this & 
Trans Mississippi items alone £1100+ (17) $60 

1988 1945 March/April pre-victory satirical covers bearing cartoon drawings, offered separately as follows: 5th March 
Pottsville to Victoria, "opened by censor" label partially obscuring drawing in green of Hitler & Tojo as monkeys 
sitting on a branch with bombs raining down on them. Foxed edges, otherwise fine. $25 

1989 1959 (16th Oct) Paquebot cover to NZ with 1¢ & 4¢ defins tied by Honolulu machine cancel. "T" in circle with 18c 
in m/s & "Not Air Mail Insufficient Postage Prepaid" added in purple plus "Paquebot" in black & violet "Royal 
Interocean Lines M.V.Straat Chatham" cachet. Also "Printed Matter" handstamped in blue at base on "Orient 
Line" stationery env. Lovely item. $30 

1990 1976 (4th July) Bicentennial commem solid silver medal & stamp FDC in pres folder. $20 
1991 1993 Yearbook with Elvis Presley front cover & stamp issue. All stamps included for 1993. Exc cond. $20 
1992 1994 Legends of the West commem FDI pres pack with sheetlet CTO in folder. SG 2950/69 Cat. £16+ $15 
1993 As above. 19th March Bartlesville to Pottsville (typed address) with US Marine bayoneting Japanese soldier with 

"SAVING FACE" above illustration/ Exc cond. $25 
1994 As above. 1st March Winamac Ind typed address to San Francisco with "AMERICAN PEOPLE UNFAIR TO 

JAPAN! THEY BUY WAR BOND AND STAMPS" in violet above & below unflattering Japanese cartoon in green.  $25 
1995 As above. 30th April Pottsville to San Francisco with black printed cartoon at left showing Hilters head with bullets 

flying through his cap as he says "Ach! Wot a war ... noddings but defeat!" Good cond. $25 
1996 Vanuatu 2010 Year of the Tiger M/S's x 100. MUH SG MS1064 Cat. £400 (100) $75 
1997 Vietnam-North Ho Chi Minh unissued designs in "HAO" currency mint set of 4. Something "beyond the 

catalogue" for a North Vietnam collection. Not seen by us before. $20 
1998 Yugoslavia 1946 9d deep orange "Girl with Flag" without overprint surcharge. Tiny grease mark in top margin 

otherwise MUH. Michel No 493I Cat. €500, SG 526a Cat. £500 $100 
1999 Yugoslavia-German Occ of Croatia 1941 1.50Din+1.50Din blue/black with gold ovpt & 4Din+3Din dark brown 

also with gold ovpt, both in complete MUH sheetlets of 16. Each with Wieneke (2002) certs. each with photos. 
Rarely seen so fine. Michel 39A/40A Cat. €1300+ (2 sheetlets) $250 

2000 Zimbabwe 1983 World Communications Year sets of 4 x 100. MUH. Useful for Ebayer. SG 630/35 Cat. £160 $50 

 


